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INTRODUCTION

THE SIX SYSTEMS OF PHILOSOPHY

The Vedas are the scriptures of the Hindus, to whatever sect or denomination they may belong. They are the earliest extant religious literature to-day and form the corner-stone of the Indo-Aryan cultural edifice. The Hindus believe that the Vedas are not the utterances of any person but are eternal and owe their authority to no individual. They are not inspired but expired by God. These Vedas are divided into two sections, the Karmakanda and the Jnanaakanda, the former dealing with the ritualistic and the latter with the knowledge portion of the Vedas. The latter section is also known as the Vedanta, the end of the Vedas or the goal or gist of the Vedas. These are not mere speculations but the record of the spiritual experiences of the race for centuries, actual realizations or superconscious perceptions.

Though we find Vedantic thought even in some of the earliest hymns of the Rig-Veda, e.g. the Nasadiya Sukta, which forms as it were the basis of later Upanishads, yet there is no denying the fact that the Indo-Aryans in their earlier days in India were given more to rituals and sacrifices. These were elaborated to such an
extent by the Brāhmanas, the priestly class, that persons of rationalistic bent of mind revolted and questioned the very efficacy of the sacrificial religion. They engaged themselves in metaphysical problems and arrived at different solutions of the world. The Vedāntic thought that was in germ form was now developed more and more, and we have the Upanishads. This spirit of revolt against ritualism was carried on mainly by the Kshatriyas. The Indo-Aryans were very bold thinkers and nothing was sacrilegious to them in their search after truth. Traces of opposition against the religion of the Vedas are found in the Vedas themselves. This tidal wave of rationalism in its extreme form gave rise to such schools of thought as the Chārvākas, which were extremely materialistic and anti-religious.

In the age immediately preceding Buddha and during his lifetime there was a great religious and philosophical upheaval in India. From the Brahmajāla-Sutras we learn that in his time there were as many as sixty-two different schools of philosophy in India. We also learn from Buddhistic literature the names of a good number of teachers who were venerated in Aryāvarta at the time—names like Purāna Kasyapa, Kātyāyana, Makkāli Gosāla, Nigantha Nāṭhaputra, the founder of Jainism, and others. While these great souls represented Indian culture from an anti-Vedic standpoint there were many great
names that represented the culture from the traditional standpoint—names that are still venerated by Hindu religion and culture.

The destructive criticism of everything in the old system by the Chārvākas and others set the orthodox section to organize their belief on a more rationalistic basis and render it immune against all such criticism. This led to the foundation of the six systems of orthodox Hindu philosophy—orthodox\(^1\) in the sense that they accepted the authority of the Vedas in things transcendental—while there were others who did not accept this authority and therefore were dubbed heterodox, though otherwise they too were the outcome of Upanishadic thought. The acceptance of the authority of the Vedas by these orthodox schools, however, does not mean that they accepted them \textit{in toto}. Their allegiance to the Vedas varied widely and often it was too loose. Of the six orthodox schools, \textit{viz.} Nyāya, Vaiseshika, Sāṅkhya, Yoga, Purva Mimāṃsā and Uttara Mimāṃsā or Vedānta, the last two are intimately connected with the Vedas, which is one of the reasons why they are not mentioned in the Jaina and

\(^1\) Astika (orthodox) and Nāstika (heterodox) had nothing to do with belief or non-belief in the existence of a God. Sāṅkhya and Mimāṃsā which did not accept an Iswara were yet regarded Astika (orthodox).
Buddhistic literature, while the others are mentioned.

These six orthodox systems of thought developed side by side at different intellectual centres, of which there were a good number all over the country even during the Upanishadic period. Again in each system there were shades of difference. Thus for centuries philosophic thought developed in India till at last it became so unwieldy that a regular systematization of each school of thought was found a great necessity. This led to the Sutra literature.

THE SUTRAS

These systematic treatises were written in short aphorisms called Sutras, meaning clues, and were intended as memory-aids to long discussions on any topic which the student had gone through with his teacher or Guru. The thought was very much condensed, for much was taken for granted. Consequently the maximum of thought was compressed into these Sutras in as few words as possible. Madhwaçchárya quotes from Padma Purâna a definition of the Sutra in his commentary on the Brahma-Sutras, which runs as follows:

अत्यश्चरसोदिम्ब्रच सारविन्दिस्वतोमुखम् ।
अस्तोभमाथविच सूतं सूतविदेश विदुः ॥
"People learned in Sutra literature say that a Sutra should be concise and unambiguous, give the essence of the arguments on a topic but at the same time deal with all aspects of the question, be free from repetition and faultless." Though this definition states what a Sutra ought to be, in practice, however, the desire for brevity was carried to such extremes that most part of the Sutra literature is now unintelligible, and this is particularly so with respect to the Vedânta-Sutras which has consequently given rise to divergent systems.

There was Sutra literature in every branch of Indo-Aryan knowledge which had become cumbersome through centuries and required systematization. The authors of Sutras, as we see, are not the founders of the thought or systems they propounded, but are mere systematizers of the thought developed on the subject by successive generations of thinkers for centuries. The thought of these Sutras was much developed by later thinkers and even modified by them, though all of them disclaimed any originality in it, declaring that they were merely interpreting the Sutras. This was specially the case with respect to the philosophical Sutras. All these subsequent thinkers belonged to one or other of the six systems and developed its traditional thought from generation to generation, rendering it more and more perfect, and more
and more secure against the ever new criticisms of rival schools. Such interpretations of the Sutras gave rise to various kinds of literary writings like Vākyas, Vrittis, Kārikās and Bhāshyas, each of them being more and more elaborate than the previous ones.

The Upanishads do not contain any ready-made consistent system of thought. At first sight they seem to be full of contradictions. Hence arose the necessity of systematizing the thought of the Upanishads. Bādarāyana, to whom the authorship of the Brahma-Sutras or Vedānta-Sutras is ascribed, is not the only one who had tried to systematize the philosophy of the Upanishads. From the Brahma-Sutras itself we find that there were other schools of Vedānta which had their own following. We find the names of Aūdulomi, Kāsakritsna, Bādari, Jaimini, Kārshnājini, Asmarathya and others mentioned. All this shows that Bādarāyana’s Sutras do not constitute the only systematic work in the Vedānta school; though probably the last and best. All the sects of India now hold this work to be the great authority and every new sect starts with a fresh commentary on it—without which no sect can be founded in this country.
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THE AUTHOR AND DATE OF THE SUTRAS

About Bádaráyana, the author of the Sutras, very little is known to-day. Tradition, however, identifies him with Vyāsa, the author of the Gitā and the Mahābhārata. Sankara, however, in his commentaries refers to Vyāsa as the author of the Mahābhārata, and the author of the Sutras he refers to as Bádaráyana. Perhaps to him these two personalities were different. His followers, Vāchaspati, Anandagiri and others identify Vyāsa and Bádaráyana, while Rāmānuja and other commentators on the Sutras attribute it to Vyāsa.

Deussen infers from the cross references in the works of Jaimini and Bádaráyana that they may have been combined by a later editor into one work, and provided with the cross references. This combined work, he says, was commented upon by Upavarsha on whose work the commentaries of Sabara on the Purva Mimāmsā and Sankara on the Uttara Mimāmsā rest. Sankara's commentary on 3. 3. 53 gives support to this last view and it also explains the popular idea that the two Mimāmsās form one Sāstra. This combined work might well have been arranged by Vyāsa, the author of the Mahābhārata. Or it may be that he had written them himself according to the views that were traditionally handed down as Bádaráyana's. This latter view easily accounts for the reference to Bádaráyana by name in the
Sutras. That such a thing was not uncommon in ancient India is established by Colebrook on the authority of Indian commentators of Manu and Yajnavalkya.¹ Max Müller also says that Bādarāyana and other similar names are simply eponymous heroes of different philosophies.³

In support of the view that the two persons are one it can be pointed out that there existed in the time of Pāṇini Sutras known as Bhikshu-Sutras which are identified by Vāchaspati with the Vedānta-Sutras. The subject-matter of the Vedānta-Sutras being Brahman, the knowledge of which is pre-eminently meant for Sannyāsins, it might well be called Bhikshu-Sutras. Pāṇini in his Sutras ascribes these Bhikshu-Sutras to Pārāsarya, the son of Parāsara, i.e., Veda-Vyāsa, who was also called Bādarāyana as he had his Ashrama at Badari in the Himalayas. That the Vedānta-Sutras and Purva Mīmāṃsā-Sutras must have existed before Pāṇini can also be inferred from the commentary on both of them by Upavarśa who is said to be the Guru of Pāṇini in the Kathā-saritsāgara, though we must admit it cannot be conclusively proved that the two Upavarshas are one and the same person.

The identity of the Vedānta-Sutras and the Bhikshu-Sutras would no doubt fix the date of

¹ The Six Systems of Indian Philosophy (1912 Impression), p. 120.
the Sutras very early, before Buddha, and a question may arise how such an early work could have referred to various other schools of philosophy of a much later date and refuted them. In this connection we must not forget that the author of the Sutras does not refer to any founder of the different schools by name. He even does not use the technical terms of the different schools as they are known to us today. During that great philosophical ferment which followed at the close of the Upanishadic period various metaphysical views were held which later developed in definite channels. Therefore the fact that Bádarāyana is acquainted with certain systems of thought which later came to be associated with certain names does not show that Bádarāyana was later than these persons. These later names were by no means the original founders of these systems of thought, but only gave definite shape to some particular thought that was found in that mass of philosophical speculations which existed in that period. Bádarāyana could anticipate even the Buddhistic and Jaina schools, for Buddha and Mahāvira also were not the founders of any altogether new schools of philosophy but imbibed much of the thought current in the country at the time. There was no revolutionary departure in their philosophy, but it was their great personality that shaped the history of India for centuries. As regards Jaina thought we know
definitely that it existed from even before the
time of Pârswanâth (8th or 9th century B. C.).
In fact all these systems must have belonged to
the same period of philosophical ferment which
preceeded the rise of Buddhism. Thus a writer of
the Vedânta-Sutras before Buddha may well be
acquainted with the different schools of, philo-
sophy refuted in the Tarkapâda of that book,
though they might not have existed in the form
in which we know them to-day or in the form in
which they have been refuted by Sankara.
Moreover, that the Vedânta-Sutras were
known to exist before Buddha can also be made-
out from the Gitâ. The date of the Gitâ and the
original Mahâbhârata, of which the Gitâ is a
part, can be fixed before the time of Buddha.
Both of them are pre-Buddhistic, for they contain
no reference to Buddha and Buddhism. Quota-
tions from both are found in Bodhâyana who
belongs to 400 B.C. The language of the Gitâ
also seems to belong to a period before Pânini.
He is also conversant with the epic characters.
So we can well say that the Gitâ and the Mahâ-
bhârata were known before Buddha. Now we
find a clear reference to the Brahma-Sutras, in
Gitâ 13.4, where the word ‘Brahma-Sutra-padâih’
occurrs. This is a definite reference to the
Vedanta-Sutras. The full text runs as follows:
“This has been sung by the Rishis in various
ways and in different metres and definitely and
logically by the words of the Brahma-Sutras." Tilak argues in his Gitâ-Rahasya that the first half refers to teachings which are disconnected and unsystematic and therefore refers to the Upanishads, while the later half to something definite and logical—a difference that is clearly brought out by this stanza and therefore refers to the systematized thought in the Vedânta-Sutras. Max Müller too is of opinion that the Vedânta Sutras belong to an earlier period than the Gitâ. and in the text just quoted he finds a clear reference to the recognized title of the Vedânta or Brahma-Sutras. Indian commentators on the Gitâ like Râmânuja, Madhwa and others, identify the Vedânta-Sutras in this passage of the Gitâ.

But if the Vedânta-Sutras be of an earlier date than the Gitâ, how could it contain references to the Gitâ? In Sutras 2. 3. 45 and 4. 2. 21 all the commentators quote the same text of the Gitâ, and there seems to be no doubt that they are right. These cross references show that the author of the Gitâ had a hand in the present recension of the Sutras. This is also made clear by the rejection of the fourfold Vyûha of the Bhâgavatas both by the Gitâ and the Sûtras and the great predominance given to the Sânkhya school in both. The Gitâ accepts the Sânkhya

1 The Six Systems of Indian Philosophy, p. 113.

2 Ibid, p 118.
view of creation but modifies it to some extent and makes the Pradhâna subservient to the Supreme Brahman which is non-dual. In the Vedânta-Sutras also the author refutes the dualism of the Sânkhyas. Otherwise he has no objection to accepting the Pradhâna or Prakriti as a principle dependant on the Supreme Lord (vide 1. 4. 2-3): Sankara in his Bhâshya on these Sutras makes this quite clear.

From what has been said above we find that there are strong grounds for believing that the Vedânta-Sutras must have existed before Buddha and that if Bâdarâyana and Veda-Vyâsa are not one and the same person as tradition holds, the latter must have had a hand in the present recension of the Sutras, though it is very difficult to say to what extent—whether it was by way of merely revising the original Sutras of Bâdarâyana or writing them down in toto after the teachings of Bâdarâyana.

COMMENTATORS ON THE BRAHMA-SUTRAS

It has already been shown that the Brahmasutras of Bâdarâyana somehow gained prominence and popularity and as a result all the great Achâryas have written commentaries on it. The oldest of the extant commentaries is by Sankara, the exponent of Monism. A Vritti by Upavarsha is mentioned by Sankara and Bhâskara and a Vritti by Bodhâyana is referred to and often
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quoted by Rāmānuja in his Sri Bhāshya. Sankara does not refer to Bodhāyana. According to Vedānta Desika the two are one person. Unfortunately this work of Bodhāyana is not available now. Rāmānuja quotes also from the Dramida Bhāshya which evidently belongs to the Bhakti cult of Southern India. Sankara was followed by a host of commentators on these Sutras—Yādava Prakāsha, Bhāskara, Vijnāna Bhikshu, Rāmānuja, Nilakantha, Sripati, Nimbārka, Madhwa, Vallabha and Baladeva. There are even some recent commentaries, though of not much value. All these try to maintain that their system is the one that Bādarāyana propounded through his Sutras.

At present, however, only five of these great commentators have a large following—Sankara, the exponent of Monism; Rāmānuja, the exponent of Visishtādvaita or qualified Monism; Nimbārka, the exponent of Bhedābhedavāda or the theory of difference and non-difference; Madhwa, the exponent of Dualism; and Vallabha, the exponent of Suddhādvaitavāda. All of these systems seem to be based on the views of one or other of the ancient Vedānta schools which we find Bādarāyana referring to in his Sutras.

A question may be raised how the same work could have given rise to so many conflicting schools of thought. The reasons are many. In the first place the brevity of the Sutras leaves
much to be supplied by the commentators, and in the absence of an universally accepted unbroken tradition each is free to do this according to his own preconceived ideas. Sometimes even without supplying anything the same Sutra is capable of being interpreted differently and even conveying quite the opposite meaning (e.g. Sankara and Râmânuja on 3. 2. 11) by the mere shifting of the stops. Again, while there is a tradition which is accepted more or less by all as regards the arrangement into chapters and sections, there is no such accepted tradition as regards the division into Adhikaranas (topics), nor is there anything authoritative to guide us as to which Sutras form the Purvapaksha or the prima facie view and which give the Siddhânta or the author’s view. So every one is free to divide the Sutras into topics according to his own choice and regard any Sutras as giving the author’s view. Then again, the Sutras do not give any reference as to which texts of the scriptures are being discussed and as a result the commentator is free to select any texts from that vast repertory, so much so that it often happens that different commentators see different topics discussed in the same set of Sutras. Added to all this is the difficulty that Bâdârâyana is often silent as regards his own decision and that on fundamental questions. He merely gives the views of different Vedântins and ends the topic (vide 1. 4. 20-22).
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The five great commentators more or less agree on certain points, especially where the author attacks the principles of the non-Vedântic schools. All of them agree that Brahman is the cause of this world and that knowledge of It leads to final emancipation which is the goal to be attained; also that Brahman can be known only through the scriptures and not through mere reasoning. But they differ amongst themselves as to the nature of this Brahman. Its causality with respect to this world, the relation of the individual soul to It and the condition of the soul in the state of release.

Brahman according to Sankara is attributeless, immutable, Pure Intelligence. Iswara according to him is a product of Mâyâ—the highest reading of the Nirguna Brahman by the individualized soul. The world is a Vivarta or apparent transformation through Mâyâ of the Nirguna Brahman but not in reality. The Jiva in reality is all-pervading and identical with Brahman, though as individualized by its Upâdhi (adjunct), the internal organ, it regards itself as atomic, as an agent, and as a part of the Lord. The knowers of the Nirguna Brahman attain It directly and have not to go by “the path of the gods”. It is the knowers of the Saguna Brahman that go by that path to Brahmaloka from where they do not return but attain Brahman at
the end of the cycle. Knowledge is the only means to Liberation.

To Râmânuja and the other commentators, Brahman is not attributeless but an essentially Personal God possessing infinite benign attributes. They hold that though personality as we-experience it in man is limited, it need not be invariably connected with personality as Sankara thinks, so as to contradict infinity. They do not accept the Mâyâ doctrine, for to them the world is real, and so they accept that the world is produced from Brahman. Madhwa, however, accepts it only as the efficient cause and not as the material cause also. The Jiva according to them is really atomic, an agent, and a part of the Lord. The knower of Brahman goes by the path of the gods to Brahmaloka where he attains Brahman and does not return to this mortal world. They do not make any distinction of higher and lower knowledge like Sankara. According to them Bhakti is the chief means to Liberation, and not Jnâna.

Thus to all of them Brahman, the world, and the souls are all realities. Râmânuja integrates the three into one organic whole and says that Brahman has for Its body the other two. Nimbârka integrates the three by his Bhedabheda-vâda, i.e. the relation of the sentient and insentient world with Brahman is one of difference and non-difference. Madhwa, a thorough-going
dualist, regards these three as quite independent, eternal entities, though Brahman is the ruler of the other two. To Vallabha the world and the souls are Brahman Itself. They are real and their relation to Brahman is one of identity, as that of parts to a whole.¹

SANKARA’S INTERPRETATION OF THE SUTRAS

There is a strong opinion current amongst scholars to-day that whatever be the merit of Sankara’s metaphysical doctrines considered by themselves or even as doctrines elucidating the teachings of the Upanishads, he is not faithful to Bādarāyana in his interpretation of the Sutras. They hold that Bādarāyana was ignorant of a twofold Brahman and consequently of a twofold knowledge; that he was not aware of the doctrine of Māyā and so did not hold that the world was unreal, but that Brahman underwent a real change into this world-order; and that the Sutras do not hold the view of absolute identity of the individual soul and Brahman. In short their view is that the system of Bādarāyana is a theistic system which has more affinities with the systems of Rāmānuja and Nimbārka than with Sankara’s

¹ For details, see the various Bhāshyas on Sutras 1. 1. 2. 1. 4. 23, 26. 2. 1. 26-28. 2. 3. 18-53. 3. 2. 11-30. 4. 2. 12-14. and 4. 4. 1-7.
pure Non-dualism. This view is nothing new. Bhāskara at the beginning of his commentary on the Sutras accuses Sankara of this very thing. But at the same time we can also cite Sāndilya, the author of the Bhakti-Sutras, who in Sutra 30 of this work refers to Bādarāyana as a Monist, which shows that the view that Bādarāyana was an Abhedavādin was prevalent in ancient days, even as early as the Sutra period.

It is not possible to deal with such a controversial subject in a short Introduction like this. All the same, we shall take some salient points connected with this discussion and try to see how far such a criticism against Sankara is justified. At the outset, however, it is fair to admit that at places Sankara’s interpretations seem to be far-fetched; but this is by no means a defect of his Bhāshya alone but of all the other extant Bhāshyas as well. Moreover, in such a critical study we shall not gain much if we follow the letter of the Sutras, missing the general spirit of the work as a whole. It is possible to give a consistent interpretation of the Sutras by following the letter of the Sutras and at the same time miss the general spirit of the work as a whole.

"The Sruti texts give rise to a wrong view if they are not studied as one connected whole"—in other words the letter often kills the spirit.
Sutra 2 aims at a Nirguna Brahman:

To start with, let us take the definition of Brahman given by Bādarāyana in Sutra 2. Sutra 1 says that Brahman is to be inquired into, for the knowledge of It leads to Moksha (Liberation). The next Sutra defines Brahman and so naturally we have to understand that the Brahman the knowledge of which gives Moksha is defined here. As such we get a Saguna Brahman as the subject-matter of the Sāstra and not the Nirguna Brahman of Sankara which is Existence, Knowledge, Bliss, Absolute. So it appears that the author at the very beginning of the work precludes any chance of Sankara's doctrine being read in his Sutras. But let us investigate into the matter a little and see whether it is actually so.

After the statement in Sutra 1 that Brahman is to be known, naturally the question about the nature of Brahman arises. The Sutrakāra (aphorist) here anticipates an objection that Brahman cannot be defined at all. For whatever we cognize in this world is limited and as such cannot be a characteristic of Brahman which is infinite. A limited thing cannot define an unlimited thing. Nor can any characteristic which is absolutely beyond our experience, like Reality etc., define Brahman, for it is only a well-known characteristic that defines a thing and distinguishes it from other things. Again the scriptures cannot define Brahman, for being absolutely unique It cannot
be expressed in speech. Thus in the absence of any definition Brahman cannot be a thing worth inquiring into and cannot serve any human purpose. To refute all such objections the Sutrakāra defines Brahman in Sutra 2. Granted that the world we experience cannot define Brahman as being a quality of It or as being identical with It, yet the quality of being the (supposed) cause of the world may indicate It. "Birth etc." mentioned in the Sutra define Brahman *per accidens*. Though they inhere in the world and do not pertain to Brahman, the causality connected therewith pertains to Brahman and therefore the definition holds good. This causality indicates Brahman even as the snake indicates the rope when we say that that which is the snake is the rope, where the rope is indicated by the snake owing to the illusory connection between the two. This definition, therefore, actually aims at the Nirguna Brahman and cannot be taken as a definition of the Saguna Brahman.¹

Again the Sutra refers to the Taittiriya text, "That from which these beings are born...That is Brahman" etc. (3.1) and the word 'that' here refers to the Brahman defined as Existence, Knowledge, and Infinite in the immediately preceding section, the Ananda Valli. Therefore from

¹ Bhāmati and Ratnaprabhā on Sankara’s comments on Sutra 2.
this text itself we get at the real nature of Brahman.

Yet it may be questioned why the author should give an indirect definition of Brahman instead of defining It in Its real nature as, "Existence, Knowledge, Bliss is Brahman." The answer is that the author has followed here the universally accepted principle of taking a student step by step from a lower to a higher truth, from a grosser to a subtler one. It is indeed by first pointing to the end of the branch of a tree that one points out the moon to the child. Similarly, first Brahman as the Cause is distinguished from this world of products, and finally by saying that from Bliss this universe is born, It is differentiated from other probable causes like atoms, the Pradhána, etc. In this way finally Brahman's real nature as distinguished from everything else is described. The aspirant whose mind is turned away from the world of the senses first comprehends Brahman as the cause of the world. Though in Itself as the Inner Self Brahman is immediate, yet we have the idea that It is remote. Hence the Sruti first teaches that Brahman is the cause of the world, and then to remove this false notion of remoteness it teaches that It is one with the Inner Self. So long as this identity is not realized, It appears to be the cause of the world.

That Bliss which admits of no difference is Brahman we learn from the Chhândogya
Upanishad. "The Bhuman (Infinite) only is Bliss. This Infinite we must desire to understand" (7.23.1). What is this Infinite which is called Bliss? The Upanishad explains: "Where one sees nothing else, hears nothing else, understands nothing else, that is the Infinite. Where one sees something else, hears something else, understands something else, that is the finite. The Infinite is immortal, the finite is mortal" (Ibid. 7.24.1). This non-dual Bliss is the Infinite, the Brahman defined in Ananda Valli as Existence, Knowledge, Infinite is Brahman, and from this all creation springs—so understood Bhrigu, the son of Varuna.

Again the Taittiriya text, "That from which all beings are born...Try to know that. That is Brahman," aims at defining a non-dual Brahman as the only reality and does not define a Saguna Brahman. It defines Brahman as the efficient and also as the material cause of the universe, since It is the place of dissolution of the world. Being the material cause of everything, It is the basic reality behind everything and this gives rise to the intuition that Brahman is non-dual and that everything else is unreal. Its being the efficient cause also establishes the fact that It is non-dual, as it precludes anything else being such an efficient cause. Thus this definition, which is but one, qualifies per accidens the non-dual Brahman as both the efficient and material cause of
the universe. This material causality of Brahman, which is non-dual, immutable Intelligence cannot be one of origination, as by primeval atoms by whose combination something new is created; nor can it be one of modification, as of the Pradhâna of the Sânkhya. It is through Vivarta or apparent modification through Mâyâ or Nescience that Brahman is transformed into this universe. This universe is therefore illusory.¹ That this is in accordance with Bâdarâyana's view is made clear by the fact that he uses the word 'Sat' as a characteristic epithet to denote Brahman, which he would not have done if he had considered the Jivas and the world also real like Brahman (vide Sutra 2.3. 9). The word 'Sat' here is interpreted by all commentators to denote Brahman.

Thus we find that this definition is given by Bâdarâyana to indicate a Nirguna (attributeless) and Nirvisesha (absolute) Brahman and not a Saguna Brahman and he has selected a significant text from the wide range of scriptural texts for defining his Brahman.

Is Brahman the real or apparent cause of the world?

Now let us take up the Sutras about the causality of Brahman, viz. Sutras 1. 4. 23-27 and Sutra 2. 1. 14. Before that let us have a brief

¹ Siddhântalesha, Brahma Lakshanaavichâra.
summary of the work up to 2. 1. 14. After defining Brahman in Sutra 2 the Sutrakâra from 1. 1. 5 to 1. 4. 13 and in 1. 4. 23-27 shows that all the scriptural texts teach that Brahman is both the efficient and the material cause of the universe, refuting the Sânkhyas in 1. 1. 5-11 and in 1. 4. 1-13. Sutras 1. 4. 14-22 refute the Sânkhyan objection that there are contradictions in the Sruti texts with respect to the First Cause. Finally Sutra 28 says that by what has been said against the Sânkhyas the others also are refuted. Sutras 2. 1. 1-3 reject the authority of the Sânkhya and Yoga Smritis as against the scriptures. Sutras 4-11 answer through reasoning without the aid of texts the Sânkhyan objection based on reasoning that Brahman cannot be the material cause of the world, for It and the world are of different nature and as such the relation of cause and effect cannot exist between them. Sutra 12 refutes the validity of reasoning in matters transcendent and thus refutes all schools which arrive at their doctrines through reasoning. Sutra 13 answers another objection of the Sânkhyas that if Brahman be the material cause, then there would result non-distinction between enjoyer and things enjoyed, a fact established by experience. The Sutra refutes it saying that such a difference can exist in non-different things even as we have waves, foam, etc. in the sea and so the Vedântic doctrine cannot be set aside on the ground of
contradiction to our experience. Now, duality and non-duality cannot exist in one and the same thing, for they are mutually contradictory. The example of the sea and the waves would be apt if Brahman had aspects, but non-dual reality does not admit of such aspects. Moreover, Sutra 13 has not established the truth of the scriptural statement, “By the knowledge of the one everything else is known” which was referred to in Sutra 1. 4. 23. To establish these two things Sutras 14-20 declare that the effects are in reality non-different from the cause, i.e. they have no existence apart from the cause.¹ Non-difference here does not mean identity but that there is no difference.² In other words the two, Brahman and the world, have not the same grade of reality.³ That is what is meant. If the world is something different from Brahman it would contradict such Sruti texts as, “All this was but the Self” (Brih. 1. 4. 1., 1. 4. 17). Again if the world is real, it would contradict texts like, “There is nothing whatsoever here” (Brih. 4. 4. 19). Therefore the world is non-different from Brahman. But identity is not what is meant by non-difference; for this is impossible between the world and Brahman, they being mutually different in nature. Hence

¹ Sankara on Sutra 14.
² Bhāmati on Sutra 14.
³ Siddhāntaśekha, Brahmasūtrāntavatvavichāra.
non-difference means that it has no existence apart from Brahman, it precludes difference. The denial of identity, however, does not establish the difference of the world and Brahman, but establishes the apparent identity or the illusory nature of the world, even as the illusory snake is seen in the rope. This is what the Chhândogya text 6. 1. 4 tries to teach. Thus only by the knowledge of one thing can everything be known, on any other assumption it would be impossible to establish it. The non-difference of the world from Brahman being established, the question naturally arises that Brahman would then be responsible for creating evil for the Jiva which is one with It. This is answered in Sutras 2. 1. 21-23. Sutras 24-25 show how Brahman, though destitute of materials and instruments, yet is the cause of the world even as milk turns into curds without any extraneous help. The example cited raises a fresh objection in Sutra 26 that Brahman cannot at the same time be both immutable and be transformed into the world. Against this Sutra 27, says that the Sruti states both these views and so they have to be accepted, as the Sruti is the only authority with respect to Brahman. As to how these two views are to be reconciled, Sutra 28 says that even as in the individual soul diverse creation exists in the dream state without marring its indivisibility, so also this world springs from Brahman. This example-
which is cited is very significant as it shows that Bādarāyana was quite familiar with Māyāvāda—
that he considered this world unreal in a higher
sense even as the dream world is Māyā (3. 2. 3).
These two Sutras together with Sutras 2. 3. 50
and 3. 2. 18 show that he viewed the world as
unreal. The subsequent Sutras establish that
Brahman through Māyā possesses all powers
necessary for creation and so on.

In the above summary we find how logically
and consistently Sankara has interpreted the
Sutras which leaves no room for disputes as to
what Bādarāyana meant in these Sutras.

Thus in the whole of Chapter I and Section 1
of Chapter II Bādarāyana establishes the efficient
and material causality of Brahman and in this
his opponents are primarily the Sānkhyas who
deny Its material causality. As they also quote
the scriptures often in their support, they are the
foremost opponents in Bādarāyana’s view. He
disposes of others by saying that they too are
refuted by those arguments. Sankara also, as
shown above, has in Ch. I, Sec. 4 and Ch. II,
Sec. 1 consistently interpreted the Sutras as
directed against the Sānkhyas or as answering
their objections.

Some critics of Sankara, however, think that
the reasoning employed by the aphorist against
the Sānkhyas in Sutras 4-11 of Ch. II, Sec 1,
especially Sutra 6, would be hardly appropriate
from Saṅkara’s point of view, for according to him the world springs not from Brahman as Intelligence, but in so far as It is associated with Māyā. Similarly Sutra 24 which says that Brahman transforms Itself into the world like milk would be inappropriate if the world were unreal; Sutra 1. 4. 23 where Brahman is said to be the material and efficient cause of the world does not say that Brahman is the material cause through Māyā; on the other hand Sutra 1. 4. 26 uses the word ‘Parināmāt’ to show how Brahman is changed into the world.

This criticism does not seem to be relevant. In Sutras 2. 1. 4-11 the Sānkhyas’ objection against the Vedāntic doctrine of the material causality of Brahman is answered. Here the author is concerned only with establishing Brahman as the material cause and thus refuting the dualism of the Sānkhyas who posit an independent principle, the Pradhāna, as the First Cause, and not with the true nature of this causality. Up to Sutra 13 he refutes the objection from the Sānkhyas’ own realistic standpoint. His own view as to the true significance of the causality is established in Sutra 14. It is not true that Sankara holds that Brahman as Pure Intelligence is not the material cause, but only as endowed with Māyā. Brahman or Pure Intelligence as such is the material cause of the world as Sutra 1. 4. 23 says. But because of this, we cannot
expect the effect, the world, to be similar to the cause in all respects. This is made clear by Sankara in his commentary on Sutra 2.1.6 where he says that they cannot be similar in all respects, for if they were, then there would be nothing like cause and effect, nor would they be called by different names. What is essential for establishing the relation of cause and effect is that some qualities of the cause must be found in the effect also, and this is satisfied in the case of Brahman and the world. Everything in this world exists and this quality is obtained from Brahman which is existence; everything is also illumined by Intelligence which is Brahman. So Sutra 1.4.23 which says that Brahman as Intelligence is the cause is not contradicted according to Sankara’s view. This Sutra further says, “This view not contradicting the proposition and illustration cited in Chh. 6.1.4.” In what sense the material causality of Brahman as Intelligence does not contradict this enunciation, is shown by the aphorist in 2.1.14. From these Sutras Sankara says that both Brahman and Mâyâ are the cause of the world. Brahman through Vivarta, and Mâyâ through Parinâma; and the qualities of both are found in the effect, the world, as we gather from our cognition of a pot. ‘The pot exists,’ ‘The pot is inert’ where ‘as existence the pot is identical with Brahman which is existence itself, and as inert it is identical
with Māyā which is inert. Everything in this world has five elements in its make-up viz. Asti, Bhāti, Priya, Nāma, and Rupa, the former three have Brahman for its material cause corresponding to the three factors, Existence, Intelligence and Bliss, and the last two consist of Māyā and are unreal. No doubt the aphorist takes the Parināma view as a workable basis in refuting the Sāṅkhyaś. But we have already said that it is a well established principle of Indian teachers to take the aspirant step by step to the final truth. So Bādarāyana, by taking the Parināma viewpoint in his earlier Sutras where Brahman is referred to as the Cause and establishing Vivarta in 2. 1. 14, has only followed this universally accepted method. That the author is not for Parināmavāda is made clear by him in Sutras 26-28. Sutra 28 clearly establishes the unreality of the world, it being illusory like the dream world.

Coming to Rāmānuja's commentary we find that he is not so logical or consistent as Sankara. According to him Brahman has for Its body the entire universe with all its sentient and insentient beings in all Its states. When the souls and matter are in the subtle state, Brahman is in the causal condition and when they are in the gross state It is in the effect state. The effect, i.e. the world, is thus seen to be non-different from the cause, i.e. the Supreme Brahman (vide
Sri Bhāshya Sutras 1. 4. 27 and 2. 1. 15). Bādarāyana does not seem to hold this view, for nowhere does he say that Brahmān has for Its body the souls and matter. Even if 2. 3. 43 should mean that the souls are the body of Brahmān, there is no similar Sutra to show that matter too is Its body. Moreover, if Brahmān is the material cause of the world through Its insentient part only, as the above view leads to, then Sutra 1. 4. 23 which says that Brahmān as Intelligence is the material cause would be contradicted and Sutras 2. 1. 26-28 also would be useless, for the question of the whole of Brahmān passing over into the world does not arise at all. Nor can the relation of cause and effect exist between Brahmān in the causal and the effect state for it is the same Brahmān in either case. Even if such a relationship be granted, it would make Sutras 2. 1. 4-6 meaningless, for there can be no difference of nature in Brahmān in the two states as between Brahmān and the world—the sentient and the insentient. Rāmānuja directs Sutra 14 against the Vaiśeṣikas, but we do not find the author making anybody else but the Sāṅkhyaś the opponents. The rest he disposes of by saying that the arguments against the Sāṅkhyaś refute others also (vide 1. 4. 28 and 2. 1. 12). The interpretation of Sutra 2. 1. 28 by Rāmānuja is very far-fetched. His explanation that because things possess different qualities, owing to the
difference in their essential nature, Brahman which is unique can possess qualities beyond our experience, is not to the point, while Sankara’s interpretation is very happy as it gives us an idea as to how it is possible for Brahman to create the world and yet remain immutable. Moreover, Râmânuja has not explained in Sutras 26-28 the contradiction in the Sruti texts, while Sankara’s interpretation reconciles the contradiction through reasoning, and such reasoning as is not against the Sruti texts is quite acceptable to all Vedântins; in fact that is what that author proposes to do in this Uttara-Mimâmsâ work of his.

Coming to Nimbârka, his line of argument on these Sutras relating to the causality of Brahman is to establish the Bheda-bheda doctrine. Sutra 2.1.13 he interprets first like Sankara. But in Sutra 14 the word ‘अन्यत्वम्’ he interprets as ‘न दु अत्यन्तभिन्नतम्’ ‘not absolutely different.’ That is, the effect is not absolutely different from the cause: it has no separate existence from Brahman. Thus from Sutra 13 which says that Brahman and the Jiva are different, Sutras 4-6 which say that the sentient world is different from It and Sutra 14 which says that they have no separate existence apart from Brahman, Nimbârka concludes that between Brahman and the sentient and insentient world there is difference as well as non-difference. But such a thing in one and the same entity is impossible. The Chhândogya
text says that the clay alone is real and not the things made of clay, for they are mere names, unreal. Take for example a clay pot; when we cognize it as a pot we are not conscious of its being clay and when we cognize it as clay we miss the pot, though both these aspects are inherent in it. So we have to conclude that its nature is illusory, for it is not cognized as what it is. That which is non-different from a thing and yet appears to be different and which depends upon the non-difference for its existence cannot but be illusory. So between the pot and the clay, the latter alone is real and not the pot. Similar is the case with Brahmā and the world. Brahmā alone is real and the world is unreal. "When all this is but the Self, how could one see another?" (Brih. 2. 4. 14). Chhāndogya 6, 16 calls one who sees variety as false-minded and the one who sees unity as true-minded. But to people who are in ignorance both difference and non-difference seem to be real, the unity being understood through the scriptures and variety through direct perception. This is only a relative or Vyavahārika state. The truth is unity. Therefore Nimbārka’s view cannot be correct.

Does Bādarāyana accept the Pāncharātra view?

In Section 2 of Chapter II the author takes the offensive. So long he was on the defensive. In the whole of this section he refutes through
reasoning alone, without recourse to the Sruti texts, the various schools of philosophy of the time. In this section he refutes those schools of thought that were regarded by the orthodox section as outside the sphere of the Vedas. We have enough references in ancient works like the Mahābhārata and some of the Purāṇas that all these schools refuted in Section 2 by the author were so regarded. The Śiva Mahimna Stotra contains the verse ‘क्षणी साह्यं -शोऽः पञ्चपतिमतं वैण्डियिति’ which shows that Sānkhyā, Yoga, Pāṣupata and Vaishnava (which includes Pāncharātra) schools of thought were regarded as different from क्षणी or the Vedic religion with its two branches, Karmakānda and Jñānakānda. Moreover, we find that in many works of the Pāncharātra school the Vedas are held in contempt. Sankara himself quotes such a text. The scholiasts Govindānanda and Anandagiri also quote similar texts. Therefore they must have been definitely regarded by the ancients as outside the pale of the Vedas and we cannot reasonably expect Bādarāyana to have accepted their view as his final conclusion in a work meant to systematize the orthodox thought of the Upanishads. Of course, to that portion which does not contradict the Vedas he has no objection; nor has Sankara, as he has made it clear in his Bhāṣyā on Sutras 42 and 43. Rāmānuja, however, sees in Sutras 44 and 45 the acceptance of the Pāncharātra doctrine by a
refutation of the objections raised against it in Sutras 42-43. But his interpretations are stretched. Sutra 45 he twists to mean, "And because the creation of the soul is contradicted by this Sāstra", saying thereby that the question raised in Sutra 42 as to the creation of the soul does not arise at all, as this school does not hold the view. The way in which this Sutra is stretched by Rāmānuja can easily be seen by comparing it with Sutra 10 where Bādarāyana uses the same wording, "And on account of contradiction," etc. to mean that contradiction in the Sānkhyā system makes it unacceptable to the wise. This seems to be the Sutrakāra's view here also. Dr. Thibaut thinks, "It would not be unnatural proceeding to close the polemical section with a defence of that doctrine which in spite of objections has to be viewed as the true one." But that being the purpose of the whole work itself, we cannot reasonably think that the author establishes his doctrine in these two Sutras. Moreover, no other commentator sees the acceptance of the Pāñcharātra doctrine in this topic. Vallabha follows Sankara. Nimbārka sees the refutation of Saktivāda in the topic. He is therefore consistent in that he regards the whole of Section 2 as being devoted to a refutation of views not acceptable to the author. He accepts the Pāñcharātra system and so he finds some other subject in this topic, though on this account his interpretation is not happy. But
if Vyāsa had any hand in this work as already shown, then we cannot but see the refutation of the Pāṇcharātra system in these Sutras, for we find that he does not accept this doctrine even in his Gitā.

The Jiva's real nature:

Now we come to Sutras 2. 3. 16-53 which deal with the nature of the soul and its relation to Brahman. All except Sankara interpret these Sutras to mean that the soul is atomic, an agent, and a part of the Lord. Sankara alone says that the atomicity, agency, and being a part are not the Jiva's real nature, but its nature as a Sam-sārin (transmigrating entity) and that in reality it is all-pervasive and identical with Brahman.

The author defines Brahman as the cause etc. of this world of sentient and insentient things in Sutra 2, referring to the Taittiriya text, "That out of which all these creatures are born" etc. (3. 1). It is clear, therefore, that the world of sentient and insentient things has sprung from Brahman. Hence the Jivas too have sprung from the Lord. But in Sutra 17 the author says that the individual soul is not produced. Thus he contradicts his definition and also the enunciation of the scriptures that "by the knowledge of one thing everything else is known" (Chh. 6. 1). The Sutrakāra at every place makes this enunciation the corner-stone of his argument. So we
have to reconcile it and the author’s definition of Brahman with his statement in Sutra 17 which drives us to the conclusion that the Jiva as such, as a Samsārin, is an effect, but in its real nature it is eternal and identical with Brahman. That the nature of the Jiva as we experience it is unreal is made clear by him in Sutra 16. What originates is its connection with its adjuncts, gross and subtle, which is unreal. From this standpoint it is also clear why the author treats the question of the Jiva’s nature and its relation to Brahman in this section which reconciles contradictions in the Sruti texts with respect to creation. There are different statements about the nature of the Jiva also and these he reconciles in this section, showing thereby that in its real nature it is not created and is identical with Brahman, but as a Samsārin it is an effect, atomic, an agent, and a part of Brahman. Even as Iswarā or Brahman limited by Nescience is not eternal, so is the Jiva limited by the body, mind, etc. not eternal but in its true nature it is eternal. Bereft of their Upādhis both are Pure Intelligence and identical. That is why the Taittiriya Upanishad after saying, “Existence, Knowledge, Infinite is Brahman” (2. 1) says, “From That verily—from this Self—is the ether born” etc. (2. 1), thus identifying the self as bereft of all its Upādhis with Brahman. Taittiriya 2. 1, and 3. 1 cited by the Sutrakāra in his definition of Brahman all refer
to the same Pure Intelligence. Thus the one 'Existence, Knowledge, Infinite' which is Pure Intelligence, reflected in Nescience is Iswara, and reflected in the Antahkarana (internal organ) is the Jiva, which is borne out by the scriptural statement, "This Jiva has the effect for the adjunct and Iswara has the cause for the adjunct" (Sukharahasya Up. 2. 12). This seems to be the true view-point which has guided the aphorist in framing the Sutras of Section 3, Chapter II and in which sense Sankara also has interpreted them. The enunciation also is not contradicted according to this interpretation.

According to Rámānuja the souls are really effects of Brahman but have existed in It from all eternity as a mode or Prakāra of Brahman. So also have the elements. Yet the latter are said to originate, as at the time of creation they undergo an essential change of nature. But the souls do not undergo such a change, they are always cognizing agents, but at the time of creation there is an expansion of their intelligence and in this sense alone, i.e. in the sense that there is no essential change in their nature at creation, are the souls said to be not created (vide Sri Bhāshya 2. 3. 18) while the elements which undergo change in their essential nature are said to be created. Bādarāyana nowhere says that the souls and Prakṛiti which form the body of Brahman are Its effects; nor does he
anywhere declare such a difference between the souls and the elements. Again, according to Râmânuja Brahman means not pure Being but as qualified by the souls and matter for Its body. This very conception of Brahman establishes that the relation between the souls and Brahman is as between a quality and the thing qualified and consequently 2. 3. 43 is redundant if the word ‘part’ there should be interpreted to convey this idea.

Râmânuja sees a refutation of Advaita in Sutras 50-53. This does not seem to be intelligible at all, for the Advaitins do not say that the Jiva is all-pervading in its relative state. It is so in the state of release. Sankara makes it clear that the Jiva as such is limited and subject to injunctions and prohibitions, through its connection with a gross body (2. 3. 48), and that even after the gross body falls, on account of its finer Upâdhis, the Antahkarana etc. which accompany it even after death (4. 2. 1-6), it still continues to be individualized (2. 3. 30), and so there is no confusion in fruits of actions done in the gross body (2. 3. 49 and 50). It is only when this Upâdhi also, which being something created and not eternal (vide 2. 4) and therefore liable to destruction, is rent asunder, that the Jiva attains its real nature and is all-pervading. As such, Râmânuja’s refutation of Advaita falls flat. Sankara’s interpretation of these Sutras on the
other hand is happy. The Sutrakāra, having established that the Jīva in its relative state is atomic and an agent but in reality all-pervading, refutes the view of those who hold that the Jīvas are many and all-pervading in their relative state itself. Nimbārka and Vallabha also see the same subject in this topic which shows that Rāmānuja's attempt to refute Advaita is far-fetched and not at all what the Sutrakāra (aphorist) means.

Nimbārka too regards the Jīvas and Prakṛiti as effects of Brahman; but while matter undergoes further modification after creation, the souls do not and in this sense the soul is said to be eternal by him also. Such a view stands refuted by the same arguments as are applied against Rāmānuja's view. Coming to Sutra 43 which says the Jīva is different as well as non-different from Brahman, it has already been shown by Sankara in 2. 1. 14 that such a thing is not possible in the same entity and that non-difference alone is real.

'Let us now conclude this topic by considering the reasonableness or otherwise of taking Sutras 19-23 as the decisive view of the author. According to this view the soul is atomic, for the Sruti declares it to be so (Mu. 3. 1. 9) and other texts mention its passing out of the body, going to heaven, etc. But then the Sruti also describes the Supreme Self as atomic in texts like,
“Smaller than a grain of barley” etc. (Chh. 3, 14. 3). So how can we say that the Jiva alone is atomic and not the Lord? It may be said that texts say that Brahman is all-pervading. “All-pervading like the ether and eternal” etc.; “Greater than the sky, greater than heaven” etc. But then the Sruti texts describe the soul also as all-pervading: “He is indeed the great unborn Self” (Brih. 4. 4. 22); “Just as when a pot is carried, the pot alone is carried, not the ether inside it, even so is the Jiva compared to the ether,” which expressly says it is all-pervading. Nor will it serve any purpose to say that Brahman, being the material cause of the world, must be all-pervasive, for even the atomic Jiva creates several bodies (Kāyavyuha) and rules them and so Brahman though the material cause can yet be atomic. So neither by the Sruti texts nor by reasoning can the differentiation of Brahman and the Jiva as all-pervasive and atomic be justified. But according to Advaita there is no disparity in its reasoning in the two cases. Brahman due to Upādhi (adjunct) appears atomic but in reality it is all-pervasive. So also is the Jiva in its real nature all-pervading and therefore identical with Brahman, though it appears to be atomic, an agent and so on owing to its limiting adjunct, the Antahkarana. The primary texts say that Brahman and the Jiva in its real nature are all-pervading. The texts which speak of atomicity etc.
are of a secondary import and so have to be explained otherwise.¹

Is Brahman with or without attributes:

Now let us take up the Sutras in Chapter III, Section 2, where Bādarāyana describes the nature of Brahman. Sutras 11-21 according to Sankara deal with the reconciliation of texts which describe Brahman both as attributeless and as possessing attributes and mean that even from difference of place a twofold characteristic cannot be predicated of Brahman, because the scriptures teach throughout that Brahman is without attributes (11). If it be said that such difference is taught by the scriptures we deny it, because with respect to each form the Sruti declares just the opposite of that. The Sruti explains at every instance that the form is not true and that behind all Upādhis there is one formless principle (vide Brih. 2. 5. 1) (12). Moreover, some teach thus (Vide Katha. 4. 11) (13). Verily Brahman is formless, for that is the purport of the texts (14). And as formless light takes form, so does Brahman take form in connection with Upādhis which serve the purpose of Upāsanā (meditation) (15). It is Pure Intelligence (16). The Sruti and Smriti teach that It is attributeless (17). Therefore we have with respect to Brahman comparisons

¹ Siddhāntalesha, Jivānuttvavichāra.
like the images of the sun. The forms are mere reflections, they are not real (18).

Rāmānuja and Nimbārka on the other hand see quite a different subject discussed in these Sutras. The topic is not whether Brahman is attributeless or possesses attributes, but whether It is polluted by imperfections owing to Its being inside everything as the Inner Ruler, even as the soul being embodied is subject to imperfections due to its states of waking, dream, and dreamless sleep described in Sutras 1-10. Therefore according to Rāmānuja the Sutras mean that even on account of place such as matter and soul there is not the possibility of the Supreme Lord being contaminated by imperfections, since everywhere in the scriptures Brahman is described as having a twofold characteristic, viz. freedom from imperfections and possessing all blessed qualities (11). If it be said that since the soul also by nature possesses according to Chh. 8. 7 the twofold characteristic of Brahman and yet is subject to imperfections due to its connection with a body, the Inner Ruler will likewise be subject to such conditions owing to its connection with bodies, we deny it, for the Sruti at every place denies it by saying that Brahman is immortal and therefore free from imperfections (vide Brīh. 3. 7. 3–22). The imperfections in the soul are due to Karma and the Lord who is not subject to it is therefore free from such imperfections (12). Brahman can
be said to have no form, as It is the originator of name and form and therefore is not subject to Karma like the souls which being embodied are subject to it (14). To an objection that the differentiated form of Brahman is false, Sutra 15 answers thus: Even as on account of texts like, "Brahman is Existence, Knowledge, Infinite" we have to accept that intelligence constitutes the essential nature of Brahman, so also we have to admit that It possesses a twofold characteristic, as otherwise such texts become meaningless (15). And the texts say that much only, i.e. that Brahman has intelligence for its essential nature, and does not negative the other attributes of Brahman (16). The Sruti and Smriti state thus (17). For this very reason are comparisons such as reflected images of the sun. Brahman, although abiding in manifold places, ever possesses the twofold characteristic and is not contaminated even as the sun reflected in dirty water is not polluted (18).

Nimbārka also more or less follows Rāmānuja's interpretation as regards Sutras 11-14. Sutras 15 and 16 he interprets in a different way, and sees in them an argument for establishing the authority of the Sruti as absolute in the matter discussed in 11-14. Sutras 17-21 he interprets like Rāmānuja, though he reads 21 as a separate Sutra and not as a part of 20 as Rāmānuja does.

A glance through these three commentaries on these Sutras convinces one of the superiority
and reasonableness and also of the logical consistency of Sankara's interpretation. Moreover, it has the merit of dealing with the solution of an important doubt that arises in the mind of even a casual reader of the Upanishads, viz. as to the nature of Brahman—whether it is qualified or non-qualified; for the Sruti texts seem to support both views though they are contradictory. Râmânuja and Nimbârka ignore such an important subject and see a less important subject discussed in these Sutras. Secondly, they fail to bring out the force of the words of the Sutras in bold relief as Sankara does, e.g. 'twofold characteristic' of Sutra 11 which refers to contradictory qualities in Sankara, but not so in the other two. They therefore seem to overlook what is actually taught in the Sutras and bring in a subject-matter not meant by the aphorist. We shall be doing an injustice to Bādarāyana to think with Râmânuja and Nimbârka that he had omitted to discuss such an important subject in his work meant to systematize the teachings of the Upanishads. No doubt Râmânuja broaches this subject in Sutras 15 and 16 and says that both these views are to be accepted; but his interpretation of Sutra 16 is indeed stretched and cannot be accepted, while Nimbârka does not discuss the subject at all. We cannot think with Râmânuja that Bādarāyana disposed of such an important subject in one or two Sutras in a topic which
deals with quite a different subject-matter and of less importance. Rāmānuja's introducing this subject in Sutras 15 and 16 is against the spirit of the Adhikarana (topic) even according to his own interpretation. It is something which he forcibly introduces out of all relation to the context, as anybody can easily see.

In fact according to their interpretation of this Adhikarana the whole of it looks redundant after what has been stated by them in 2. 1. 13. Finally the simile of the reflections of the sun is happier according to Sankara's interpretation than according to that of the other two and the text cited by Rāmānuja in Sutra 18 holds good according to Sankara's view also and more aptly.

Sutras 22-30 Sankara takes as a separate topic and interprets 22 to 24 as follows: What has been mentioned up to this (i.e: the two forms of Brahman mentioned in Brih. 2, 3. 1) is denied by the words "Not this, not this" (Brih. 2. 3. 6) and the Sruti says something more than that afterwards. It does not deny Brahman but Its forms mentioned earlier, their transcendental reality (22). The objection that Brahman is denied because It is not experienced is not reasonable, for the Sruti says that Brahman exists, though It is not manifest on account of ignorance (23). And moreover It is realized in perfect meditation, so say the Sruti and Smriti (24). Therefore the Jiva becomes one with the Infinite
when Knowledge dawns, for thus the scripture indicates (26). In the next two Sutras an objection is raised against Sutras 25 and 26. But on account of both difference and non-difference being taught by the Sruti, the relation between them is as between the serpent and its coil (27), or like that between light and its orb (28). Sutra 29 refutes this view and says: Or the relation is as given before in Sutras 25-26. And on account of the denial of everything else besides Brahman by the Sruti texts (30).

Rāmānuja continues the previous topic up to 26. Sutras 22-26 according to him mean: The text (Brih. 2. 3. 6) denies the previously mentioned that muchness and says more than that. The two forms of Brahman (Brih. 2. 3. 1) do not exhaust its attributes, for the text states further qualities after that. "For there is nothing higher than this 'not this'. Then comes the name, 'the Truth of truth'; for the Prānās are true and It is the truth of them." 'Prānās' here mean the souls, because they accompany the latter at death. The souls are true, because they do not undergo any change in their essential nature. The Lord is the Truth of these true souls, for these contract and expand with respect to intelligence, while He is unaffected. Thus the subsequent part of the text connects Brahman with some qualities. The clause "Not this, not this" does not deny the attributes of Brahman,
but denies that Its nature is confined to these two forms only (22). The Sruti instruction is not unnecessary here, for though the world is seen, yet it is not known as a Prakāra or mode of Brahman and that is what can be gathered only from the Sruti texts. So declares the Sruti (23). And Brahman's being differentiated by these two forms is realized even as Its being of the nature of intelligence is realized by repeated meditation (25). For all these reasons Brahman is regarded as Infinite, i.e. as possessing infinite attributes; for thus the attributes hold good, i.e. the twofold characteristic of Sutra 22 (26). Sutras 27-30 are treated by Rāmānuja as a separate topic. Sutras 27 and 28 give the Purvapaksha, as Sankara also says, and 29 gives the Siddhānta; but the words 'as before' in the Sutra refer not to Sutras 25 and 26, but to 2. 3. 43.

Nimbārka follows Rāmānuja in Sutras 22-24. The next two Sutras he interprets somewhat differently. Just as fire is manifested through the rubbing of wooden sticks, so is Brahman manifested in meditation (25). On realizing Brahman the soul becomes one with It (26). Sutras 27 and 28 he takes as the author's and not as the opponent's view. Sutra 27 describes that the relation between Brahman and the insentient world is as between the serpent and its coils (27) and the relation between the soul and Brahman is as between the orb and the light (28)...
But to an objection of the kind raised in Sutra 2. 1. 25 the answer is as before, i.e. 2. 1. 26 (29). Moreover, the Supreme Self is not affected by the imperfection of the soul (30).

Sankara thus interprets "Not this, not this" as a denial of the two forms of Brahman mentioned in Brih. 2. 3. 1. Brahman can be described only as "Not this, not this," i.e. It is not what we see. Whatever we see is not Brahman as It is. Brahman is something different from all this manifested world. This interpretation is in keeping with scriptural teaching. Râmânuja and Nimbârka interpret that "Not this, not this" denies only the limitation of Brahman's nature to only these two forms, in other words It has many more attributes than these two. The two forms are real and are only two of the infinite attributes of the Lord. This seems to be a total denial of the Upanishadic teaching. "Not this, not this" occurs in four different places in the Brih. Up. Even if Râmânuja's explanation be allowed in Brih. 2. 3. 6—however strange and twisted it might seem, Brih. 4. 2. 4, 4. 4. 22 and 4. 5. 15 do not by any means yield to such an interpretation. These texts after saying, "This Self is that which has been described as 'Not this, not this,'" says, "It is imperceptible" etc. Other texts also describe the Self of Brahman as beyond comprehension. "There goes neither the eye, nor speech nor the mind; we know It not.
nor do we see how to teach about It. Different It is from all that is known, and is beyond the unknown as well” (Kena 1. 3-4); “Whence speech returns along with the mind without realizing It” (Taitt. 2. 4); also Ibid 2. 9 and Katha 11. 3. 15. From these texts we find that nothing can be predicated of Brahman. From the Kena texts we find that we cannot say that Brahman is this and this in a positive way. It is not what we see and therefore It can only be described as “Not this, not this” by denying everything we see in It. It is true that we do find the scriptures dealing with both difference and non-difference; but with what object, is the question. It is not to establish that both are true, for they are mutually contradictory. A careful study of the scriptures convinces one that duality is taught in order to take the aspirant step by step through it to non-duality. Râmânuja in his Bhâshya on these Sutras criticizes Sankara saying that the Sruti could not have described these two forms only to deny them later on. But that this is a process the Sruti adopts is clear from Prajâpati’s instruction to Indra in the Chhândogya or Varuna’s teaching to Bhrgu in the Taittiriya Upanishad. The aspirant is gradually taken to higher and higher truths. Through duality he is led up to non-duality, the goal or final truth. Duality has not been praised anywhere in the scriptures, and no fruit is ascribed to it. On the
other hand it is censured (vide Katha 2. 4. 10-11; Brih. 4. 4. 19; Mait. 4. 2. and 6. 3), which shows that the scriptures do not intend to posit duality. But non-duality is praised and immortality is said to be achieved by the knowledge of unity. According to the Purva Mimamsa principle, that which has no result of its own but is mentioned in connection with something else which has a result, is subordinate to the latter. Therefore duality which has no fruit of its own is subsidiary to non-duality which is the main purport of the Sruti texts. Again we have texts like, “The Atman is smaller than the smallest, greater than the greatest” (Katha 1. 2. 20); “Neither gross nor fine” etc.—which negate all duality and establish the Infinity of Brahman beyond all doubts.

A question, however, may arise: If everything is negated, what will be left? We shall by such a process arrive at a nonentity. Not so. We cannot go on negating ad infinitum, but have to come finally to some basic reality, and this basic reality behind everything is the Atman or Brahman. When we remove an object, space is left behind. Similarly, when everything we see is removed or negated, Brahman is left behind, which cannot be negated and which is the witness of everything. We cannot say that by negation we come to nonentity, for the very fact that we comprehend this nonentity shows that it is being-
illumined by the witnessing consciousness, the basic reality even behind this idea of nonentity. In this Sūtra the Sutrakāra solves this doubt, showing that the negation concerns not Brahman, but only the two forms of It. To turn the drift of this discussion topsy turvy and establish the reality of the two forms is to ignore the spirit of scriptural teaching.

Māyāvāda in the Upanishads:

There is a common belief that Māyāvāda is not found in the scriptures and that it is Sankara’s own doctrine borrowed from the Buddhists. But such a statement is scarcely justified. In the Brihadāranyaka text under discussion we have, ‘Now its name: ‘The Truth of truth.’ The vital force is truth, and It is the Truth of that’ (Brih. 2. 3. 6). If the vital force, i.e. Prājna (the soul in a state of deep sleep) of which the vital force is an Upādhi is true or real, Brahman is the Truth or Reality of this real. In other words, Brahman’s reality is of a different grade from that of the universe. If this world is real and not Māyā, as Sankara would call it, then Brahman is the Reality of this real, which shows that the world’s reality is of an inferior kind from that of Brahman and when It is realized this world is no more. A similar idea is conveyed by Chh. 7. 24. 1 where Brahman, the Infinite, is said to be immortal and the world, the finite, is said to be mortal.
But this is exactly what Sankara too says—that the two, Brahman and the world, have two grades of reality, even as the dream world and the world we experience while we are awake have two grades of reality, and as a result we are justified in saying that the dream world is Mâyâ, as the Sutrakârâ says in 3. 2. 3, or unreal as compared with the waking state. Similarly, this world we experience is Mâyâ or unreal as compared with the reality of Brahman. The dream world has a reality for the time being; so has this world so long as we are in ignorance; and Sankara nowhere denies the Vyavahârika (phenomenal) reality of this world. The scriptures explain this difference between the reality of the two, Brahman and the world, by using symbology, as for example in Chh. 6. 1. 4, which we had occasion to explain in Sutra 2. 1. 14 where the Sruti tries to explain that the one, the clay, is more real than the many, which it identifies with name and form only. We find the same idea again in Brih. 1. 6. 3: “This immortal entity is covered by truth (the five elements): The vital force is the immortal entity, and name and form are truth; (so) this vital force is covered by them.” Name and form, i.e. the world we experience, are called truth, but Brahman is distinguished from them by saying that It is immortal—Its reality is of a different grade from the reality of that which is called truth. And as the reality of this world is
of a lesser grade or illusory as compared with that of Brahman. It can be the cause of such an illusory world of manifoldness without undergoing any change in Itself; for an illusory manifoldness can exist in It without in any way affecting Its immutability, like a snake in a rope or the manifold dream world in the dreaming self, as the Sutrakāra exemplifies in 2. 1. 28, which brings us to the conclusion that this world is a Vivarta of the non-dual Brahman, as Sankara says.

Coming to the interpretation of Sutras 27-30, Sankara connects "or as before" in Sutra 29 with what immediately precedes in Sutras 25-26 and so it is happy. Rāmānuja connects it with Sutra 2. 3. 43 and so it is not so apt. Nimbārka's explanation is still far-fetched; for while Rāmānuja refers for the Siddhānta only to a previous Sutra, Nimbārka refers for an objection as well as a decision to Sutras in 2. 1. His interpretation of the whole topic thus appears to be much stretched.

That Sankara has followed the Sutrakāra faithfully in his interpretation of Sutras 11-30 will be clearer if we just try to see the reason why the latter treats of dream and deep sleep in this section which deals with the nature of Brahman. Sankara at the beginning of Chapter III, Section 1, says that the transmigration of
the soul is taught in order to generate a spirit of Vairāgya (dispassion).

Sutras 1-10 of Section 2 treat of the soul's states of dream and dreamless sleep. According to Sankara the very fact that the dream world does not fulfil the conditions of the time and space factors as in the waking state, shows that the dream world is illusory and therefore a creation of the soul and not of the Lord. From this he shows that the real nature of the Jīva is self-luminous and beyond all these states. Thus Sutras 1-10 elucidate the real nature of the 'Thou' in "Thou art That." Sutras 11-21 give the nature of 'That' and Sutras 22-30 identify the two. Thus the place of Sutras 1-10 in this section is very significant. Rāmānuja and Nimbārka say that the creation of the dream world belongs to the Lord and not to the soul. If it were so, it should be as real as this world. Granting that it is the Lord's creation, of what significance is this subject in a section that deals with the nature of Brahman? It would have been apt in 2. 3 where creation is taught. If it be to create a spirit of Vairāgya, as Rāmānuja says at the beginning of Chapter III, then it ought to have been included in Section 1 which treats of the soul's transmigration with the same object, and thus be separated from Section 2 where it is out of place.
The above analysis of Sutras 3. 2. 1-30 shows that Sankara has rightly grasped the spirit of Bādarāyana, while Rāmānuja and Nimbārka have sadly missed it.

A twofold knowledge of Brahman established:

Finally, let us consider Sutras 4. 2. 12-14 and Sutras 4. 4. 1-7. The former set of Sutras as they stand are interpreted better by Rāmānuja and Nimbārka than by Sankara. According to Sankara they run as follows: If it be said (that the Prānas of a knower of Brahman do not depart), on account of the Sruti denying it (we say) not so, for the Sruti (Mādhyandina recension of the text) denies the departure of the Prānas from the soul and not from the body (12). For the denial is clear in the texts of some schools (13). So in Sutra 12 the Siddhānta view is first expressed on the basis of Brih. 4. 4. 6, Kāňva recension, and the objection against this is raised by the opponent in the second half of the Sutra, basing his argument on the Mādhyandina recension of the text, which is answered again in Sutra 13 by Brih. 3. 2. 11, Kāňva recension. By such an interpretation the significance of 'some schools' is lost, for it ought to have referred to some text of the Mādhyandina school and not of the same Kāňva school on which the Siddhānta is based in Sutra 12.
Rāmānuja and Nimbārka on the other hand read these Sutras as one, which runs as follows: "If it be said that the Prānas of a knower of Brahman do not depart on account of the denial by the Sruti text (Brih. 4. 4. 6, Kāuva), we deny it; for the Sruti says that they do not depart from the soul (i.e. they accompany the soul) and this is clear according to some, viz. the Mādhyān-dīna recension of Brih. 4. 4. 6." We cannot but say that this is more happy, as the force of 'some school' and the word 'hi' (because) in the Sutra are well brought out.

Though the interpretation according to the letter of the Sutra forces us to side with Rāmānuja and Nimbārka, yet if we consider the Sruti text, viz. Brih. 4. 4. 6, on which the discussion is based and also the arrangement of the Sutras in this Section 2 up to Sutra 16, we find that Sankara is more reasonable than the other two and it looks as though the Sutrakāra himself had made a slip, though he meant otherwise. Brih. 4. 4. 6 says in the first half of the text how one who is attached transmigrates, and concludes the first half by saying, "Thus does the man who desires transmigrate." The second half speaks of the man without desires and says, "Of him who is without desires . . . and to whom all objects of desire are but the Self—the organs do not depart. Being but Brahman, he is merged in Brahman." Here it is quite clear that the Sruti contrasts the two
cases of one who is attached and one who is not attached and so does not transmigrate but is merged in Brahman. Now it is well known both from the scriptures and the Vedânta-Sûtras itself that a transmigrating soul at the time of death goes out with the organs, and so when in contrast to this it is said, “His organs do not depart,” it is quite clear that the denial of departure of the Prânas is from the body as in the case of one who is attached, and consequently the expression ‘from him’ in the Mâdhyandina recension even ought to mean the body and not the soul.

From what has been stated above we find Sankara more reasonable and consistent and therefore we can safely say that his interpretation of Sutras 12-14 as establishing a twofold knowledge is after Bâdarâyana’s view, though according to the wording of the Sutras it is not so happy. This sort of interpretation of the Sutrakâras is not without its precedent, as we find Upavarsha and Sabara doing the same in their commentaries on the Purva Mîmâmsâ-Sûtras.

We now come to the last section of the work where the state of the released soul is described. Sutras 1-3 describe that on the attainment of Knowledge the soul manifests itself in its own nature. Sutra 4 says that it attains non-distinction with Brahman. The question as to what the nature of that state is naturally arises after this and Sutras 5-7 attempt a description. The views of
Jaimini and Audulomi are given and finally in Sutra 7 Bādarāyana says that both these views are true, for they are not contradictory. The question is, whether the views of Jaimini and Audulomi are true of the released soul in succession or simultaneously. Bādarāyana's decision is that they are true at one and the same time according as the subject is viewed from the relative or transcendental standpoint. Sankara makes this clear in his Bhāshya. His critics find fault with him here. They say that he is obliged in this Sutra to ascribe to the truly released soul qualities which clearly cannot belong to it, since for such a soul no Vyavahāra exists. They say thereby that his interpretation is not faithful. Such a criticism shows that they have failed to understand what Sankara means here. He does not say that the released soul is conscious of itself as possessing all the qualities described by Jaimini, but that we who are in bondage are obliged in describing the state of such a soul to have recourse to such a description. In reality the soul when released exists as Pure Intelligence, but as Pure Intelligence is beyond our conception, we in our ignorance view it as identified with Iswara, for that is the highest reading of Pure Intelligence or the Nirguna Brahman that we can possibly conceive. Certainly there exists no Vyavahāra at all for the released soul, which is free from ignorance; but it exists for us who are in ignorance
and Jaimini's description of the state of a released soul is our description of it. Iswara's possession of powers is not like that of an ordinary Jiva which being subject to Nescience thinks of itself as an experiencer, an agent, and so on. He is beyond all taint and therefore not subject to Nescience, and consequently does not think of Himself as possessing all these lordly powers; but these powers exist in Him, because we in our ignorance ascribe them to Him. Even so are these lordly powers ascribed to the released soul by us and it is regarded as identical or having attained non-distinction with Iswara. This is the full import of Sutra 7 both according to Bādarāyana and Sankara. So till all souls are released, the state of the released partakes of a twofold characteristic according to the viewpoint from which it is described—transcendental or relative, even as Brahma has a twofold characteristic of which one is illusory or read from the relative standpoint (vide 3. 2. 11-21). This attainment of lordly powers by souls on identification with Iswara is not the same as the attainment of such powers by the knowers of the Saguna Brahman who go to Brahmaloka, for it is made clear in 4. 4. 17 that their lordly powers do not include the power of creation, etc., but only power to create objects of enjoysments at will (4. 4. 8), while this power is not negated in the
case of souls which get identified with Iswara according to Sutras 4. 4. 5 and 7.

That the Sutrakāra makes a distinction between the attainment of Liberation by the knowledge of the Nirguna Brahman and that by the knowledge of the Saguna Brahman, is clear from Sutra 4. 1. 19, where he makes no reference to any going forth in the case of a Jivanmukta, but simply says that on the exhaustion of the Prārabdha Karma he attains Brahman and this is also in keeping with texts like Brih. 4. 4. 6 and especially Chh. 6. 14. 2 where it is clearly stated that his merging in Brahman is delayed just as long as the body lasts. But going to Brahmaloka by "the path of the gods" is also a kind of Liberation, for from there the soul does not return to this mortal world, but gets merged in Brahman at the end of the cycle together with Brahmā, as stated in Sutra 4. 3. 10. As the author is concerned in this section, with the result of Upāsanās, viz. Liberation, he describes the result of the knowledge of the Nirguna Brahman in Sutras 1-7 and from 8-22 the result of the knowledge of the Saguna Brahman. If, as according to Rāmānuja and Nimbārka, there is no such distinction at all, but the description is of one kind of Liberation only, then when it is said in Sutra 4. 4. 5 that the released soul attains a nature like that of Brahman, there is no further necessity of saying that it can create at will all
objects of enjoyment. Moreover, if being free from sin, old age etc. (Chh. 8. 1. 5) are qualities of the soul as well as of the Lord, then they will cease to be the defining characteristic of the Lord. In this case the objection raised in the first part of Sutra 1. 3. 19 will not be answered by the second half of the Sutra. The Sutra runs as follows: "If it be said that from the subsequent texts which refer to the Jiva 'small Akāsa' means the Jiva, we say that the reference to the soul is in so far as its real nature is made manifest (i.e. as non-different from Brahman)." In the previous Sutra it was established that the 'small Akāsa' in Chh. 8. 1. 1 is Brahman and not the Jiva, in spite of the reference to the Jiva in Chh. 8. 3. 4, for 'free from evil' etc. which are said to be qualities of the 'small Akāsa' are not true of the soul. At the end of his commentary on Sutra 18, Sankara says that Sutra 20 will make it clear why the individual soul is referred to in Chh. 8. 3. 4. In Sutra 19 cited above a fresh objection is raised that subsequent texts also refer to the Jiva (vide Chh. 8. 7-11 in which the waking, dream, and deep sleep state of the soul are described) and therefore 'small Akāsa' means Jiva. The second half answers it by saying that the reference to the Jiva is in so far as its real nature is made manifest (vide Chh. 8. 12. 3). The reference to the individual soul in Chh. 8. 3. 4 is to show that in reality it is beyond the
three states of waking, dream, and deep sleep and non-different from Brahman. If under the circumstances 'free from sin' etc. are its qualities even as different from Brahman, as Rāmānuja says, then 'small Akāśa' cannot be established to be Brahman against the objection raised in Sutra 1. 3. 19. Moreover, in Sutra 1. 3. 20 (according to him 19) the explanation given by him for the reference to the Jiva in Chh. 8. 3. 4 is not at all satisfactory. He says, "This reference to the Jiva serves the purpose of giving instruction not about the Jiva, but about the nature of that which is the cause of the qualities of the individual soul, i.e. qualities specially belonging to the Lord. The reason is that such information about the released soul helps the doctrine with respect to 'small Akāśa'. The individual soul which wants to attain Brahman must also know its true nature, so that it as being endowed with auspicious qualities will finally arrive at the intuition of the Lord who is a mass of auspicious qualities raised to the highest excellence." But according to Sankara we have seen that its reference is to identify the two—the released soul and the Lord. It is quite apparent that between the two explanations Rāmānuja's falls to the ground. Such an argument does not at all fit in as an explanation for the reference to the released soul in Chh. 8. 3. 4 and is against the spirit of the teaching
of the whole of chapter 8 of the Chhândogya. Sankara's critics find fault with him taking into consideration only Sutra 1. 3. 19; but if they only try to understand the Sutrakâra taking into consideration Sutras 18-20 and the Sruti texts to which they refer, they will find that Sankara's interpretation is by far the best.

The defects that are shown in Râmânuja's interpretation of Section 4 hold good in the case of Nimbârka also.

*Sankara’s interpretation justified by the Gitâ:*

Thus a comparative study of these three commentaries on the most important topics treated by Bâdarâyana in his work establishes a strong case for Sankara’s interpretation of the Sutras. We find similar views also expressed in the Gitâ. And if, as has been shown at the beginning, the author of the Gitâ had a hand in the Sutras—and this fact is not questioned by Râmânuja and Nimbârka, for according to them it is the same person Veda Vyâsa—then it goes all the more to show that Sankara’s interpretation is correct, for we cannot expect that the same author has expressed different views in the two works. We shall cite a few texts from the Gitâ which tally with Sankara’s interpretation of the Sutras.

“*I shall describe that which has to be known,...the beginningless Supreme Brahman.*
It is called neither being nor non-being...Without and within all beings...Impartible, yet It exists as if divided in beings" (13. 12-16)—these texts describe the attributelessness of Brahman. The text says that the one Immutable appears as if divided into many and not in reality. It Itself, therefore, is "the sustainer, generator, and devourer of all beings" (13. 16); also 7.6 and 7. That Brahman has a twofold nature, the Nirguna which is Its real nature and the Saguna which is the creation of Maya, is made clear by Arjuna's question in 12.1 and the Lord's answer in 12. 2-5, where He recognizes the Nirguna aspect, but says at the same time that those devoted to the Saguna aspect are better versed in Yoga, as devotion to it is easier and therefore best suited to Arjuna and the generality of mankind, even as He says in 5. 6 for the same reason that Karma Yoga is better than Jnana Yoga.

The individual soul in its real nature is described in 2. 11-25. Specially verses 16-18 say that it is real, all-pervading, changeless, immutable, indestructible and illimitable, while verse 24 again says it is all-pervading. Again 6. 31 establishes the identity of the self and Brahman contained in the Vedic dictum, "That thou art," verses 29 and 30 having described the real nature of the soul as identical with Brahman. But the soul in its state of bondage being deluded considers itself an agent and experiencer, atomic
and a part of the Lord. "The Gunas of Prakriti perform all action. With the understanding deluded by egoism, man thinks, 'I am the doer'" (3. 27). See also 14. 23 and 15. 7.

The doctrine of Mâyâ is clearly referred to in the following texts: "Knowledge is enveloped in ignorance, hence do beings get deluded" (5. 15); "This world knows Me not, being deluded by the modifications of the Gunas. Verily this divine Mâyâ of Mine is difficult to cross over... deprived of discrimination by Mâyâ they follow the Asuric ways" (7. 13-16); "I am not manifest to all, being veiled by My Yogamâyâ" (7. 25); "The Lord dwells in the heart of all beings causing them to revolve by His Mâyâ" (18. 61). Finally, though stress is laid on Bhakti in the Gitâ, nowhere does it say that Bhakti is superior to Knowledge. On the other hand we find Knowledge highly praised. "The fire of Knowledge burns all Karma to ashes. There exists nothing so purifying like Knowledge" (4. 37-38); "Supremely dear is the wise man to Me. I regard him as My very Self" (7. 17-18).

Conclusion:

In conclusion, we would like to state that from what all has been said above we do not mean to suggest that Sankara’s interpretation of the Sutras is the only true one. Rather our object has been to show that Sankara too, like the other great commentators, is justified in interpreting
the Sutras in the way he has done. The fact is, Bādarāyana has systematized the philosophy of the Upanishads in his work, and like them his Sutras also are all-comprehensive. The Upanishads, we must remember, do not teach throughout any particular doctrine. They contain various doctrines which are meant for people at different stages of spiritual evolution. They are not contradictory, but rather they are based on the principle of Adhikāribheda, as all are not capable of apprehending the same truth. The old idea of Arundhati-darsana-nyāy¹ applies. Nearly every chapter in the Upanishad begins with dualistic teaching or Upāsanā and ends with a grand flourish of Advaita. God is first taught as a Being who is the creator of this universe, its preserver, and the destruction to which everything goes at last. He is the one to be worshipped, the Ruler, and appears to be outside of nature. Next we find the same teacher teaching that God is not outside of nature, but immanent in nature. And at last both ideas are discarded and it is taught that whatever is real is He; there is no difference. "Svetaketu, thou art That." The immanent one is at last declared to be the same that is in the human soul.² This

¹ The method of spotting the tiny star Arundhati with the help of bigger stars near it, calling them Arundhati,
fact is recognized by Bādārāyana too and so commentators make a mistake when they think that the Sutras propound only their doctrine and nothing else.

This grand principle of Adhikāribheda is the foundation on which the teachings of the Upanishads, the Brahma-Sutras, and the Gitā are based and that is the reason why they have been universally accepted by the Hindus of all classes and denominations. From this point of view we are inclined to think that of all the commentators Sankara has done the greatest justice to the Sutrakāra by his twofold doctrine of the absolute and phenomenal reality.
BRAHMA-SUTRAS
ADHYASA OR SUPERIMPOSITION

The whole of Sankara's philosophy may be summed up as follows: अद्व तत् जगन्निध्य जीवो अयं भ नासः. The Brahman of the Upanishads is the only Reality, and everything else—this world of manifoldness—is unreal, is a mere appearance; the individual soul (Jiva) is identical with Brahman, the One without a second, which the scriptures define as Existence-Knowledge-Bliss Absolute. “Brahman is Existence, Knowledge, Infinity” (Taitt. 2.1); “Brahman is Knowledge, Bliss” (Brih. 3.9.28). This identity of the Jiva and Brahman is clearly stated by the scriptures in texts like: “Thou art That, O Svetaketu” (Chh. 6.8.7), “I am Brahman” (Brih. 1-4-10), and “The Self alone is to be meditated upon” (Birh. 1.4.7).

The question then naturally arises: If Truth is one, whence arises this many which we experience through the senses? Truth cannot contradict experience. So Sankara had to explain this apparent contradiction between Truth and our everyday experience. He says that this plurality is an illusion (Mâyâ). It has no reality, for it disappears when the knowledge of the true nature of Brahman is realized. It is just like seeing a snake in a rope in the dark. This wrong perception
is brought about by ignorance (Avidyā), which is beginningless. It is this ignorance which is the cause of all this duality, Brahman being mistaken for the world. On account of this ignorance the individual soul identifies itself with its adjuncts (Upādhis), viz., the body, senses, etc., which are only superimposed on it. This identification makes the soul think that it is the doer, enjoyer, etc.—though the truth is that it is none of these—and thereby it comes under the sway of birth, death, happiness, misery, etc., in short, becomes bound down to this world (Samsāra).

When Sankara says that the world is false, he does not mean that it is absolutely nothing, but that our experience is liable to be stultified by means of knowledge of things as they are. The world has a relative existence; it is true for the time being, but disappears when true knowledge dawns. It is not real for all times, in other words, it is not real from the absolute standpoint. Māyā or ignorance is not a real entity. We can neither say that it exists nor that it does not exist. It is a mystery which is beyond our understanding; it is unspeakable (Anirvachaniya). As Māyā is not real, it cannot be related to Brahman, the Reality, in any way whatsoever; for any relation between truth and falsehood is impossible. The relation is only apparent, and therefore Brahman is in no way affected by this illusion which is superimposed upon It, even as the rope is not
affected by the snake that is assumed to exist in it.

Therefore the only way to liberation from this worldly existence (Samsâra) is to get rid of this wrong notion through the real knowledge of Brahma. Just as in the case of the rope and the snake, it is the knowledge of the rope alone that removes the illusion of the snake and nothing else, so also it is the knowledge of Brahma alone that brings about the cessation of this relative existence (Samsâra). "A man who knows It alone truly, passes beyond death; there is no other path to go by" (Svet. 3.8); "He comes not to death who sees that One." Pilgrimages, austerities, worship and charity—these by themselves, without Knowledge, cannot help us to attain Liberation. Their utility lies only in purifying our mind (Chittasuddhi), cleansing it of all worldliness, and thus making it fit to comprehend the Truth. When Brahma is realized this phenomenal world disappears automatically, without any further effort on the part of the individual. Knowledge of Brahma being thus the only way to Liberation, an inquiry into Brahma through the study of the Brahma-Sutras is absolutely necessary.

Sankara's explanation of the world as an illusion has given his philosophy the name of Mâyavâda or Anirvachaniya Khyâtivâda. It is also known as Vivartavâda, the doctrine of the apparent modification of Brahma into this
phenomenal world, as opposed to Parināmavāda or the doctrine of the actual modification of Brahman into this phenomenal world, as held by some other schools of Vedānta like the Visishtādvaitavāda of Rāmānuja.

Sankara anticipated that this method of explaining the phenomenal world would raise a protest from the various other schools of his time. So at the beginning of his commentary on the Brahma-Sutras, he writes a masterly introduction, which is well known as the Adhyāsa Bhāshya or the section dealing with superimposition, wherein he establishes superimposition as a statement of fact and not a mere hypothesis. He starts with the objections that can possibly be raised against his theory of superimposition and then refutes them. He says: It is well known that the subject and the object, which have for their spheres or contents the notions of 'I' and 'Thou' respectively, and which are opposed to each other as darkness and light, cannot be identified. Hence their attributes also cannot be identified. Consequently the superimposition of the object and its attributes on the subject, whose essence is pure intelligence, and vice versa, ought to be a logical impossibility.

If the world phenomena are a case of superimposition, like the snake in the rope, then which is superimposed on which? Is the world superimposed on Brahman, or is it the reverse? In the latter case, the world, which is the substratum,
like the rope in the example, would be a reality. If it is the other way—the world on Brahman—it is not possible, for Brahman is not an object which can be perceived by the senses like the rope. A thing becomes an object when it is limited by time, space, and causation. Since Brahman is unlimited, it is beyond these, and so cannot be an object of perception; as such it cannot be the substratum of a superimposition. Brahman is also the inner Self of everyone and therefore can never be separate and in front of a person like a rope, when alone the world can be superimposed on It.

Neither can Brahman be both subject and object of the thinking process, for one and the same being cannot both be the agent and the object of its activity at the same time. An object is that on which is concentrated the activity of the agent, and hence it must be different from the agent. If, again, Brahman is manifested by some other knowledge and thus becomes an object, it ceases to be self-luminous and becomes limited, and this the scriptures do not accept. Further, in all cases of superimposition there is an antecedent real knowledge of the object which is superimposed, as of the snake in the example. So to superimpose the world on Brahman a real knowledge of the world is necessary, and this would make the world a reality, with the result that the cessation of the world phenomena would be an impossibility and Liberation would be
impossible. Thus in whatever way we may try to establish the theory of superimposition, we are not able to do so.

Yet, says Sankara, it is natural (a self-evident fact) on the part of man, because of ignorance, not to distinguish between the two entities (the subject and the object) which are quite contradictory, and to superimpose the one on the other, and their attributes as well, and thus mixing up the real and the unreal to use such phrases as “That is I”, or “This is mine”. The Self again is not altogether a non-object, for it is the object of the notion of the Ego. The Self does not entirely elude our grasp. Though the inner Self is not an object and is also without parts, yet owing to ignorance, which is unspeakable and without a beginning, attributes like mind, body, senses, etc., which are products of ignorance, are superimposed on the Self, and it behaves as if it were an agent, enjoyer, possessed of parts, and many—although in truth it is none of these—and thus becomes an object. The real Self can never be an object of knowledge. Self-consciousness is possible only with respect to a Self already qualified by these adjuncts (Upâdhis). This sounds like an argument in a circle; for to establish superimposition we have to accept the Self to be an object, and the Self can be an object only through the superimposition of adjuncts (Upâdhis); it is actually not so. It
is a case like the seed and the tree. The seed gives rise to the tree, which again produces the seed, the cause of the future tree, and so on. So in this series of illusions without a beginning, the Self, which is the substratum of the present superimposition, is an object on account of a past superimposition; and that one had for its substratum the Self, which had become an object of a still earlier superimposition, and so on ad infinitum. The pure Self without the limiting adjuncts is never the substratum of a superimposition. It is the difference in the limiting adjuncts, as shown above, that makes it possible for the Self to be at the same time an agent and the object of action.

Superimposition, again, is due to ignorance and hence it is not necessary that the knowledge of the object superimposed must be a real knowledge. It is enough if we have a knowledge; it need not necessarily be real; it can itself be another illusory knowledge. That the Self exists is proved by the intuitive knowledge we have of it. This is well known and but for it nothing would have been cognized in this world. “He shining, everything else shines” (Kath. 2.2.15). We know things in and through it; no consciousness or experience is possible independently of it. Everyone is conscious of his own Self, for no one thinks, “I am not”. Nor, again, is it necessary that the object to be a substratum of a super-
imposition should be before us, for we see that Akâsa (sky), which is not visible to the senses, becomes a substratum for superimpositions by the ignorant, who impute blueness, spherical shape, etc., to it in such expressions as, "The sky is blue", and "It is spherical". Thus superimposition is an established fact.

But then direct perception, which is the best of all proofs—since it is the basis of all other means of knowledge like inference, etc.,—affirms this world of manifoldness. How can the scriptures that deny it carry conviction as against direct experience? They cannot. Hence scriptural texts that deny the many and uphold unity will have to be interpreted in a manner so as not to contradict our experience. This view cannot stand. For the scriptures (Srutis) are impersonal, eternal, self-luminous, and so on. Their validity is direct and self-evident and therefore infallible. They constitute by themselves an independent source of knowledge. Hence they too are to be accepted as authoritative. The fact is that each evidence of knowledge has its own sphere wherein it is absolutely authoritative. Perception has its supreme validity in knowledge through the senses. There a hundred texts cannot prevail against it. The scriptures (Srutis) on the other hand have their absolute authority in a province where perception cannot be of any avail. Their province is transcendental knowledge, which cannot be attained in
any other way. Here revelation, which does not depend on other sources of knowledge, is the final authority, and not perception or even reason. The scriptures do not deny the empirical validity of perception; they deny only its absolute or transcendental validity.

Superimposition Defined

Superimposition, says Sankara, is the apparent presentation to consciousness, by way of remembrance, of something previously observed in some other thing. It is an apparent presentation, that is knowledge which is subsequently falsified; in other words, it is illusory knowledge. According to Vâchaspati Misra this is the fundamental characteristic of superimposition, and the rest of the definition only differentiates it from those given by other schools of philosophy. But the author of the commentary Ratnaprabhâ takes apparent presentation in some other thing as the characteristic mark of superimposition, and this seems to be more in keeping with Sankara, who says in his commentary: “But all these definitions agree in so far as they represent superimposition as the apparent presentation of the attributes of one thing in another thing.”

As it is impossible to have illusory knowledge without the mixing up of two things, we find the words something previously observed in the definition. These words, together with the words apparent
presentation, make it clear that the thing superimposed is not the real object seen some time before, but something like it. A mere experience, and not the reality, is what is necessary; hence the word observed. The experience should not be a present one, but a past one, and that is the significance of the word previously. So the thing superimposed is a false or unreal thing. But the thing on which it is superimposed is a real thing. The words by way of remembrance excludes all cases of recognition where the object previously observed again presents itself to our senses, as when a person seen at a particular place is again seen at another place. In remembrance the object previously observed is not in renewed contact with the senses. It is mere remembrance that operates in the case of superimposition.

This definition of superimposition meets an objection of the Mīmāṃsakas, who say that an unreal thing cannot be an object of experience. According to them all knowledge is real; there can be nothing like false knowledge. They uphold the intrinsic validity of all knowledge, for every knowledge produces a sense of certainty in us and we have no doubt about it at the time. If it were otherwise, then we should always be in doubt and never arrive at any certainty. So every knowledge is true for the time being, though subsequent experience may prove that it was wrong, as in the case of an illusion. But from the definition of
superimposition given by Sankara we find that because a particular thing is experienced it does not for that very reason become real. A thing may be unreal and at the same time may be experienced. Otherwise the water in a mirage would be a reality, which in fact we know it is not.

The Prābhākara school of Mimāmsakas raise a fresh objection. How can the world be unreal or non-existent? Non-existence is not a category by itself; it can be conceived only in relation to a real object. We speak of non-existence when one real object is predicated in terms of another real object. When we think of a pot in terms of a cloth, we say the negation of the cloth is the pot. That is all that is meant by non-existence; apart from this, it has no reality. An unreal object can never be the object of our experience. So this world, if it were unreal, could never be the object of our experience.

Applying this argument in the case of a mirage, we find that the reality, the sun's rays refracted by layers of air, is, according to the Mimāmsakas, nothing but the negation of water, and it is therefore self-evident that the phenomenon we experience cannot be water. Neither can they say that the water in the mirage is not real, since it is experienced. So the water in the mirage is neither real nor unreal, nor can it be both at the same time. Therefore we have to accept the phenomenon as something beyond our comprehen-
sion (Anirvachaniya), which is exactly the view of Sankara.

Sankara says that the nature of objects is two-fold, real and unreal. The first manifests by its very nature, depending on the object itself; the second, the unreal appearance, depends on some other thing for its manifestation. In a mirage the rays of the sun are a reality, but their appearance as water is unreal and depends on something else, the impressions (Samskāras) produced by seeing water elsewhere before. That which is real always continues to be so, but the unreal is ever changing. Brahman, the Reality, remains unchanged; but Māyā and its products, which are assumed to exist in Brahman, are unreal and therefore everchanging, yet experienced by us. The world phenomena are neither real nor unreal, nor both; they are unspeakable (Anirvachaniya).

**Definition of Superimposition According to Other Schools**

The four schools of philosophy in Buddhism define superimposition as "the superimposition of the attributes of one thing on another". They maintain that in superimposition forms of cognition, or modes of the internal organ in the form of the object, are superimposed on an external object which itself may be real or illusory. The Prābhākaras refute this definition, for according to the Buddhists there is no separate entity called the
Self apart from consciousness (Vijnâna). The Self is but a form of consciousness. If in an illusion, where a rope is taken for a snake, the snake also be a form of cognition, then our experience ought to be of the kind, “I am a snake” or “My snake”, and not as “This is a snake”. Therefore Prabhâkaras define superimposition as “an error arising from the non-perception of the difference of that which is superimposed from that on which it is superimposed”. There is no positive wrong or illusory knowledge, but a mere non-perception of the difference between two real experiences, one of which is a past experience. Where a mother-of-pearl is taken for silver, the difference between the mother-of-pearl seen at the moment and the silver remembered is not perceived. Naiyâyikas refute this definition on the ground that mere non-perception of the difference cannot induce us to action. But as a matter of fact we are tempted to possess the silver seen in a mother-of-pearl. Where there is no positive knowledge, as, for example, in profound sleep (Sushupti), there is no activity. It is positive knowledge that is responsible for our activity, as we find from our experience in the dream and waking states. Nor can a mere remembrance induce us to action. So in illusion we are conscious of silver as a reality present before us, and not as a mere remembrance.

The Naiyâyikas therefore define superimposition as “the fictitious assumption of attributes
(like those of silver) contrary to the nature of the thing (e.g. the mother-of-pearl) on which something else (silver) is superimposed”. An identity is established between the object present before us (the mother-of-pearl) and the silver remembered, which is not here and now, but imagined, and which exists as a reality somewhere else. The person is not conscious that it is only a memory of silver, and not an actuality. This identity between the silver seen elsewhere and the mother-of-pearl is what gives rise to the illusion. There is thus a positive factor in this experience, which is not the case in the Prâbhâkaras’ definition. Yet it may be questioned how the silver which exists elsewhere can be in contact with the senses; which is essential if the silver is to be experienced as an actuality in front of us and not a mere memory. If it be said that there is transcendental contact (Alaukika Jñânalakshana Sannikarsha) of the senses with it, then where fire is inferred from smoke we can say it is also a case of transcenden-
tal contact, and inference as a means to knowledge becomes unnecessary. Therefore we have to accept that in illusion an indescribable (Anirvacaniya) silver is produced, which is a reality for the time being. It is this silver which is directly perceived by the senses and gives rise to the knowledge, “This is silver”. The silver that is seen in the mother-of-pearl is not present some-
where else, for in that case it could not have been
experienced as here and now; nor is it in the mind. Neither is it a mere nonentity, for then it could not have been an object of perception; nor can it be inherent in the mother-of-pearl, for in that case it could not have been sublated afterwards. So we are forced to say that the silver has no real existence anywhere, but has only an apparent reality for the time being which is unspeakable.

This superimposition is called ignorance (Avidyā), metaphorically, the effect being put for the cause. Ignorance does not mean want of knowledge, but that kind of knowledge which is stultified later on by the knowledge of things as they are. Its counterpart is called knowledge (Vidyā). When the Self is discriminated from its limiting adjuncts through Vedāntic discipline and practice (Sādhanā), viz., hearing of scriptural texts, reflection, and meditation on them, then knowledge dawns, which destroys this superimposition. A mere intellectual knowledge is however not meant here, but actual realization. Since through this superimposition the two objects are not in the least affected by the good or bad qualities of each other, once true knowledge dawns, it roots out ignorance with all its effects, leaving no chance of its cropping up again. The recrudescence would have been possible if owing to the superimposition the Self was in any way contaminated by the non-Self and its properties.

This superimposition (Adhyāsa) due to ignor-
ance is the presumption on which are based the distinctions among the means of knowledge, objects of knowledge, and knowing persons, in our career of daily activity, and so are also based all scriptural texts, whether they refer to rituals (Karma) or knowledge (Jñāna). All our experience starts in this error which identifies the Self with the body, senses, etc. All cognitive acts presuppose this kind of false identification, for without it the pure Self can never be a knower, and without a knowing personality, the means of right knowledge cannot operate. Therefore the means of right knowledge and the scriptural texts belong to the sphere of ignorance (Avidyā). They are meant only for one who is still under ignorance and has not realized the Self. They are valid only so long as the ultimate Truth is not realized; they have just a relative value. But from the standpoint of the ultimate Truth, our so-called knowledge is all Avidyā or no knowledge at all. In the phenomenal world, however, they are quite valid and are capable of producing empirical knowledge.

That our knowledge (empirical) is no knowledge at all is further proved by the fact that we do not differ from animals in the matter of cognition. Just as a cow runs away when she sees a man with a raised stick in his hand, while she approaches one with a handful of green grass, so also do men, who possess higher intelligence, walk
away from wicked persons shouting with drawn swords, while they approach those of an opposite nature. The behaviour of animals in cognition, etc., is well known to be based on ignorance. Therefore it can be inferred that man's conduct in the matter of cognition, etc., so long as they are under delusion, is also similarly based.

It may seem rather strange to say that even the scriptures belong to the field of ignorance (Avidyā); for though in ordinary matters of cognition, etc., we may resemble animals and act through ignorance; yet in matters religious, such as the performance of sacrifices, the person who engages himself in them has the knowledge that the Self is separate from the body, since otherwise he cannot expect to enjoy the fruits of his ritualistic acts in heaven, the body being destroyed at death. But we forget that though a person who engages himself in ritualistic acts may have a knowledge of the Self as distinct from the body, yet it is not necessary that he should have a knowledge of the real nature of the Self as given by the Vedānta texts; rather such knowledge is destructive to him. For how can a person who knows the Self to be not an enjoyer, agent, and so forth undertake any sacrifice enjoined by the scriptures? Scriptural texts like, "A Brāhmaṇa should perform a sacrifice," are operative only on the supposition that attributes such as caste, stage of life, age, and circumstances are superimposed.
on the Self, which is none of these. Not only is ritualism (Karmakânda) meant for persons under ignorance (Avidyâ), but even so is the Vedânta; for without the distinction of the means of knowledge, objects of knowledge, and knower it is not possible to comprehend the meaning of the Vedânta texts. A person who is conscious of these distinction is under the sway of ignorance (Avidyâ), being in the world of duality. But there is a difference between Vedânta and ritualism. While the latter has for its goal that which is within the sphere of ignorance, like enjoyment in heaven etc., the former helps one to realize his true nature, which destroys all ignorance.

How can ignorance lead to knowledge? Empirical knowledge can produce transcendental knowledge through its empirical validity. To put it in Sri Ramakrishna’s beautiful language, “When we run a thorn in our hand we take it out by means of another thorn and throw out both. So relative knowledge alone can remove that relative ignorance which blinds the eye of the Self. But such knowledge and such ignorance are both alike included in Avidyâ; hence the man who attains to the highest Knowledge (Jnâna), the knowledge of the Absolute, does away in the end with both knowledge and ignorance, being free himself from all duality.” But before the dawning of real knowledge the authority of the Vedas stands unquestioned, for a knowledge that
has not been realized cannot prevent a person from entering on ritualistic activities. It is only after realization that scriptural texts cease to be operative. But before that, “Let the scriptures be thy authority in ascertaining what ought to be done and what ought not to be done. Having known what is said in the ordinance of the scriptures thou shouldst act here” (Gita 16.24). But when realization dawns, then, “To the sage who has known the Self, all the Vedas are of so much use as a reservoir is when there is flood everywhere” (Gita 2.46). It is only for the knower of Brahman that they have no value, and not for others.
CHAPTER I

SECTION I

Topic 1: The inquiry into Brahman and its pre-requisites.

अथातो भजजिज्ञासा || १ ||

अथ Now अतः therefore भजजिज्ञासा the inquiry (into the real nature) Brahman.

1. Now (after the attainment of the requisite spiritual qualities) therefore (as the results obtained by sacrifices etc., are ephemeral, whereas, the result of the knowledge of Brahman is eternal), the inquiry (into the real nature) of Brahman (which is beset with doubts owing to the conflicting views of various schools of philosophy, should be taken up).

At the very beginning the utility of such an inquiry is questioned.

Objection: Such an inquiry is not worth the trouble. An intelligent man generally does not enter into an inquiry about an object which is already known, or knowledge of which does not
serve any useful purpose. He is always guided by utility. Now Brahman is such an object. As Brahman pure and unconditioned, there is no doubt or indefiniteness about It, for we have such definitions as, "Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, Infinity" (Taitt. 2.1). As identical with the Self (Atman)—which the Vedânta holds—also, there is no doubt about Brahman; for the Self is nothing but the object of the notion of 'I', the empirical self which is well known to exist as something different from the body, senses, etc. Moreover, no one doubts his own existence. There is therefore no indefiniteness about Brahman, which would induce one to make an inquiry into It. The objection that this empirical self is a result of superimposition (Adhyâsa) of the non-Self on the Self and vice versa, and is therefore not the true Self, cannot be accepted, for such a superimposition between two absolutely contradictory objects is not possible.

Again, the knowledge of this Self or Brahman which, as shown above, everyone possesses, cannot destroy the world phenomena and help one to attain Liberation, for they have been existing together side by side all along from time immemorial. And as there is no other knowledge of the Self besides 'Ego-consciousness', which can be called the true knowledge of the Self, there is no chance of the world phenomena ever ceasing to exist. In other words, the world is a reality, and
not something illusory. So the knowledge of Brahman serves no useful purpose such as the attainment of Liberation from relative existence (Samsâra). For these reasons an inquiry into Brahman is not desirable.

**Answers:** An inquiry into Brahman is desirable, because there is some indefiniteness with respect to It, for we find various conflicting views concerning Its nature. Different schools of philosophy hold different views. Superimposition would have been an impossibility, and there would have been no indefiniteness about Brahman, if the empirical self had been the real Self. But it is not. The scriptures (Srutis), say that the Self is free from all limiting adjuncts and is infinite, all-blissful, all-knowing, One without a second, and so on. This the scriptures repeatedly inculcate, and as such it cannot be interpreted in any secondary or figurative sense. But the empirical self is felt as occupying definite space, as when we say, 'I am in the room', as involved in manifold miseries, as ignorant, etc. How can this kind of notion be regarded as the true knowledge of the Self? To regard the Self, which is beyond limitation etc., as being limited etc., is itself an illusion, and hence superimposition is a self-evident fact. The result of the true knowledge of the Self leads to Liberation and so serves a very, very fruitful purpose. Therefore an inquiry about Brahman through an examination of the Vedânta-
texts dealing with It is worth while and should be undertaken.

The word now in the Sutra is not used to introduce a new subject that is going to be taken up, in which sense it is generally used in other places, as for example, in the beginning of the Yoga-Sutras or the Purva Mimâmsâ-Sutras. Neither is it used in any other sense, except that of immediate consecution, that is, it implies an antecedent, which existing, the inquiry about Brahman would be possible, and without which it would be impossible. This antecedent is neither the study of the Vedas, for it is a common requisite for Purva Mimâmsâ as well as Vedânta, nor the knowledge and performance of rituals prescribed by the Karmakânda, for these in no way help one who aspires after knowledge, but certain spiritual requisites. The spiritual requisites referred to are: (1) discrimination between things permanent and transient, (2) renunciation of the enjoyment of fruits of action in this world and in the next, (3) the six treasures, as they are called, viz., not allowing the mind to externalize and checking the external instruments of the sense organs (Sama and Dama), not thinking of things of the senses (Uparati), ideal forbearance (Titikshâ), constant practice to fix the mind in God (Samâdhâna), and faith (Sraddhâ); and (4) the intense desire to be free (Mumukshutvam).
Topic 2: Definition of Brahman.

जन्माध्यय यत: || २ ||

जन्मादि Origin etc. (i.e., sustenance and dissolution) अस्त्य of this (world) यत: from which.

2. (Brahman is that omniscient, omnipotent cause) from which proceed the origin etc. (i.e. sustenance and dissolution) of this (world).

In the previous Sutra it has been established that an inquiry into Brahman should be made as it helps Liberation. Knowledge of Brahman leads Liberation. Now in order that we may attain this knowledge of Brahman, It must have some characteristics by which It can be known; otherwise it is not possible to have such knowledge. The opponent holds that Brahman has no such characteristics by which It can be defined, and in the absence of a definition there can be no knowledge of Brahman, and consequently no Freedom.

This Sutra refutes that objection and gives a definition of Brahman: “That which is the cause of the world is Brahman”—where the imagined “cause of the world” is indicative of Brahman. This is called the Tatastha Lakshana, or that characteristic of a thing which is distinct from its nature and yet serves to make it known. In the
definition given by this Sutra, the origin, sustenance, and dissolution are characteristics of the world and as such are in no way related to Brahman, which is eternal and changeless; yet these indicate Brahman, which is imagined to be the cause of the world, just as an imagined snake indicates the rope when we say, "that which is the snake is the rope".

The scriptures give another definition of Brahman which describes its true nature: "Truth, Knowledge, Infinity is Brahman." This is called the Svarupa Lakshana, that which defines Brahman in its true essence. These words, though they have different meanings in ordinary parlance, yet refer to the one indivisible Brahman, even as the words, father, son, brother, husband, etc., refer to one and the same person according to his relation with different individuals.

It must not however be thought that the First Cause of the universe is arrived at by this Sutra through mere reasoning, inference, and other means of right knowledge usually valid in this sense world. Brahman cannot be so established independently of the scriptures (Sruti). Though from the effect, the world, we can infer that it must have a cause, we cannot establish with certainty what exactly is the nature of that cause. We cannot say that Brahman alone is the cause and nothing else, as Brahman is not an
object of the senses. The relation of cause and effect can be established where both the objects are perceived. Inference etc. may give only strong suggestions of Brahman's being the First Cause of the world. A thing established by mere inference, however well thought out, is explained otherwise by greater intellects. Reasoning also is endless according to the intellectual capacity of people and therefore cannot go far in the ascertainment of Truth. So the scriptures ought to be the basis of all reasoning. It is experience that carries weight, and the scriptures are authoritative because they are the records of the experience of master minds that have come face to face with Reality (Aptavâkya). That is why the scriptures are infallible. Hence in ascertaining the First Cause the scriptures alone are authority.

The prime object of this Sutra, therefore, is not to establish Brahman through inference but to discuss scriptural passages which declare that Brahman is the First Cause—texts like: "That from which these beings are born, by which they live after birth and into which they enter at death—try to know That. That is Brahman" (Taitt. 3.1). The Sutra collects the Vedânta texts for the full comprehension of Brahman. Once the scriptures have declared Brahman to be the First Cause, reasoning etc. may be taken advantage of in so far as they do not contradict
the scriptures, but rather supplement them, in ascertaining the sense of the Vedânta texts. Such reasoning must be corroborative of the truth inculcated. This kind of reasoning includes the hearing of the texts (Sravana), thinking about their meaning (Manana), and meditation on them (Nididhyâsana). This leads to intuition. By intuition is meant that mental modification (Vritti) of the mind (Chitta) which destroys our ignorance about Brahman. When the ignorance is destroyed by this mental modification in the form of Brahman (Brahmâkârâ Vritti), Brahman, which is self-luminous, reveals Itsle. In ordinary perception when we cognize an object the mind (Chitta) takes the form of the external object, which destroys the ignorance about it, and consciousness reflected in this modification of the mind manifests the object. In the case of Brahman, however, the mental modification destroys the ignorance, but Brahman, which is consciousness pure and simple, manifests Itself, being self-luminous. That is why the scriptures describe Brahman as 'Not this', 'Not this', thus removing the ignorance about It. Nowhere is Brahman described positively, as 'It is this', 'It is this'.

There is thus a difference between an inquiry into Brahman and an inquiry into religious duty (Dharma Jijnâsâ). In the latter case, the scriptures alone are authority. Purva Mimâmsâ says
that if you do such and such a thing, you will get such and such results. It is something yet to come and does not exist at the time. So no other proof is available regarding the truth of these statements except faith in them. But Vedānta speaks about Brahman, which is an already existing entity, and not dependent on human endeavour. Therefore besides faith in the scriptural texts there are other means available to corroborate its statements. That is why there is room for reasoning etc. in Vedānta.

*Topic 3: Brahman cognizable only through the scriptures.*

शास्त्रयोनित्वात् ॥ २ ॥

शास्त्र-योनित्वात् The scripture being the means of right knowledge.

*3. The scriptures (alone) being the means of right knowledge (with regard to Brahman, the proposition laid in Sutra 2 becomes corroborated).

This Sutra makes the idea expressed in Sutra 2 clearer. If any doubt has been left regarding the fact that Brahman as the origin etc. of the

* This Sutra can also be interpreted in another way. It has been said in Sutra 2 that Brahman, which is the
world is established by scriptural authority and not by inference etc. independently of it, this Sutra makes it clear that Srutis alone are proof about Brahma.

*Objection:* Brahma is an already existing thing like a pot, and so it can be known by other means of right knowledge independently of the scriptures.

*Answer:* Brahma has no form etc. and so cannot be cognized by direct perception. Again in the absence of inseparable characteristics, as smoke is of fire, it cannot be established by inference or analogy (Upamāna). Therefore, it can be known only through the scriptures. The scriptures themselves say, “One who is ignorant of the scriptures cannot know that Brahma.” No doubt, as already referred to in the previous Sutra, these means of right knowledge also have a scope, but it is only after Brahma is established by the scriptures—as supplementary to them and not independent of them.

due of this manifold universe, must naturally be omniscient. This Sutra corroborates it. In that case it would read: “(The omniscience and omnipotence of Brahma follow from Its) being the source of the scriptures.” The scriptures declare that the Lord Himself breathed forth the Vedas. So He who has produced these scriptures, containing such stupendous knowledge cannot but be omniscient and omnipotent.
Topic 4: Brahman the main purport of all Vedānta texts.

तत्तु समन्वयात् || ४ ||

tatTu That but samanvayaT because It is the main purport.

4. But that (Brahman is to be known only from the scriptures and not independently by any other means is established) because It is the main purport (of all Vedānta texts).

Objection by Purva Mimāṃsakas: The Vedānta texts do not refer to Brahman. The Vedas cannot possibly aim at giving information regarding such self-established, already existing objects like Brahman, which can be known through other sources. They generally give information only about objects that cannot be known through other means of right knowledge, and about the means to attain such objects. Again Brahman, which is our own Self, can neither be desired nor shunned and as such cannot be an object of human effort. So a mere statement of fact about an existing object like Brahman, incapable of being desired or shunned and therefore useless, would make the scriptures purposeless.

Vedic passages have a meaning only in so far as they are related to some action. So the
Vedânta texts, to have a meaning, must be so construed as to be connected with action (rituals), as supplementing them with some necessary information. The texts dealing with the individual soul in the Vedânta, therefore, refer to the agent; those dealing with Brahman refer to the Deities; and those dealing with creation refer to spiritual practices (Sândhanâs). In that case, being supplementary to action, the Vedânta texts will have a purpose. But if they are taken to refer to Brahman only, they will be meaningless, inasmuch as they will not be helpful to any action.

**Answer:** The word but in the Sutra refutes all these objections. The Vedânta texts refer to Brahman only, for all of them have Brahman for their main topic. The main purport of a treatise is gathered from the following characteristics: (1) Beginning and conclusion, (2) repetition (3) uniqueness of subject-matter, (4) fruit or result (5) praise, and (6) reasoning. These six help to arrive at the real aim or purport of any work. In chapter six of the Chhândogya Upanishad, for example, Brahman is the main purport of all the paragraphs; for all these six characteristics point to Brahman. It begins, “This universe, my boy, was but the Real (Sat), in the beginning” (Chh. 6.2.1), and concludes by saying, “In it all that exists has its self. It is true. It is the Self” (Ibid. 6.15.2)—which also refers to the Sat or Brahman. In the frequent repetition, “Thou
art That, O Svetaketu'', the same Brahman is referred to. The uniqueness of Brahman is quite apparent, as It cannot be realized either by direct perception or inference in the absence of form etc. and characteristics respectively. Reasoning also has been adopted by the scriptures here by citing the example of clay to elucidate their point. As different objects are made out of clay, so are all things created from this Brahman. The description of the origin of the universe from Brahman, and of its sustenance by and reabsorption in It is by way of praise (Arthavâda). The result or fruit (Phala) is also mentioned, viz., that through the knowledge of Brahman everything else is known. When we realize Brahman the universal Reality, we know all the particulars involved in It. So all these six characteristics go to show that the main topic of the Vedânta texts, as cited above, is Brahman.

Again, these texts cannot be made to refer to the agent etc., for they are treated in quite a different section from the Karmakânda. Neither are the texts useless, for from the comprehension of these texts results Liberation, without any reference to action on the part of the person, even as a mere statement that it is a rope and not a snake helps to destroy one's illusion. A mere intellectual grasp of the texts, however, will not help the person to attain Liberation; actual realization is what is meant here.
Objection: The scriptures have a purpose in so far as they lay down injunctions for man. They either induce him to or prohibit him from some action. The very meaning of the word ‘Sâstra’ is this. Even the Vedânta texts are related to injunctions and thus have a purpose. For though they have Brahman for their main purport, yet they do not end there, but after describing the nature of Brahman they enjoin on man to realize Brahman through intuition. “The Self is to be realized—to be heard of, thought about, and meditated upon”—in passages like this the scriptures, after enjoining on man to be conversant first with the nature of Brahman, further enjoin thinking and meditation on the meaning of those passages for the attainment of direct experience. Thus they formulate injunctions with regard to the knowledge of Brahman.

Answer: “He who knows the Supreme Brahman becomes Brahman indeed” (Mu. 3. 2. 9)—texts like this show that to know Brahman is to become Brahman. But since Brahman is an already existing entity, we cannot say that to know Brahman involves an act, like a ritualistic act, having for its result Brahman. When ignorance is removed Brahman manifests Itself, even as when the illusion of the snake is removed the rope manifests itself. Here the rope is not the creation of any act. The identity of the individual soul and Brahman set forth in texts like.
“I am Brahman” (Brih. 1. 4. 10), is not a fancy or imagination, but an actuality, and therefore differs from meditation and devout worship as prescribed by the scriptures in texts like, “One should meditate on the mind as Brahman”, and “The Sun is Brahman” (Chh. 3. 18. 1; 3. 19. 1). The knowledge of Brahman, therefore, does not depend on human endeavour, and hence it is impossible to connect Brahman or the knowledge of It with any action. Neither can Brahman be said to be the object of the act of knowing; for there are texts like, “It is different from the known, again It is beyond the unknown” (Ken. 1. 4), and “Through what, O Maitreyi, can the knower be known?” (Brih. 2. 4. 14). In the same way Brahman is denied as an object of devout worship (Upāsanā)—“Know that alone to be Brahman, not that which people adore here” (Ken. 1. 5). The scriptures, therefore, never describe Brahman as this or that, but only negate manifoldness which is false, in texts like, “There is no manifoldness in It” (Kath. 2. 4. 11), and “He who sees manifoldness in It goes from death to death” (Kath. 2. 4. 10).

Moreover, the result of action is either creation, modification, purification or attainment. None of these is applicable to the knowledge of Brahman, which is the same thing as Liberation. If Liberation were created or modified, it would not be permanent, and no school of philosophers is
prepared to accept such a contingency. Since Brahman is our Inner Self, we cannot attain It by any action, as a village is attained by our act of going. Nor is there any room for a purificatory ceremony in the eternally pure Self.

Knowledge itself, again, cannot be said to be an activity of the mind. An action depends upon human endeavour and is not bound up with the nature of things. It can either be done, or not done or modified by the agent. Knowledge, on the other hand, does not depend upon human notions, but on the thing itself. It is the result of the right means, having for its objects existing things. Knowledge can therefore neither be made, nor not made, nor modified. Although mental, it differs from such meditations as "Man is fire, O Gautama", "Woman is fire", etc. (Chh. 5. 7. 1; 5. 8. 1).

Thus Brahman or the knowledge of Brahman being in no way connected with action, injunctions have no place with regard to It. Therefore texts like, "The Atman is to be realized" etc., though imperative in character, do not lay down any injunction, but are intended to turn the mind of the aspirant from things external, which keep one bound to this relative existence, and direct it inwards. Further it is not true that the scriptures can have a purpose if only they enjoin or prohibit some action, for even by describing existing things they serve a useful purpose, if thereby
they conduce to the well-being of man, and what can do this better than the knowledge of Brahman, which results in Liberation? The comprehension of Brahman includes hearing, reasoning, and meditation. Mere hearing does not result in full comprehension or realization of Brahman. Reasoning and meditation are also subservient to that full comprehension. Hence it cannot be said that they are enjoined. If after full comprehension Brahman was found to be related to some injunction, then only it could be said to be supplementary to action.

So Brahman is in no way connected with action. All the Vedânta texts deal with an independent topic, which is Brahman, and these texts are the only proof of this Brahman, as it is not possible to know it through any other source.

So far it has been shown in the previous Sutras that all the Vedânâta texts refer exclusively to Brahman without any connection whatsoever with action, and that Brahman is the omniscient, omnipotent cause of the origin etc. of this universe. Here the Sânkhyas raise an objection: The Vedânâta texts about creation do not refer to Brahman but to the unintelligent Pradhâna made up of the three Gunas (constituents)—Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas, as the First Cause. The Pradhâna is omnipotent with respect to its effects. Again the Pradhâna has Sattva for one of its components, of which, according to Smrîti (Gitâ
14. 17), knowledge is an attribute. Therefore the Pradhâna can figuratively be said to be omniscient, because of its capacity for all knowledge. To Brahman, on the other hand, which is isolated and pure intelligence itself, you cannot ascribe all-knowingness or partial-knowledge. Moreover, as the Pradhâna has three components, it seems reasonable that it alone is capable of undergoing modifications, like clay, into various objects of name and form, and not Brahman, which is uncompounded, homogeneous and unchangeable. Moreover, the First Cause is an already existing entity and so can be established by inference from its effects and even the scriptures recommend inference of the cause from the effect. So what the Vedânta texts about creation say with respect to the First Cause holds good, and more aptly so, in the case of the Pradhâna, and therefore it is the First Cause referred to by the scriptures.

**Topic 5: The First Cause an intelligent principle.**

Sutras 5-11 refute these arguments of the Sânkhyas and establish Brahman as the First Cause. The discussion mainly refers to the sixth chapter of the Chhândogya Upanishad.

```
ििश्वरणः अश्वेति II ५ II
ििश्वरण: On account of thinking (seeing) न is not अश्वेति not based on the scriptures.
```
5. On account of thinking (being attributed to the First Cause by the scriptures, the Pradhâna) is not (the First Cause referred to by them); (Pradhâna) is not based on the scriptures.

The First Cause is said, in the scriptures, to have willed or thought before creation. "This universe, my dear, was but the Real (Sat) in the beginning—One only without a second. It thought, ‘may I be many, may I grow!’ and It projected fire" (Chh. 6. 2. 2-3). "It (the Atman) willed, ‘Let me project worlds!’ So It projected these worlds" (Ait. 1. 1. 1-2). Such thinking or willing is not possible to the insentient Pradhâna. It is possible only if the First Cause is an intelligent principle like Brahman.

The all-knowingness attributed to the Pradhâna because of its Sattva component is inadmissible, as Sattva is not predominant in the Pradhâna, since all the three Gunas are in a state of equilibrium. If in spite of this it is said to be capable of producing knowledge, then the other two Gunas must be equally capable of retarding knowledge. So while Sattva will make it all-knowing, Rajas and Tamas will make it partly knowing, which is a contradiction.

That all-knowingness and creation are not possible to Brahman, which is pure intelligence itself and unchangeable, is also not true. For Brahman can be all-knowing and creative through
Mâyâ. So Brahman, the Sat of the text quoted, which thought, is the First Cause.

The Sânkhyas again try to avoid the difficulty created by thinking being attributed to the First Cause thus: In the same text quoted above it is said further on, "That fire thought, 'may I be many, may I grow!' and it projected water . . . . Water thought, . . . . it projected earth" (Chhh. 6. 2. 3-4). Here fire and water are material things, and yet thinking is attributed to them. Similarly the thinking by the Sat (Real), in the text originally quoted, can also be taken figuratively, in which case the Pradhâna, though insentient, can yet be the First Cause.

This argument the following Sutra refutes.

गौणश्चेत, न, आत्मशब्दात्॥ ६ ॥

गौण: secondary (figurative) चेत if (it be said) न not आत्मशब्दात because of the word 'Self' (Atman).

6. If it be said (that 'thinking') is used in a secondary sense (with regard to Sat); (we say) not so, because of the word 'Self' (by which the First Cause is referred to in the scriptures).

The Sat (Real) of the text cited in the previous Sutra after creating fire, water, etc, thought, "Let me now enter into these three as this living self (Jiva) and evolve names and forms" (Chhh. 6. 3. 2.). The Sat, the First Cause,
refers to the intelligent principle, the Jiva, as its self. The insentient Pradhâna cannot refer to an intelligent principle like the Jiva as its self or as its own nature.

The Sânkhyas again try to ward off this objection by saying that the word ‘Self’ (Atman) is equally used to refer to intelligent and non-intelligent things, as, for example, in expressions like Bhutâtmâ (the self of the elements), Indriyâtmâ (the self of the senses), etc., and so can be used in connection with the Pradhâna also.

The next Sutra refutes this argument.

तत्रिज्ज्ञस्य मोक्षोपदेशाद् ॥ ७ ॥

तत्रिज्ज्ञस्य To one who is devoted to that (Sat)
मोक्षोपदेशाल because Liberation is declared.

7. (That Pradhâna cannot be designated by the word ‘Self’ is established) because Liberation is declared to one who is devoted to that Sat (the First Cause).

The sixth chapter of the Chhândogya Upauishad ends by instructing Svetaketu thus: “Thou art that.” An intelligent being such as Svetaketu cannot be identified with the insentient Pradhâna. Moreover, in section 14, paragraphs 2-3 of this chapter, Liberation is said to result to one who is devoted to this Sat, and it cannot result from meditation on the insentient Pradhâna. For these reasons, given in the previous
Sutra and in this, the ‘Sat,’ the First Cause, does not refer to the Pradhâna but to an intelligent principle.

२१२५\\nहेयत्वावचनार्थ ||८||

हेयत्वावचनार्थ Fitness to be abandoned not being stated (by the scriptures) व and.

8. And because it is not stated (by the scriptures) that It (Sat) has to be abandoned, (Pradhâna cannot be denoted by the word ‘Sat’).

If the intention of the scriptures had been to take the aspirant step by step from grosser to subtler truths till finally the real nature of the Atman was presented to him, and for this purpose they had referred to the Pradhâna—denoted by the word ‘Sat’ according to the Sânkhyas—as the Self, then there would have been later on a statement to the effect that this Pradhâna must be dropped, for it was not the real Self. But there is no such statement in the texts in question. On the contrary, the whole chapter of the Chhânâ-dogya Upanishad, in which the texts occur, deals with the Self as nothing but that Sat. Moreover, this chapter begins with the question, “What is that which being known everything is known?” Now if the Pradhâna were the First Cause, then by knowing it everything would be known, which is not a fact. The enjoyer (Purusha), which is
different from it, not being a product of the Pradhāna like the objects of enjoyment, cannot be known by knowing the Pradhāna. Therefore the Pradhāna is not the First Cause, knowing which everything is known, according to the scriptures. Such a view will contradict the premise.

स्वाभ्यात् ॥ ९ ॥

स्वाभ्यात् On account of resolving or merging in one's own Self.

9. On account of (the individual soul) merging in its own Self (or 'the universal Self referred to as the Sat, in deep sleep, the Pradhāna cannot be denoted by the word 'Self').

"When a man is said to be thus asleep, he is united with the Sat, my child—he merges in his own Self" (Chh. 6. 8. 1). Here it is taught that the individual soul merges in the Sat, and as it is impossible for the intelligent soul to merge in the insentient Pradhāna, the latter cannot be the First Cause denoted by the word 'Sat' in the text.

गतिसमान्यायात् ॥ १० ॥

गतिसमान्यायात् On account of the uniformity of views.

10. Because (all the Vedānta texts) uniformly refer to (an intelligent principle
as the First Cause, Brahman is to be taken as that Cause).

See Chh. 7. 26. 1, Pr. 3. 3, Taitt. 2. 1, etc. The scriptures themselves say, "Whom all the Vedas proclaim" (Kath. 1. 2. 15).

श्रुत्वाचः \| \| 11 \| ।

श्रुत्वात् Being declared by the Vedas च also.

11. (The all-knowing Brahman alone is the First Cause of this world) because (it is so known directly) from the Vedas also.

"He is the Cause, the Lord of the ruler of the sense organs (Jivātman) and has neither parent nor Lord" (Svet. 6. 9)—where 'He' refers to the all-knowing Lord described in that chapter.

Therefore it is established that the omniscient, omnipotent Brahman is the First Cause and not the insentient Pradhāna or anything else.

From Sutra 12 onwards till practically the end of the first chapter a new topic is taken up for discussion, viz., whether certain terms found in the Upanishads are used in their ordinary senses or as referring to Brahman. Again the Upanishads speak of two types of Brahman, the Nirguṇa or Brahman without attributes and the Sagunā or Brahman with attributes. It is the
latter which is within the domain of Nescience and is the object of meditation (Upāsanā), which is of different kinds yielding different results; while the Nirguna Brahman, which is free from all imaginary limiting adjuncts of the other type is the object of Knowledge. Meditation on the Saguna Brahman cannot lead to immediate Liberation. It can at best lead to gradual Liberation (Krama-Mukti). The knowledge of the Nirguna Brahman alone leads to immediate Liberation. Now in many places in the Upanishads Brahman is described apparently with qualifying adjuncts; yet the scriptures say that the knowledge of that Brahman leads to immediate Liberation. If Brahman is worshipped as limited by those adjuncts, it cannot lead to such Liberation. But if these qualifying adjuncts are regarded as not being ultimately aimed at by the Sruti, but used merely as indicative of Brahman, then these very texts would refer to the Nirguna Brahman and Liberation would be the immediate result of knowing that Brahman. So by reasoning we have to arrive at a conclusion as to the true significance of these texts, which obviously have a doubtful import.

The issue of the Saguna and Nirguna Brahman as shown above is not, however, kept up all through, for in many places it is not between them but between the Saguna Brahman and the individual soul or something else.
Topic 6: Concerning "the Self consisting of bliss".

आनन्दमयोऽभ्यासात् ॥ १२ ॥

आनन्दमयः "The Self consisting of bliss" अभ्यासात्, because of the repetition.

12. (In the passage) "The Self consisting of bliss" etc. (Brahman, which is spoken of as the tail, is put forward as an independent entity and not as something subordinate to Anandamaya, the Self consisting of bliss) on account of the repetition (of Brahman as the main topic in many passages of that chapter).

In topic 5 the word 'thinking' attributed to the First Cause is interpreted in its direct sense, thus establishing the intelligent principle Brahman as the First Cause, and the figurative meaning, which would have established the Pradhâna, is thrown out as being doubtful. But here such a thing, that is the establishing of Brahman, is impossible, for the terms denoting parts allow no room for doubt, thus making it impossible to interpret the texts as referring to Brahman. This connects the present topic with the last one by way of objection.

The passage in question is: "Different from this self, which consists of understanding
(Vijnānamaya), is the inner self which consists of bliss .... Joy is the head, satisfaction is its right wing, rapture is its left wing, bliss its trunk, Brahman is the tail, the support.” (Taitt. 2. 5).
The Sutra says that here Brahman, which is spoken of as the tail, is treated as an independent entity and is not to be taken as a part of “the self consisting of bliss,” for ‘tail’ here does not mean the limb, in which sense it is generally used, but the support of the individual soul made up of “the self consisting of bliss,” as Brahman is the substratum of the imaginary individual soul. This conclusion is arrived at, because Brahman without any limiting adjuncts whatsoever is again and again reiterated in these Taittiriya texts.

Sutras 12-19 are interpreted by the Vritti-kāra (who is probably Upavarsa) as follows: The Taittiriya Upanishad 2. 1-4 after enumerating the selves consisting of food, vital force, mind, and understanding, speaks of “the self consisting of bliss” in the passage quoted above. (Taitt. 2. 5). The question is whether this refers to the individual soul or Brahman. The opponent holds that it refers to the individual soul, because the word ‘Anandamaya’ denotes a modification and therefore cannot refer to Brahman, which is unchangeable. Moreover, five different parts are enumerated of this Anandamaya, the self consisting of bliss; this is not possible in the case of Brahman, which is without parts. Sutras 12-19.
according to this interpretation, maintain that 'Anandamaya', the self consisting of bliss, refers to Brahman on account of the repetition of the word 'Anandamaya' in these Taittiriya texts. Repetition has already been said to be one of the characteristics by which the subject-matter of a passage is ascertained. Brahman, again, has been proved to be the main topic of the Vedânta texts (Ch. 1, Sec. 1, Sutra 4). Therefore 'Anandamaya' refers to Brahman. Moreover, the opening words of the second chapter of the Taittiriya Upanishad, "Truth, Knowledge, Infinity is Brahman" (Taitt. 2. 1), and texts like, "He projected all this" (Taitt. 2. 6), make it clear that Brahman is the topic. The termination "mayat" is also not out of place in Brahman, for it is used here to denote an abundance of bliss. The possession of a body having parts is also ascribed to It, only because of the immediately preceding limiting condition, viz., the self consisting of understanding and does not really belong to It. Hence "the self consisting of bliss" is the highest Brahman.

Sankara objects to this interpretation of the Sutras and says that Anandamaya cannot be the highest Brahman. First of all, there is no justification, for suddenly changing the interpretation of the affix 'mayat' from modification in the case of Vijnânamaya, Prânamaya, etc., in the preceding passages to abundance in the case of Anandamaya,
so as to make this word refer to Brahman. Again the very idea of preponderance or abundance of bliss suggests that there is also misery in it, however slight. Such an idea with respect to Brahman is absurd. So Sankara replaces this interpretation of the Sutras, which Anandagiri attributes to the Vrīttikāra, by another, which we have reproduced above.

बिकारश्वान्नेति चेतूः न, प्राचुयाधि || १३ ||
बिकारस्रव्याधि On account of a word ('tail') denoting part न is not इति चेतू if it be said न not so प्राचुयाधि on account of abundance (of terms denoting parts).

13. If it be said (that Brahman) is not (spoken of as an independent entity in the passage) on account of a word ('tail') denoting part, (we reply) not so, on account of abundance (of terms denoting parts).

Owing to the abundance of phraseology denoting parts or limbs in the Taittiriya texts 2.1-5, Brahman is designated as the tail just to keep up the foregoing imagery; but it is not intended to convey the idea that Brahman is actually a part or member of "the self consisting of bliss". The object of the scriptures is to teach the knowledge of the real Self. If the "self consisting of bliss" were the real Self, the scriptures would refer to this in the concluding texts, but as a matter of
fact they do not; on the other hand they refer to the Nirguna Brahman, which is therefore the real subject-matter. Brahman's being the tail means, not that It is a part, but that It is the main support or abode of everything.

\text{तद्रैन्यपदेशः॥१४॥}

\text{तद्रैन्यपदेशः॥१४॥} Because (It) is declared to be the cause of it च and.

14. And because (Brahman) is declared to be the cause of it (the self consisting of bliss, Brahman cannot be taken as a part of it.)

Brahman is the cause of everything, even of "the self consisting of bliss", as also of the four earlier named ones, viz., the self consisting of food, vital force, mind, and understanding. "He projected all this whatever there is" (Taitt. 2. 6). The cause cannot be a part of the effect.

\text{मान्यवर्णिकमेव च गीयते॥१५॥}

\text{मान्यवर्णिकम्} That which has been referred to in the Mantra portion एव the very same च moreover गीयते is sung.

15. Moreover that very Brahman which has been referred to in the Mantra portion is sung (in this Brâhmana passage as the tail).

b.s.—4

8744
The second chapter of the Taittiriya Upanishad begins, "He who knows Brahman attains the Highest . . . Brahman is Truth, Knowledge and Infinity." This very Brahman is finally declared to be the tail. Otherwise there would be a contradiction between the Mantra and Brâhmana portions, which cannot be, for the Brâhmanas only explain what the Mantras declare. Therefore Brahman is the primary subject-matter and is not treated as a part of "the self consisting of bliss."

नेतरोऽर्जुपस्ते: || १६ ||

न not इतर: the other (Jiva) अर्जुपस्ते: on account of impossibility.

16. (Brahman and) not the other (the individual soul, is meant here) on account of the impossibility (of that assumption).

He who is referred to in the passage, "The self consisting of bliss" etc. is said to be the creator of everything. "He projected all this whatever there is" (Taitt. 2. 6). This the individual soul cannot possibly do and so is not referred to in the passage, "The self consisting of bliss" etc.

मेद्ययापदेशाच्छ || १७ ||

मेद्ययापदेशात् On account of the declaration of difference त and.

17. And on account of the declaration of difference (between the two; i.e., the one
referred to in the passage, “The self consisting of bliss” etc. and the individual soul, the latter cannot be the one referred to in the passage).

That which is referred to in the passage, “The self consisting of bliss” etc. is said to be of the essence of flavour, attaining which the individual soul is blissful. “It (That which is referred to in the passage, “The self consisting of bliss” etc.) is flavour; only after attaining (this essence of) flavour is this (soul) blissful” (Tattt. 2. 7). Now that which is attained and the attainer cannot be the same. So the individual soul is not referred to in that passage under discussion.

कामाच्छ नाजुमानापेख्षा || १८ ||

कामाल् On account of the word ‘bliss’, literally ‘desire’, (denoting Brahman) च and नाजुमानापेख्षा (Anandamaya also) cannot be inferred as Brahman.

18. And on account of the word ‘bliss’, literally ‘desire’, (referring to Brahman), (you) cannot infer (Anandamaya is also Brahman, since the suffix ‘mayat’ is used to denote modification).

In the scriptures the word ‘bliss’ is often used for Brahman; from this we cannot infer that Anandamaya, the self consisting of bliss, is also Brahman, for the suffix ‘mayat’ shows that it is
a modification. This sets aside the whole of the interpretation of the Vrittikâra mentioned under Sutra 12.

अस्मिन्स्य च तथोऽगं शास्ति || १९ ||
अस्मिन् In this अस्मिन् its (the Jiva's) अस्मिन् also तथोऽगं merger as that शास्ति teaches.

19. (The Vedas) also teach of its (the Jiva's) becoming (on the dawning of Knowledge) one with this (referred to in the passage under discussion).

Since the individual soul, on the dawning of Knowledge, becomes one with that which is referred to in the passage under discussion, the latter must be Brahman.

Hence "the self consisting of bliss" is in no way the principal topic of these texts. It is Brahman which is the support of everything that is dealt with as an independent entity in the texts.

**Topic 7:** The person in the sun and the eye is Brahman.

अन्तस्तद्वर्मोपदेशात् || २० ||
अन्त: Within तद्वर्मोपदेशात् because Its characteristics are mentioned.

20. (The one) within (the sun and the eye is Brahman), because Its characteristics are mentioned (therein).
"Now that golden person who is seen within the sun, with a golden beard and golden hair... is named Ut, for he has risen (udita) above all evils... Rik and Sâman are his joints... He is the lord of the worlds beyond the sun and of all objects desired by the gods" (Chh. 1. 6. 6-8).

"Now the person who is seen in the eye is Rik; he is Sâman, Uktha, Yajus, Brahman. The form of that person in the eye is the same as that of the other (the person in the sun), the joints of the one are the joints of the other, the name of the one is the name of the other... He is the lord of the world beneath the body and of all objects desired by men" (Chh. 1. 7. 5-8). In the last topic, in spite of things to the contrary, the very fact of the repetition of Brahman in the texts helped us to arrive at the conclusion that Brahman was the topic of those texts. Following the same argument, the repetition of abode, form, limitations, etc., in the texts cited ought to make some individual soul which has attained to that eminence of being the presiding deity of the solar orb, and not Brahman, the topic of these texts—this is the objection.

The Sutra refutes this and says that the person spoken of is the Highest Brahman, as its characteristics—such as being above all evils, being the self of everything, like Rik, Yajus, Sâman (these few being mentioned only by way of example), and his being the lord of the worlds...
Beyond the sun and also of the worlds beneath the body—are mentioned. The mention of a particular abode, viz., the sun, and the eye, of form, as having a beard, and being golden in colour, and of a limitation of powers is only for the purpose of meditation (Upāsanā). The Highest Lord may, in order to gratify His devout worshippers, assume through Māyā any form He likes. It is for the convenience of meditation that these limitations are imagined in Brahman, which otherwise, in Its true nature, is beyond them.

**भेद्व्यपदेशाचाचाय्यः** ॥ २१ ॥

**भेद्व्यपदेशात्** On account of a distinction being made च also अन्यः is different.

21. Also on account of a distinction being made (in another text between the two, i.e., the person in the sun and the individual soul animating the sun) (the Lord) is different (from the latter).

"He who dwells in the sun and is within the sun, whom the sun does not know, whose body the sun is and who rules the sun from within, is thy Self, the ruler within, the immortal" (Brih. 3. 7. 9)—this text clearly shows that the Highest Lord is within the sun and yet different from the individual soul identifying itself with the sun. This confirms the view expressed in the last Sutra.
Topic 8: The word ‘Akâsa’ (ether) to be understood as Brahman.

In the last topic the characteristics like “being above all evil”, etc., being of doubtful import were made to refer to Brahman and not to the deity of the solar orb and accordingly the mention of form, etc., were interpreted to be imagined in Brahman for the sake of meditation. But now the characteristics mentioned in the text that are taken up for discussion are not of doubtful import but refer clearly to elemental ether, so how will you interpret these texts—seems to be the view of the objector.

आकासस्तत्सत्तिष्ठत् || २२ ||
आकास: (The word) Akāsa तत्षिष्ठत् on account of the characteristic marks of that (Brahman).

22. (The word) Akāsa (ether) (is Brahman) on account of the characteristic marks of That (i.e., Brahman) (being mentioned).

“‘What is the goal of this world?’ ‘Akāsa,’ he replied. For all these beings take their rise from Akāsa only and dissolve in it. Akāsa is greater than these. It is their ultimate goal. It indeed is the Supreme Udgitha . . . . He who knowing this as such meditates on the Supreme Udgitha . . . .” (Chh. 1. 9. 1-2). Here ‘Akāsa’ refers to Brahman and not to the elemental Akāsa.
(ether), as the characteristics of Brahman, namely, the rise of the entire creation from it and its return to it at dissolution are mentioned. No doubt these marks may also refer to the ether, as the scriptures say that from the ether is produced air, from air fire, etc., and they return to the ether at the end of a cycle. But then the force of the words 'all these' and 'only' in the text quoted would be lost. To preserve it the text should be taken to refer to the fundamental cause of all, including the ether, which can be Brahman alone. The word 'Akâsa' is also used for Brahman in other texts: "That which is called Akâsa is the revealer of all forms and names." (Chh. 8. 14. 1). Again Brahman alone can be 'greater than all' and 'their ultimate goal' as mentioned in the text. In other scriptural passages like, "He is greater than the earth; He is greater than the heavens" (Chh. 3. 14. 3), "Brahman is Knowledge and Bliss. It is the ultimate goal of him who makes gifts" (Brih. 3. 9. 28)—these qualities of being greater and the ultimate goal of everything are mentioned, and therefore this interpretation is justified. Hence the Udgitha in the text cited is to be meditated upon not as a symbol of the ether but of Brahman.
Topic 9: The word Prâna to be understood as Brahman.

अत एव ग्राण्: || ३२ ||

अत एव For the same reason ग्राण्: (the word) Prâna (refers to Brahman).

23. For the same reason (the word) ‘Prâna’ (also refers to Brahman).

"Which is that deity? ‘Prâna,’ he said. For all these beings merge in Prâna alone and from Prâna they arise" (Chh. 1. 11. 4-5). The question is whether Prastava (a division of Sâman) is a symbol of the vital force or Brahman. Here Prâna does not mean the vital force, but Brahman, in which sense it is used in texts like, "The Prâna of Prâna" (Brih. 4. 4. 18). Why? Because the characteristic of Brahman, "All these beings merge in Prâna," etc. is mentioned. All the Jivas merge in Prâna, and that is possible only if ‘Prâna’ is Brahman, and not the vital force (the ordinary sense of the word), in which only the senses get merged in deep sleep.

Topic 10: The word ‘light’ to be understood as Brahman.

In the two previous topics, on account of the characteristics of Brahman being present in the texts quoted, it was possible to conclude that Brahman was referred to in them. The next
Sutra takes up for discussion a text which itself does not mention the characteristics of Brahman, but the text prior to it does.

\[ \text{व्योतिन्धरणाभिधानानात्} \parallel 24 \parallel \]
\[ \text{व्योति: Light वरणाभिधानात् on account of the mention of feet.} \]

24. (The word) 'light' (is Brahman) on account of the mention of feet (in a complimentary passage).

"Now that light which shines above this heaven, beyond all, ... Let a man meditate on this" etc. (Chh. 3. 13. 7). Here the question is whether the meditation is to be on the light as such or on Brahman. The Sutra says that 'light' here does not mean physical light which helps vision, such as the sun, but Brahman, because feet (quarters) are mentioned in a preceding text: "This much is Its glory, greater than this is the Purusha. One foot of It is all beings while Its (remaining) three feet are immortal in heaven" (Chh. 3. 12. 6). The Brahman that has been so described in this passage is recognized in the one first quoted, where 'light' occurs, because there also it is said to be connected with 'heaven'. Brahman is the subject-matter of not only the previous texts, but also of the subsequent texts; for in the section immediately following that which contains the passage under discussion,
(i.e. in Chh. 3. 14) Brahman is also the main topic. It is therefore but reasonable to say that the intervening section (Chh. 3. 13) also deals with Brahman. Hence ‘light’ here means Brahman. The word ‘light’ can be used for Brahman, which manifests the world even as light manifests objects. The mention of limiting adjuncts with respect to Brahman, denoted by the word ‘light’ is only for the sake of meditation.

छन्दोभिधानान्नेति चेत्, न, तथा चेतोद्यंतनिगदात्, तथा हि दर्शनम् || २५ ||

छन्दोभिधानात् The metre (Gāyatri) being mentioned न is not इति चेत् if it be said न no तथा in that way चेतोद्यंतनिगदात् the application of the mind has been inculcated तथा हि for so दर्शनम् it is seen (in other texts).

25. If it be said (that Brahman is) not (referred to) on account of the metre (Gāyatri) being mentioned: (we reply) no, because in that way (i.e. by means of the metre), the application of the mind (on Brahman) has been inculcated; for so (i.e. through the help of the modifications of Brahman) it is seen (in other texts).

An objection is raised that in the text “One foot of It is all beings”, Brahman is not referred to, but the metre Gāyatri, for the first paragraph
of the preceding section of the same Upanishad begins with, "Gâyatri is everything, whatever here exists," etc. Therefore the feet referred to in the text cited in the last Sutra refer to this metre and not to Brahman. In reply it is said: Not so; for the text, "Gâyatri is all this" etc., teaches that one should meditate upon the Brahman which is connected with this metre, because Brahman, being the cause of everything, is connected with that Gâyatri also, and it is that Brahman which is to be meditated upon. This interpretation would be in keeping with the other texts in the same section, e.g. "That which is that Brahman" (Chh. 3. 12. 7) and also with "All this indeed is Brahman" (Chh. 3. 14. 1), where Brahman is the chief topic. Meditation on Brahman through its modifications or effects is seen in other texts also. "Him the Bähvrichas meditate upon in the great hymn" etc. (Ait. 'Ar. 3. 2. 3. 12). Therefore Brahman is meant here, and not the metre Gâyatri.

भूतादिपाद्वथवद्वदशोपपत्तो श्रीमु म || २६ ||
भूतादिपाद्वथवदेश The representation of beings etc. as feet उपपत्तो: is possible च also एकम् thus.

26. Thus also (we have to conclude, viz., that Brahman is the topic of the previous passage, where Gâyatri occurs) because (thus only) the representation of
the beings etc. as the feet (of Gāyatri) is possible.

The beings, earth, body, and heart can be feet only of Brahman and not of Gāyatri, the metre—a mere collection of syllables. See Ch. 3. 12. 2-4. So by Gāyatri is here meant Brahman as connected with the metre Gāyatri. It is this Brahman so particularized by Gāyatri that is said to be the self of all in the text, "Gāyatri is everything" etc. This same Brahman is again recognised as 'light' in Chh. 3. 13. 7.

उपदेशमेवादन्नेति चेतृ, न, उभयसिन्नन्यविरोधात् || २७ ||

उपदेशमेवादत् On account of the difference in specification न not इति चेतृ if it be said न no उभयसिन्न अथ in either (description) अविरोधात because there is no contradiction.

27. If it be said (that Brahman of the Gāyatri passage cannot be recognized in the passage dealing with 'light'), on account of difference in specification, (we reply) no, there being no contradiction in either (description to such a recognition).

In the Gāyatri passage heaven is specified as the abode of Brahman, while in the other, Brahman is described as existing above heaven. How then can it be said that one and the same-
Brahman is referred to in both the passages? It can; there is no contradiction here, even as when we say, with reference to a bird perching on the top of a tree, that it is perching on the tree, or that it is above the tree. The difference in the case-ending of the word विन्द is no contradiction, since the locative case is often used in scriptural passages to express, secondarily, the meaning of the ablative.

Therefore the word 'light' has to be understood as Brahman.

**Topic II: Indra's instruction to Pratardana.**

प्राणस्तथानुवमात् ॥ २८ ॥

‘प्राण: Prāṇa तथा (like) that अनुवमात being so comprehended (from the texts).

28. Prāṇa is Brahman, it being so comprehended (from the purport of the texts).

In the previous topic the fact that Brahman's three feet (quarters) were spoken of in an earlier text as being, in heaven helped us to recognize that the same Brahman is spoken of as the light above heaven. The connection with heaven helped us to this recognition. Now another text is taken up for discussion, in which there is no such decisive factor.
In the Kaushitaki Upanishad there occurs the following conversation between Indra and Pratardana, in which the latter says to Indra: "You yourself choose for me that boon which you deem most beneficial to man." Indra said, "Know me only, that is what I deem most beneficial to man. . . . I am Prâna, the intelligent self (Prajnatman), meditate on me as life, as immortality. . . . And that Prâna is indeed the intelligent self, blessed, undecaying, immortal" (Kau. 3. 1-8). The question is raised whether these passages refer to the god Indra, or the individual self, or the vital force, or Brahman. The decision is that as the characteristics of Brahman are more in evidence in these passages than those of the god Indra, individual soul, or the vital force (Prâna), therefore Brahman is referred to in these passages; hence Prâna here means Brahman. The characteristics of Brahman referred to are: (1) Indra says in reply to Pratardana's request for that which is most beneficial to man, "Know me, I am Prâna" etc., and since Brahman alone is most beneficial to man, Indra's answer refers to Brahman. (2) Prâna is spoken of as blessed, undecaying, immortal, which can be true only of Brahman. (3) The knowledge of this Prâna is also said to absolve one from all sins: "He who knows me thus, by no deed of his is his achievement harmed, neither by matricide nor by patricide. . . ." (Kau. 3. 1).
29. If it be said that (Brahman is) not (referred to in these passages) on account of the speaker’s instruction about himself, (we reply not so), because there is abundance of reference to the Inner Self in this (chapter).

An objection is raised that the word ‘Prâna’, cannot as stated in the last Sutra, refer to Brahman, since the speaker Indra describes himself by the word ‘Prâna’ in, “I am Prâna” etc. But as in this conversation there are profuse references, as already pointed out in Sutra 28, to the Inner Self or Brahman, ‘Prâna’ here must be taken as Brahman. And Indra’s describing himself as Prâna is apt, since he identifies himself with Brahman in that instruction, as did the Sage Vâmadeva.

शास्त्रदर्श्य तपौदेशो वामदेवचतुः || २० ||

Through realization of the truth confirmed by the scriptures तु but उपदेशा instruction वामदेवचतुः like Vamadeva.
30. But (Indra's) instruction (to Pratardana is justified) by his realization of the Truth confirmed by the scriptures (viz., that he is Brahman), as did (the sage) Vamadeva.

Rishi Vamadeva, having realized Brahman said "I was Manu, and the sun," etc., which is justified by the passage: "Whichsoever of the gods know It (Brahman) became That" (Brih. 1. 4. 10). Indra's instruction also is like that. Having realized the truth, "Thou art That", declared by the scriptures, he identifies himself in the instruction with the Supreme Brahman.

31. If it be said that (Brahman) is not referred to on account of the characteristics of the individual soul and the vital...
force (being mentioned), (we say) not so, because (such an interpretation) would enjoin threefold meditation. (Upāsanā); because Prāṇa has been accepted (elsewhere in the sense of Brahman); and because here also (words denoting Brahman) are mentioned with reference to Prāṇa. (Hence it is to be understood to mean Brahman).

The passages under discussion might as well refer to the individual soul and the vital force, for their characteristics also are found: “One should know the speaker and not inquire into speech” (Kau. 3. 8), “Prāṇa, laying hold of this body, makes it rise up” (Kau. 3. 3). The Sutra refutes such a view and says that Brahman alone is referred to by ‘Prāṇa’; for the above interpretation would involve a threefold Upāsanā, viz., of the individual soul, of the chief vital force, and of Brahman, which is against the accepted rules of scriptural interpretation. No single passage can be made to yield three different meditations in this way by splitting it up. Moreover in the beginning we have, “Know me only”, followed by, “I am Prāṇa”, and in the end again we have, “And that Prāṇa indeed is the intelligent self, blessed, undecaying, immortal”, which shows that the same topic is kept up throughout. Therefore ‘Prāṇa’ must be taken in the sense of Brahman and that on the ground that Its
characteristics are found in this passage which have already been referred to in Sutra 1. 1. 28. This meaning of 'Prāna' is found in other scriptural passages, and we are justified in taking it in that sense here, since words denoting Brahman are mentioned with reference to 'Prāna'.
CHAPTER I

SECTION II

In the latter part of section I., certain scriptural terms generally used in a different sense have been shown through reasoning to refer to Brahman, and consequently certain passages of the scriptures of doubtful sense, but containing clear characteristics of Brahman, have been shown to refer to Brahman. Now in this and the next section some more passages of doubtful import, especially with no clear mention of the characteristics of Brahman in them, are taken up for discussion.

Topic 1: The Being consisting of the mind is Brahman.

सब्त्र प्रसिद्धोपदेशात् ॥ ॥

सब्त्र Throughout (the scriptures) प्रसिद्धोपदेशात् because there is taught (the Brahman which is) well known.

1. (That which consists of the mind [Manomaya] is Brahman) because there is taught (in this text) (that Brahman which is) well known (as the cause of the universe) throughout (the scriptures).
Sutras 1-8 show that the Being who consists of the mind (Manomaya) and is prescribed as the object of Upāsanā or meditation in the text, "All this indeed is Brahman, for it has its beginning, end, and subsistence in It; so let a man meditate with a calm mind. . . . He who consists of the mind, whose body is Prāṇa (the subtle body)" etc. (Chh. 3. 14. 1-2) is Brahman and not the individual soul. Why? Because the text begins with, "All this is Brahman", wherein that Brahman which is treated as the cause of the universe in all scriptural texts is described. Since the beginning refers to Brahman, it is but proper that the later sentence where "He who consists of the mind" occurs, should also refer to Brahman as distinguished by certain qualities; otherwise there would arise the inconsistency of suddenly introducing a new subject and dropping the previous one. Moreover the text here speaks of Upāsanā, meditation, and as such it is but apt that Brahman which is described in all other texts as an object of meditation is also taught here and not the individual soul which is nowhere prescribed as such. Moreover, one can become calm as the text asks only by meditating on Brahman which is bereft of all anger, hatred; etc.

विविध्येनानुपवत्तिः ॥ २ ॥
विविध्येनानुपवत्तिः Because qualities desired to be expressed are besitting moreover.
2. Moreover the qualities desired to be expressed are befitting (only in the case of Brahman; and so the passage refers to Brahman).

"He who consists of the mind, whose body is Prāna (the subtle body), whose form is light, resolve is true, whose nature is like that of ether (omnipresent and invisible)", etc. (Chh. 3. 14. 2) —the qualities mentioned in this text as topics of meditation are possible in the case of Brahman alone. Therefore the conclusion is that such a qualified Brahman alone is to be meditated upon.

अनुपपत्तेः न शारीरः || २ ॥

अनुपपत्ते: Because (they) are not appropriate न on the other hand शारीर: the individual soul.

3. On the other hand the individual soul is not (referred to by the text) because these qualities are not appropriate (to it).

कर्मकर्तृ व्यपदेशाचर्च || ३ ॥

कर्म Object कर्तृ agent व्यपदेशात् on account of the mention च and.

4. And on account of the mention of the attainer and the object attained ("He who consists of the mind" refers to Brahman and not to the individual soul).

In the same chapter of the Chhāndogya
Upanishad there occurs the passage, "When I shall have departed from hence, I shall attain Him" (3. 14. 4), where 'Him' refers to "Who consists of the mind", the object of meditation spoken of in the earlier passage. Therefore He is necessarily different from the person who meditates, the individual soul referred to in the above text by the pronoun 'I'.

5. Because of the difference (indicated by the case-endings) of the words.

In the Satapatha Brâhmana, where the same idea is expressed in similar words, we have, "As is a grain of rice, or a grain of barley... so is that golden Being in the self" (10. 6. 3. 2), where the individual soul and 'the self consisting of the mind' are clearly described as two different entities, for 'the self consisting of the mind'—which is denoted by a word in the nominative case—is described as being in the individual self, the word denoting it being in the locative case. Therefore it is clear that the individual self is not referred to in the text under discussion.

6. From the Smriti also (we learn that the individual soul is different from the one referred to in the text under discussion).
The Smriti referred to is, “The Lord, O Arjuna, is seated in the hearts of all beings” etc. (Gita 18. 61). We must not forget, however, that according to Advaita Vedanta, this difference is only imaginary and not real. The difference exists only so long as ignorance lasts, and the full import of the text “Thou art That” has not been realized.

अभिवृक्तस्यात् तद्भवदेशाय सेति चेत, न, निधानाद्भूतवर्ण्ययोमयश॥ ५ ॥

Because of the smallness of the abode तद्भवदेशात् on account of its being designated as such (i.e., small) अभिवृक्तस्यात् also न not इति चेत if it be said न not so निधानाद्भूतवर्ण्ययोमयश्च for the sake of contemplation एवं so व्योमक्तु like the ether च and.

7. If it be said that (the passage does) not (refer to Brahman) because of the smallness of the abode (referred to, viz., the heart) and also on account of its being designated as such (i.e., as minute); (we say,) not so, (because Brahman has been so characterized) for the sake of contemplation and because the case is similar to that of the ether.

“He is my self within the heart, smaller than a grain of rice, smaller than a grain of barley” etc. (Chh. 3, 14. 3). This text occurs in the same section in which we also find “the self, consisting
of the mind’. The objection is raised that since these limitations are apt not in the case of Brahman but of the individual soul, it is the latter that is referred to by ‘the self consisting of the mind’. The Sutra refutes it and says that Brahman here is thus characterized for the convenience of contemplation, as otherwise it is difficult to meditate on the all-pervading Brahman. This does not mar Its omnipresence, as these limitations are merely imagined in Brahman and are not real. The case is analogous to that of the ether in the eye of the needle, which is spoken of as limited and small, whereas in fact it is all-pervading.

संभोगप्राप्तिः चेतु, न, वैशेष्यान्॥ ८ ॥

संभोगप्राप्तिः: That it has experience (of pleasure and pain) इति चेतु if it be said न not so वैशेष्यान्, because of the difference in nature.

8. If it be said that (being connected with the hearts of all individual souls on account of Its omnipresence, It would also) have experience (of pleasure and pain), (we say), not so, because of the difference in the nature (of the two).

The mere fact that Brahman is all-pervading and connected with the hearts of all individual souls, and is also intelligent like them, does not make It subject to pleasure and pain. For the
individual soul is an agent, the doer of good and bad deeds, and therefore experiences pleasure and pain, while Brahman is not an agent, and therefore does not experience pleasure and pain. A fallacious argument is often put forward that because Brahman and the individual soul are in reality identical, therefore the former is also subject to the pleasure and pain experienced by the latter. But then this identity only refutes the experience of pleasure and pain even by the individual soul as being due to ignorance; for in reality there is neither the individual soul nor pleasure and pain. Therefore the argument of identity cannot be turned the other way to make even the ever pure Brahman subject to evil.

**Topic 2: The eater is Brahman.**

In the last topic the experience of pleasure and pain in Brahman is denied. Here, in this topic, the fact that Brahman is not an agent is established—which is its connection with the previous topic.

अत्ता चराचरआहुणात्॥ ९ ॥

अत्ता The eater चराचरआहुणात because the movable and immovable (i.e. the whole universe) is taken (as his food).

9. The eater (is Brahman), because both the movable and immovable (i.e. the entire universe) is taken (as his food).
"Who thus knows where He is, to whom the Brāhmaṇas and Kṣhatriyas are (as it were) but food and death itself a condiment" (Kath. 1. 2. 25)? This passage says that there is some eater. Who is this eater referred to by 'He'? Is it the fire referred to in another text as eater: "Soma indeed is food, and fire the eater" (Brih. 1. 4. 6); or is it the individual soul referred to as eater in, "One of them eats the sweet fruit" (Mu. 3. 1. 1). This Sutra says it is neither, but the Supreme-Lord, for the text says that in Him the whole of creation, movable and immovable, is reabsorbed. The fact that death, which destroys everything else, is swallowed up as a condiment, shows that the entire creation is referred to as His food. The Brāhmaṇas and Kṣhatriyas are mentioned as mere examples, since they are the foremost of created beings. The eater of such a stupendous thing can be Brahma alone and none else.

प्रकरणां || १० ||

प्रकरणां. From the context च and.

10. And because (Brahman) is the subject of the discussion.

In an earlier text Nachiketas asks Yama: "Tell me of that which you see as neither good nor bad action, as neither effect nor cause, as neither past nor future" (Kath. 1. 2. 14). In this text Brahman is inquired into and Yama answers:
"I will tell you in brief—it is Aum" (Kath. 1. 2. 15). Further on he says, "The Self is neither born nor does it die" (Ibid. 1. 2. 18), and finally concludes with the passage in which the eater is mentioned: All this clearly shows that Brahman is the topic, and therefore the ‘eater’ is Brahman. It also follows from the peculiar characteristic, viz., the difficulty to cognize It, which is referred to in the text under discussion.

An objection may be raised on the ground that the scripture itself in another place denies that Brahman is the ‘eater’; "The other (Brahman) looks on without eating" (Mu. 3. 1. 1). But ‘eating’ in this text refers to the experience of pleasure and pain, while in the text under discussion it means the reabsorption of the universe at the time of dissolution, which the scriptures attribute to Brahman alone.

Topic 3: The two that have entered the cavity of the heart are the individual soul and Brahman.

युहं प्रविष्ट्रावाल्मानी हि, तद्वर्णनात्।\(\text{II}\) ॥
\\\\
युहं cavity (of the heart) प्रविष्ट्राय the two that have entered आत्मानि are the two selves (individual and Supreme) हि indeed तद्वर्णनात, because it is so seen.

11. The two that have entered into the cavity (of the heart) are indeed the
individual self and the Supreme Self, because it is so seen.

In the Katha Upanishad there occurs the passage, "Having entered the cavity of the heart, the two enjoy the reward of their works, in the body" (1. 3. 1). The question is whether the couple referred to are the individual soul and Brahman, or the individual soul and intellect (Buddhi). The opponent, following the argument of the previous topic, says it is the latter. In the last topic the nearness of the word 'death' helped us to interpret 'Brâhmana' and 'Kshatriya' as typical of the whole phenomenal world, similarly the nearness of the word 'enjoy' would make the two in the text refer to limited things like the individual soul and intellect. The Sutra refutes this and says that the couple referred to are the individual soul and Brahman, for numerals denote things of the same class. When a cow is brought to us and we say, "Bring another," it means another cow. So if with an intelligent self, the individual soul, another is said to enter the cavity of the heart, it must refer to another of the same class, i.e. to another sentient being, and not to the intellect (Buddhi), which is insentient. The fact that both are said to enjoy the fruits of actions, which cannot apply to the Highest Brahman, is thus explained: Sometimes the characteristics of one in a group are indirectly applied to the whole group, as when we say,
"The men with an umbrella", where only one has an umbrella and not the whole group. So here also, though it is only one that is enjoying the fruits of actions, both are so spoken of.

विशेषणां || १२ ॥

विशेषणां From the specification व and.

12. And from the (distinctive) qualities (of the two mentioned in subsequent texts).

The texts subsequent to the one under discussion mention the characteristics of the two that have entered the cavity of the heart, which show that these are the individual soul and Brahman. "Know that the soul is the charioteer" etc. (Kath, 1. 3. 3) and "He attains the end of the journey, that supreme state of Vishnu" (Ibid. 1. 3. 9), where the two are mentioned as the attainer and the goal attained, i.e. as the Jiva and Brahman. In a previous passage also the two are spoken of as the meditator and the object of meditation. "The sage relinquishes joy and sorrow, having realized by meditation ..., that effulgent One ..., seated in the heart" (Kath, 1. 2. 12).

Topic 4: The person within the eye is Brahman.

In the last topic the reference to 'two' occurring at the beginning of the text discussed, was
interpreted to denote two of the same class, i.e. two sentient beings, and the entrance into the cavity of the heart, mentioned later on, was interpreted accordingly. The same line of argument should be used, says the opponent, to interpret the text of this topic. That is, the person in the eye ought to be taken as a reflection in the eye, as it occurs at the beginning of the text, and the subsequent mention of immortality, fearlessness, etc. ought to be explained away, as praise or otherwise. The inverse method, i.e. taking these words to refer to Brahman and thus fixing the person in the eye to be Brahman, should not be followed. In this way the opponent wants to show that the argument of the previous one is defective, for it will launch us into difficulties with respect to other texts of the Sruti.

अन्तर उपपत्ति: || 12 ||

अन्तर: Inside (the eye) उपपत्ति: on account of the appropriateness of (attributes).

13. (The person) inside (the eye is Brahman) on account of (the attributes mentioned therein) being appropriate (only to Brahman).

"This person that is seen in the eye is the self. This is immortal and fearless; this is Brahman" (Chh. 4. 15. 1). The question is whether the person referred to here is the
reflection of a person in the eye, or the individual soul, or the sun, which helps sight, or Brahman. The Sutra says that this person in the eye is Brahman, because the qualities, ‘immortal’, ‘fearless’, etc., mentioned here with respect to that person can be true only of Brahman, and they cannot be otherwise explained away.

स्थानाविद्विधपदेशां || १४ ||

स्थानाविद्विधपदेशां। Because abode etc. (i.e. name and form) are attributed to it च and.

14. And because abode etc. (i.e. name and form) are attributed to It (Brahman) (by other scriptural texts also, for the sake of contemplation).

But, how can the all-pervading Brahman be in a limited space like the eye? The assignation of a definite locality to the all-pervading Brahman only serves the purpose of meditation (Upāsanā). In other scriptural texts, the disc of the sun, the cavity of the heart, even the eye itself (Brih. 3. 7. 18) and similar pure spots have been prescribed as places for the contemplation of Brahman. So here it is prescribed that Brahman should be contemplated in the eye. Not only abode, but even name and form are attributed to Brahman for the purpose of meditation, as Brahman without attributes cannot be an object of contemplation. (Vide Chh. 1. 6. 6-7).
15. And verily on account of the reference (in the passage to Brahman) distinguished by bliss (mentioned at the beginning of the Prakarana).

"The vital energy is Brahman, bliss is Brahman, the ether is Brahman" (Chh. 4. 10. 5) —so taught the fires to Upakosala Kâmalâyana about Brahman, and this same Brahman is further elucidated by his teacher as "the person in the eye".

16. Also on account of the statement of the way (after death) of those who have known the Truth of the Upanishads (i.e. knowers of Brahman) (with reference to the knower of the person in the eye).

The Devayâna path or the path of the gods, by which a knower of Brahman travels after death and which is described in the Prasna Upanishad 1.10 and other scriptural texts, is referred to here. Since the knower of "the person in the eye" also...

B.S.—6
goes by this path after death, and since it is known from scriptures that none other except the knower of Brahman goes by this path after death, "the person in the eye" must be Brahman.

अनवस्थितेऽसंभवात् नेतरः ॥ १७ ॥
अनवस्थितेः Not existing always असंभवात् on account of the impossibility न and न not इतरे any other.

17. (The person in the eye is the Supreme Self) and not any other (i.e. individual soul etc.) as these do not exist always; and on account of the impossibility (of the qualities of the person in the eye being attributed to any of these).

The reflection in the eye, for example, does not exist always, nor can the qualities like immortality, fearlessness, etc., be appropriately ascribed to this reflection. So no other self except the Supreme Self is here spoken of as the person in the eye.

**Topic 5:** The ruler within is Brahman.

In the last topic, while interpreting the person in the eye as Brahman it has been taken for granted that the eye is prescribed in Brīh. 3. 7. 18 as an abode of Brahman for contemplation, and that therefore here also the eye is prescribed as an abode. The present topic takes up for discussion this text of Brīhadāranyaka and establishes
the conclusion that was taken for granted in the
last topic.

अन्तर्यामी, अभिदेवादिद्रु तद्वर्मण्यपदेशात्।१८॥

अन्तर्यामी The Ruler within. अभिदेवादिद्रु in the gods
-etc. तद्वर्मण्यपदेशात् on account of Its qualities being
mentioned.

18. The Ruler within of the gods and
so on (is Brahman) on account of the
qualities of that (Brahman) being men-
tioned.

"Dost thou know the Internal Ruler" etc.
(Brih. 3. 7. 1); and again, "He who inhabits the
earth, but is within it, whom the earth does not
know, . . . is the Internal Ruler, your own
immortal self" (Brih. 3. 7. 3). The "Internal
Ruler" spoken of here is Brahman and not the
individual soul endowed with Siddhis (powers) or
the presiding deity, or anything else, for the
characteristics of Brahman are mentioned in the
concluding part of the text cited, wherein the
Ruler is spoken of as identical with the individual
soul and immortal, which can be true only of
Brahman. He is also described in this section as
being all-pervading, since he is inside and the
Ruler within of everything, viz. the earth, the
sun, water, fire, sky, the ether, the senses, etc.,
and this also can be true only of Brahman.
Neither च and स्मार्तम् that which is mentioned in the (Sāṅkhya) Smriti अतत्त्व-धर्म-अभिलङ्गात् because attributes contrary to its nature are mentioned.

19. And neither is (the Ruler within) which is talked of in (Sāṅkhya) Smriti (i.e. Pradhāna), because attributes contrary to its nature are mentioned (here).

The Pradhāna is not this "Internal Ruler" as the attributes: "He is the immortal"; "unseen but seeing, unheard but hearing," etc. (Brih. 3, 7, 23), do not hold true of the non-intelligent Pradhāna.

Also the individual soul च also ( न not ) उमवेः-अफि (the followers of) both (the recensions—Kāṇwa and Mādhyandina) हि for मेदेन as different एनम् this (the Jiva) अथीयते read.

20. Also the individual soul (is not the Ruler within), for this is read as different (from the Internal Ruler) by the followers of both (the recensions, viz. the Kāṇwa and Mādhyandina Sāṅkhās of the Brihad-āranyaka Upanishad).

The negative 'not' is to be supplied from the last Sutra.

"He who dwells in knowledge" etc.—says.
Brih. 3. 7. 22, Kânwa reading, where ‘knowledge’ stands for the individual soul, for it consists of knowledge. “He who dwells in the self”—is the Mâyâyandina reading of the same passage, where ‘self’ stands for the individual soul. These quotations make it clear that in either reading the individual soul is spoken of as different from the “Internal Ruler”, for it is the ruler of the individual soul also.

Here again we should not forget that the difference of the Internal Ruler, the Supreme Lord, and the individual soul is merely the product of Nescience. There is only one Self within, for two selves are not possible. But owing to limiting adjuncts the one Self is treated as if it were two.

**Topic 6: That which cannot be seen is Brahman.**

In the last topic the ruler within was interpreted as the Supreme Lord and not the Pradhâna, for qualities like, ‘seeing’, ‘hearing’, etc., which are contrary to the nature of the Pradhâna, were present. Now certain texts which do not mention such qualities so as to exclude the Pradhâna are taken up for discussion.

अद्वैतभाविकृतशक्तिः प्रमाणे: || २१ ||

अद्वैतभाविकृतशक्तिः: Possessor of qualities like invisibility etc. प्रमाणे: on account of the qualities being mentioned.
21. The possessor of qualities like invisibility etc. (is Brahman) on account of (Its) characteristics being mentioned.

"That which cannot be seen nor seized, which is without origin . . . eternal, all-pervading, omnipresent, extremely subtle . . ., the source of all beings, which the wise behold" (Mu. 1. 1. 6). The Being which is the source of all beings is not the Pradhâna but Brahman, for qualities like "He is all-knowing, all-perceiving" (Mu. 1. 1. 9) are true only of Brahman and not of the Pradhâna, which is non-intelligent. Obviously it cannot refer to the individual soul as it is limited.

विशेषणभूत्यपदिशा साध्यां नेतरौ ॥ २२ ॥

विशेषणभूत्यपदिशा साध्यां On account of the mention of characteristic qualities and differences न not इतरौ the other two.

22. The other two (viz. the individual soul and the Pradhâna) are not (referred to in the passage), because the characteristics of Brahman and the difference (of the Being which is the source of all beings from the individual soul and the Pradhâna) are mentioned.

"That heavenly person is without body, comprises the external and the internal, is birthless, without the vital force and without mind, pure, higher than the high Imperishable" (Mu. 2. 1. 2).
Epithets like 'heavenly', 'birthless', 'pure', etc. apply to Brahman and not the individual soul, which considers itself limited, impure, corporeal, etc. "Higher than the high Imperishable (Pradhâna)" shows that the source of all beings spoken of in the last Sutra is not the Pradhâna but something different from it.

Also because (its) form is mentioned (the passage under discussion refers to Brahman).

Subsequent to the text quoted in the previous Sutra we have the following text, "The Person indeed is all this—sacrifice, knowledge, etc." (Mu. 2. 1. 10) which shows that "the source of all beings" referred to in the text under discussion, is none other than the Supreme Lord or Brahman, because it is the self of all beings.

**Topic 7: Vaisvânara is Brahman.**

In the last topic a general quality like invisibility equally applicable to Brahman and the Pradhâna was interpreted to refer to Brahman taking into consideration qualities like all-knowingness etc. mentioned later on in the section. Following this argument the objector takes some texts for discussion and insists that the...
Vaisvânara referred to in them must be the ordinary fire in view of specifications like "the support of sacrifice" mentioned later on.

बैश्वानरः साधारणश्रावण्विशेषात्॥ २४ ॥

बैश्वानरः Vaisvânara साधारण शास्त्र-विशेषात् because of the qualifying adjuncts to the common words (Vaisvânara and self).

24. Vaisvânara (is Brahman), because of the qualifying adjuncts to the common words ('Vaisvânara' and 'Self').

"But he who worships this Vaisvânara Self extending from heaven to the earth as identical with his own self, eats food in all beings, in all selves; of that Vaisvânara self Sutejas (heaven) is the head, the sun the eye", etc. (Chh. 5. 18. 1-2). Now what is this Vaisvânara Self? 'Vaisvânara' generally means fire, the presiding deity of fire and the gastric fire. 'Self' refers to both the individual soul and the Supreme Self. Which of these is referred to in the passage? Whatever be the ordinary meaning of these two words, the Sutra says that here the Supreme Self is referred to, on account of the qualifying adjuncts to these words. The adjuncts are: Heaven is the head of this Vaisvânara Self, the sun its eyes, etc., and this is possible only in the case of the Supreme Self. Again, the result of meditation on this
Vaisvānara Self having the parts stated is the attainment of all desires, and freedom from all sin. (Vide Chh. 5. 24. 3). This also can be true if the Highest Self is meant. Moreover the chapter begins with the inquiry, ‘What is our Self? What is Brahman?’—where the word ‘Brahman’ is used in its primary sense, and so it is proper to think that the whole chapter delineates Brahman.

स्मर्यमाणमतमुनां स्यादिरि || २५ ||

स्मर्यमाण Described in the Smriti अनुमान indicator mark स्यादित्व must be इति because.

25. Because that (cosmic form of the Supreme Lord) which is described in the Smriti must be an indicatory mark (from which we arrive at the meaning of this Sruti text under discussion).

The Smritis are interpretations of Sruti texts. So where a doubt arises as to the meaning of a Sruti the former may be consulted to throw light on the subject. The Smriti describes the cosmic form of the Supreme Lord as, “He whose mouth is fire, whose head is heaven, . . . whose ears are the regions—salutation to Him, whose body is the universe”, which agrees with the description in the text under discussion. Hence we have to conclude that the Highest Lord is referred to in the texts.
Because of the word and other reasons and not if it be said not so as such being impossible as person also also they describe.

26. If it be said that (Vaisvânara) is not (Brahman) because of the word (‘Vaisvânara’, which has a definite meaning, viz. gastric fire) and other reasons, and on account of its existing inside (which is true of gastric fire), (we say) not so, because there is the instruction to conceive (Brahman) as such (as the gastric fire), because it is impossible (for the gastric fire to have the heaven etc. for its head and other limbs), and also because (the Vâjasaneyins) describe him (Vaisvânara) as a person (which the gastric fire is not).

Objection: The ordinary meaning of ‘Vaisvânara’ is fire and the Sruti also says that it is seated inside: “He who knows this Vaisvânara abiding within man” (Sat. Br. 10. 6. 1. 11), which applies to the gastric fire only. Hence it alone, and not Brahman, is referred to in the text under discussion.
The Sutra refutes this objection firstly because the scripture here teaches the worship of Brahman in the gastric fire by way of meditation (Upāsanā), even as in the passage, "Let a man meditate on the mind as Brahman" (Chh. 3. 18. 1). Secondly because the gastric fire cannot have heaven for its head, and so on. Thirdly because Vaisvānara is conceived as a person by the Vājasaneyins: "This Agni Vaisvānara is a person" etc. (Sat. Br. 10. 6. 1. 11). Hence 'Vaisvānara' here refers to Brahman, which is all-pervading and can also be conceived of as a person.

अत एव न देवता भूतं च || २७ ||
अत एव For the same reason न (is) not देवता deity भूतं element च and.

27. For the same reason (Vaisvānara) is not the deity (fire) or the element (fire).

For the same reason—as stated in the previous Sutra.

साक्षाद्ययत्विरोधं जैमिनिः || २८ ||
साक्षात् Directly अपि even अत्रिवोधं no contradiction जैमिनिः (so says) Jaimini.

28. Even (if by 'Vaisvānara' Brahman is) directly (taken as the object of worship), there is no contradiction; (so says) Jaimini.
In the last Sutra it was explained that meditation on Brahman in the gastric fire, taking it as a symbol, was taught. This Sutra says that ‘Vaisvânara’ can be taken directly to mean Brahman as an object of contemplation, for ‘Vaisvânara’ is the same as Visvanara, which means the universal man, i.e. the all-pervading Brahman Itself.

अभिव्यक्तेरित्याश्मरथ्यः ॥ २९ ॥

अभिव्यक्ते: On account of manifestation इति so आश्मरथ्यः (says) Asmarathya.

29. On account of manifestation—so says Asmarathya.

The reference to Vaisvânara in the text under discussion as extending from heavens to the earth is explained here. Even though the Lord is all-pervading, yet He specially manifests Himself as extending from heaven to the earth for the sake of the devotees.

अनुस्मृतेत्वादिदरः ॥ ३० ॥

अनुस्मृते: For the purpose of constant remembrance बादरि: (so says) Bādari.

30. For the purpose of constant remembrance—so says Bādari.

The Highest Lord may be called “measured by a span” (to render the term ‘Prâdesamâtra’
differently), because He is remembered through the mind, which is seated in the heart, and the heart is of the size of a span.

सम्प्रतिरिति जैमिनि: तथा हि दर्शनिति || ३१ ||

संस्तेः Because of imaginary identity इति so जैमिनि (says) Jaimini तथाहि for so दर्शनिति declares (the Sruti).

31. Because of imaginary identity (the Supreme Lord may be called span long), so says Jaimini; for so (the Sruti) declares.

Sampat Upāsanā is a kind of meditation in which something is imagined as identical with something else on account of some kind of similarity or likeness. As, for example, when the cosmic being' (Purusha) is worshipped through the identification of His different limbs with the different parts of the worshipper’s body from the top of the head to the chin. The head of the worshipper is heaven, the eyes the sun and the moon, and so on. In this meditation of the cosmic Person He is limited to the size of a span, the distance from the top of the head to the chin. Therefore, says Jaimini, in the text under discussion, the Supreme Lord is regarded as of the size of a span.

आमनन्ति चौपासिनि || ३२ ||

आमनन्ति Teach च moreover एतम् this अम्बरनि in this.

32. Moreover (the Jábālas) teach that
this (Supreme Lord is to be meditated upon) in this (space between the head and the chin).

See Jâbâla Upanishad 1.

Sutras 27—32 justify the reference to the Supreme Lord by the term 'Prâdesamâtra' "as extending from heaven to the earth", or "as measured by a span".
CHAPTER I

SECTION III.

In the last section texts of doubtful import were interpreted to refer to Brahman, and in so doing the fact that Brahman is the one object of all devout meditations helped us much. In this section some more texts of doubtful import are taken up for discussion and are interpreted to refer to Brahman, and in this interpretation the fact that Brahman is the one object of knowledge is taken advantage of.

*Topic 1: The resting-place of heaven, earth, etc. is Brahman.*

In the last topic of the last section the word ‘Vaisvānara’, which usually means the gastric fire, was interpreted as Brahman, in view of the words, “Its head is heaven”, occurring at the end of the text. Following this argument the opponent takes up for discussion a text where the word ‘immortal’ should refer to the Pradhāna and not to Brahman, on account of the word ‘bridge’ which occurs at the end of the text. A bridge connects with something beyond; and as there can be nothing beyond Brahman, the word ‘bridge’ excludes Brahman, and so ‘immortal’ refers not to Brahman but to the Pradhāna.
The resting-place of heaven, earth, etc. (is Brahman) on account of the word 'Self'.

1. The resting-place of heaven, earth, etc. (is Brahman) on account of the word 'Self' (or on account of the actual words of the Sruti) (designating this resting-place).

"In Him heaven, the earth, and the sky are woven, as also the mind with all the senses. Know that Self alone and leave off other talk! He is the bridge of Immortality" (Mu. 2. 2. 5). He who is spoken of as the abode, in whom the earth, heaven, etc. are woven is Brahman, on account of the term 'Self', which is appropriate only if Brahman is referred to in the text and not Pradhâna or Sutrâtman. Or there are actual texts in which Brahman is spoken of as the abode by terms properly designating Brahman. For example: "All these creatures, my dear, have their root, their abode, and their rest in the being" (Chh. 6. 8. 4). It may also mean Brahman because in the texts preceding and following this one, i.e. in Mu. 2. 1. 10 and 2. 2. 11, Brahman is spoken of, and so it is but proper to infer that it is also referred to in the intervening text, which is under discussion.

From the text cited above, where mention is made of an abode and that which abides, and also from "Brahman indeed is all this" (Mu. 2. 2. 11) we
are not to take that Brahman is of manifold, variegated nature, like a tree consisting of leaves, branches, etc. This would lead us to Pantheism, and Advaita does not uphold it. So in order to remove the possibility of such a doubt the passage under discussion, says; “Know Him alone, the Self” i.e. know the Self alone and not that which abides in it, which is merely a product of Nescience and has to be set aside as false.

II. 2

To be attained by the liberated because of the statement.

2. Because of the statement (in the scripture;) that that is to be attained by the liberated.

A further reason is given to show that Brahman is meant in the passage under discussion. It is the goal of the liberated. Vide Mu. 2. 2. 9; 3. 2. 8. Therefore it can be Brahman alone.

II. 3

Not what is inferred (Pradhāna) owing to want of any term indicating it.

3. (The abode of heaven etc.) is not what is inferred (i.e. Pradhāna), owing to want of any term indicating it.

The abode of heaven etc. cannot be the Pradhāna, for there is no term indicative of it in
the text, as we have ‘Self’ indicative of Brahman. There are no terms whatsoever referring to inert matter, but on the other hand there are terms indicating intelligence: “Who knows all, understands all” etc. (Mu. 1.1.9).

श्राण्मृच्छ || ॥

श्राण्मृच्छ The living or individual soul य also (न not).

4. (Nor) also the individual soul.

The word ‘not’ has to be inferred from the previous Sutra.

Nor is it the individual soul, though it is an intelligent principle and can therefore be denoted by the word ‘Self’; for it is impossible to conceive the individual soul as omniscient and as the resting-place of the whole universe.

मेदद्वपदेशात् || ॥ ॥

मेदद्वपदेशात् On account of difference being mentioned.

5. (Also) on account of difference being mentioned (between the individual soul and the abode of heaven etc.).

“Know Him alone as the Self,” says the text under discussion, thereby differentiating the individual soul desirous of release and the abode of heaven etc. as the knower and the thing to be known.
6. On account of the subject-matter.

The Upanishad begins with, “What is that” (Mu. 1. 1. 4) and concludes by saying, “The knower of Brahman becomes Brahman” (Mu. 3. 2. 9), which shows that the subject-matter of the whole Upanishad from beginning to end is Brahman, and therefore it is the same Brahman which is spoken of as the abode of heaven etc.

7. Also on account of (the mention of two conditions:) remaining unattached and eating ए also.

“Two birds, inseparable friends, cling to the same tree. One of them eats the sweet fruit, the other looks on without eating” (Mu. 3. 1. 1). Here Brahman is described as the witness and the individual soul as experiencing the fruits of good and evil actions and hence different from the other. This description, which distinguishes the two, can be apt only if the abode of heaven etc. is Brahman. Otherwise there will be no continuity of topic. Nor can we take this text as merely
describing the nature of the individual soul, for the scriptures nowhere aim at describing the individual soul, which is known to everyone as the agent, enjoyer, etc. Their aim is always to describe and establish Brahman which is not so known.

**Topic 2: The Bhuman is Brahman.**

In the last section the abode of heaven etc. was interpreted as referring to Brahman on account of the word ‘Self’ in the text. The opponent now takes up for discussion another text, where the word ‘Self’ according to his view is used to denote Prâna, the vital force, and not Brahman. See Chh. 7. 23 and 24. The following Sutra however says that here also it is Brahman and not Prâna.

\[\text{भूमा सम्प्रसारादप्‌ उपदेशात्} \ ॥ \ ८ \ ॥\]

**भूमा The Bhuman संप्रसारादप्‌ उपदेशात्** after or beyond the state of deep sleep, (here, the vital force) उपदेशात् because of the teaching.

8. The Bhuman (is Brahman) because it is taught after the state of deep sleep (i.e. after Prâna or the vital force, which alone functions even in that state).

In the seventh chapter of the Chhândogya Upanishad, Sanatkumâra teaches Nârada several truths. He begins with ‘name’ and goes higher
and higher, till he teaches the highest truth, which is Bhuman. "The Bhuman (infinite) is bliss... The Bhuman you should seek to understand... Where one sees nothing else, hears nothing else, understands nothing else, that is the Bhuman" (Chh. 7. 23 and 7. 24. 1). The question is, what does this Bhuman refer to. The opponent holds that it is the vital force. He argues as follows: After Sanatkumāra finished teaching every truth from name up to the vital force, Nārada asks him, "Is there anything higher than this?"—to which Sanatkumāra answers, "Yes there is," and takes up the next higher truth. But after being taught about the vital force Nārada does not ask whether there is any higher truth, and yet Sanatkumāra gives this dissertation on the Bhuman—which shows that this Bhuman is not different from the vital force taught already. Not only that, he calls the knower of the vital force an Ātivādin (one who makes a statement surpassing previous statements), thereby showing that the vital force is the highest truth, and in accordance with this he further elucidates the truth as Bhuman.

This Sutra refutes this argument and says that Bhuman is Brahman, for though the Sutra calls the knower of vital force an Ātivādin, yet it says, "But he indeed is an Ātivādin who is such through the realization of the Truth" (Chh. 7.16. 1), which clearly shows that it refers to something
higher than the vital force, knowing which one becomes truly an Ativâdin. Thus it is clear that a new topic about Brahman which is the highest Truth is begun, though Nâradâ does not ask whether there is any truth higher than the vital force. Sanatkumâra, in accordance with Nâradâ's desire to be an Ativâdin through Truth, now leads him by a series of steps to the knowledge of the Bhuman, showing that this Bhuman is Brahman. Moreover, if the vital force, says the Sutra, were the Bhuman, then the Sruti would not give any information about it—as it does in Chh. 7. 24. I cited above—beyond what it has already given in section 15.

9. And because the qualities (mentioned in the texts) are appropriate (only in the case of Brahman).

The qualities referred to are: Truth, resting on its own greatness, non-duality, bliss, all-pervadingness, immortality, etc., mentioned in the text under discussion, which hold good only in the case of Brahman and not of the vital force, which is but an effect and as such cannot possess any of these qualities. Moreover the chapter begins thus: "The knower of the Self goes beyond misery", which shows that the Self or Brahman is...
the subject to be known. It is therefore delineated in the subsequent texts.

**Topic 3: Akshara is Brahman.**

In the previous section because the epithet 'Truth' is generally applied to Brahman, the Bhumman was interpreted as Brahman. Following the same argument the opponent holds that the word 'Akshara' should mean the syllable "Om" in the texts to be taken up for discussion in this section, for 'Akshara' generally means word or syllable.

अक्षरमम् भ्रामनान्तरः। || १० ||

अक्षरम् The Akshara अमर-अन्त-पुत्रः (because) it supports all up to Akāsa (ether).

10. The Akshara (the Imperishable) (is Brahman) because it supports (everything) up to Akāsa (ether).

"O Gārgi, the Brāhmanas call this Akshara" etc. (Brih. 3. 8. 8). Here the question is whether 'Akshara' means the syllable 'Om' or Brahman. The doubt arises because 'Akshara' etymologically means a syllable and therefore commonly represents the syllable 'Om', which is also an object of meditation. The Sutra however says 'Akshara' here stands for Brahman. Why? For the text says, "In that Akshara, O Gārgi, is the ether woven like warp and woof" (Brih. 3. 8. 11). This attribute of supporting everything, even the Akāsa, the first entity in the order of creation,
can be true only of Brahman. Then again "it is neither gross nor minute, neither short nor long" etc. (Brh. 3. 8. 8) shows that all relative qualities are absent in it. Therefore the 'Akshara' is Brahman.

This (supporting) also प्रशासनात् because of the command.

11. Because of the command (attributed to Akshara) this (supporting) (can be the work of the Highest Self only and not of the Pradhāna).

"Under the mighty rule of that Immutable (Akshara), O Gārgi, the sun and the moon are held in their positions" (Brh. 3. 8. 9). This command or rulership cannot be the work of the non-intelligent Pradhāna. So the Pradhāna cannot be the 'Akshara' which supports everything up to Akāsa.

अन्यभावयावुत्तेष्च || १२ ||

अन्य-भव-आवृत्त: Because the qualities of any other than Brahman have been negated च also.

12. And because the qualities of any other than Brahman have been negated (by the Sruti).

All other qualities referred to in the text, as, for example, seeing, hearing, thinking, knowing,
etc. (Brih. 3. 8. 11) point to a conscious principle and therefore negate the Pradhâna etc. Nor can it be the individual soul, which is not free from limiting adjuncts as the Akshara is described.

Topic 4: The Highest Person to be meditated upon is the Highest Brahman.

In the last section the word ‘Akshara’, though it generally means syllable, was interpreted to refer to Brahman on account of the characteristic quality of supporting everything and we had to go to the etymological meaning of the word Akshara viz. that which does not perish or undergo change i.e. Brahman. Similarly in the text to be taken up for discussion the opponent holds that on account of the attainment of Brahmaloka as the result of the meditation we have to take by the Highest Person the Lower Brahman or Hiranya-garbha which is relatively speaking higher, and not the Higher Brahman.

13. Because of his being mentioned as an object of (the act of) seeing, he (who is to be meditated upon is Brahman).

"Again he who meditates with the syllable ‘Om’ of three Mâtrás (A-u-m), on the Highest Person" etc. (Pr. 5. 5). A doubt arises whether
the Highest Brahman or the Lower Brahman is meant, because, in 5. 2 both are mentioned, and also because Brahmaloka is described as the fruit by the worship of this Highest Person. The Sutra says that this Highest Person is the Brahman and not Hiranyagarbha (the Lower Brahman). Why? Because the paragraph ends thus: "He sees the Highest Person," which shows that he realizes or actually gets identified with the Highest Person. It is not a mere imagination but an actuality, for the object of an act of seeing is an actuality, as we find from experience. But Hiranyagarbha is an imaginary being, since it is a product of ignorance. Hence the Highest Person means the Highest Brahman, which is a reality, and this very Brahman is taught at the beginning of the paragraph as the object of meditation, for it is not possible to realize one entity by meditating on another.

The attainment of Brahmaloka by the worshipper should not be regarded as an insignificant fruit of the worship of the Highest Person, for it is a step in gradual emancipation (Krama Mukti). First he attains this Loka and then final beatitude.

**Topic 5: The 'small Akâsa' is Brahman.**

In the previous section the epithet 'Highest Person,' being generally used with reference to the the Highest Brahman, was taken to mean that. The opponent now follows this argument and wants to interpret the word 'Akâsa' occurring in the text.
to be taken up for discussion in this section, as ether, that being the ordinary meaning of the word.

दहर उत्तरेण्यः ॥ १४ ॥

दहर: Small उत्तरेण्य: because of subsequent texts.

14. The small (अकाश) (is Brahman) because of subsequent texts (which give ample indication to that effect).

"Now there is in this city of Brahman (the body) a small lotus-like palace (the heart), and in it a small अकाश. What exists within that small अकाश is to be sought, that is to be understood" (Chh. 8. 1. 1). Here the 'small अकाश' is Brahman and does not mean ether, though it is the ordinary meaning of the word; nor does it mean the Jiva or individual soul, though there is the qualification 'small', which may show that it is a limited something. Why? Because the characteristics of Brahman occur later on in the text, "As large as this (external) ether is, so large is that अकाश within the heart" (Chh. 8. 1. 3), which clearly shows it is not actually small. Again अकाश cannot be compared with itself, nor can the limited individual soul be compared with the all-pervading ether. Therefore the two are precluded. Then we have the characteristics of Brahman. "Both the earth and heaven are contained in it" (Ibid. 8. 1. 3), which shows that this अकाश is the support of the whole world. "It is the Self, free from sin,
free from old age" etc. (Ibid. 8.1.5), all of which are distinctly qualities of the Highest Brahman.

15. The small Akâsa (is Brahman) on account of going (into Brahman) and of the word (Brahmaloka); (i.e. the individual soul’s going into Brahman) is likewise seen (from other Sruti texts); and (the daily going) is an indicative sign (by which we can interpret the word Brahmaloka).

This Sutra gives further reasons that the 'small Akâsa' is Brahman.

"All these creatures day after day go into this Brahmaloka (i.e. they are merged in Brahman while fast asleep) and yet do not discover it," etc. (Chh. 8. 3. 2). This text shows that in deep sleep all Jivas go daily into the 'small Akâsa', called here Brahmaloka (the world of Brahman); thus showing that the 'small Akâsa' is Brahman. In other Sruti texts also we find that this going of the individual soul into Brahman in deep sleep is mentioned: "He becomes united with the Real (Sat), he is merged in his own self" (Chh. 6. 8. 1). The word 'Brahmaloka' is to be interpreted as Brahman Itself; and not as the world of Brahmac because of the indicative sign in the text where it is said that
the soul goes to this world every day; for it is not possible to go to the world of Brahmā every day.

शुद्धेतः महिष्नेवस्यास्मिन्नुष्ठ्ये || 15.11

शुद्धेतः On account of the supporting (of the world by the Akāsa) च moreover अत्य महितः this greatness अस्मिन् in Brahman उपलब्धे: being seen.

16. Moreover on account of the supporting (of the world by the small Akāsa it is Brahman) for this greatness is seen in this (Brahman only from other scriptural texts).

That Self is a bank, a limiting support, so that these worlds may not get confounded”, (Chh. 8. 4. 1)—in which text is seen the glory of the ‘small Akāsa’ by way of holding the worlds asunder. It is learnt beyond doubt from other texts that this greatness of supporting belongs to Brahman alone: “Under the mighty rule of that Immutable (Akshara), O Gārgi, the sun and moon are held in their positions” (Brih. 3. 8. 9). See also Ibid. 4. 4. 22.

प्राचोविष्ने || 17.11

प्राचोविष्ने: Because of the well-known (meaning) च also.

17. Also because of the well-known meaning (of Akāsa as Brahman the ‘small’ Akāsa’ is Brahman).

“Akāsa is the revealer of all names and forms” (Chh. 8. 14. 1); “All these beings take their rise-
from Akāsa alone” (Chh. 1. 9. 1). In all these passages ‘Akāsa’ stands for Brahman.

Because of the reference to the other (i.e. the individual soul) सं इति चेतु, न, असम्भवत्। ॥ १८ ॥

Because of the reference to the other (i.e. the individual soul in a complementary passage) if it be said that he (the individual soul) इति चेतु if it be said न no असम्भवत् on account of impossibility.

18. Because of the reference to the other (i.e. the individual soul) if it be said that he (the individual soul) (and not Brahman is meant by the ‘small Akāsa’), (we say) no, on account of the impossibility (of such an assumption).

"Now that being, the individual soul (Jiva) in deep sleep, which having risen above this earthly body" etc. (Chh. 8. 3. 4). Since in this complementary passage the individual soul is referred to, one may say that the ‘small Akāsa’ of Chh. 8. 1. 1 is also the individual soul. It cannot be; for a comparison is made in Chh. 8. 1. 3 between the ‘small Akāsa’ and the ether; which would be absurd, if by ‘small Akāsa’ Jiva were meant, because there can be no comparison between a thing that is limited like the individual soul and the all-pervading ether. The attributes like ‘free from evil’ of this Akāsa, referred to in the passage under discussion, cannot be true of the individual soul. So Brahman is meant in that passage.
From subsequent texts (in the chapter) with its real nature made manifest, but.

19. If (it be said) that from subsequent texts (which contain references to the Jiva, ‘small Akāsa’ means the Jiva) (we say) but (that reference to the Jiva is in so far as its) real nature (as non-different from Brahman) is made manifest.

An objection is again raised to justify that the ‘small Akāsa’ refers to the individual soul. In Chh. in the later sections, viz. sections 7-11 of chapter 8, the different states of the individual soul are mentioned. Section 7 begins thus: “That self which is free from sin . . . is what is to be searched” etc. Then we have, “That person who is seen in the eye (the individual soul) is the self” (Chh. 8.7.4); “He who moves glorified in dreams is the self” (Chh. 8.10.1). “When a being is thus asleep, drawn in, perfectly serene, and sees no dreams, that is the self” (Chh. 8.11.1). And in each of these descriptions of the self we have for it the qualifying terms, ‘immortal and fearless’, which show that it is free from evil. It is clear that here the individual soul is meant, and not the Supreme Lord, for the latter is free from these three states viz. waking, dream, and deep sleep; and it is also said to be free from evil. Therefore ‘small Akāsa’.
in the preceding section refers to the soul and not to the Supreme Lord.

This Sutra refutes this and says that the reference is to the individual soul in its real nature as identical with Brahman and not to the individual soul as such. "As soon as it has approached the highest light it appears in its own form. It (then) is the Highest Purusha" (Chh. 8. 12. 3). It is only as non-different from Brahman that the Jiva is free from evil etc. and not as the individual soul.

अन्यार्थस्य परामशः: || २०.||
अन्यार्थः: For a different purpose च and परामशः: reference.

20. And the reference (to the individual soul) is for a different purpose.

The detailed reference to the three states of the individual soul (Jiva) is meant not to establish the nature of the individual soul as such, but to show finally its real nature, which is non-different from Brahman.

अत्यशुतेविरिति चेत्, तदुकम् || २१.||
अत्यशुरः: Because of the Sruti declaring its smallness विरिति चेत if it be said, तत् that उकम् has already been explained.

21. If it be said that because the Sruti declares the limitedness (of this Akâsa; therefore it cannot refer to the all-pervading
Brahman); (we say) that has already been explained (as having reference to devout meditation only. Vide 1. 2. 7).

Topic 6: That which shining, everything shines is Brahman.

In the last section, in the text quoted (Chh. 8. 12. 3) there is mention of ‘the highest light’. This section is introduced to prove that what was referred to as ‘light’ is Brahman, and for this other texts are taken up for discussion in which this ‘light’ is mentioned.

अनुकृतेतत्स्य च || २२ ||
अनुकृते: Because of the acting after तस्य Its च and:
22. Because of the acting after (i.e. shining after) (That which shining, everything else shines) and (because by) Its (light everything else is lighted).

“There the sun does not shine, nor the moon . . . It shining, everything else shines after It, by Its light all this is lighted” (Mu. 2. 2. 11). Here ‘It’ refers to the Supreme Brahman, the pure Consciousness, and not to any material light besides the sun and the moon. It is absurd to say that one light is lighted by another. Nor do we know of any material light besides the sun that can light it. ‘It shining, everything else shines’ shows that it is the principle of Intelligence which shines first of all. ‘By Its light all this is lighted’ shows that
it is the light of Intelligence, Consciousness or Brahman which illumines the whole world, luminous and non-luminous. That Brahman is self-luminous we learn from texts like, “It is the light of lights.”

अपि च स्मरेऽ || २३ ||

अपि च Moreover स्मरेऽ the Smriti states.

23. Moreover the Smriti states (It to be the universal light).

“That the sun illumines not” etc. (Gitā 15. 6) and also “The light which residing in the sun illumines the whole world, that which is in the moon and in the fire—know that light to be Mine” (Gitā 15. 12).

Section 7: The person of the size of a thumb is Brahman.

शब्दावेक्ष प्रमितः || २४ ||

शब्दावेक्ष From the word एव itself प्रमितः measured.

24. From the very word (‘Lord’ by which it is referred to in the text) (the being) measured (by the size of the thumb is Brahman).

“The being of the size of a thumb, resides in the centre of the body. (Knowing that) Lord of the past and future, one does not seek to hide oneself any more. This is That” (Kath. 2. 4. 12). The being referred to is Brahman, because he is
spoken of as the Lord or ruler of the past and future. It cannot be the individual soul, though the limitation in size and residence in the centre of the body by themselves might be more applicable in its case. Moreover in reply to the request of Nachiketas who wanted to know Brahman, Yama refers to this being of the size of a thumb thus: "That which you wanted to know is this."

हृद्योपेक्ष्या तु मनुष्याधिकारत्वान् || २५ ||
हृदि-अपेक्ष्या With reference to the heart तु but पुरुष-अधिकारत्वान् man (alone) being entitled.

25. But with reference to (the space in) the heart (the Highest Brahman is said to be of the size of a thumb); (and because) man alone is entitled (to the study of the Vedas).

How could the all-pervading Brahman be of the size of a thumb, as stated by the previous Sutra? Because the space in the heart is of the size of a thumb, therefore Brahman, with reference to Its abiding within that space, is described as being of the size of a thumb. Since Brahman abides within the heart of all living creatures, why is the 'thumb' used as a standard? Because man alone is entitled to the study of the Vedas and to the different Upāsanās of Brahman prescribed in them, therefore it is with reference to him that the thumb is used as the standard of measurement.
Topic 8: The right of the gods to the study of the Vedas.

तदुपर्यंपि बाद्रायण: सम्भवात। ॥ २६ ॥
तदुपरि Above them भवि also बाद्रायण: Bādarāyana संभवात because (it is) possible.

26. (Beings) above them (men) also (are entitled to the study of the Vedas) because (it is) possible (for them also to attain Knowledge according to) Bādarāyana.

In Sutras 26-38 there is a digression from the main topic in the Section. A doubt may arise from the previous Sutra that as it is said that men alone are entitled to the study of the Vedas, the gods are thereby debarred. To remove this doubt this Sutra is given. The gods are also entitled to it, according to Bādarāyana. How? Because it is possible for them also—since they too are corporeal beings—to have a desire for Brahmaloka or for final illumination and also to possess the necessary requisites (the four-fold qualification) for such illumination. In the Śruti also we find Indra and other gods living the life of Brahmacharya for attaining this knowledge of Brahm. For instance, Chh. 8. 11. 3; also Taitt. 3. 1, where the god Varuna is said to have possessed that Knowledge which he teaches to his son Bhrigu.
27. If it be said (that the corporeality of the gods would involve) a contradiction to sacrifices; (we say) no, because we find in the scriptures the assumption (by the gods) of many forms at one and the same time.

If gods possess bodies, then it would not be possible for one and the same god to be present in sacrifices performed simultaneously at different places. This is the objection, which is refuted by the latter part of the Sutra on the ground that the gods, like the Yogis, owing to their Yoga powers are capable of assuming several forms (Kayavyuha) simultaneously. See Chh. 7. 26. 2. Again as a sacrifice consists in making offerings by the sacrificer to some divinity, many persons at the same time may make such offerings to a single divinity, even as many persons can at the same time salute a single person.

With regard to (Vedic) words Ṣtis te, if it be said no, from these words prakriya, because of the creation prakriya-pramanam, from direct perception and inference.
28. If it be said (that the corporeality of the gods would involve a contradiction) with regard to (Vedic) words, (we say) no, because of the creation (of the world together with the gods) from these (words), (as is known) from direct perception (Sruti), and inference (Smriti).

A further objection is raised with respect to the corporeality of the gods. If they have a body, they too like men would be subject to births and deaths. Now all the words in the Vedas according to Purva Mimāmsā are eternal. So also every word has for its counterpart a form, an object which it denotes. The relation between a name or word and form (the object) is eternal. The word or name, its object, and their relation are eternal verities. Now in the Vedas we find words like Indra, Varuna, etc.—the names of the gods. If these gods are not eternal, since they possess bodies, then these words cannot have their eternal counterpart, the object. So the eternity and authoritiveness of the Vedas, which are based on the eternal relation between the word and its object, would be a myth. This is the main objection. It is answered thus: Each word of the Vedas has an objective counterpart which is not an individual but a type. The word 'cow', for instance, has for its counterpart the object, which is a type and as such is eternal and does not depend on the birth or death of individuals belonging to that type. Similar is the case
with words like Indra, Varuna, etc. Words representing the gods etc. have for their counterpart objects that are types and not individuals. Again Indra is the name of any one who would occupy that exalted position, like the word ‘king’ in ordinary parlance. So there is no contradiction to Vedic words. As a matter of fact, the world including the gods etc. have originated from Vedic words. This does not mean that the Vedic words constitute the material cause of these things, which Brahman alone is, as stated in Sutra 1. 1. 2. What then is meant? According to Indian philosophy the universe and its objects have both name and form as the conditions of their manifestation. There can be no mental state (Chittavritti) unconditioned by name and form. The thought wave first manifests as a word and then as the more concrete form. The idea is the essence, and the form is, as it were, the outer crust. What is true of the individual mind is also true of the cosmic mind. In this sense only is the world said to be created, rather manifested, from the Vedic words. This is endorsed by the Sruti and Smriti. In the Vedas it is said that the Lord uttered different words before creating different types of beings. Vide Brih. 1. 2. 4. “The several names, actions, and conditions of all things He shaped in the beginning from the words of the Vedas?” (Manu 1.21).
29. From this very reason also (results) the eternity (of the Vedas).

Since the objects are eternal, that is, gods etc. as types are eternal, the Vedic words are eternal. This establishes the eternal nature of the Vedas. The Vedas were not written by anybody. They are impersonal and eternal. The Rishis only discovered them but were not authors of the Vedic texts. "By means of their past good deeds (the priests) attained the capacity to understand the Vedas; (then) they found them dwelling in the Rishis" (Rig-Veda 10.71.3), which shows that the Vedas are eternal.

30. And because of the sameness of names and forms (in every fresh cycle) there is no contradiction (to the eternity of the Vedic words) even in the revolving of the
world cycles, as is seen from the Sruti and the Smriti.

An objection is raised. Since at the end of a cycle everything is completely destroyed and creation begins afresh at the beginning of the next cycle, there is a break in the continuity of existence; so even as types the gods are not eternal. This upsets the eternal relation of Vedic words and the objects they represent, and consequently the eternity of the Vedas and their authority fall to the ground. This Sutra refutes it. Just as a person after waking from deep sleep finds no break in the continuity of existence, so also in the state of Pralaya (end of a cycle) the world is in a potential state—in seed form—in ignorance, and not completely destroyed; at the beginning of the next cycle it is again manifested into a gross form with all the previous variety of names and forms. As the world does not become absolutely non-existent, the eternity of the relation between Vedic words and their objects is not contradicted, and consequently the authoritativeness of the Vedas remains. This eternal existence of the world in gross and fine forms alternatively and the similarity of the names and forms are brought out by the Sruti and Smriti texts. "As formerly the Lord ordered the sun and the moon, heaven, earth, the sky" etc. (Rig-Veda 10. 190. 3).
On account of the impossibility (of the gods) being qualified for Madhu Vidyā etc. Jaimini (is of opinion that the gods) are not qualified (either for Upāsanās or for the knowledge of Brahman).

In many of the Upāsanās (devout meditations) a person is asked to meditate on the self of some god or other. For example, in Madhu Vidyā one is to meditate on the sun as honey (something helpful). Such a meditation will be impossible for the sun-god. Hence in Upāsanās where one has to meditate on the self of certain gods, these divinities themselves would naturally be disqualified; for the same person cannot be both the object of meditation and the worshipper. So Jaimini thinks that the gods are not qualified for these devout meditations or for the knowledge of the Supreme Brahman.

As mere spheres of light because (used) in the sense च and.

And (the gods are not qualified for Vidyās) because (the words ‘sun’, ‘moon’,
etc., spoken of as gods) are used in the sense of mere spheres of light.

A further objection is given. There is no proof as to the existence of gods with hands, feet, etc., and with desires—which would qualify them for meditations and Knowledge. These are mere names of planets and luminary objects and as such are material inert things. Consequently they are not qualified for any kind of Vidyā (meditation) prescribed in the scriptures.

भावं तु बादरायणः, अस्ति हि ॥ ३३ ॥
भावं The existence (of qualification) तु but बादरायणः (sage) Bādarāyana (maintains) अस्ति does exist हि because.

33. But Bādarāyana (maintains) the existence (of qualification on the part of the gods for the knowledge of Brahman), because (all those causes like body, desires, etc., which qualify one for such knowledge) do exist (in the case of the gods).

Bādarāyana thinks that besides the luminary orbs like the sun, moon, etc., each of them has a presiding deity of that name with body, intelligence, desires, etc., and as such there being all the causes which can qualify them for the Upāsanās and Supreme Knowledge, the gods also are entitled to them. The fact that the sun-god cannot be entitled to Madhu Vidyā because he cannot
meditate on the sun, i.e. himself, does not disqualify him for other devout meditations or for the knowledge of Brahman. Similar is the case with other gods.

Topic 9: The right of the Sudras to the study of the Vedas discussed.

हुसस्य तदनादरशवणात्, तदाद्रवणात्, सूर्यवते हि।३४।।

एष्ठो Grief बश्य his तदाद्रवणात from hearing his (the Rishi's) contemptuous words तव that (grief) आद्रवणात owing to his approaching सूर्यवते is referred to हि because.

34. His (King Jānasruti's) grief (arose) from hearing the contemptuous words (of the Rishi in the form of a swan); owing to his approaching (Raikva overwhelmed with) that (grief) (Raikva called him Sudra); because it (the grief) is referred to (by Raikva, who could read his mind).

In the previous Sutra it has been shown that the gods are entitled to the Vedas and Knowledge. This Sutra discusses whether the Sudras are entitled to them or not. Since, like the gods, the Sudras also are possessed of a body, strength, and desires, it naturally follows that they too are entitled. In Chhândogya 4.2.5 Raikva at first calls Jānasruti, a Sudra, when he comes for instruction with presents, which are refused. But when he appears a second time, Raikva again calls him a
Sudra, but this time accepts his presents and teaches him. So it is maintained that the Sudras also are qualified for Knowledge.

This Sutra refutes the view and denies the right to the study of the Vedas for a Sudra by caste, since the word ‘Sudra’ occurring in the text referred to does not denote a Sudra by birth, which is its conventional meaning, for Jānasruti was a Kshatriya king (Chh. 4. 1. 3). Here we must take the etymological meaning of the word, which is “He rushed into grief” or “He in his grief immediately approached Raikva.” The following Sutra also shows that he was a Kshatriya.

क्षत्रियल्पगतेऽधोतायम्ब चैत्ररथेन विक्षात्॥ ३५ ॥

क्षत्रियल्पगतेḥ (His) Kshatriyahood being known च. and उत्तरे later on चैत्ररथेन विक्षात् by the indicatory sign (of his being mentioned) along with a descendant of Chitraratha (a Kshatriya).

35. And because the Kshatriyahood (of Jānasruti) is known later on by the indicatory sign (of his being mentioned) along with a descendant of Chitraratha (a Kshatriya).

Jānasruti is mentioned with the Kshatriya Chaitraratha Abhipratārin in connection with the same Vidyā, and so we can infer that Jānasruti also was a Kshatriya, for as a rule equals alone are mentioned together.
36. Because purificatory ceremonies are mentioned (in the case of the twice-born) and their absence is declared (in the case of the Sudras).

Purificatory ceremonies like Upanayana etc. are declared by the scriptures to be a necessary condition of the study of all kinds of knowledge or Vidyā; but these are meant only for the higher castes. Their absence in the case of the Sudras is repeatedly declared in the scriptures. “Sudras do not incur sin (by eating prohibited food), nor have they any purificatory rights” etc. (Manu 10. 12. 6). Consequently they are not entitled to the study of the Vedas.

37. And because the inclination (on the part of Gautama to impart Knowledge is seen only) on the ascertainment of the absence of Sudrahood (in Jābāla Satya-kāma).

That Sudras are not qualified is known also from the fact that great teachers like Gautama
made sure before imparting Knowledge that disciples like Jâbâla Satyakâma were not Sudras. See Chh. 4. 4. 5.

अवणाध्ययनार्थः प्रतिपेघाः स्मृतेः॥३८॥

अवण-अध्ययन-अर्थ-प्रतिपेघाः Because of the prohibition of hearing, studying and understanding स्मृतेः in the Smriti च and.

38. And because of the prohibition in the Smriti of hearing and studying (the Vedas) and knowing their meaning and performing Vedic rites (to Sudras, they are not entitled to the knowledge of Brahman).

Sutras 34-38 disqualify the Sudra for the knowledge of Brahman through the study of the Vedas. But it is possible for them to attain that knowledge through the Purânas and the epics (Râmâyana and Mahâbhârata).

The digression begun from Sutra 26 ends here and the general topic is again taken up.

*Topic 10: The Prâna in which everything trembles is Brahman.*

In topic 7 it was proved that the reference to the Jiva was to inculcate the knowledge of Brahman, as the former is really identical with Brahman. But in the text to be discussed ‘Prâna’ cannot refer to Brahman, as such identity is not possible—this seems to be the line of thinking of
the opponent, who therefore takes up this topic for discussion.

कम्पनात् ॥ ३९ ॥

कम्पनात् On account of vibration.

39. (Prâna is Brahman) on account of the vibration (spoken of the whole world).

"Whatever there is in the whole world has come out of and trembles in the Prâna" etc. (Kath. 2. 6. 2). Here 'Prâna' is Brahman and not the vital force. Why? First because of the context, since Brahman is the topic in the previous and subsequent texts. Again "The whole world trembles in Prâna"—in this we have reference to an attribute of Brahman, It being the abode of the whole world. It is the cause of the life of the whole world including the Prâna. Lastly, immortality is declared to him who knows this Prâna and 'Prâna' is also often used to denote Brahman in the Sruti.

**Topic II: The 'light' is Brahman.**

In the last topic 'Prâna' was taken to mean Brahman from the context. But in the text taken up for discussion in this topic, there is no such context by which 'light' can be taken to be Brahman—so says the opponent.

व्योतिदर्शनात् ॥ ४० ॥

व्योति: Light दर्शनात on account of (Brahman) being seen.
40. Light (is Brahman) on account of (Brahman) being seen (as the subject of the texts).

"Thus does that serene being, arising from the body, appear in its own form as soon as it has approached the highest light" (Chh. 8. 12. 3). Here 'highest light' stands for Brahman. Why? Because Brahman is the subject of the whole section. The 'highest light' is also called the Highest Person in that text itself later on. Freedom from the body is said to belong to that being which is one with this 'light'. Disembodied state or Freedom can arise only from being identified with Brahman.

*Topic 12: The Akāsa which reveals names and forms is Brahman.*

आकाशोऽथान्तरत्वादिविधिवपदेशात् || ४१ ||

आकाशः: Akāsa अथान्तरत्वाद्विवपदेशात् because it is declared to be something different etc.

41. Akāsa (is Brahman) because it is declared to be something different etc. (from names and forms and yet their revealer).

"That which is called Akāsa is the revealer of all names and forms. That within which these names and forms are, is Brahman, the immortal, the Self" (Chh. 8.14.1).

Here 'Akāsa' is Brahman. Why? Because names and forms are said to be within this Akāsa,
which is therefore different from these. In this phenomenal world everything is conditioned by name and form, and Brahman alone is beyond them. Akāsa is said to be the revealer of names and forms; and as the Inner Ruler of the whole world of names and forms it cannot be anything else but Brahman. Moreover, epithets like ‘Infinite,’ ‘Immortal,’ ‘Self’ also show that ‘Akāsa’ here refers to Brahman.

**Topic 13: The Self consisting of knowledge is not the individual soul but Brahman.**

In the previous topic because Akāsa was spoken of as different from names and forms, it was taken as Brahman. This argument is objected to by the opponent, who cites that even difference is spoken of with respect to the individual soul and Brahman, who are really identical. So this topic is taken up for discussion.

|सुप्रस्तुताकाल्योमेदिन् || ४२ ||

|सुप्रस्तुताकाल्योः| In deep sleep and death मेवेन as different.

42. Because of the Supreme Self being shown as different (from the individual soul) in the states of deep sleep and death.

In the sixth chapter of the Brihadāranyaka Upanishad, in reply to the question, “Which is that Self” (4. 3. 7), a lengthy exposition of the nature of the Self is given. The question is whether the
Self is the Supreme Self or the individual soul. This Sutra says it is the Supreme Self. Why? Because it is shown to be different from the individual self in the state of deep sleep and at the time of death. "This person, embraced by the supremely intelligent Self, knows nothing that is without or within" (Brih. 4. 3. 21), which shows that in deep sleep the 'person' which represents the individual soul, is different from the Supreme Self, called here the supremely intelligent Self.

The 'person' is the individual soul, because the absence of the knowledge of external things and things within in deep sleep can be predicated only of the individual soul, which is the knower, and the supremely intelligent Self is Brahman because such intelligence can be predicated of Brahman only. Similarly at the time of death. (Brih. 4. 3. 35) Therefore Brahman is the chief topic in this section. The extensive discourse on the individual soul in this section is not to establish its Jivahood, but to show that it is in reality not different from Brahman.

पत्यादिश्रवद्यम् || ४३ ||

43. On account of words like 'Lord' etc. (the Self in the text under discussion is the Supreme Self).

Epithets like 'Lord,' 'Ruler,' etc. are applied to the 'Self' discussed in the text (Vide Brih. 4. 4. 22), and these are apt only in the case of Brahman,
for these epithets show that the thing spoken of is beyond bondage. So the word 'Self' denotes the Supreme Self and not the Jiva.
CHAPTER I

SECTION IV

In topic 5, section 1, it has been shown that as the Sânkhyan Pradhâna is not based on scriptural authority and that as the Sruti texts all refer to an intelligent principle as the First Cause, Brahman is that First Cause. In all the subsequent Sutras of the first three sections it has been shown how all the Vedânta texts refer to Brahman. Now the fact that the Pradhâna is not based on scriptural authority is questioned by the opponent, and his objections are being answered: The whole of section 4 practically answers all objections from the Sânkhyan standpoint.

*Topic 1: The Mahat and Auyakta of the Katha Upanishad do not refer to the Sânkhyan categories.*

In the last topic of the previous section, by a reference to the well-known individual soul, Brahman, which is not so well known, was taught. So the opponent in this topic holds that the reference to Auyakta in the text to be quoted should be taken to deal with the well-known Sânkhyan category.
That which is inferred (i.e. the Pradhâna) also appears in some recensions of the texts: if it be said no, because the word ‘Avyakta’ occurring in the Katha Upanishad is mentioned in a simile referring to the body (and means the body itself and not the Pradhâna of the Sânikhyas); (the Sruti) too explains it.

An objection is again raised here by the Sânikhyas that the Pradhâna is also based on scriptural authority, for some Sâkhâs (Vedic recensions) like the Katha Sâkhâ (school) contain expressions wherein the Pradhâna seems to be referred to: ‘Beyond the Mahat (Great) there is the Avyakta (Undeveloped), beyond the Undeveloped is the Purusha (Being)’ etc. (Kath. 1. 3. 11). The word ‘Avyakta’, they say, here refers to the Pradhâna. Because the words ‘Mahat’, ‘Avyakta’, and ‘Purusha’, which occur in the same order as mentioned in the Sânikhya philosophy, occur in the
text, and so they are recognized to be the same categories of the Sânkhyaśas.

This Sutra after raising this objection refutes it thus: The word ‘Avyakta’ is used in connection with a simile referring to the body, and does not refer to the Pradhāna. In that word we recognize something mentioned in an earlier text. “Know that the soul is the rider of the chariot and the body the chariot. Consider the intellect to be the charioteer and the mind the reins. The senses, they say, are the horses, and their roads are the sense-objects” etc. (Kath. 1. 3. 3-4). All these things that are referred to in these verses are to be found in the following: “The objects are superior to the senses, the mind is superior to the object, the intellect is superior to the mind, the Mahat is superior again to the intellect, the Avyakta is superior to the Mahat, and the Purusha is superior to the Avyakta. Nothing is superior to the Purusha,” etc. (Kath. 1. 3. 10-11).

Now compare these two quotations. The senses, mind and intellect, mentioned in the earlier texts, are to be found in these later texts. The Atman of the earlier texts is denoted by the ‘Purusha’ of the later ones. The Mahat of the later texts means the cosmic intellect and so is included in the intellect of the earlier texts, where it is used in a comprehensive sense to include both the individual and cosmic intellects. What remains is only the body in the earlier texts, and
Avyakta in the later texts; and so Avyakta means the body here and not the Pradhâna. We shall not be justified in interpreting a Sruti according to Sânkhyâna technicalities. For the purpose of recognition a comparison should be made not with the Smriti, but with similar passages of the Sruti itself, like those cited above.

सूक्ष्म तु तदहस्त्वात्॥ २ ॥

Sûkshma Subtle तु but तदहस्त्वात् because it can be properly so designated.

2. But the subtle (cause of the body is meant by the term ‘Avyakta’) because it can be properly so designated.

An objection is raised. As the body is gross and developed, how can it be referred to by the term ‘Avyakta’ (Undeveloped)? The answer is, here, not the gross body but the causal substance, i.e. the five uncompounded elements out of which the body is built, is meant. They, being subtle and not fully manifest and also being beyond sense perception, can be properly designated by the term ‘Avyakta’ (Undeveloped). It is also a common thing to denote the effect by the cause and hence indirectly the gross body is referred to here. “Mix the Soma with the cow (i.e. milk)” (Rig Veda 9. 46. 4).

तद्विनिलयाद्यवंतू। २ ॥

tadviniññâdvantum On account of its dependence. अर्थवंत is fitting.
3. On account of its dependence (on the Lord), it fits in (with our theory).

It may be said, that if a subtle causal condition of the gross world is thus admitted, it is as good as accepting the Pradhāna. This Sutra makes the difference clear. While the Pradhāna of the Sāṅkhya is an independent entity, the subtle causal condition admitted here is dependent on the Supreme Lord. Such a causal condition has necessarily to be admitted, for without that the Lord cannot create. It is the potential power, the causal potentiality inherent in Brahman. It is Nescience. That explains why, when one’s ignorance is destroyed by Knowledge, there is no possibility of that liberated soul getting into bondage again. About this ignorance you can neither say that it is nor that it is not; it is an illusion and so it is reasonably called undeveloped (Avyakta). This ignorance or creative power cannot create of itself without the instrumentality of the Lord. The illusion of a snake in a rope is not possible merely through ignorance without the rope. So also the world cannot be created merely by ignorance without the substratum, the Lord. Hence it is dependent on the Lord. Yet the Lord is not in the least affected by this ignorance, even as the poison does not affect the snake which has it. “Know then Prakriti is Māyā and the great Lord the ruler of Māyā” (Svet 4. 10). So the Avyakta is a helper, as it were, to Iswara in His
creation, and hence such an Avyakta dependent on the Lord is significant and has to be admitted, says the Sutra.

श्यत्वावचनां || ४ ||
श्यत्वावचनां Because it is not mentioned (as something) to be known च and.

4. And because it is not mentioned (that the Avyakta) is to be known (it cannot be the Pradhâna of the Sânkhyas).

Liberation, according to the Sânkhyas, results when the difference between the Purusha and the Avyakta (Prakriti) is known. Hence the Avyakta, with them, is to be known. But here there is no question of knowing the Avyakta, and as such it cannot be the Pradhâna of the Sânkhyas.

वदतीतिः चेतु, न, प्राङ्गो हि प्रकरणां || ५ ||
वदति Does state इति चेतु if it be said न no प्राङ्ग: intelligent Self हि for प्रकरणां from the context.

5. If it be said (that the Sruti) does state (that the Avyakta has to be known and therefore it is the Pradhâna); (we say) no, for (it is) the intelligent (Supreme) Self (which is meant), since that is the topic.

"He who has perceived that which is without sound, without touch . . . beyond the Mahat (Great) and unchangeable, is freed from the jaws of death" (Kath. 1. 3. 15). The Sânkhyas hold that in this text the Sruti says that the Pradhâna
has to be known to attain Freedom; for the description given of the entity to be known tallies with the Pradhâna, which is also beyond the Mahat. The Sutra refutes this saying that by Avyakta, the one beyond the Mahat (Great) etc., the intelligent (Supreme) Self is meant, as that is the subject-matter of that section.

6. And thus the question and elucidation with reference to three only (of which the Pradhâna is not one) is consistent.

In the Katha Upanishad Nachiketas asks Yama three questions only, viz. about the fire (sacrifice), the individual soul, and the Supreme Self. The Pradhâna is not mentioned. So we cannot expect Yama to go out of his way and treat of the Pradhâna, which has not been inquired into.

7. And like Mahat (the word ‘Avyakta’ does not refer to any Sânkhyan category).

The Mahat according to the Sânkhyas means the first-born, the cosmic intelligence; but in the Vedic texts it is associated with the word ‘Self.’
Passages like "The Mahat (Great) is superior to the intellect" (Kath. 1. 3. 10), clearly show that it is used in a different sense from the intellect and refers to the Self in different aspects. Similarly though the Avyakta in the Sâṅkhya philosophy may mean the Pradhâna or Prakriti, in the Sruti texts it means something different. So the Pradhâna is not based on scriptural authority but is a mere inferred thing.

**Topic 2: The tri-coloured Ajâ of the Svetâsvatara Upanishad is not the Sâṅkhyan Pradhâna.**

In the last topic the opponent was refuted on the ground that the mere mention of the word 'Avyakta' was not sufficient reason to identify it as the Sâṅkhyan category called the Pradhâna. The opponent here gives more analogies from the Sruti texts to uphold his view.

8. (The word 'Ajâ' cannot be asserted to mean the Pradhâna) for want of special characteristics, as in the case of the bowl.

"There is one Ajâ, red, white, and black producing manifold offspring of the same appearance (colour)" (Svet. 4. 5). The question is whether this 'Ajâ' refers to the Sâṅkhya category Prakriti or to the fine elements fire, water, and
earth. The Sāṅkhyaśas hold that ‘Ajā’ here means the Pradhāna, the unborn; and red, white, and black refer to its three constituents, the Gunas—Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas. This Sutra refutes this, saying that in the absence of special characteristics there is no basis for such a special assertion. The text can be interpreted otherwise also. “There is a bowl that has its opening below and bulging at the top” (Brih. 2. 2. 3). It is impossible to decide from the text itself what kind of bowl is meant. So also it is impossible to fix the meaning of ‘Ajā’ from the text alone. As in the case of the bowl the complementary texts fix what kind of bowl is meant, so also here we have to refer this passage to supplementary scriptural texts to fix the meaning of ‘Ajā’ and not assert that it means the Pradhāna.

\[9\]

**Bṛhadāraṇyaka Upanishad**

9. But (the elements) beginning with light (are meant by the word Ajā), because some read so.

The Chhāndogya assigns to the elements fire, water, and earth, created by the Lord, red, white, and black colours. Vide Chh. 6. 2. 2-4 and 6. 4. 1. This passage fixes the meaning of the word “Ajā” here. It refers to the three elementary substances viz. fire, earth, and water, from which
the rest of the creation has been produced. It is not the Prakriti of the Sânkhyas consisting of
the three Gunas. In the former interpretation the
three colours can be taken in their primary sense,
whereas they can represent the three Gunas in a
secondary sense only. Moreover, the force of the
recognition of the Sruti is stronger; that is to say,
if we can beyond doubt recognize in this passage
what is elsewhere mentioned in the Sruti, that will
be more reasonable than to recognize categories of
a Smriti in the Sruti texts.

कल्पनोपदेशाश्र मध्यादिवरितिकरस्: || १० ||
"The sun indeed is the honey" (Chh. 3. 1. 1), so also are the three elementary substances of the Chhândogya represented as the goat. A she-goat may be black, white, and red, and may give birth to offspring representing her in colour. Similarly out of the combination of fire, water, and earth, having red, white, and black colours respectively, are produced all the inanimate and animate beings of similar colours. The combination of the fine elements, fire, water, and earth is here spoken of by the imagery of a tri-coloured goat, and that is why it is called an Ajâ, which does not however mean unborn.

**Topic 3:** The fivefold five people of Brih. 4. 4. 17 are not the twenty-five Sânkhyan categories.

न संख्योपसम्बहाद्रिपि, नानाभावावतिरेष्काच || ११ ||

Not संख्योपसम्बहाद्रिपि even from the statement of the number नानाभावावति on account of the differences अतिरेष्काच on account of the excess च and.

11. Even from the statement of the number (fivefold five, i.e., twenty-five categories, by the Sruti, it is) not (to be presumed that the Sruti refers to the Pradhâna) on account of the differences (in the categories) and the excess (over the number of the Sânkhyan categories).

"That in which the five groups of five and the (subtle) ether are placed, that very Atman", etc.
(Brih. 4. 4. 17). Now five times five makes twenty-five, which is exactly the number of the Sāṇkhyan categories. So the Sāṇkhyas say that here is the scriptural authority for their philosophy. This Sutra refutes such an assumption. For the Sāṇkhyan categories cannot be divided into groups of five on any basis of similarity, for all the twenty-five categories differ from each other. Secondly, the mention of the ether in the text as a separate category would make the number twenty-six in all, contrary to the Sāṇkhyan theory.

प्राणाद्यो वाक्यशेषाः॥ १२ ॥

प्राणाद्य: The vital force etc. वाक्यशेषाः because of the complementary passage.

12. (The five people referred to are) the vital force etc., because (we find it to be so) from the complementary passage.

"They who know the vital force of the vital force, the eye of the eye, the ear of the ear, the food of the food, the mind of the mind," etc. (Brih. Mādhy. 4. 4. 21). The ‘five people’ refer to this vital force and the other four of the text, which are cited to describe Brahman.

न्योतिषेत्केषामसत्यने॥ १२ ॥

न्योतिषा By light एकेषाम् of some असति अन्ने food: not being mentioned.
13. (In the text) of some (the Kânya recension) food not being mentioned (in the complementary passage referred to in the previous Sutra) (the number is made up) by 'light' (mentioned in the previous verse).

"That immortal Light of lights the gods worship as longevity" (Brih. 4. 4. 16). Though food is not mentioned in the text cited in the last Sutra according to the Kânya recension of the Satapatha Brâhmana, yet the four of that verse, together with 'light' mentioned in the text cited above, would make the 'five people'.

**Topic 4: There is no contradiction in the scriptures as regards the fact that Brahman is the First Cause.**

In the last three topics it has been shown that the Pradhâna of the Sânkhya is not based on the scriptures, and consequently it was established that all the Sruti texts refer to Brahman as the First Cause. The opponent now tries to show that as the Vedânta texts contradict each other with respect to the order of creation, they are therefore of doubtful import, and consequently it is safer to accept the Pradhâna, which is established by reason and inference, as the First Cause.

कारणत्वेन चाकाशादिपि यथावच्यन्यतिष्ठोते: || ॥ २७ ॥
कारणत्वेन As the (First) Cause च and अकाशादिपि as
regards ether and so on: being represented (in other texts) as taught (in one text).

14. (Although) as regards (things created, like) ether and so on (the Vedânta texts differ), (yet there is no such conflict with respect to Brahman) as the First Cause, (on account of Its) being represented (in one text).

The Sânkhyas contend that though the Pradhâna cannot be the First Cause according to the Sruti, yet Brahman also cannot be taken to be the First Cause taught by the Sruti. Why? Because there is conflict as regards the order of creation; for some texts say that it is Akâsa that was first produced from Brahman, some say that it is Prâna, others that it is fire. This Sutra says that though there are conflicting views with respect to things created, that is, as regards the order of creation, yet since it is not the main object of the Sruti to teach about creation, it matters little. The main object in these descriptions is to teach that Brahman is the First Cause, and with respect to this there is no conflict; for every Vedânta text holds that Brahman is that.

समाकर्षण ॥ १५ ॥

15. On account of the connection (with passage referring to Brahman, non-existence does not mean absolute non-existence).

Cf.—p. 66
A further objection is raised that, even as regards First Cause there is a conflict,—for some texts say that the Self created these worlds (Ait. Ar. 2. 4. 1. 2-3), others say that creation originated from non-existence (Taitt. 2. 7). Again existence is taught as the First Cause in some texts (Chh. 6. 2. 1-2). Spontaneous creation also is taught by some texts (Brih. 1. 4. 7). On account of these conflicting texts it cannot be said that all the Vedânta texts refer to Brahman uniformly as the First Cause. These objections are answered as follows: “This was indeed non-existence in the beginning” (Taitt. 2. 7). Non-existence here does not mean absolute non-existence but undifferentiated existence. Existence was at the beginning undifferentiated into name and form. In the texts of the Taittiriya Upanishad Brahman is definitely described as not being non-existence. “He who knows Brahman as non-existing becomes himself non-existing. He who knows Brahman as existing is known by sages as existing” (Taitt. 2. 6). This Brahman is again described as having wished to be many and created this world. Again “How can that which is be created from non-existence?” (Chh. 6. 2. 2) clearly denies such a possibility. “Now this was then undifferentiated” (Brih. 1. 4. 7), does not speak of spontaneous creation without a ruler, for it is connected with another passage where it is said, “He has entered here to the very tips of the
finger-nails" (Brih. 1. 4. 7), where 'He' refers to this ruler, and hence we have to take that the Lord, the ruler, developed what was undeveloped. Similarly Brahman, which is described in one place as existence, is referred to in another place as being the Self of all, by the word 'Atman'. So all texts uniformly point to Brahman as the First Cause, and there is no conflict as regards this.

**Topic 5:** He who is the maker of the sun, moon, etc., is Brahman and not Prāṇa (the vital force) or the individual soul.

In the last topic the word 'existence' occurring in one passage helped us to interpret non-existence occurring in another passage, as undifferentiated existence and not absolute non-existence. But the opponent now takes up for discussion texts where the words 'Prāṇa' etc. cannot be reasonably interpreted to mean Brahman, though It is mentioned in another text.

**जगद्धचित्वात्।**

जगद्धचित्वात् Because (it) denotes the world.

16. (He of whom all this is the work is Brahman) because (the work) denotes the world.

"He, O Bālāki, who is the maker of these persons (whom you mentioned), and whose work this is—is alone to be known" (Kau. 4. 19). In
this section Bālāki first describes the several individual souls residing in the sun, moon, ether, etc. as Brahman. Ajātasatru says that these are not the true Brahman and proceeding to teach the real Brahman says, "He who is the maker of these persons is alone to be known and not these persons." Here who is the maker of the sun, moon, etc. is the question. The opponent holds he is either the chief Prāṇa or the individual soul. He is the chief Prāṇa, for the activity of motion connected with work refers to Prāṇa, and Prāṇa is also mentioned in a complementary passage: "Then he becomes one with that Prāṇa alone" (Kau. 4, 20). It may also be the Jiva, for in "As the master feeds with his people... thus does the conscious self feed with the other selves" (Kau. 4, 20) it is referred to. The Sutra refutes all this and says it is Brahman that is referred to by 'maker' in the text; for Brahman is taught here. "I shall teach you Brahman." Again 'this', which means the world, is his work—which clearly points out that the 'he' is none other than Brahman. Therefore the maker is neither Prāṇa nor the individual soul, but the Supreme Lord.

जीवमुख्यप्राणविभान्नेति चेत्, तद्भावत्यतम् || १७ ||

जीव-सुख्यप्राण-सिज्जात् On account of characteristics of the individual soul and the chief Prāṇa न not इति चेत् if it be said तत् that भावत्यतम् has already been explained.
17. If it be said that on account of the characteristics of the individual soul and the chief Prāna (to be found in the text, Brahma is) not (referred to by the word 'maker' in the passage cited), (we reply) that has already been explained.

See note on 1. 1. 31.

अन्यायं तु जैमिनिः प्रश्नव्याख्यानमभ्यमापि चैवदेवके ॥१७॥
अत्यायं For another purpose तु but जैमिनिः Jaimini प्रश्नव्याख्यानमभ्यम because of the question and elucidation अवि व moreover एवम् thus एके some.

18. But (the sage) Jaimini (thinks that the reference to the individual soul in the text) has another purpose because of the question and answer; moreover thus some (the Vājasaneyins) (read in their recension).

Even the reference to the individual soul in the said chapter of the Kaushitaki Upanishad has a different purpose, and that is not to propound the individual soul but Brahma by showing that the individual soul is different from Brahma. The questions, "Where did the person thus sleep? Where was he? Whence came he thus back?" (Kau. 4. 19) refer clearly to something different from the individual soul. And so does the answer (Ibid. 4. 20) say that the individual soul is merged in Brahma in deep sleep. The Brihadāranyaka Upanishad, where also this conversation
occurs, clearly points out the individual soul by the term 'Vijnānāmaya', the person consisting of cognition, and distinguishes it from the Supreme Self. (Brih. 2, 1. 16-17).

**Topic 6:** The Self to be seen through hearing etc. is Brahman.

In the last topic the text under discussion was interpreted to refer to Brahman, because the section begins with Brahman: “I will teach you Brahman.” Following the same argument the opponent cites Brih. 2. 4. 5 and argues that since the section begins with the individual soul, the self to be seen referred to in this text is the individual soul and not Brahman.

**वाक्यान्वयात्** ॥ १९ ॥

वाक्य-अन्वयात् On account of the connected meaning of passages.

19. (The Self to be seen, to be heard, etc. is Brahman) on account of the connected meaning of the passages.

“The Self, my dear Maitreyi, should be realized—should be heard of, reflected on, and meditated upon. By the realization of the Self, my dear, through hearing, reflection, and meditation, all this is known” (Brih. 2. 4. 5). In this passage the Supreme Self is referred to, and not the individual soul. Why? In the whole section
Brahman is treated. It begins with Maitreyi's question "Will wealth get me immortality?" and Yājnavalkya answers that wealth, sacrifice, etc. will not obtain that immortality. She then asks for that which will give her immortality, and Yājnavalkya teaches her the knowledge of the Self; finally the section concludes with, "Thus far goes immortality." Now immortality cannot be gained by the knowledge of the individual soul but only by the knowledge of the Supreme Self or Brahman. Therefore Brahman alone is the subject-matter and It alone is to be seen through hearing etc. Moreover, the text quoted says that by the knowledge of the Self spoken of there, everything is known, which clearly connects the Self referred to with Brahman; for how can the knowledge of a limited individual self give us knowledge of everything?

प्रतिभासिद्धि खिलकाशमात्रच्यः || २० ||

प्रतिभासिद्धि: Of the proof of the proposition दिनाच्यूं indicatory mark अस्मात्रच्यः: Asmarathya.

20. (The fact that the individual soul is taught as the object of realization is an) indicatory mark (which is) proof of the proposition, so Asmarathya thinks.

In this Sutra the text quoted in the last Sutra (Brih. 2. 4. 5) is interpreted from the standpoint of Bhedābheda-vāda of sage Asmarathya.
According to this school the individual soul (Jiva) and Brahman, which are related as effect and cause respectively, are different, yet not different, from each other, even as sparks are different, yet not different, from fire. If the individual soul (Jiva) were quite different from Brahman, then by the knowledge of the one (Brahman) everything else would not be known. Hence this school interprets the text thus: The individual soul alone is to be seen. But as it is not different from Brahman, the knowledge of the individual soul gives knowledge of Brahman and consequently knowledge of everything. It is this non-difference between Brahman and the individual soul (Jiva) that establishes the proposition, "By the knowledge of one everything else is known", and in this sense alone the text speaks of the individual soul in Brih. 2. 4. 5.

It can also be interpreted as follows. If the individual soul is something different from Brahman, then the knowledge of Brahman would not give the knowledge of the individual soul. Therefore the individual soul is different, yet not different, from Brahman. It is to show this that the Sruti text begins with the individual soul.

उत्क्रमित्यतं एवंभावादिःत्वैः न भुवलोमि: || २१ ।।

उत्क्रमित्यतं: Of the one which rises from the body एवं भावात् because of this nature इति thus भौरः लोमि: ( the sage ) Audulomi.
21. (The statement at the beginning identifies the individual soul with Brahman) because of this nature (viz., its identity with Brahman) of the one (i.e. the soul) which rises from the body (at the time of release), thus (thinks) Audulomi.

This Achārya, while taking that the self to be seen is the individual soul (Jiva), explains it as follows: The soul, when it rises from the body, i.e. is free and has no body consciousness, realizes that it is identical with Brahman. It is to show this non-difference in the state of release that the Sruti speaks of the individual soul as identical with Brahman, even though the difference between the individual soul (Jiva) and Brahman in the state of ignorance is a reality. It is spoken of as non-different from the Supreme Self or Brahman because in the state of release it is one with It. The text transfers the future state of non-difference to that time when difference actually exists. This school of Vedānta is known as Satya-bheda-vāda (i.e. the theory which holds that the difference between the individual soul and Brahman is a reality).

अवस्थितेरिति काशकृत्वः ॥ २२ ॥

अवस्थिते: Because of the existence इति so holds काशकृत्वः: Kasakritana.
22. (The initial statement is made) because of the existence (of Brahman as the individual soul), so holds (sage) Kâsakritsna.

As it is impossible that an individual soul (Jiva) quite different in nature from Brahman can be one with it in the state of release, this sage thinks that the Supreme Self Itself exists as the individual soul. They are absolutely non-different, the apparent difference being due to Upâdhis or limiting adjuncts, which are but products of ignorance, and therefore unreal from the absolute standpoint. Hence also follows that by the knowledge of Brahman everything else is known.

Of the three schools of Vedânta depicted in the last three Sutras, that of Kâsakritsna is justified by the Vedânta texts. According to Asmarâthya the individual soul is a product of the Supreme Self, and hence the knowledge of the cause leads to the knowledge of everything including the individual soul. But is the effect or any portion of it different from the cause? And is the whole cause involved in each of its effects? The answer to the second question is evidently, no. If the effect or some portion of it is different from this cause, whence does it come? And is it separable from that? If separable, it is not its nature, for nature cannot be separated. If not separable, the cause cannot be known, and the proposition, "The soul being known, all else is
known”, falls to the ground. So Asmarathyā’s view cannot stand.

According to Audulomi the individual soul (Jiva) is only a state of the Supreme Self. If the Jivahood is a reality, it can never be destroyed and freedom would be impossible. If on the other hand, it becomes one with the Supreme Soul on release, then there is nothing like Jivahood which can be a reality. So Audulomi’s view cannot stand. Jivahood is an unreality, a creation of ignorance, the Jiva being identical with Brahman. Even the creation of Jivas like sparks issuing from a fire does not speak of any real creation but only with reference to Upādhis. In reality the Jiva is neither created nor destroyed. It is our ignorance that makes us see the individual soul (Jiva) limited by Upādhis as something different from Brahman.

Topic 7: Brahman is also the material cause of the world.

प्रक्ष्वतिः प्रतिविन्दाद्वस्तानुपरोधात् ॥ २३ ॥

प्रक्ष्वति: Material cause च also प्रतिविन्दाद्वस्तानुपरोधात not being contradictory to the proposition and illustrations.

23. (Brahman is) the material cause also, (on account of this view alone) not being contradictory to the proposition and the illustrations (cited in the Śruti).
Granted that Brahman is the cause of the world; but what kind of cause? Is It the efficient cause, or the material cause, or both? The *prima facie* view is that Brahman is only the efficient cause, as texts like "He thought, ... he created Prāna" (Pr. 6. 3-4) declare.

This view is refuted by this Sutra. Brahman is also the material cause of the world. Here 'also' shows that it is the efficient cause as well. It is only if Brahman is the material cause of the world that it is possible to know everything through the knowledge of Brahman, as texts like "By which that which is not heard becomes heard" etc. (Chh. 6. 1. 3) say; for the effects are not different from the cause. The illustrations referred to are: "My dear, as by one lump of clay all that is made of clay is known" etc. (Chh. 6. 1. 4). These texts clearly show that Brahman is the material cause of the world; otherwise they would be meaningless. Again texts like "Brahman alone was at the beginning one without a second" show that It is also the efficient cause, for who else could be such a cause when there was nothing else?

अभिभ्योपदेशाः ॥ २४ ॥

अभिभ्योपदेशाः On account of the statement of will (to create) च also.
24. Also on account of the statement of will (to create on the part of the Supreme Self, It is the material cause).

"It wished, 'May I be many, may I grow forth'" etc. (Chh. 6. 2. 3). In this text the desire shows that Brahman is the efficient cause, and next 'may I be many' intimates that Brahman Itself became many. Hence It is the material cause as well.

25. And because the Sruti states that both (the creation and the dissolution of the world) (have Brahman as) the direct (cause).

That from which a thing springs and into which it is re-absorbed is its material cause. "All these things spring from Akāsa (Brahman) alone and return to Akāsa" (Chh. 1. 9. 1), "That from which these things are produced, by which, when produced, they live, and into which they enter at their dissolution—try to know that. That is Brahman" (Taitt. 3. 1). These texts show that Brahman is the material cause also. A thing may be said to be produced from its efficient cause, but it cannot return to that at dissolution unless it is also the material cause.
26. (Brahman is the material cause of the world) because (the Sruti says that) It created Itself by undergoing modifications.

"That Itself manifested Itself" (Taitt. 2. 7), which shows that Brahman alone created the world, out of Itself, which is possible only by undergoing modification. The word 'Itself' in the text shows that there was no other cause operating. The modification is apparent according to Sankara and real according to Râmañjuja.

27. And because (Brahman) is called the origin.

"That which the wise regard as the origin of all beings" (Mu. 1. 1. 6)—this shows that Brahman is the material cause of the world. Hence Its being the material cause is established.

Topic 8: The arguments which refute the Sânkhya, refute also others.

28. By this all (doctrines with
reference to the origin of the world contrary to the Vedânta texts) are explained.

By this identity of the material and the efficient cause of the world all doctrines that speak of two separate causes for it are refuted. That is, not only the Sânkhyan, but also the atomic and other theories are refuted, as they are not based on scriptural authority and contradict many scriptural texts. The repetition of the verb in the aphorism only shows that the chapter ends here.

Those who hold the atomic theory, or who say that the First Cause is non-existence, or that it is Sunya (Void)—as the Nihilists say—cite respectively the following texts as authority. "These seeds, almost infinitesimal" (Chh. 6. 12. 1); "This was indeed non-existent at the beginning" (Chh. 3. 19. 1); "Some learned men, being deluded, speak of nature, and others of time, as the cause of everything" (Svet. 6. 1). But the arguments put forward against the Sânkhyanas, viz. that contrary to the scriptures their First Cause is insentient, that the proposition that through the knowledge of the one everything is known, will not be true, etc. will apply here also, and so these views cannot be held to be authoritative and based on the scriptures. The Sâtis quoted are explained thus:

The word 'infinitesimal' or 'atomic' refers to the Atman, which can be so-called as it is very fine. The non-existence spoken of is only a fine
causal condition of the world undeveloped into name and form as yet, and not absolute non-existence; and the fact of nature being the First Cause is mentioned as a Purvapaksha by the Sruti, which itself refutes it further in the succeeding texts. So Brahman alone is the First Cause, and nothing else.
CHAPTER II

SECTION 1

In the first chapter it has been proved that all the Vedānta texts deal with Brahman as the First Cause, yet the arguments based on reasoning against this doctrine remain to be refuted. With this object in view this section is begun. In Section iv of Chapter I it was shown that the Pradhāna of the Sānkhyas, as also the atoms of the Vaiseshikas, are not based on scriptural authority. In this section arguments, claiming their authoritativeness from the Smritis, to establish the Pradhāna and the atoms etc., are refuted.

**Topic 1: Refutation of Smritis that are not based on the Srutis.**

स्मृत्यनवकाशदोषग्रस्तः इति चेत्

अन्यस्मृत्यनवकाशदोषग्रस्तः।।

There would result the defect of leaving no scope for certain Smritis इति चेत् if it be said न no अन्यस्मृति-अनवकाश-दोषग्रस्तः because there would result the defect of leaving no scope to some other Smritis.
1. If it be said that (from the doctrine of Brahman being the cause of the world) there would result the defect of leaving no scope for certain Smritis, (we say) no; because (by the rejection of that doctrine) there would result the defect of leaving no scope for some other Smritis.

In the last chapter it has been shown that the SâNKHYAN view is not based on scriptural authority. Now its authority even as a Smriti is denied and refuted.

If the doctrine of the Pradhâna is rejected, then the SâNKHYA Smriti, propounded by a great seer like Kapila and acknowledged by other great thinkers, would cease to be authoritative; hence it is but reasonable that the Vedânta texts be so interpreted as to preserve the authoritativeness of this Smriti and not contradict it in toto. So says the opponent. The Sutra answers this by saying that if the doctrine of Brahman being the cause of the world be rejected to accommodate the SâNKHYA Smriti, which goes counter to the Srutis, then by that rejection many other Smritis like the Manu Smriti, which are based on the Srutis and therefore more authoritative, and, which also propounded the doctrine of Brahman, an intelligent principle, being the cause of the world, would find no scope. So between the two it is desirable that the Smritis which go counter to the Vedas be rejected.
2. And there being no mention (in the scriptures) of the other entities, (i.e., the categories beside the Pradhāna), (the Sāṅkhya system cannot be authoritative).

Even accepting the Pradhāna of the Sāṅkhya for argument's sake—for the Vedāntins also recognize Māyā as the cause of the world, the difference between the two being that the Pradhāna according to the Sāṅkhya is an independent entity; whereas Māyā is a dependent entity, being a power of Brahman—yet there is no mention of the other categories of the Sāṅkhya anywhere in the Vedas. Hence the Sāṅkhya philosophy cannot be authoritative.

**Topic 2: Refutation of the Yoga philosophy.**

By this, the Yoga philosophy is (also) refuted.

After the refutation of the Sāṅkhya, who recognizes an independent entity called the Pradhāna as the cause of the world, this Sutra refutes the Yoga Smriti, which also recognizes a
separate entity called the Pradhâna as the First Cause, though unlike the Sânkhyas they recognize an Iswara who directs this inert Pradhâna in its creative evolution. The Yoga system is spoken of in Upanishads like the Svetâsvatara. It helps concentration of the mind, which is necessary for the full comprehension of Brahman, and as such it is a means to Knowledge. So this Smriti, being based on the Srutis is authoritative. But it also recognizes the Pradhâna, which therefore is the First Cause—so says the opponent. This Sutra says that the arguments given in the last Sutra refute also the Yoga Smriti, for it also speaks of a Pradhâna and its products which are not to be found in the Srutis. Though the Smriti is partly authoritative, yet it cannot be so with respect to that part which contradicts the Srutis. There is room only for those portions of the Smriti as do not contradict the Srutis.

Topic 3: Brahman, though of a different nature from the world, can yet be its cause.

Not विभक्तिः because of the contrary nature अस्य of this तथापि its being so च and श्रुतिः from Sruti.

4. (Brahman is) not (the cause of the world) because this (world) is of a contrary nature (from Brahman), and its being so,
(i.e., different from Brahman) (is known) from the scriptures.

Brahman is intelligence, pure, etc., while the world is something material, impure, etc., and so is different from the nature of Brahman; as such, Brahman cannot be the cause of this world. The effect is nothing but the cause in another form; therefore the cause and effect cannot be altogether of a different nature. Intelligence cannot produce material effects and vice versa. That the world and Brahman differ entirely in their characteristics is known from texts like “Brahman became intelligence as also non-intelligent” (Taitt. 2. 6), where “non-intelligent” stands for the world. So Brahman cannot be the First Cause of the material world, though the scriptures may say so.

अभिमानिवच्चरल्लु विशेषाचरणाचित्रम् || ५ ||

अभिमानिवच्छराला: The reference (is) to the presiding deities तु but विशेष-अनुचित्रम् because of the special characterization and the fact of being so presided.

5. But the reference is to the presiding deities (of the organs) on account of the special characterization (as ‘deities’) and also from the fact of a deity so presiding (over the functions of an organ being approved by the Sruti in other texts).

The opponent, who says that the world and Brahman being different in nature—sentient and
material respectively—cannot be related to each other as cause and effect, anticipates a plausible objection and answers it in this Sutra. There is a text, “These organs quarrelling over their respective greatness,” etc. (Brih. 6. 1. 7), which shows that even the organs are not material but sentient. The opponent says that from this we are not to infer the sentiency of the world, since the reference is to the presiding deities of these organs. For the same topic occurs in the Kaushitaki Upanishad, where they are expressly mentioned. “These deities (speech etc.) quarrelling over their respective greatness” (Kau. 2. 14). Also because other texts show the existence of such presiding deities. “Fire becoming speech entered the mouth” (Ait. Ar. 2. 4. 2. 4). The same argument applies to texts of the Chhāndogya, Ch. VI, where fire etc. are said to have thought and produced the next element in the series. The thought here spoken of is of the highest Deity, Brahman, which is connected with Its effects as a superintending principle. From all such texts we cannot infer the sentiency of the world, which is material and so different in nature from Brahman. Therefore Brahman cannot be the cause of the material world.

6. But it is seen.
'But' refutes the opponent's view expressed in the last Sutra, viz., that this world cannot have originated from Brahman because it is different in character. For it is seen that intelligent things like scorpions etc. are produced from non-intelligent cowdung etc. Again from a sentient spider there comes forth the thread for its web. So also do nails, hair, etc. come forth from a man, who is an intelligent being. Therefore it is quite possible that this material world could be produced by an intelligent Being, Brahman. It may be objected that a man's body is the cause of the hair and nails, and not the man; similarly the cow dung is the cause of the body of the worms. Even then it must be admitted that there is a difference between the cause and the effect since, in both the examples cited, one of them is the abode of something sentient while the other is not; they are not similar in all respects. If they were, then there would be nothing like cause and effect, nor would they be called by different names. So we have to admit that the cause and its effects are not similar in every respect, but something in the cause, or some qualities of it, must be found in the effects also, as the clay in the lump is found in the pot also, though the shape etc. of the two differ. So we say that even in the case of Brahman and the world, some qualities of the cause, Brahman, such as existence and intelligence, are to be found in its effect, the world. Everything in the world exists,
and this quality it gets from Brahman, which is existence itself. Again the intelligence of Brahman lights the whole universe. So these two qualities of Brahman are found in the world, which justify our relating them as cause and effect in spite of differences in other respects between them.

असत्रितिः चेत्‌, न, प्रतिषेधमालक्ष्मात्‌ || ७ ||
असत्‌ Non-existent इति चेत्‌ if it be said न no प्रतिषेधमालक्ष्मात्‌ for it is merely a negation.

7. If it be said (that the world, the effect, would then be) non-existent (before creation), (we say) no, for it is merely a negation (without any basis).

If Brahman, which is intelligent, pure, and without qualities, is the cause of the world of an opposite character, it follows that before creation the world was non-existent, for Brahman was then the only existence. This means that something which was non-existing is brought into existence, which is not accepted by the Vedântins. This argument of the opponent this Sutra refutes by saying that this negation is a mere statement without any objective validity. The effect exists in the cause before its origination as well as after it. It can never exist independent of the cause - either before or after creation. Therefore the world exists in Brahman even before creation and is not absolutely non-existent.
अपीतौ तद्वमसङ्ग्राहादस्मझसम् \| 8 \|

अपीतौ At the time of dissolution तद्वमम like that 
प्रस्तुत on account of the fact अस्तमभसम is absurd.

8. On account of the fact that at the 
time of dissolution (the cause becomes) like 
that (i.e., like the effect) (the doctrine of 
Brahman being the cause of the world) is 
absurd.

Says the opponent: If Brahman is the cause of the world, then the world being dissolved in 
Brahman at the time of dissolution, its defects would affect Brahman, even as salt affects the 
water in which it is dissolved. Hence Brahman would become impure and would no more be the 
omniscient cause of the world, as the Upanishads maintain. Again at the time of dissolution all 
things having gone into a state of oneness with Brahman, there will be no special causes left for 
a new creation. If in spite of this we consider a 
new creation possible, then it would mean that 
there is a chance of even the liberated souls, who 
have become one with Brahman, reappearing in 
the world. Nor can it be said that the world 
remains separate from Brahman in the state of 
dissolution, for in that case it would be no dissolu-
tion at all. So the Vedānta doctrine of Brahman 
being the cause of the world is objectionable, as it 
leads to all sorts of absurdities.
Not तु but द्वान्त-भावत् on account of the existence of illustrations.

9. But not (so) on account of the existence of illustrations.

The objection is being answered: That the effect, when it gets dissolved in the cause, does not pollute the latter by its defects, is borne out by innumerable instances. A clay pot, for instance, when it is broken and reabsorbed into its original substance, i.e. clay, does not impart to it its special features. The very fact of absorption shows that all the qualities of the effect cannot abide, for in that case it would be no absorption at all. Moreover, we have to remember that the effect is of the nature of the cause and not vice versa. Hence the qualities of the effect cannot touch the cause. It may, however, be objected that since the effect is but the cause in a new condition, all the good and bad traits of the effect must have been in the cause. But we forget that the world is after all an illusion. Brahman has only apparently changed into the world and as such is never affected by it, even as a magician is not affected by the illusion produced by him.

The other incongruity shown, viz. that since at the time of dissolution the world is resolved into
Brahman and becomes one with It, there can be no further creation, and if it takes place there will be the possibility of even free souls coming into bondage again, cannot stand, for there are parallel instances with respect to this also. In deep sleep we do not perceive anything, there is no diversity, but on awakening we find the world of duality. A similar phenomenon can be expected to happen at the time of dissolution. In the former case it is the existence of ignorance (Avidyā), which is not destroyed, that is responsible for the reappearance of the world. So also at dissolution the power of distinction remains in a potential state as Avidyā or ignorance. But in the case of the liberated no ignorance being left, there is no chance of their being brought back into bondage from their state of oneness with Brahman.

स्वप्नविद्याय || १० ||

स्वप्न दृष्टिपाठ Because of the objections to his own view न and.

10. And because of the objections (cited) (being applicable) to his own (Sāṅkhya) view (also).

The objections raised by the Sāṅkhyaśas against Vedānta are equally true of their view of the First Cause, viz. the Pradhāna. Form, taste, etc. are not to be found in the Pradhāna, yet we find these things, in the world, produced out of it. The
objection as regards reabsorption at the time of Pralaya applies also in the case of the Sāṅkhyan Pradhāna. Thus whatever objections are raised against Vedānta in this respect are also true of the Sāṅkhyanas. Hence they should be dropped. Of the two, however, Vedānta being based on the Sūtras is more authoritative. Moreover, the objections have all been answered from the Vedānta standpoint; whereas from the Sāṅkhyan standpoint it is not possible to answer them.

Because reasoning has no sure basis also, it is not possible (from this standpoint) to infer or to infer that it is true, if it be said ēvam so āpi even ābimokṣṇaprasthānāpya: there will result the contingency of non-release.

11. Also because reasoning has no sure basis (it cannot upset the conclusions of Vedānta). If it be said that it should be reasoned otherwise (so as to get over this defect), (we say) even so there will result the contingency of non-release (from this defect, with respect to the matter in question).

What one man establishes through reason can be refuted by another more intelligent than he. Even a sage like Kapila is refuted by other sages.
dike Kanāda. Hence reasoning having no sure basis cannot upset the conclusions of Vedānta, which are based on the Srutis. But, says the opponent, even this judgment about reasoning is arrived at through reasoning; so it is not true that reasoning has never a sure basis. Sometimes it is perfectly sound. Only we must reason properly. The latter part of the Sutra says that even though in some cases reasoning is infallible, yet with respect to the matter in hand it cannot transcend this defect. For the cause of the world (Brahman) is beyond the senses and has no characteristic signs. It cannot therefore be an object of perception, or of inference, which is based on perception. Or again if we take ‘release’ in the Sutra to mean Liberation, it comes to this: True knowledge of a real thing depends on the thing itself, and therefore it is always uniform. Hence a conflict of views with respect to it is not possible. But the conclusions of reasoning can never be uniform. The Sānkhyas arrive through reasoning at the Prāthāna as the First Cause, while the Naiyāyikas (logicians) mention Paramāṇus (atoms) as that. Which to accept? So no conclusion can be arrived at through reasoning independent of the scriptures, and since the truth cannot be known through this means, there will be no Liberation. Therefore reasoning which goes against the scriptures is no proof of knowledge and cannot contradict the Sruti texts.
Topic 4: The line of reasoning against the Sánkhya is valid also against others like the Atomists.

एतेन शिश्यपरिमहा अपि व्याख्याता: || १२ ||
एतेन By this शिश्यपरिमहा: not accepted by the wise अपि also व्याख्याता: are explained.

12. By this (i.e. by the arguments against the Sánkhya) (those other views) also not accepted by the wise (like Manu and others) are explained.

When the Sánkhya philosophy, parts of which are accepted by the wise as authoritative, has been refuted, there is no question as regards the non-authoritativeness of all doctrines based merely on reasoning like the atomic theory of Kanâda and non-existence as the First Cause propounded by the Buddhists, which are wholly rejected by the wise. They are also refuted by these very arguments against the Sánkhya, as the reasons on which the refutation is based are the same.

Topic 5: The distinctions like enjoyer and enjoyed do not contradict the truth which is oneness.

भोक्त्रपच्चे रविभागश्चेत्, स्याल्लोकङ्कवः || १३ ||
भोक्त्रपच्चे: On account of turning into the enjoyer रविभाग: non-distinction चेत् if it be said स्याल् may exist लोकङ्कवः as is experienced in the world.

13. If it be said (that if Brahman be the cause then) on account of (the objects of enjoyment) turning into the enjoyer, non-
distinction (between enjoyer and things enjoyed would result), (we say, such distinction) may exist (all the same), as is experienced commonly in the world.

A further objection is raised against Brahman being the cause. We perceive differences in the world. Now, perception as a means of knowledge is stronger than the Sruti. Hence what the Srutis say in contradiction to such an experience cannot stand. The idea is this: The distinction between the enjoyer (the Jiva) and the objects of enjoyment is well established by experience. If Brahman is the material cause, then the world, the effect, would be non-different from Brahman, and under the circumstances, the Jiva and Brahman being identical in Vedânta, the difference between the subject and object would be destroyed, since the one would pass over into the other. Hence Brahman cannot be held to be the material cause of the world as it contradicts perception.

The latter part of the Sutra refutes this giving examples. It says that nevertheless there can be such differences in non-different things. For instance, waves, foam, etc. are non-different, being alike sea water; yet as waves and foam they are different from each other. As sea water, their cause, they are one, but as waves, foam, etc., they are different, and there is no contradiction here. Hence it is possible to have difference and non-
difference in things simultaneously, owing to name and form. Therefore from the standpoint of Brahman the enjoyer and the enjoyed are not different, but as enjoyer and things enjoyed they are different; there is no contradiction in this.

The Sutra can also be interpreted otherwise. If Brahman be the cause, then It would also be the enjoyer, the individual soul (Jiva), there being no difference between cause and effect. Consequently, there will be no such difference as the bondage of the individual soul and the freedom of Brahman. The Sutra says that even as there is a distinction between the object, which is clear, and its image, which is disfigured in an unclean mirror, so also owing to the impurities of the Antahkarana (mind) the ever-free Brahman may give rise to the image of the individual soul, which is bound.

*Topic 6: The non-difference of the effect from the cause.*

तद्दन्यत्वमार्घमणशब्दादिभ्यः || 14 ||

तद्दन्यत्वम् Its non-difference आरम्भन-शब्दादिभ्यः from words like ‘origin’ etc.

14. Its (of the effect) non-difference (from the cause results) from words like ‘origin’ etc.

In the last Sutra the objection against Brahman being the material cause, that it
contradicts perception, was answered from the standpoint of Parināmavāda or the theory of Brahman actually undergoing modification. Now the same objection is refuted from the standpoint of Vivartavāda or apparent modification, which is the standpoint of Advaita. The objection is: Texts like "There is no manifoldness whatever here (in Brahman)" (Kath. 2. 4. 11) contradict perception. Reason also says that among things which get transformed into each other there cannot be difference and non-difference at the same time. Hence the doubt. In a single moon we cannot see two moons. What was spoken of in the last Sutra, viz. that the difference between them is one of name and form, even that is unreal, for in a thing which is one without a second, which is non-duality, even the difference due to name and form is impossible. The example of the sea is not apt, for here both the sea and its modifications, waves and foam, are objects of the senses, but Brahman is not. It is realized only through the scriptures and in Samādhi. What then is the truth? It is oneness, non-duality. As the effect is non-different from the cause, the latter alone is real. The Sruti also establishes this by the example of clay etc. in the Chhāndogya Upanishad. "Just as, by the knowledge of one lump of earth, my dear, everything made of earth is known, the modification being only a name arising from speech, but the truth being that all is earth, . . . . thus, my
dear, is that instruction” (Chh. 6. 1. 4-6). Here the Sruti by using the word ‘modification’ tries to prove that there is no separate reality of the pots etc., which are mere modifications of the lump of earth. They are not separate things but merely different conditions, just as the boyhood, youth, etc. of Devadatta are mere conditions, and not real. So by knowing the lump of earth the real nature of the pots etc. is known. It matters little that the various forms are not known, for they are not worth knowing, being unreal. Even though these pots etc. are objects of the senses, yet discrimination tells us that besides earth nothing real is found in these. They are merely names arising out of speech and nothing more. They are cognized through ignorance, hence they are unreal. The clay, on the other hand, is realized even apart from name and form and is therefore real. Similarly Brahman alone is real and this world is unreal. The world being non-different from its cause, Brahman, the truth is oneness, non-duality, Brahman, the one without a second. To people who through want of experience have not this insight into things, there will always be difference and non-difference, even as in the case of the sea and its waves, but in reality these differences are relative and not true.

भाषे चोपलवः: || १५ ||
भाषे On the-existence च and उपलवः: is experienced.
15. And (because) on the existence (of the cause) is (the effect) experienced.

The effect is not experienced in the absence of the cause, which shows that the effect is not different from the cause. The world phenomena appear only because Brahman exists and not without It. Hence the world is non-different from Brahman.

सत्वारामश्रस्य || १६ ||
सत्वात् On account of (its) existing च and अवरस्त of the posterior.

16. And on account of the posterior (i.e., the effect, which comes into being after the cause) existing (as the cause before creation).

The Sruti says that before creation the world had its being in the cause, Brahman, as one with It: "Verily in the beginning this was Self, one only" (Ait. Ar. 2. 4. 1. 1); "In the beginning, my dear, this was only existence" (Chh. 6. 2. 1). Now since before creation it was non-different from the cause, it continues to be so even after creation.

असभ्यपदेणान्नेति चेत्, न, धर्मान्तरण
वाक्यश्चेषाः || १७ ||
असत्त-वपदेणात On account of its being described as
non-existent न not इत्येत् if it be said न no धर्मान्तरण by another characteristic वाक्यवेष्टत् from the latter part of the text.

17. If it be said that on account of (the effect) being described as non-existent (before creation) (the conclusion of the previous Sutra is) not (true); (we say) not so, (it being described) by another characteristic (as is seen) from the latter part of the text.

"Non-existent indeed this was in the beginning" (Chh. 3. 19. 1). The word "non-existent" does not mean absolute non-existence, but that the world did not exist in a differentiated condition. It was undifferentiated—had not yet developed name and form—in which sense the word "non-existence" is also used in common parlance. It was in a fine condition, and after creation it became gross, developing name and form. This sense is shown by the immediately succeeding portion of the text, "It became existent, it grew." Hence the conclusion of the last Sutra is all right.

युक्तेः शब्दान्तराङ्ग || १८ ||

युक्तेः From reasoning शब्दान्तराङ्ग from another Sruti text न and.

18. From reasoning and another Sruti text (this relation between cause and effect is established).
From reasoning also we find that the effect is non-different from the cause and exists before its origination. Otherwise everything could have been produced from anything. Particular causes producing particular effects only shows this relationship between cause and effect. Before creation the effect exists in the cause as unmanifest. Otherwise something new being created, anything could have been created from all things. The fact is, it gets manifested on creation, that is all. That which is absolutely non-existent like the horns of a hare can never come into existence. So the cause cannot produce altogether a new thing which was not existing in it already. Moreover, that the effect exists even before creation we find from such Sruti texts as "In the beginning, my dear, this was only existence, one without a second" (Chh. 6. 2. 1).

पद्यक्रमः ॥ १९ ॥

पद्य क्रमः Like cloth व एव और.

19. And like a piece of cloth.

Even as is cloth folded and spread out, so is the world before and after creation. In the folded state one cannot make out whether it is a cloth or anything else, which is clearly discernible when it is spread out. In the state of Pralaya (dissolution), i.e. before creation, the world exists in a fine potential state in Brahman and after creation takes the gross form.
रयस च प्राणादिः II २० II
रयस As च and प्राणादिः in the case of Prānas.

20. And as in the case of the different Prānas.

When the five different Prānas (vital forces) are controlled by Prāṇāyāma, they merge and exist as the chief Prāna (which regulates respiration) merely maintaining life. From this we find that the effects, the various Prānas are not different from their cause, the chief Prāna. So also with all effects; they are not different from their cause. Therefore it is established that the effect, the world, is identical with its cause, Brahman. Hence by knowing It everything is known.

Topic 7: Refutation of the objection that if Brahman were the cause of the world, then It and the Jīva being really one, Brahman would be responsible for creating evil.

इंतर्भ्यसतेताकरणादिव्यति कसक्षः II २१ II
इंतर-भ्यसतेत On account of the other being stated (as non-different from Brahman) द्वित-अकरणादिव्यति कसक्षः: defects of not doing what is beneficial and the like would arise.

21. On account of the other (the individual soul) being stated (as non-different from Brahman) there would arise (in
Brahman) the defects of not doing what is beneficial and the like.

In the previous topic the oneness of the world with its cause, Brahman, has been established. But the Sutra also states the identity of the individual soul and Brahman, and if Brahman at the same time were the cause of the world, it would be open to the charge of not doing what is good for itself. Being omniscient, it would not have ordained anything which would do the individual soul harm, or abstained from doing that which would be beneficial to it; for nobody is seen to do so with respect to oneself. Rather it would have created a world where everything would have been pleasant for the individual soul, without the least trace of misery. Since that is not a fact, Brahman is not the cause of the world, as Vedânta holds.

अधिकं तु, भेद-निर्देशात् || २२ ||
अधिकं Something more तु but भेद-निर्देशात् on account of the statement of difference.

22. But on account of the statement (in the Srutis) of difference (between the individual soul and Brahman) (Brahman the Creator is) something more (than the individual soul).

‘But’ refutes the objection of the last Sutra.
The Creator of the world is omniscient and
omnipotent. As such He knows the unreality of the Jivahood and the world, and also His own non-attachment to them, being a mere witness. He has neither good nor evil. So his creating a world of good and evil is not objectionable. For the individual soul, however, there is good and evil so long as it is in ignorance. The Srutis clearly point out the difference between the individual soul and the Creator in texts like “The Atman is to be realized” etc. (Brih. 2. 4. 5). All these differences, however, are based on imaginary distinctions due to ignorance. It is only when Knowledge dawns that the individual soul realizes its identity with Brahman. Then all plurality vanishes, and there is neither the individual soul nor the Creator. Thus the individual soul not being the creator of the world, the objection raised does not hold good.

अद्वातिक्रिययम् तदनुपपत्ति: ॥ २३ ॥
अद्वातिक्रिययम् Like stones etc. च and तदनुपपत्ति: its untenability.

23. And because the case is similar to that of stones (produced from the same earth) etc., the objection is untenable.

An objection may be raised that Brahman, which is knowledge, Bliss, and unchangeable, cannot be the cause of a world of diversity, of good and evil. This Sutra refutes that. The
objection is untenable, for we see that from the same material, earth, stones of different values like the precious jewels as also useless stones are produced. So also from Brahman, which is Bliss, a world of good and evil can be created.

**Topic 8**: Brahman though destitute of material and instruments is yet the cause of the world.

उपसंहारदर्शनान्नेति चेत्, न, श्रीरवद्धि। ॥ २४ ॥

उपसंहार-दर्शनात् Because collection of accessories is seen न not इति चेत् if it be said न no श्रीरवद्धिं like milk हि since.

24. If it be said (that Brahman without extraneous aids) cannot (be the cause of the world) because (an agent) is seen to collect materials (for any construction), (we say) no, since (it is) like milk (turning into curds).

A fresh objection is raised against Brahman being the cause of the world. There is nothing extraneous to Brahman to help in the work of creation, for there is nothing besides Brahman. Brahman is one without a second and so free from all differentiations internal or external. It is ordinarily seen that one who creates something, the potter, for example, uses extraneous aids like the wheel, clay, etc. But Brahman, being one without a second, has not these accessories and so is not the Creator. The Sutra refutes this objection.
by showing that such a thing is possible even as milk turns into curds without the help of any extraneous thing. If it be urged that even in this case heat or some such thing starts curdling, we say it only accelerates the process, but the curdling takes place through the inherent capacity of the milk. One cannot turn water into curds by the application of heat! But Brahman being infinite, no such aid is necessary for It to produce this world. That It is of infinite power is testified by such Srutis as the following: "There is no effect and no instrument known of Him, no one is seen like unto Him or better. His high power is revealed as manifold and inherent, acting as force and knowledge." (Svet. 6. 8).

देवादिवद्यं ठोके \( \text{||} \) २५ \( \text{||} \)

देवादिवत Like gods and others अवि even ठोके in the world.

25. (The case of Brahman creating the world is) even like the gods and other beings in the world.

It may be objected that the example of milk turning into curds is not in point, since it is an inanimate substance. One never sees a conscious being, a potter, for instance, turning out things without the help of external aids.

This Sutra refutes that objection by giving an example of creation by a conscious agent without
any extraneous help. Even as gods, in the sacred books, are seen to create without extraneous means simply through their inherent power, so also the Lord through His infinite power of Māyā is able to create this world of diversity. The examples cited above show that it is not necessary that creation be limited by the conditions observed in the creation of pots. They are not universal.

*Topic 9: Brahman though without parts is yet the material cause of the world.*

कृत्रिमसूक्तिनिररचनवर्तवशैल्कोषो च || २६ ||

कृत्रिम-प्रस्तुति: Possibility of the entire (Brahman being modified) निररचनवर्तवशैल्कोष: violation of the scriptural statement that Brahman is without parts च or or.

26. (Brahman’s being the cause of the world involves) either the possibility of the entire (Brahman being modified) or the violation of the scriptural statement that Brahman is without parts.

If Brahman is without parts and yet the material cause of the world, then we have to admit that the entire Brahman becomes changed into this multiform world. So there will be no Brahman left, but only the effect, the world. Moreover, it would contradict the scriptural text that Brahman is immutable. If on the other hand
it is said that the whole of It does not undergo modification, but only a part, then we shall have to accept that Brahman is made up of parts, which is denied by scriptural texts. In either case it leads to a dilemma, and so Brahman cannot be the cause of the world.

शुनेतः, शब्दमूलत्वात् || २७. ||

शुनेत्: On account of scriptural texts तु but शब्दमूलत्वात् on account of being based on the scripture.

27. But (it cannot be like that) on account of scriptural texts (supporting both the apparently contradictory views) and on account of (Brahman) being based on the scripture only.

‘But’ refutes the view of the former Sutra.

The entire Brahman does not undergo change, though the scriptures say that the world originates from Brahman. Witness such texts as, “One foot (quarter) of Him is all beings, and three feet are what is immortal in heaven” (Chh. 3. 12. 6). And as in matters supersensuous the Srutis alone are authority, we have to accept that both these opposite views are true, though it does not stand to reason. The thing is, the change in Brahman is only apparent and not real. Hence both the views expressed by the Sruti are true. It is on this basis that the apparently contradictory texts become reconciled and not otherwise.
And because in the individual soul also (as in the case of magicians etc.) diverse (creation exists). Similarly (with Brahman).

This Sutra establishes the view of the former by citing an example.

In the dream state there appears in the individual self, which is one and indivisible, diversity resembling the waking state (See Brih. 4. 3. 10), and yet the indivisible character of the self is not marred by it. We see also magicians, for instance, producing a multiple creation without any change in themselves. Similarly this diverse creation springs from Brahman through Its inscrutable power of Mâyâ, though Brahman Itself remains unchanged.

On account of the opponent’s view being subject to these very objections and.

And on account of the opponent’s own view being subject to these very objections.

If the Pradhâna is taken to be the First Cause, as the opponents of the Vedântic view (the
Sāṅkhya (Sāṅkhya) hold, in that case also, as the Pradhāna too is without parts, the Sāṅkhyan view will be equally subject to the objections raised against Brahman as the First Cause. The Vedānta viewpoint has, however, answered all these objections, while the Sāṅkhya and Vaiseshikas cannot answer them, the changes being real according to them.

*Topic 10: Brahman's power of Māyā established.*

सत्वोपेतत् च तद्वशनात् \( II \) 30 \( II \)

सत्वोपेतता Endowed with all च and तद्वशनात् because it is seen.

30. And (Brahman is) endowed with all (powers), because it is seen (from the scriptures).

Generally we see that men endowed with a physical body possess such powers. But since Brahman has no body, it is not likely that It can possess such powers—so says the opponent.

This Sutra gives proof of Brahman's being endowed with Māyā Sakti, the power of Nescience. Various scriptural texts declare that Brahman possesses all powers. "The great Lord is the Māyin (the ruler of Māyā)" (Svet. 4. 10). See also Chh. 3. 14. 4 and 8. 7. 1.

विकरणज्ञानेनविन्ति चेत्, तदद्वकृष्ण II 31 II

विकरणज्ञात् Because devoid of organs न not इति भेत् if it is be said तद् that उक्तम् has been explained.
31. If it be said that because (Brahman) is devoid of organs (it is) not (able to create, though endowed with powers), (we say) this has (already) been explained.

As Brahman is devoid of organs, It cannot create. Moreover, It is described as “Not this, not this,” which precludes all attributes; so how can It possess any powers? This Sutra replies that it has already been explained in 2. 1. 4. and 2. 1. 25 that with respect to Brahman the scripture alone is authority and not reason. The scripture declares that Brahman, although devoid of organs, possesses all capacities. “Grasping without hands, moving swiftly without feet” etc. (Svet. 3. 19). Though Brahman is without attributes, yet on account of Mâyâ or Nescience It can be taken to possess all powers.

**Topic 11:** Brahman’s creation has no motive behind except a sportive impulse.

न प्रयोजनवत्वात् ॥ ३२ ॥

न Not प्रयोजनवत्वात् on account of having motive.

32. (Brahman is) not (the creator of the world) on account of (every activity) having a motive.

Granting that Brahman possesses all powers for creation, a further objection is raised against Its being the cause. Nobody engages himself in anything without a motive or purpose. Everything
is undertaken by people to satisfy some desire. But Brahman is self-sufficient, therefore it has nothing to gain by the creation; hence we cannot expect it to engage itself in such a useless creation. Therefore Brahman cannot be the cause of the world.

लोकवत्तूः, लीलाकैवल्यम् ॥ ३३ ॥

लोकवत्तू As is seen in the world तु but लीलाकैवल्ये mere pastime.

33. But (Brahman's creative activity) is mere pastime, as is seen in the world.

Even as kings without any motive behind are seen to engage in acts for mere pastime, or even as men breathe without a purpose, for it is their very nature, or even as children play out of mere fun, so also Brahman without any purpose engages itself in creating this world of diversity. This answers the objection raised in the previous Sutra against Brahman's being the cause of the world.

**Topic 12:** Partiality and cruelty cannot be attributed to Brahman.

वैष्णवनैवृण्ये न, सापेक्षत्वातः।
तथा हि दर्श्यति ॥ ३४ ॥

वैष्णवनैवृण्ये Partiality and cruelty न not सापेक्षत्वात on account of Its taking into consideration (other reasons) तथा so हि because दर्श्यति declares.

34. Partiality and cruelty cannot (be attributed to Brahman) on account of Its
taking into consideration (other reasons in that matter), because (the scripture) declares (it to be) so.

Some are created poor, some rich; hence the Lord is partial to some. He is cruel, inasmuch as He makes people suffer. To such an objection this Sutra replies that the Lord cannot be accused of partiality and cruelty, because He dispenses according to the merit and demerit of the individual soul. The scripture declares to that effect, "A man becomes good by good work, bad by bad work" (Birh. 3. 2. 13). But this does not contradict the independence of the Lord, even as the king's status is not compromised by his giving presents to his servants according to their action. Just as rain helps different seeds to sprout, each according to its nature, so God is the general efficient cause in bringing the latent tendencies of each individual to fruition. Hence he is neither partial nor cruel.

न कर्मविभागादिति चेत्, न, अनादित्वात् || ३५ ||

न Not कर्मविभाग्यत्र for want of distinction in work इति चेत् if it be said न no अनादित्वात् because of (the world) being without a beginning.

35. If it be said (that is) not (possible) for want of any distinction in work (before creation), (we say) no, because of (the world) being without a beginning.

Since before the first creation the individual
soul cannot possibly have had a previous existence, whence comes the difference in the condition of beings in that first creation, unless the Lord has caused it out of His partiality? This objection is answered by the Sutra, which says that creation is without a beginning and the question of first creation cannot arise. It is like a seed and its sprout. So the individual souls have always had a previous existence and done good or bad deeds in accordance with which their lot in a subsequent creation is ordained by the Lord.

उपप्रयो चाप्युपल्लभ्यते च ||३६ ||
उपप्रयो Is reasonable च and आप्वि and उपल्लभ्यते is seen च also.

36. And (that the world is without a beginning) is reasonable and is also seen (from the scriptures).

Reason tells us that creation must be without a beginning. For if the world did not exist in a potential state in the form of Samskāras (impressions), then an absolutely non-existing thing would be produced at creation. In that case even liberated souls might be reborn. Moreover people would be enjoying or suffering without having done anything to deserve it—an instance of an effect without a cause, which is absurd. It cannot be attributed to primeval ignorance, which, being one, requires the diversity of individual
past work to produce varied results. The scriptures also posit the existence of the world in former cycles in texts like “The Lord devised the sun and moon as before” (Rig-Veda 10. 190. 3).

So partiality and cruelty cannot be imputed to the Lord.

Topic 13: Brahman endowed with all attributes necessary for creation.

\[ \text{सर्वसुधृष्टिप्रस्तुतेः \| ३७ \|} \]

\[ \text{सर्व-धृष्टि-उपमत्ते: From the possibility of all attributes च and.} \]

37. And because all attributes (required for the creation of the world) are possible (only in Brahman, It is the cause of the world).

This Sutra answers the objection that because Brahman is attributeless It cannot be the material cause of the world.

Objection: Material cause is that which undergoes modification as the effect. Such a cause is generally seen to possess attributes in the world. Therefore an attributeless Brahman cannot be the material cause of the world, as it goes counter to our everyday experience.

Answer: Though the material cause undergoes change to produce the effect, yet this can take place in two ways. An actual modification, as when milk turns into curds, or an apparent
modification due to ignorance, as when a rope is taken for a snake. Therefore though in the attributeless Brahman an actual change is impossible, yet an apparent modification is possible owing to Its power of Mâyâ. Because of this power all the attributes required in the cause for such a creation are possible only in Brahman. Therefore Brahman is the material cause of this world, not through actual modification, but through apparent modification, and It is also the efficient cause of the world. Therefore the fact that Brahman is the cause of the world is established.
CHAPTER II

SECTION II

In the last section all arguments against Brahman being the First Cause have been answered. In this section all the doctrines of the other schools are taken up for refutation through reasoning alone without reference to the authority of the Vedas.

In the last Sutra it has been shown that Brahman possesses all the attributes, though through Māyā, for equipping It to be the First Cause of the universe. Now the question is taken up whether the Sānkhyān Pradhāna can satisfy all those conditions.

Topic 1: Refutation of the Sānkhyān theory of the Pradhāna as the First Cause.

रचनानुपप्तेः अनुमानम् ॥ ॥
रचनानुपप्तेः: Because of the impossibility of design which is inferred.

1. And that which is inferred (viz., the Pradhāna of the Sānkhyas can) not (be the First Cause) because (in that case it is) not possible (to account for the) design (found in the creation).
In the preceding portion the Sānkhyan doctrine has been refuted here and there on scriptural authority. Sutras 1-10 refute it through reasoning independent of the Vedānta texts.

The inert Pradhāna does not possess the intelligence that is required for creating such a diverse and well-designed world as this, and so it cannot be the First Cause.

प्रदृष्टेश् ॥ २ ॥

प्रृत्ते: Of a tendency च and.

2. And on account of (the impossibility of such) a tendency (to create).

Even granting that such a creation is possible for the Pradhāna, still there are other objections.

Inert Pradhāna cannot again be credited with the desire or tendency to create. Clay by itself is never seen to create a pot without the agency of an intelligent being. So the inert Pradhāna cannot be the cause, for in that case the activity necessary for the production of the world would be impossible. There must be some ruling intelligence for that purpose.

पऽयोज्यायुक्तेत्, तत्रापि ॥ ३ ॥

पऽयोज्यायुक्त, Like milk and water चेत, if it be said तत there अथि even.

3. If it be said (that the Pradhāna
spontaneously undergoes modification) like (the flowing of) milk and water, (we say that) even there (it is due to intelligence).

The Sânkhyas try to get over the difficulty by saying that even as water flows in rivers spontaneously or milk from the udder to the calf, so also the inert Pradhâna may become active of its own accord and undergo modification into intellect, Ahankâra, etc. without the agency of any intelligence. The latter part of the Sutra refutes this and says that even the flowing of water and milk is directed by the Supreme Lord. The scriptures also say: “Under the mighty rule of this Immutable, O Gârgi, some rivers flow to the east” etc. (Brih. 3. 8. 9); “He who inhabits water, but is within it, . . . who controls water from within” (Brih. 3. 7. 4). The Lord is behind everything directing the material world.

\[2.2.4\]

व्यतिरेककानवस्थितेः अनपेक्ष्यतवात् || 8 ||

व्यतिरेककानवस्थितेः: There being no extraneous agency besides it च and अनपेक्ष्यतवात् because it is not dependent.

4. And because (the Pradhâna) is not dependent (on anything), there being no extraneous agency besides it, (its activity and non-activity cannot be explained).

The Pradhâna of the Sânkhyas being inert, it cannot of itself start to be active, or when once set
in motion, cease to be active of itself. So in the absence of an intelligent guiding principle it is impossible for the Sânkhyas to explain creation and dissolution at the beginning and end of a cycle, which they admit. The only other principle besides the Pradhâna that they admit is the Purusha or soul, but according to them it is not an agent, for it is indifferent. All other principles which they admit including even Karma are but products of the Pradhâna and as such cannot have any determining effect on it. Hence their position launches them into a contradiction.

अन्यत्राभावाः न तृणदिव्यत् ॥ ५ ॥

अन्यत्र Elsewhere अभावाः because of its absence न and न not तृणदिव्यत् even as grass etc.

5. And (it can) not (be said that the Pradhâna undergoes modification spontaneously) even as grass etc. (turn into milk) ; because of its absence elsewhere (than in the female mammals).

Nor is the spontaneous modification of the Pradhâna possible. If you cite grass as an instance, we say it is not changed into milk spontaneously but only when eaten by female mammals. Otherwise it would be converted into milk independently of them. Since the analogy itself does not stand, we cannot accept the Pradhâna’s undergoing modification of itself.
Accepting धी even धर्मं because of the absence of any purpose.

6. Even accepting (the Sâṅkhyan position with regard to the spontaneous modification of the Pradhâna, it cannot be the First Cause) because of the absence of any purpose.

Granting the spontaneity of the Pradhâna, it will lead to a contradiction in their philosophy. If the Pradhâna is active spontaneously, then this activity cannot have any purpose, which would contradict the Sâṅkhyan view that the modification of the Pradhâna is for the experience and Liberation of the soul. Moreover, the soul being perfect, it is already free and nothing can be added to or taken away from it. Hence the Pradhâna cannot be the First Cause.

Even as a person or a magnet इति चेत, if it be said तथापि even then.

7. If it be said (that the Purusha can direct the Pradhâna) even as a (crippled) person (can direct a blind man), or a magnet (the iron filings), even then (the difficulty cannot be surmounted).

The Sâṅkhyaśas hold that though the Purusha
is itself inactive yet it can direct the Pradhāna: the Sutra refutes it. According to the Sānkhyas, the Pradhāna is independent, and so it is not in keeping with this to say that it depends on the nearness of the Purusha for its activity, even as the iron filings depend on the magnet for their motion. Moreover, the Purusha being always near the Pradhāna, there would be permanency of creation. Again, the case of the lame and the blind is not an apt example, for the lame man can give directions to the blind one and direct him; but since the Purusha is altogether indifferent according to the Sānkhyas, it cannot do that with respect to the Pradhāna. In Vedānta, though Brahman is indifferent, yet through Māyā It is endowed with attributes and activity; so It becomes the Creator. Again the Purusha and the Pradhāna are altogether separate and independent; the one is intelligent and indifferent, the other inert and independent. Now if these two are to be connected, a third principle will be required, and since no such principle is recognized in the Sānkhya philosophy, their connection is impossible.

अन्तित्वानुपन्नस्तेष्य इ 8 इ

अन्तित्व-अनुपन्ते: Owing to the impossibility of the relation of principal (and subordinate) छ and.

8. And because the relation of
principal (and subordinate) is impossible (among the gunas, the Pradhâna cannot be active).

The Pradhâna, according to the Sânkhyas, consists of the three Gunas (constituents), Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas, which are independent of each other and in a state of equilibrium before creation. Creation begins when this equilibrium is upset and one Guna becomes more predominant than the other two. Equilibrium cannot be upset without any external force, nor can the Gunas, which are absolutely independent in the state of Pradhâna, take of themselves a subsidiary position to another Guna without losing their independence. Hence creation would be impossible.

अन्यथात्नमिती व ज्ञात्कसिद्धीयोगात् ॥ ९ ॥

अन्यथा Otherwise अन्यमिती if it be inferred व even ज्ञाते-किद्ध्योगात् owing to the absence of the power of intelligence.

9. Even if it be inferred otherwise, owing to the absence of the power of intelligence (the other objections to the Pradhâna being the First Cause remain).

If it be inferred from the effects that the cause, the Pradhâna, consists of Gunas which are not absolutely independent, but contain some characteristics inherent in them, like unsteadiness, owing to which they themselves enter into a state
of inequality even while they are in a state of equilibrium, then also because of the want of intelligence the objections founded on design in the world and that it would lead to continuous creation, stand against accepting the Pradhâna as the First Cause. Vide Sutras 1 and 4.

विप्रतिषेधाचारसमस्यासम || १० ||

विप्रतिषेधात् Because of contradictions व also असमस्यासम inconsistent.

10. Also because of contradictions (the Sânkhyyan theory) is inconsistent.

There are various contradictions in the Sânkhyya philosophy, as, for example, sometimes the senses are said to be eleven and again they are said to be seven, again the Tanmâtras are said to be produced from Mahat in one place and in another place from Ahankâra (Ego), and so on. Its differences with Sruti and Smriti are well-known. Hence the doctrine of the Pradhâna of the Sânkhyas cannot be accepted.

Topic 2: Refutation of the objection from the Vaiseshika standpoint against Brahman being the First Cause.

महादीर्घवद्ध हस्तपरिमण्डलाभ्याम || ११ ||

महत-दीर्घ-कत् Even as the great and long वा or हस्त-परिमण्डलाभ्याम from the short and the infinitesimal.

11. (The world may originate from
Brahman) even as the great and long (triad etc.) originate from the short (and the minute dyad) or (this kind of dyad) from the infinitesimal (atom).

The Śāṅkyas having been refuted the Vaiseshika philosophy is taken up in sutras 11-17 and refuted. First, the plausible objection against Brahman being the First Cause is answered from the standpoint of the Vaiseshikas in Sutra 11. According to them the qualities of the cause produce similar qualities in the effects, even as the whiteness of the threads produce that of the cloth woven out of them. So if the world is created from Brahman, the quality of intelligence should abide in the world also; but as a matter of fact it does not. So Brahman cannot be the cause of the world. This argument is refuted on the ground that the same objection applies to the Vaiseshika view of creation also; hence it is no special objection against Vedānta. According to them the ultimate condition of the world is atomic, and all things in this world are but aggregates of the different kinds of atoms. The atoms are eternal and the ultimate cause of the world. In the state of dissolution the world exists in the atomic state. At the time of creation the atoms of air are set in motion by Adrishta, the unseen principle, and two atoms combine to form a dyad. Again, three dyads combine to form a triad and four dyads form a tetrad, and in this way gross air is created.
Similarly, the other elements are created from their respective atoms and dyads. An atom, according to this philosophy, is infinitesimal, a dyad is minute and short, and compounds from the triad upwards are great and long. Now, if two atoms which are spherical, produce a dyad which is minute and short, but in which the sphericity of the atom is not reproduced, or if four dyads, which are short and minute, produce a tetrad, which is great and long, but the minuteness and shortness of the dyad are not handed down, it is clear that all the qualities of the cause are not reproduced in the effect. So there can be no objection to an intelligent Brahman being the cause of the world, which is not intelligent. Brahman, which is Knowledge and Bliss, can produce a world which is inert and full of misery.

*Topic 3: Refutation of the atomic theory of the Vaiseshikas.*

Having answered the objection against the Vedântic view, the author of the Sutras now proceeds to refute the Vaiseshika philosophy.

उभयाविषये न कर्मात्स्तद्वभावः ॥ १२ ॥

उभयाविषये In either case न is not कर्म activity अतः therefore तत्-अभाव negation of that.

12. In either case (viz., the Adrishta, the unseen principle, inhering either in the atoms or in the soul) the activity (of the
atoms) is not (possible); therefore the negation of that (viz. of creation through the combination of atoms).

If the world is created by the combination of atoms, the question is, what causes this combination? If it is a seen cause, it is not possible before the creation of the body. A seen cause can either be an endeavour, or an impact, or the like. Unless there is the connection of the soul with the mind, there can be no endeavour on the part of the soul, according to the Vaiseshika assumption. And since before creation there is no body and therefore no mind, endeavour cannot take place. Similarly with impact etc. If the cause is Adrishta (the unseen principle), does it inhere in the soul or in the atoms? In either case, it cannot be the cause of the first motion of the atoms; for this Adrishta is non-intelligent and so cannot act by itself. If it is inherent in the soul, the soul being then inert, there is no intelligence to guide this Adrishta. If it is inherent in the atoms, it being always present, a state of dissolution would be impossible, for the atoms will be always active. Again, the soul is without parts like the atoms, and so there is no possibility of any connection between the soul and the atoms. Consequently, if the Adrishta inheres in the soul, it cannot influence the motion of the atoms not connected with the soul. So in all cases original activity in the atoms is not possible, and in the absence of
that there can be no combination of atoms, as the Vaiseshikas say. Consequently, the theory that the world is created by the combination of atoms is untenable.

समवाय्य-अभ्यंगाभाल साम्यादनवस्थि: \( \text{II 13 II} \)
समवाय-अभ्यंगाभाल Samavāya being admitted च also साम्यादन equality of reasoning अनवस्थि: regressus in infinitum would result.

13. (The Vaiseshika theory is untenable) also (because it involves) a regresus in infinitum on similar reasoning, since it accepts Samavāya.

Samavāya or inseparable inference is one of the seven categories of the Vaiseshikas. They say it is this that connects the dyad with its constituents, the two atoms, since the dyad and the atoms are of different qualities. In that case Samavāya (inherence) itself also being different from these dyads and atoms, which it connects, another Samavāya will be required to connect it with these, and that in its turn will require another Samavāya to connect it with the first Samavāya and so on without an end. Hence the argument would be defective, and consequently the atomic doctrine, which admits Samavāya for combination, is inadmissible.

नित्यमेव च भावात् \( \text{II 14 II} \)

नित्यम् च परमानेन च and भावात् because existing.

b.s.—14
14. And because of the permanent existence (of the tendency to act or otherwise of the atoms, the atomic theory is inadmissible).

The atomic theory involves another difficulty. If the atoms are by nature active, then creation would be permanent, for dissolution would mean a change in the nature of the atoms, which is impossible. If on the other hand, they are by nature inactive, then dissolution would be permanent, and there will be no creation for the same reason. Their nature cannot be both activity and inactivity, they being contradictory. If they are neither, their activity and inactivity would depend on an efficient cause, like Adrishta, which being always connected with the atoms, they will always be active, and creation would be permanent. If on the other hand, there is no efficient cause, there will be no activity of the atoms and hence no creation. Consequently the atomic theory is again inadmissible.

स्पादितिमवाव विपर्ययो, दर्शनात् || १५ ||

स्पादितिमवाव On account of possessing colour etc.
विपर्ययः the opposite दर्शनात because it is seen.

15. And on account of (the atoms) possessing colour etc., the opposite (of what the Vaiseshikas hold would be true), because it is seen.
The atoms are said to have colour etc., for otherwise the effects will not possess these qualities, since it is the qualities of the cause that are found in the effects. In that case the atoms would cease to be atomic and permanent. For whatever possesses colour etc. is found to be gross, not minute, and impermanent as compared with its cause. So the atoms also, which have colour etc., must be gross and impermanent, and this contradicts the Vaiseshika tenet that they are minute and permanent. So the atoms cannot be the ultimate cause of the world.

उभयथा च दोषान् ॥ १६ ॥

उभयथा In either case च and दोषान् because of defects.

16. And because of defects in either case (the atomic theory is untenable).

The four gross elements earth, water, fire, and air are produced from atoms. Now these elements are different as regards qualities. Earth, for example, has the qualities of touch, taste, smell, and colour, while water has only three of these, fire only two, and air one. If we suppose that their respective atoms also possess the same number of qualities as they, then while an atom of air has one quality, an atom of earth will have four qualities. Possessing four qualities it will be bigger in size, for our experience says that an
increase of qualities cannot take place without an increase of size, and consequently it would cease to be atomic. If, on the other hand, we take them all to possess the same number of qualities, then there cannot be any difference in the qualities of the products, the elements, according to the principle that the qualities of the cause are reproduced in its effects. In either case, the Vaiseshika doctrine is defective and therefore inadmissible.

अपरिप्रहारात्यन्तमन्वेष्ठा || १७ ||
अपरिप्रहार: Because it is not accepted च and अत्यन्तम: completely अन्वेष्ठ: to be rejected.

17. And because (the atomic theory) is not accepted (by any authoritative persons like Manu and others) it is to be completely rejected.

Topic 4: Refutation of the Baudhāya Realists.

समूदाय उभयेहैतुकेषुपि तत्प्राप्ति: || १८ ||
समूदाये The aggregate उभय-हैतुके having for its cause the two अष्टव: even तत्प्राप्ति: it will not take place.

18. Even if the (two kinds of) aggregates proceed from their two causes, there would result the non-formation (of the two aggregates).

This Sutra begins the refutation of the Baudhāya school. There are three principal schools of Buddhism, viz., the Realists, who accept the
reality of both the outside and the inside world, consisting respectively of external things and thought; the Idealists, who maintain that thought alone is real; and the Nihilists, who maintain that everything is void and unreal. But all of them agree that everything is momentary—nothing lasts beyond a moment.

The Realists among the Bauddhas recognize two aggregates, the external material world and the internal mental world—both together making up the universe. The external world is made up of the aggregation of atoms. These atoms are of four kinds—atoms of earth, which are hard; atoms of water, which are viscid; atoms of fire, which are hot; and atoms of air, which are mobile. Of the internal world, the five Skandhas (groups) are the cause. They are—Rupa Skandha, comprising the senses and their objects; the Vijnāna Skandha, comprising the series of self-cognitions which give rise to the notion of 'I'; the Vedānā Skandha, comprising pleasure, pain, etc.; the Samjñā Skandha, comprising the cognition of things by names, as, he is a man; and the Samskāra Skandha, comprising attachment and aversion, Dharma (merit), Adharma (demerit), etc. By the aggregation of these Skandhas the internal aggregate or the mental world is produced. These are the two internal and external aggregates referred to in the Sutras. Sutras 18-27 refute the Realists' view.
The question now arises, how are these aggregates formed? Is there an intelligent principle behind as the cause, the guide, of the aggregation, or does it take place spontaneously? If there is an intelligent principle, is it stationary or momentary? If it is stationary, the Buddhistic doctrine of momentariness is contradicted. If it is momentary, then we cannot say that it comes into existence first and then unites the atoms, for that would mean that the cause lasts for more than one moment. Again, if there is no intelligent principle as guide, how can the non-intelligent atoms and the Skandhas aggregate in a systematic way? Moreover, the activity would be eternal, and there would be no destruction or Pralaya. For all these reasons the formation of aggregates cannot be accounted for, and in their absence there cannot exist the stream of mundane existence. Consequently, the doctrine of this school of Baudhhas in untenable.

इतरेतरप्रत्ययत्वादिति चेत्, न, उत्तचिमात्रनिमित्तत्वात्। १९॥

इतरेतर-प्रत्ययत्वात् Because of successive causality इति चेत् if it be said न no उत्तचिमात्र-निमित्तत्वात् because they are merely the efficient cause of the origin.

19. If it be said (that the formation of aggregates is possible) because of the successive causality (of Nescience etc. in
the Baudhāya series), (we say), no, because they are merely the efficient cause of the origin (of the immediately subsequent thing in the series, and not of the aggregation).

The series is as follows: Nescience, Samskāra (attachment, aversion, etc.), Vijnāna (self-consciousness), name (earth, water, etc.), colour (the rudimentary ingredients of the body), abode of the six (i.e. the body and the senses), contact, experience of pleasure etc., desire, movement, merit and demerit, etc. In this series the immediately preceding item is the cause of the next, and so we can explain the mundane existence without any combining principle, as demanded in the previous Sutra. These constitute an uninterrupted chain of cause and effect, revolving unceasingly, and this cannot take place without aggregates. So aggregates are a reality.

The Sutra refutes it by saying that though in the series the preceding one is the cause of the subsequent one, there is nothing which can be the cause of the whole aggregate. That the atoms cannot combine of themselves even when they are assumed to be permanent and eternal, has been shown in refuting the Vaiseshikas. Much more is their combination by themselves impossible when they are momentary, as the Buddhists hold. Again, the individual soul, for whose enjoyment etc. this aggregate of body etc. exists, is also momentary and cannot therefore be an enjoyer;
and whose again is Liberation, since the individual soul is momentary? So the series, though it stands in a relation of successive causality, cannot be the cause of the aggregates, and there being no permanent enjoyer, there is neither any need of these aggregates. So the Baudhāya doctrine of momentariness is untenable.

The Sutra can also be explained as follows: The Baudhāyas say, if we hold that the atoms stand in a relation of causality, then no combining principle of the atoms would be necessary; in that case they would join of themselves. The latter part of the Sutra refutes this saying that the causality will explain only the production of the atoms of the pot of a subsequent moment by the atoms of the pot of a previous moment, but will not explain the combination of the atoms into an aggregate, which can take place only if there is an intelligent agent behind, for otherwise the combination of inert and momentary atoms cannot be explained.

उत्तेऽर्थादेत् पूर्वनिरोधात् || २० ||

उत्तेऽर्थादेत् At the time of the production of the subsequent thing व and पूर्वनिरोधात् because the antecedent one has ceased to exist.

20. And because at the time of the production of the subsequent thing (even in the series of successive causality) the antecedent thing has already ceased to exist,
(it cannot be the cause of the subsequent thing).

The Sutra now refutes that even the successive causality spoken of the series Nescience, Samskāras, etc. is untenable. Since everything is momentary, the antecedent thing would already have ceased to exist at the next moment, when the subsequent thing is created; so it cannot be the cause of the other. The clay that exists at the time the pot is created, is alone the cause of the pot, and not that which existed before and has ceased to exist then. If it be still maintained to be the cause, then we have to accept that existence comes out of non-existence, which is impossible. Again the acceptance of the doctrine of momentariness would go against the principle that the effect is the cause in a new form. This principle shows that the cause exists in the effect, which means that it is not momentary. Again on account of the momentariness of things ‘origination’ and ‘destruction’ will be synonymous, for if we say there is difference between the two, then we shall be forced to say that the thing lasts at least for more than one moment, and consequently we shall have to abandon the doctrine of momentariness.

असति प्रतिज्ञोपरोधो यौगपधमन्यथा ॥ २१ ॥

असति If non-existence (of cause) be assumed प्रतिज्ञो- न्यथा: Contradiction of the proposition अन्यथा otherwise यौगपधम्, simultaneity.
21. If non-existence (of cause) be assumed, (the effects being produced in spite of it) (there will result) contradiction of their (Bauddhas’) proposition. Otherwise (there would result) simultaneity (of cause and effect).

If, to avoid the difficulty shown in the previous Sutra, the Bauddhas say that effects are produced without a cause, then they would contradict their own proposition that every effect has a cause. If on the other hand a cause be assumed, then we have to accept that the cause and effect exist simultaneously at the next moment, i.e., the cause lasts for more than one moment, as already shown in the last Sutra, which would falsify the doctrine of momentariness.

प्रतिसंश्याप्रतिसंश्यानिरोधाप्राप्ति: अचिन्त्यदात् || २२ ||

प्रतिसंश्या (निरोध)–अप्रतिसंश्यानिरोध–अप्राप्ति: Conscious destruction and unconscious destruction would be impossible अचिन्त्यदात् owing to non-interruption.

22. Conscious and unconscious destruction would be impossible owing to non-interruption.

The Bauddhas maintain that universal destruction is ever going on, and that this destruction is of two kinds, conscious and unconscious. The former depends upon an act of thought, as
when a jar is broken by a man with a stick, while the latter is the natural decay of things. The Sutra says that either kind of destruction would be impossible, for it must refer either to the series of momentary existences or to the single members of that series. The series is continuous and can never be stopped. Why? Because the last momentary existence before such destruction must be assumed either to produce its effect or not to produce it. If it does, then the series would continue and will not be destroyed. If it does not produce the effect, the last momentary existence ceases to be a fact at all, for according to the Baudhâs existence (Sattâ) means causal efficiency. Again the non-existence of the last momentary existence would lead backward to the non-existence of the previous momentary existence and so on of the whole series.

Again these two kinds of destruction cannot be found in the individual members of the series also. For owing to the momentary existence of each member no conscious destruction of it is possible. Neither can it be unconscious destruction, since the individual member is not altogether destroyed; for when a pot is destroyed we find the existence of the clay in the sherds. Even in those cases where it seems to vanish, as when a drop of water disappears on account of heat, we can infer that it continues to exist in some other form, viz. as steam.
23. And in either case (i.e. whether Nescience with its offshoots meets with conscious or unconscious destruction resulting in final release) because of the objections (that arise, the Baudhā position is untenable).

Nescience, according to the Baudhās, is the false idea of permanency in things momentary. They say that on the destruction of it Moksha or Freedom is attained. Now this destruction of Nescience must be one of the two kinds referred to in the last Sutra. If it is a conscious destruction, depending on the effort of the individual—his penance and knowledge, then this would go counter to the Buddhistic doctrine of momentariness, according to which Nescience will also be momentary and cease to exist after a moment of its own accord. And if we say that the destruction of ignorance is spontaneous, then the Buddhistic instruction as to the ‘path’ is useless. So in either case the Baudhā position is untenable.

आकाशे जाविषेषत् || २४ ||

आकाशे In the case of Akāsa (space) च also अविषेषत there being no difference.
24. The case of Akāsa also not being different (from the twofold destruction, it also cannot be a non-entity).

According to the Baudhāyas, besides the twofold destruction Akāsa or space is a third non-entity. It means the absence in general of any covering or occupying body. It has been shown in Sutras 22-23 that the two kinds of destruction are not absolutely devoid of positive characteristics and so cannot be non-entities. The case of Akāsa is also similar. Just as earth, air, etc., are recognized to be entities in consequence of their being the substratum of properties like smell etc., similarly Akāsa also on account of its being the substratum of sound ought to be recognized as an entity. Earth etc. are experienced through their attributes, and the existence of Akāsa also is experienced through its attribute, sound. Consequently it also must be an entity.

अनुस्पृश्तेः ॥ २५ ॥

अनुस्पृश्तेः: On account of memory व and.

25. And on account of memory (the permanency of the experiencer has to be recognized).

A further refutation of the momentariness of things is given here. If everything is momentary, the experiencer or enjoyer of something must also be momentary. But that the enjoyer is not momentary and abides longer is realized from the-
fact that people have the memory of past experiences. Memory is possible only in a person who has previously experienced it, for what is experienced by one man is not remembered by another. So the agent of the experience and the remembrance being the same, he is connected with at least two moments—which refutes the doctrine of momentariness.

नासतः, अद्वैतात् || २६ ||

Not असतः from non-existence अद्वैतात् because this is not seen.

26. (Existence does) not (result) from non-existence, because this is not seen.

The Baudhāyas say that from anything that is eternal and non-changing no effects can be produced; for that which does not change cannot give rise to effects. So they say that the cause undergoes destruction before the effect is produced. The seed undergoes destruction, and then the sprout comes out. In other words, existence springs from non-existence. The Sutra refutes this by saying that if it were so, then the assumption of special causes would be meaningless. Anything might spring from anything; for non-entity is the same in all cases. There is no difference between the non-entity of a mango stone and that of an apple seed. Consequently we could expect an apple tree to come out of a mango stone. If there are distinctions between non-existences, with
the result that the non-existence of a mango stone differs from that of an apple seed, and therefore they produce certain definite results, then they will no longer be non-entities, but something positive.

उद्रासीनानामपि चैव सिद्धः || २७ ||

उद्रासीनानाम् Of the effortless अः even न and एवम् thus सिद्धः attainment of the goal.

27. And thus (if existence should spring from non-existence, there would result) the attainment of the goal even by the effortless.

Mere inactivity would result in the fulfilment of all ends, for there would no longer be the necessity of the cause, activity. Even final Freedom would result without any effort.

Topic 5: Refutation of the Baudhda Idealists.

नाभायः, उपलब्धेऽः || २८ ||

न Is not अभायः non-existence उपलब्धेऽ: on account of their being experienced.

28. Non-existence (of things external) is not (true), on account of their being experienced.

From this Sutra begins the refutation of the Idealists among the Baudhdhas, according to whom only ideas exist and nothing else.

According to them the external world is
non-existent. Does it mean that the objective world is absolutely non-existent like the horns of a hare, or does it mean that it is unreal even as the world seen in a dream is unreal? The Sutra refutes the former view. In that case we could not have experienced it. The external world is an object of experience through the senses, and cannot therefore be altogether non-existent like the horns of a hare. The Buddhist may say that he does not affirm that he is conscious of no object, but only that what is seen in his consciousness alone shines as something external. But then the very nature of consciousness itself proves the existence of external things different from consciousness, for men are conscious of things or objects of perception, and nobody is conscious of his perception merely. The very fact that the Bauddhas say that the internal cognition appears 'as something external' shows that the external world is real. If it were not real, the comparison 'like something external' would be meaningless. No one says that Devadatta is like the son of a barren woman.

बैध्यायां न स्मारदिवस्त || २९ ||

बैधम्बिलु Owing to the difference of nature न and न is not स्मारदिवस्त like dreams etc.

29. And owing to the difference of nature (in consciousness between the waking and the dream state, the experience of the waking state) is not like dreams etc.
This Sutra refutes the alternative view given in the previous Sutra. The Baudhas may say that perception of the external world is to be considered similar to dreams and the like. In a dream there are no external objects; yet the ideas appear in a twofold form as subject and object. The appearance of an external world is similarly independent of any objective reality. This Sutra refutes that view. There is a difference between the dream state and the waking state. What is seen in a dream is contradicted by waking experience, it is unreal. The dream state is a kind of memory, but the waking state is a real perception; so it cannot be rejected as untrue. Moreover, what is the proof of the existence of consciousness except experience? If that is so, why should not an object which is experienced be taken also as existing? It may be said that even the Vedântins acknowledge the unreality of the external world, since it is contradicted by the knowledge of Brahman, and that this view is based on the Srutis. But if the Baudhas accept the authority of the Vedas, then they would be included within the Vedântic school and no longer remain outside it. But as a matter of fact they do not accept the Vedas.

न भावः, अनुपलब्धः: ॥ ३० ॥

n Is not भाव: existence अनुपलब्धः: because (external things) are not experienced.

B.S.—15
30. The existence (of Samskaras) is not (possible according to the Baudhhas), because (external things) are not experienced.

The Baudhhas say that though external things do not exist, yet the actual variety of notions like pot, cloth, etc., can be accounted for by the preceding Samskaras or mental impressions left by previous experience, even as the impressions of the waking state give rise to the variety of experience in the dream state. This view is not tenable, says the Sutra, for mental impressions are impossible without the perception of external objects, and this the Baudhhas deny. The assumption of a beginningless series of mental impressions as cause and effect would only lead to a regressus in infinitum and not solve the difficulty.

क्षणिकत्वाचम् ॥ ३१ ॥

क्षणिकत्वात् On account of the momentariness व and,

31. And on account of the momentariness (of the ego-consciousness it cannot be the abode of the Samskaras).

The mental impressions must have an abode. Without that they cannot exist. But the doctrine of momentariness denies permanency to everything. Even the Alayavijnana or ego-consciousness, is momentary and cannot be that abode. Unless there is a permanent principle connecting the past, present, and future, there cannot be remembrance
or recognition of an experience originating at a particular time and place. If the Alayavijnāna is said to be something permanent, then that would go counter to the doctrine of momentariness.

सच्चादनुपप्तेः ॥ ३२ ॥

सच्चा In every way अनुपप्ते: being illogical न and.

32. And (as the Baudhāya system is) illogical in every way (it cannot be accepted).

This Sutra can also be interpreted as refuting the Nihilists: The translation would then be: And (as Nihilism) is illogical etc.

Nihilism of the Baudhas goes counter to everything. It goes against the Sruti, the Smriti, perception, inference, and every other means of right knowledge and so has to be entirely disregarded by those who are mindful of their welfare.

Topic 6: Refutation of the Jainas.

नैकसिन्स, असम्भवात् ॥ ३३ ॥

न Not एकसित in one असम्भवात् on account of the impossibility.

33. On account of the impossibility (of contrary attributes) in one and the same thing (the Jaina doctrine is) not (true).

After the refutation of the Baudhās the Jaina doctrine is taken up for discussion and refutation. The Jainas acknowledge seven categories, which can be mainly divided into two groups, the
soul and the non-soul. Again they predicate seven different views as regards the reality of everything. Everything according to them may be real, unreal, both real and unreal, different from real and unreal, indescribable, and so on. Now this view about things cannot be accepted, as it is absurd to think of the same thing as endowed with these contradictory attributes of reality, unreality, etc. According to the Jaina doctrine we cannot arrive at any certain knowledge, and this world, heaven, and even Freedom will become doubtful. According to Vedantic view, however, the world is Anirvachaniya, unspeakable, and so fit for all relative purposes.

एवं चालमकाल्ल्यम् || 34 ||

प्रम् In the same way च and आलम-अकाल्ल्यम् non-universality of the soul.

34. And in the same way (there would arise) the non-universality of the soul.

The Jaina.s say that the soul is of the size of the body. If so, it would be limited and with parts; therefore it cannot be eternal. Another difficulty would be that the soul of an ant taking an elephant body as a result of its past work will not be able to fill up that body; and conversely, the soul of an elephant will not have sufficient space in an ant body. The same difficulty arises with respect to the different stages like childhood, youth, old age, etc. in a single individual.
न च पर्यायाद्वियोगैः, विकारार्दिभ्य: ॥ ३५ ॥

न च Nor पर्यायात् in turn अयं even अधिरोध: con-

sistency विकारार्दिभ्य: on account of change etc.

35. Nor (can) consistency (be gained) even (if the soul is assumed to take on and discard parts) in turn (to suit different bodies), on account of the change etc. (of the soul in that case).

To get over the difficulty shown in the previous Sutra about the soul being of the size of the body it assumes, if it be regarded as having parts and alternately adding to and taking away from them, then another defect, viz., the soul undergoing modification and consequently being non-eternal, would arise. If it is non-eternal and ever-changing, bondage and Liberation cannot be pre-
dicated of it.

अन्त्यावस्थेऽथोभयनित्यत्वाद्विविभेषः ॥ ३६ ॥

अन्त्य-अवस्थेः: Because of the permanency (of the size) at the end च and उभय-नित्यत्वात् there follows the permanency of the two अविशेष: there is no difference.

36. And because of the permanency (of the size of the soul) at the end (i.e. on release) there follows the permanency of the two (preceding sizes, viz., those at the beginning and middle), (hence) there is no difference (as to the size of the soul at any time).
The size of the soul at the time of release, the Jainas hold, is permanent. Now if this size is permanent, it cannot have been created, for nothing created is eternal and permanent. If it is not created, it must have existed in the beginning and middle as well. In other words the size of the soul was always the same, be it minute or great. Hence the Jaina theory that it varies according to the size of the body is untenable.

**Topic 7: Refutation of the doctrine that God is only the efficient, not material, cause of the world.**

पत्तु:, असामझस्थान् §§ 37 §§

पत्तु: The Lord's असामझस्थान on account of inconsistency.

37. The Lord's (being merely the efficient cause of the world cannot hold good) on account of the inconsistency (of that doctrine):

The Vedânta says that the Lord is both the efficient and the material cause of the world. The Naiyâyikas, Vaiseshikas, Yogins, and Mâheshwaras say that the Lord is the efficient cause only, and the material cause is either the atoms according to the Naiyâyikas and Vaiseshikas, or the Pradhâna according to the Yogins and others. He is the ruler of the Pradhâna and the souls, which are different from Him. Such a view leads to inconsistency. How? Because it makes the Lord partial to some and prejudiced against others, for some people are well off
in this world, while others are miserable. The opponents here may say: How does the Vedântin get out of the difficulty? He replies: The Lord is impartial, but He directs the individuals according to their merit and demerit earned in previous existences. (See Sutras 2. 1. 34-35). For the scriptures say so, and if you accept scriptural authority in this, you will have to accept its statement, "I will be many" etc. (Taitt. 2. 6), which shows that the Lord is both the efficient and the material cause.

संबन्धानुपपत्ते: ॥ ३८ ॥
संबन्ध-अनुपपत्ते: Because relation is not possible ॥ and.

38. And because relation (between the Lord and the Pradhâna or the souls) is not possible.

As the Lord is devoid of parts, and so also the Pradhâna and the souls, there can be no conjunction between the Lord and them, and consequently, they cannot be ruled by Him. Neither can the relation be one of inherence, which subsists between entities inseparably connected as whole and part, substance and attributes, etc. This difficulty does not arise in the case of the Vedântins, firstly because the relation is inexpressible identity (Tâdâtmya) and secondly because they depend on the Srutis for their authority and so are not expected to base their reasoning entirely on observed facts, as the opponents have to.
अधिशानानुपपत्तेः \| ३९ \|
अधिशान-अनुपपत्तेः: Rulership being impossible न and.

39. And on account of the rulership (of the Lord) being impossible.

These schools infer the existence of the Lord, and say that He directs the Pradhâna etc. as the potter does his clay. But the Pradhâna etc. are not objects of perception like the clay. Hence the Lord cannot direct them, for the inference must be strictly in accordance with observed facts.

करणचबिद्, न, भोगादिविभ्: \| ४० \|
करणबिद्द As the senses बमित if it be said न no भोगादिविभ: because of enjoyment etc.

40. If it be said (that the Lord rules the Pradhâna etc.) even as (the Jiva rules) the senses (which are also not perceived), (we say) no, because of the enjoyment etc.

Even as the individual soul directs the sense organs which are not perceived, so also we can take that the Lord rules the Pradhâna etc.—says the opponent. The analogy is not proper, for in the former case the Jiva is seen to enjoy pleasure, suffer pain, etc., from which we infer that it rules the organs. If the analogy be true, the Lord also would suffer pain and pleasure caused by the Pradhâna etc.
41. (There would result from their doctrine the Lord’s) being subject to destruction or (His) non-omniscience.

According to these schools the Lord is omniscient and eternal, i.e. not subject to destruction. The Lord, the Pradhāna, and the souls according to the Māheshwaras are infinite and separate. Now the question is, does the omniscient Lord know the measure of the Pradhāna, soul, and Himself or not? In either case the doctrine of the Lord’s being the mere efficient cause of the universe is untenable. If the Lord knows their measure, they are all limited, and therefore a time will come when they will all cease to exist. Again, if He does not know them, then He would cease to be omniscient.

**Topic 8: Refutation of the Bhāgavata or the Pāncharātra school.**

42. The origination (of the individual soul from the Lord) being impossible (the Pāncharātra doctrine is untenable).

The Pāncharātra or the Bhāgavata school is
now taken up for examination. It recognizes the material and efficient causality of the Lord, but propounds certain other views which are objectionable. According to it Vāsudeva is the Supreme Lord, the material and efficient cause of the world. By worshipping Him, meditating on Him, and knowing Him one attains Liberation. From Vāsudeva is born Sankarshana, the Jiva; from Jiva Pradyumna, the mind; from mind Aniruddha, the Ego. These are the fourfold form (Vyuha) of the Lord Vāsudeva.

Of these, the view that Vāsudeva is the Supreme Lord, to be worshipped and so on, the Vedāntin accepts, as it is not against the Sruti. But the creation of the Jiva etc. he rejects, as such creation is impossible. Why? Because if the soul be created, it would be subject to destruction, and so no Liberation can be predicated of it. That the soul is not created will be shown in Sutra 2. 3. 17.

च करणम् \[2.2.43\] ।

च Nor करणम् from the agent करणम् the instrument.

43. Nor (is it seen that) the instrument (is produced) from the agent.

As an instrument, like an axe, is not seen to be produced from the agent, the wood-cutter, the Bhāgavata doctrine—that from the individual soul is produced the internal instrument or mind, and from the mind the ego—cannot be accepted.
Neither is there any scriptural authority for it. The scripture plainly says that everything originates from Brahman.

विच्छनादिभावे वा तद्विप्रतिपेघः \ || ४४ \ ||
विच्छनादि-भावे \ If intelligence etc. exist \ or \ तद्-\ अप्रतिपेघः \ no warding off of that.

44. Or if the (fourVyuhas are said to) possess intelligence etc., yet there is no warding off of that (viz. the objection raised in Sutra 42).

The Bhāgavatas may say that all the forms are Vāsudeva, the Lord, and that all of them equally possess knowledge and lordship, strength, valour, etc., and are free from faults and imperfections. In this case there will be more than one Iswara, which is redundant and also goes against their own assumption. Even granting all this, the origination of the one from the other is unthinkable. Being equal in all respects, none of them can be the cause of another, for the effect must have some feature that is lacking in the cause. Again the forms of Vāsudeva cannot be limited to four only, as the whole world from Brahmā down to a clump of grass is a form of the Supreme Being.

विप्रतिपेघः \ || ४५ \ ||
विप्रतिपेघः \ Because of contradictions \ and.
45. And because of contradictions (the Bhâgavata view is untenable).

Moreover the theory involves many contradictions. Sometimes it speaks of the four forms as qualities of the Atman and sometimes as the Atman itself.
CHAPTER II

SECTION III

In the previous section the inconsistency of the doctrines of the various non-Vedantic schools has been shown and consequently their unreliability has been established. A doubt may arise that on account of contradiction among the Sruti texts, the doctrine that upholds Brahman as the First Cause may also be of the same class. To clear such a doubt by harmonizing the apparent contradictions in scriptural texts, the next two sections are begun. The arguments of the opponent, who tries to prove the self-contradiction of the Sruti texts, are always given first, and then follows the refutation.

*Topic 1: Ether is not eternal but created.*

न वियत्, अश्रुते: || 1 ||

न Not वियत् Akāsa अश्रुते: (as it is) not so stated by the Sruti.

1. Akāsa (is) not (created), (as it is) not so stated by the Sruti.

To start with, the texts dealing with creation are taken up, and Akāsa (ether) is first dealt with. In the Chhândogya Upanishad, where the order of creation is given, the text says, "'It thought, 'May
'I be many, may I grow forth.' It sent forth fire' -(6. 2. 3). Here there is no mention of Akâsa being produced by the Sat or Brahman. Hence Akâsa has no origin, it is eternal.

अर्भि तु || २ ||

अर्भि There is तु but.

2. But there is (a Sruti text which states that Akâsa is created).

The opponent in this Sutra anticipates a possible objection against his arguments advanced in Sutra 1, and explains it away in Sutra 3. The text referred to here is, 'From that Self (Brahman) sprang Akâsa (ether)' etc. (Taitt. 2. 1).

गौणी, असङ्क्खात् || ३ ||

गौणी Used in a secondary sense असङ्क्खात on account of the impossibility.

3. (The Sruti text dealing with the origin of Akâsa) is to be taken in a secondary sense, on account of the impossibility (of Akâsa being created).

The Taittiriya text referred to in the previous Sutra, the opponent holds, should be taken in a secondary sense, as Akâsa cannot be created. It has no parts and hence cannot be created. Moreover, Akâsa is all-pervading, and therefore it can be inferred that it is eternal—without origin.
From the Sruti texts also.

4. Also from the Sruti texts (we find that Akāsa is eternal).

In the last Sutra Akāsa was inferred to be eternal. Here the opponent cites a Sruti text to show that it is eternal. The text referred to is, "(And the formless are) Vāyu and Akāsa—these are immortal" (Bṛih. 2. 3. 3). Being immortal or eternal, it cannot have a beginning.

Is possible च and एक्स्य of the same (word 'sprang') गद्दल्ल्युत् like the word 'Brahman'.

5. It is possible that the same word ('sprang' be used in a primary) and (secondary sense) like the word 'Brahman'.

The opponent in the Sutra answers a weak point in his argument, viz., how can the same word 'sprang' in the Taittiriya text, "From that Self (Brahman) sprang Akāsa; from Akāsa sprang Vāyu (air), from air sprang fire" etc. (2. 1), be used in a secondary sense with respect to Akāsa and in the primary sense with respect to air, fire, etc? He does this by referring to other Sruti texts, where the word 'Brahman' is so used. "Try to know Brahman by penance, for penance is Brahman," where Brahman is used both in a
primary and a secondary sense in the same text; also “Food is Brahma” (Taitt. 3. 2) and “Bliss is Brahma” (Taitt. 3. 6), where Brahma is used in a secondary and primary sense respectively in two complementary texts.

प्रतिष्ठा-अहस्मि: Non-abandonment of proposition 
अवद्वितेकात् from non-distinction शब्देवः from the 
Srutis.

6. The non-abandonment of the proposition (viz. by the knowledge of one everything else becomes known, can result only) from the non-distinction (of the entire world from Brahma). From the Sruti texts (which declare the non-difference of the cause and its effects, this proposition is established).

This Sutra refutes the opponent’s view set forth so far, and gives the conclusion. The proposition that from the knowledge of one (Brahman) everything else is known, can be true only if everything in the world is an effect of Brahma. For the Sruti says that the effects are not different from their cause, and consequently the cause being known, the effects will also be known. If Akāsa is not created from Brahma, then the proposition in question falls through; for after knowing Brahma Akāsa still remains to be known, on account of its not being an effect of Brahma. But if it is created,
then no such difficulty arises. 'Hence' Akāsa is created; otherwise the authoritiveness of the Vedas would be gone. The Chhāndogya text in which Akāsa is not mentioned is accordingly to be interpreted in the light of the Taittiriya text; that is, Akāsa and Vāyu have to be inserted, and the text would mean that after creating Akāsa and Vāyu, "It created fire."

याबद्धिकारं तु विभागो लोकवत् \ || \nयावत् बिकारस् Extending to all effects whatsoever तु but विभागो separateness लोकवत् as in the world.

7. But in all effects whatsoever (there is) separateness, as (is seen) in the world.

The word 'but' refutes the idea that Akāsa is not created. We see in the world that all created things are different from each other. A pot is different from a piece of cloth and so on. In other words, everything which has a separateness about it is created. We cannot conceive of a thing as separate from others and yet eternal. Now Akāsa is distinct from earth etc., and hence it cannot be eternal, but must be a created thing. It may be objected that the Atman also is divided from ether and so on and therefore it too is an effect. But that is not possible, for all things are created from the Atman, which is their Self, and so not separate from them; therefore it is not an effect. The all-pervasiveness and eternity of Akāsa are only relatively true; it is created and is an effect of Brahman.

b.s.—16
Topic 2: Air springs from ether.

एतेन भातरिस्वा व्याख्यातः \| 8 \| 8
एतेन By this भातरिस्वा air व्याख्यातः is explained.

8. By this (i.e. the foregoing explanation about Akāsa) (the fact of) air (also being an effect) is explained.

Topic 3: Brahman is not created.

असम्भवस्तु सतः, अनुपपत्ते: \| 9 \| 8
असम्भव: There can be no origin धिः but सतः of the Sat (That which is) अनुपपत्ते: as it does not stand to reason.

9. But there can be no origin of the Sat (That which is i.e. Brahman), as it does not stand to reason.

The question arises whether Brahman also is an effect like Akāśa etc. In the Svetāsvatara Upanishad there occurs the text: “Thou art born with Thy face turned to all directions” (Svet. 4. 3), which clearly states that Brahman is born. This view is refuted by the Sutra, which says that Brahman, which is existence itself, cannot be an effect as it can have no cause. “And He has neither parent nor Lord” (Svet. 6. 9). Neither can non-existence be such a cause, for the Sruti says, “How can existence come out of non-existence?” (Chh. 6. 2. 2). Nor is it proper to say that existence is its own
cause, for the effect must have some speciality not possessed by the cause. Brahman is mere existence without any distinction. We observe that only particulars are produced from the general, as different pots are from clay, and not vice versa. Therefore Brahman, which is existence in general, cannot be the effect of any particular thing. The fact that every cause is itself an effect of some antecedent thing is repudiated by the Sruti: "That great, birthless Self is undecaying" (Brih. 4. 4. 25), for it leads to a regressus in infinitum. So Brahman is not an effect, but is eternal.

Topic 4: Fire created from air.

तेजोऽत्तः तथा ब्राह || १० ||
तेजः Fire अत् from this तथा so हि verily ब्राह says.

10. Fire (is produced) from this (i.e. air), so verily says (the Sruti).

"From air (is produced) fire" (Taitt. 2. 1.) shows that fire springs from air. Again we have. "That (Brahman) created fire" (Chh. 6.2.3). These two texts can be reconciled by interpreting the Taittiriya text to mean the order of sequence: Brahman, after creating air, created fire. This Sutra refutes such an ingenious explanation and says that fire is produced from Vāyu or 'air. This does not contradict the Chhāndogya text, for it means that as air is a product of Brahman, it is
from Brahman, which has assumed the form of air, that fire is produced. The general proposition that everything is created from Brahman requires that all things should ultimately be traced to that cause, and not that they should be the immediate effects. Hence there is no contradiction.

Topic 5: Water created from fire.

Topic 6: Earth created from water.

11. Water (is produced from fire).

"From fire is produced water" (Taitt. 2. 1); "That created water" (Chh. 6. 2. 3). These two texts leave no doubt that water is created from fire. Here also we must understand that from Brahman, conditioned as fire, water is produced.

12. Earth (is meant by the word 'Anna') because of the subject-matter, colour, and other Sruti texts.

"From water earth" (Taitt. 2. 1); "It (water) produced Anna (lit. food)" (Chh. 6. 2. 4). The two texts are apparently contradictory; for in one water is said to produce earth and in another food. The Sutra says that 'Anna' in the Chhandogya text means not food, but earth.
Why? First on account of the subject-matter treated in the section. In “It created fire,” and such other texts the Sruti describes the creation of the five elements, and so ‘Anna’ should refer to an element and not food. Again in a complementary passage we have, “The black colour in fire is the colour of Anna” (Chh. 6. 4. 1), where the reference to colour clearly indicates that the earth is meant by ‘Anna’. Hence ‘Anna’ in the passage under discussion means earth, and there is no contradiction between the Chhândogya and Taittiriiya texts. Other Sruti texts like, “That which was there as the froth on water was solidified and became this earth” (Brih. 1. 2. 2), clearly show that from water earth is produced.

Topic 7: Brahman as the creative principle residing in the preceding element is the cause of the subsequent element in the order of creation.

तद्विष्णुनादेव तु तत्त्विध्वक्तः सः || १२ ||

tadviśnunādevena tu tatvādvikṣaṁ sa: || 12 ||

tad-ādhvānādeva. Because of His reflecting पुर्णa only हूँ but तत्त्ववक्ता from His indicatory marks sa: He.

13. But because of His reflecting only (are the subsequent elements created from the previous element in the order of creation; so) He (the Supreme Lord is the creator of air etc.). (We know this) from His indicatory marks.
Brahman is described in the Srutis as the creator of everything. Again we find in them texts like "From Akāsa is produced air" (Taitt. 2. 1), which declare that certain elements produce certain effects independently. So the opponent holds that there is a contradiction in the Sruti texts. This Sutra refutes that objection saying that the Lord residing within these elements produces after reflection certain effects. Why? On account of the indicatory marks. "He who inhabits the earth . . . and who controls the earth from within" etc. (Brih. 3. 7. 3) shows that the Supreme Lord is the sole ruler, and denies all independence to the elements. Again, "That fire thought, . . . that water thought" (Chh. 6. 2. 3-4) shows that after reflection these elements produced the effects. This reflection is impossible for inert elements, and so we are to understand that the Lord residing within these elements thought and produced the effects. Therefore the elements become causes only through the agency of the Lord, who abides within them. Hence there is no contradiction between the two texts cited at the beginning.

**Topic 8: Reabsorption takes place in the inverse order to that of creation.**

\[ \text{विपर्यये तु करगुर्जः, उपवये च} \ || \ १४ \ || \\
\text{विपर्यये} \text{ In the reverse order तु indeed कर: order} \]
अतः from that (the order of creation) च and उपस्थते is reasonable.

14. (At Pralaya the elements are) indeed (withdrawn into Brahman) in the reverse order from that (of creation); and this is reasonable.

The question is whether at the time of cosmic dissolution the elements get withdrawn into Brahman in the order of creation, or in the reverse order. The Sutra says that it is in the reverse order, for the effect goes back to the causal state, as ice, for instance, melts into water. Hence each thing is withdrawn into its immediate cause and so on in the reverse order, till Akāsa is reached which in turn gets merged in Brahman.

**Topic 9: The mention of the mind, intellect, and organs does not interfere with the order of creation and reabsorption, as they are the products of the elements.**

अन्तः विज्ञानमनसि क्रमेण तत्त्वादिति चेत्, न, अविशेषात् \| १५ \|

अन्तः In between विज्ञानमनसि intellect and mind क्रमेण in the order तत्त्वाद suggesting non-difference.

15. If it be said that in between
(Brahman and the elements) the intellect and the mind (are mentioned, and therefore that ought to be the order in creation and the inverse order in reabsorption), owing to the indication (in the Sruti texts) to that effect (which upsets the order of creation of the elements), (we say) not so, on account of the non-difference (of the intellect and the mind from the elements).

In the Mundaka Upanishad occurs the following text, "From this Self are produced Prāna, mind, the senses, ether, air, fire, water, and earth, the support of all" (2. 1. 3). An objection is raised that the order of creation is as described in this text, which contradicts the order of creation of elements described in the Chhāndogya 6. 2. 3 and other Srutis. This objection is here refuted on the ground that the Mundaka text only states that all these are produced from the Self; but gives no order of creation like the other texts. Again the intellect, mind, and organs are effects of the elements, and so they can come into existence only after the elements are created. On account of this non-difference of the organs from the elements, their origination and reabsorption are the same as those of the elements. That the organs are modifications of the elements is proved by Sruti texts like, "For the mind, my child, consists of earth, the vital force of water, the vocal organ of fire" (Chh. 6, 6. 5). Therefore
the Mundaka text does not upset the order of creation mentioned elsewhere.

**Topic 10**: Birth and death are primarily spoken of the body, and metaphorically of the soul.

चराचरण्वायस्यस्तु स्वात्र तद्वपदेशेषो भावः,

tद्वाबभावित्वात् ॥ ।

चराचरण्वायस्य: Depending on (the bodies) of moving and stationary beings तु but स्वातम् may be तद्वपदेशेष: mention of that भावः secondary तद्वाबभावित्वात् on account of (those terms) depending on the existence of that.

16. But the mention of that (viz. birth and death of the individual soul) is apt only with reference to (the bodies) of moving and stationary beings. (With reference to the soul, however,) it is secondary, on account of (those terms) depending on the existence of that (i.e. body).

A doubt may arise that the individual soul, too, has birth and death, because people use such expressions as "Devadatta is born" or "Devadatta is dead", and because certain ceremonies are prescribed by the scriptures at the birth and death of people. This Sutra refutes such a doubt and says that the individual soul has neither birth nor death. These belong not to the soul, but to the body with which the soul is connected. This
connection and disconnection with the body is popularly called the birth and death of the soul. Moreover, the Sruti says, "It is the body, which bereft of the soul, dies; the soul does not die" (Chh. 6. 11. 3). So birth and death are spoken primarily of the bodies of moving and stationary beings, and only metaphorically of the soul. That birth and death mean, respectively the connection and disconnection of the soul with the body is proved by such texts as "That man, when he is born, or attains a body," etc. (Brih. 4. 3. 8).

Topic 11: The individual soul is permanent, eternal, etc.

नात्मा, अश्रुतेनित्यत्वाच ताभ्यः || १७ ||

Is not (produced) भोधमा the individual self अस्रुतेऽ not being (so) mentioned by the scriptures नित्यवाच being eternal ज also ताभ्यः from them (Sruti).

17. The individual self is not (produced), (for it is) not (so) mentioned by the scriptures; also (on account of its) being eternal, (for so it is known) from them (the Sruti texts).

At the beginning of creation there was only "One Brahman without a second" (Ait. 1. 1); and so it is not reasonable to say that the individual soul is not born, for then there was nothing but Brahman. Again the Sruti says: "Just as
from a fire tiny sparks fly in all directions, even so from this Atman emanate all Prānas (organs), all worlds, all gods, and all the selves” (Brih. 2. 1. 20, Mādhyaṇḍina recension). So the opponent argues that the individual soul is born at the beginning of the cycle, just as Akāsa and other elements are born. This Sutra refutes it and says that the individual soul is not born, for there is no statement to that effect in the Sruti in the section dealing with creation. On the other hand Sruti texts clearly deny such birth to the individual soul. “Unborn, eternal” (Kāṭh. 1. 2. 18); “This great birthless Self” (Brih. 4. 4. 25). It is the one Brahman without a second that enters the intellect and appears as the individual soul (Jiva). “Having created it, It entered into it” (Taitt. 2. 6). Hence as there is in reality no difference between the individual soul and Brahman, the fact of the Jiva’s being non-created does not contradict the text, “At the beginning there was only the Atman without a second” (Ait. 1. 1). The creation of souls spoken of in the other texts cited is only in a secondary sense. It does not therefore contradict the text, “Having created it, It entered into it.”

**Topic 12**: The nature of the individual soul is intelligence.

श्रोण एव ॥ १८ ॥

श्र: Intelligence अत एव for this very reason.
18. For this very reason (viz. that it is not created), (the individual soul is) intelligence (itself).

The Vaiseshikas say that the individual soul is not intelligent by nature, for it is not found to be so in the state of deep sleep (Sushupti) or of swoon. It is only when the soul comes to the conscious plane and unites with the mind that it becomes intelligent. This Sutra refutes such a possibility, for it is the intelligent Brahman Itself that, being limited by the Upâdhis (limiting adjuncts), the body etc., manifests as the individual soul. Therefore intelligence is its very nature, and is never altogether destroyed, not even in the state of deep sleep or swoon. "That it does not see in that state is because although seeing then, it does not see; for the vision of the witness can never be lost, because it is immortal. But there is not that second thing separate from it which it can see" (Brih. 4. 3. 23). Therefore it is not true that its intelligence is lost, for it is impossible. It does not in reality lose its power of seeing; it does not see only because there is no object to see. Were intelligence actually non-existent then, who would be there to say that it did not exist? How could it be known? Moreover, he who says that he did not know anything in deep sleep, must have been existent at that time. Otherwise how could he remember the condition of that state? Hence the intelligence of the Self is never lost under any condition.
Topic 13: The size of the individual soul.

उक्षान्तिगतागतिः गतिः भागतिः गतिः भागतिः
PASSING OUT, GOING AND RETURNING.

19. (As the Sruti texts declare, the soul's) passing out, going (to other spheres) and returning (thence), (the soul is not infinite in size).

From this up to Sutra 32 the question of the size of the soul—whether it is atomic, medium-sized or infinite—is discussed. We have in the Svetāsvatāra Upanishad: "He is the one God . . . all-pervading" (6. 11); and again, "This Atman is atomic" (Mu. 3. 1. 9). The two texts contradict each other and we have to arrive at a decision on the point. Sutras 20-28 set forth the prima facie view. The opponent says, we find in the scriptures texts mentioning the soul's passing out of the body, going to heaven etc., and returning from there. This is possible only if the soul is atomic, and not infinite or all-pervading; for to an infinite soul there can be no going and coming. Therefore the soul is atomic.

स्वात्मना भोतरयोः || २० ||

स्वात्मना (Being connected) directly with their agent च and उत्सर्ग: the latter two.
20. And the latter two (the going and coming) (being connected) directly with their agent (the soul), (it is of atomic size).

Even if the soul is infinite, still it can be spoken of as passing out of the body, if by that term is meant ceasing to be the ruler of the body. But the two latter activities, viz. the going and coming, are not possible for an entity that is all-pervading. So the soul is atomic in size.

नायुरतच्छ्रुः तेरिति चेत्, न, इतराधिकारात् ॥ २१ ॥

न अनु: Not atomic अतत:पुत्रे: as the scriptures state it to be otherwise ति चेत् if it be said न not so इतराधिकारात् owing to a principle other than the individual soul being the subject-matter (in these texts).

21. If it be said (that the soul is) not atomic, as the scriptures state it to be otherwise (i.e. all-pervading), (we say) not so, for (the one) other than the individual soul (i.e. Supreme Brahman) is the subject-matter (in those texts).

Sruti texts like, “He is the one God . . . all-pervading” (Svet. 6. 11), refer not to the individual soul, but to the Supreme Lord, who is other than the individual soul and forms the chief subject-matter of all the Vedānta texts; for that is the one thing that is to be known, and is therefore propounded by all the Vedānta texts.
22. And on account of direct statements (of the Sruti texts) and infinitesimal measure च and.

“This Atman is atomic” (Mu. 3. 1. 9). Again we have, “That individual soul is to be known as part of the hundredth part of the tip of a hair divided a hundred times” (Svet. 5. 9), which shows that the soul is smaller than even the smallest. Hence the soul is atomic in size.

23. There is no contradiction, like sandal-paste.

Even as sandal-paste applied to any particular part of the body gives an agreeable sensation all over the body, even so the soul, though of atomic size and therefore occupying only one part of the body, may experience happiness and misery extending over the entire body.
position इति चेत if it be said न not so अभ्युपगमितः on account of the admission हिदं in the heart हि indeed.

24. If it be said that on account of the particular position (of the sandal-paste in the body the analogy is not just), (we say) not so, on account of the admission (by the scriptures of a special seat for the soul, viz.) in the heart alone.

A possible objection is raised by the opponent against his own view. In the case of the sandal-paste we see that it occupies a particular part of the body and yet gladdens the whole body. But in the case of the soul we do not know that it occupies a particular place, and in the absence of that we cannot infer that like the sandal-paste it must occupy a particular portion of the body and therefore be atomic. For even an all-pervading soul or a soul pervading the whole body like the skin can give rise to the same result. So in the absence of any proof it is difficult to settle the size of the soul. This objection the opponent refutes by saying that such Sruti texts as, "The self-effulgent one within the heart" (Brih. 4. 3. 7) declare that the soul has a particular abode in the body, viz. the heart, and hence it is atomic.

गुणाद्वा लोकवत् ॥ २५ ॥

गुणत् Owing to (its) quality वा or लोकवत् as in the world.
25. Or owing to (its) quality (viz. intelligence) as in the world.

This Sutra gives another argument to show how an atomic soul can have experience throughout the body.

In the world we find that a light placed in one corner of a room illumines the whole room. So also the soul, though atomic and therefore occupying a particular portion of the body, may, because of its quality of intelligence, which pervades the whole body, experience pleasure and pain throughout the body.

**ब्यतिरेको गन्धवत् ॥ २६ ॥**

**ब्यतिरेकः** The extension beyond (the object i.e. the soul) गन्धवत् like odour.

26. The extension (of the quality of intelligence) beyond (the soul, in which it inheres) is like odour (which extends beyond the fragrant object).

We find that the sweet odour of flowers extends beyond them to the surrounding region. Even so the intelligence of the soul, which is atomic, extends beyond the soul and pervades the whole body.

**तथा च दर्शयति ॥ २७ ॥**

**तथा** Thus च also दर्शयति (the Sruti) shows or declares.

B.S.—17.
27. Thus also (the Sruti) declares.

The Sruti also declares that it is by the quality of intelligence that the atomic soul pervades the whole body. For instance, it says: "Just so has the intelligent self penetrated this body up to the very hairs and the finger nails" (Kau. 4. 20).

पृथ्वगुपदेशात् || २८ ||

पृथ्व् Separate उपदेशात् on account of the teaching.

28. On account of the separate teaching (of the Sruti) (that the soul so pervades the body owing to its quality of intelligence).

A further argument is given to establish the proposition of the last Sutra. The text, "Having by Prajnā (intelligence) taken possession of the body" (Kau. 3. 6), shows that intelligence is different from the soul, being related as instrument and agent, and that with this quality the soul pervades the whole body.

तद्रुणसारर्थात् ्तु तद्रुणपदेशः, आश्रवत् || २९ ||

तद्रुणसारर्थात् On account of its having for its essence the qualities of that (viz., the Buddhi) तु but 

तद्रुणपदेशः that declaration (as to its atomic size) आश्रवत् even as the Intelligent Lord (is declared to be atomic).

29. But that declaration (as to the atomic size of the soul) is on account of its
having for its essence the qualities of that (viz. the Buddhi), even as the Intelligent Lord (Brahman, which is all-pervading, is declared to be atomic).

The word ‘but’ refutes all that has been said in Sutras 19-28, and decides that the soul is all-pervading, because the all-pervading Brahman Itself is said to have entered the universe as the individual soul, which again is stated to be identical with It. How then is the soul declared to be atomic? Such declarations are on account of its preponderating in the qualities of the Buddhi (intellect) so long as it is imagined to be connected with the latter and in bondage. Passing out, going, and coming are qualities of the Buddhi and are only imputed to the individual soul. For the same reason also, i.e., limitation of the intellect, is the Atman regarded as atomic. It is like imagining the all-pervading Lord as limited for the sake of Upāsanā, devout meditation.

याबद्धात्मभावित्वाभ न दोषः; तद्दर्शनात् || ३० ||
याबद्ध-अत्मभावित्वाभ So long as the soul (in its relative aspect) exists च and न दोषः there is no defect तद्दर्शनात् because it is so seen (in the scriptures).

30. And there is no defect (in what has been said in the previous Sutra), (as the conjunction of the soul with the intellect exists) so long as the soul (in its relative
aspect) exists: because it is so seen (in the scriptures).

An objection might be raised against what has been said in the previous Sutra that since the conjunction of the soul and the intellect, which are different entities, must necessarily come to an end some time, the soul, when so disjoined from the Buddhi, will either cease to exist altogether or at least cease to be a Samsārin (individualized). This Sutra replies: There can be no such defect in the argument of the previous Sutra, for this connection with the intellect lasts so long as the soul’s state of Samsāra is not destroyed by the realization of supreme Knowledge. How is this known? It is known from the declaration of the scriptures that even at death this connection is not severed. “This infinite entity that is identified with the intellect . . . . Assuming the likeness of the intellect it moves between the two worlds, it thinks, as it were, it moves, as it were,” (Brih. 4. 3. 7). The terms “thinks, as it were”, “moves, as it were” also mean that the self does not think and move on its own account, but only through its association with the intellect.

पुनःवादिवत् त्वस्य सतौभिद्यक्षियोगान् ॥ २१ ॥
पुनःवादिवत् Like virility etc. तु verily अस्य its (i.e. of the connection with the intellect) सत: existing अभिद्यक्षियोगान् on account of the manifestation being possible.
31. On account of the manifestation (of the connection with the intellect in the awakened state) being possible only on its existing (potentially in Sushupti), like virility etc.

An objection is raised that in Sushupti or deep sleep there can be no connection with the intellect, for it is said, "Then he becomes united with the True, he is gone to his own" (Chh. 6. 8. 1); how then can it be said that this connection lasts so long as the individualized state exists?

This Sutra refutes it and says that even in Sushupti this connection exists in a fine or potential form. But for this it could not have become manifest in the awakened state. Virile power becomes manifest in youth only if it exists in a potential condition in the child. So this connection with the intellect lasts so long as the individualized state exists.

नित्योपलभ्यनुपलभ्यप्रस्ननिद्रोंन्यतरः
नियमो बांधन्यथा || २४ ||

नित्योपलभ्य-अनुपलभ्य-प्रत्ययः: There would result perpetual perception or non-perception अन्यतरनियमः limitation of the power of either of the two वा or else अन्यथा otherwise.

32. Otherwise (i.e. if the intellect or mind be not accepted) there would result
either perpetual perception or perpetual non-perception, or else the limitation of the power of either of the two (viz. the soul or the senses).

What is the necessity of accepting an internal organ (Antahkarana), of which the intellect is only a mode? The Sutra says that if it be not accepted, the senses being always in contact with their objects, there would always result perception of everything, for all the requisites, viz. the soul, the senses, and the objects, are present. If, however, this be denied, then it would mean that knowledge can never result, and nothing would ever be cognized. So the opponent will have to accept the limitation of the power either of the soul or of the senses. Such a thing is not possible in the Atman, which is changeless. Nor can it be said that the power of the senses, which is not impeded either in the previous moment or in the subsequent moment, is so limited in the middle. Hence we have to accept an internal organ (Antahkarana), through whose connection and disconnection perception and non-perception take place. The Sruti also refers to a common experience of ours, "I was absent-minded, I did not hear it" (Brih. 1. 5. 3). Hence there exists an internal organ, of which the intellect is a mode, and it is the connection with this that causes the Atman to appear as the individualized soul, as explained in Sutra 29.
Topic 14: The individual soul as agent.

कर्ता, शास्त्रार्थवस्त्वात् ॥ ३३ ॥

कर्ता Agent शास्त्रार्थवस्त्वात् in order that the scriptures may have a meaning.

33. (The soul is) an agent, on account of scriptural (injunctions) having a meaning on that ground only.

The question as regards the size of the soul has been settled. Now another characteristic of the soul is taken up for discussion. The individual soul is an agent, for only on that basis do scriptural injunctions like, "He is to sacrifice" etc. have a sense. In these the Sruti enjoins certain acts to be done by the agent and if the soul be not an agent these injunctions would become meaningless.

विध्वरोपदेशात् ॥ ३४ ॥

विध्वर-उपदेशात् On account of the Sruti teaching wandering about.

34. And on account of (the Sruti) teaching (its) wandering about.

"It, taking the organs, moves about as it pleases in its own body" (Brih. 2. 1. 18). This text which describes the wandering of the soul in the dream state clearly shows that it is an agent.
35. On account of its taking (the organs).

The text quoted in the last Sutra also shows that the soul in dream state takes the organs with it, thereby declaring that it is an agent.

"Intelligence performs sacrifices, and it also performs all acts" (Taitt. 2. 5). Here by ‘intelligence’ the soul is meant and not the Buddhi, thereby showing that the soul is an agent. If the intention of the Sruti were to refer to the Buddhi then it would have used the word not in the nominative case, but in the instrumental case, as ‘by intelligence,’ meaning, through its instrumentality, as it has done elsewhere in similar circumstances. Vide Kau. 3. 6.

36. Also on account of the (the scriptures) mentioning (the soul as an agent) with respect to action. If it were not so, the reference (would have been) of a different kind.

उपलब्धिविधिवदनियमः || ३७ ||

उपलब्धि, As in the case of perception अनियमः (there is) no rule.
37. As in the case of perception, (there is) no rule (here also).

An objection is raised that if the soul were a free agent, then it would have performed only what is beneficial to it, and not both good and bad deeds. This objection is being refuted. Just as the soul, although it is free, perceives both agreeable and disagreeable things, so also it does both good and bad deeds. There is no rule that it should do only what is good and avoid what is bad.

शक्तिपर्ययात् ॥ ३८ ॥

38. On account of the reversal of power (of the Buddhi, which is inadmissible).

If the Buddhi, which is an instrument, becomes the agent and ceases to function as an instrument, we shall have to imagine some other thing as the instrument. Hence the dispute is only as regards terms, for in either case an agent different from the instrument has to be admitted.

समाध्यमवाच ॥ ३९ ॥

समाधि-अभावात् On account of the impossibility of Samâdhi च and.

39. And on account of the impossibility of Samâdhi.

If the soul is not an agent, then the realization
prescribed by texts like, "The Atman is to be realized" (Brih. 2. 4. 5), through Samâdhi would be impossible. It will not be capable of activities like "hearing, reasoning, and meditation" that lead to Samâdhi, in which state perfect Knowledge dawns. Therefore there will be no Liberation for the soul. So it is established that the soul alone is the agent, and not the Buddhi.

Topic 15: The soul is an agent only so long as it is connected with the Upâdhis.

यथा च तक्षणेभयता ॥ ४० ॥

यथा Even as च and तक्षणेभयता उभयता is both,

40. And even as a carpenter is both.

In the last Sutra the topic about the soul’s being an agent is established. Now the question is raised whether this agency is its real nature or only a superimposition. The Nyāya school holds that it is its very nature. This Sutra refutes it and says that it is superimposed on the soul and not real. For the Sruti declares, "This Atman is non-attached" (Brih. 4. 3. 15). Just as a carpenter suffers when he is busy working with his tools and is happy when he leaves off work, so does the Atman suffer when, through its connection with the Buddhi etc., it is active, as in the waking and dream states, and is blissful when it ceases to be an agent, as in deep sleep. All scriptural injunctions are with reference to the conditioned
state of the Self. By nature it is inactive, and it becomes active only through a connection with its Upadhis (adjuncts), the mind etc. The objection that if the soul is not an agent by nature, the Sruti injunctions will be meaningless, does not stand, for these scriptures do not aim at establishing it, but merely refer to an agency already existing as a result of ignorance.

**Topic 16**: The soul in its activity is dependent on the Lord.

पराच्यु वच्चु, तेऽ || ४१ ॥

पत्र तु From the Supreme Lord ॥ but तत् that (agency) शुचि: so declares the Sruti.

41. But (even) that (agency of the soul) is from the Supreme Lord; so declares the Sruti.

The agency of the soul is also due to the Supreme Lord. The soul does good and bad deeds, being so directed by the Lord. "He makes those whom He will raise do good deeds" (Kau. 3. 8). It is through His grace that the soul attains to Knowledge and becomes free.

कृत्यप्रयत्नापेक्षेऽनु विद्यतिष्ठतिविधायथयथार्थिविधाय: || ४२ ॥

कृत्यप्रयत्नापेक्ष: Depends on works done तु but विद्यति-प्रतिष्ठितविधायथयथार्थिविधाय: on account of the relevancy of injunctions and prohibitions etc.

42. But (the Lord’s making the soul
act) depends on works done (by it); (thus only would) injunctions and prohibitions etc. be relevant.

This Sutra refutes a possible doubt that since the Lord makes some persons do good and others evil, He must be cruel and whimsical. It says that the Lord always directs the soul according to its good or bad deeds in previous births. And Samsâra being without beginning, there will always be previous births, with actions done in them, for the guidance of the Lord. So He cannot be accused of being cruel and whimsical. It is thus alone that the scriptural injunctions and prohibitions can have any meaning; for otherwise the Jiva will gain nothing by observing these injunctions.

This does not however mar the independence of the Lord, though it may be said that since He depends on the acts of the soul, He is not free to do what He likes; for a king who presents or punishes His subjects according to their acts does not cease to be a sovereign thereby.

Topic 17: Relation of the individual soul to Brahman.

अंशो नानाव्यपदेशात्, अन्यथा चापि
द्राशक्तिवान्दित्वमथीयत एके ॥ ४३ ॥

वक्षा: Part नानाव्यपदेशात् on account of difference being declared अन्यथा otherwise च and अपि also
43. (The soul is) part (of the Lord) on account of difference (between the two) being declared and otherwise also (i.e. as non-different from Brahman); for in some (Sâkhâs or recensions of the Vedic texts) (Brahman) is spoken of as being fishermen, knaves, etc.

In the last topic it has been shown that the Lord rules the soul. This brings us to the question of the relation between the two. Is it that of master and servant, or as between fire and its sparks? The Sutra says that the relation is as between fire and its sparks, that is, of whole and part. But then, the soul is not actually a part, but a part, as it were—an imagined part, for Brahman cannot have any parts. Why then should it be taken as a part and not identical with the Lord? Because the scriptures declare a difference between them in texts like, "Knowing It alone one becomes a sage" (Brih. 4. 4. 22), "The Atman is to be seen" (Brih. 2. 4. 5). This difference, however, is spoken of from the empirical standpoint; from the absolute standpoint they are identical. The text, "Brahman is the fishermen, Brahman the slaves, Brahman these knaves," etc. shows that even such humble persons as these are in reality Brahman.
मन्त्रवर्णां || ४४ ||

मन्त्रवर्णां दूर From the words of the Mantra also.

44. Also from the words of the Mantra (it is known that the soul is a part of the Lord).

A further reason is given to show that the soul is a part of the Lord. “One foot of it are all these beings” (Chh. 3. 12. 6)—where beings, including souls, are said to be a foot or part of the Lord.

अपि च स्मर्येते || ४५ ||

अपि Also च and स्मर्येते it is (so) stated in the Smriti.

45. And it is also (so) stated in the Smriti.

“An eternal portion of myself having become a living soul” (Gita 15. 7).

प्रकाशादिवन्नेंवः परः || ४६ ||

प्रकाशादिवत Like light etc. न is not एवं like this पर: the Supreme Lord.

46. The Supreme Lord is not (affected by pleasure and pain) like this (individual soul), even as light etc. (are not affected by the shape of the things they touch).

If the soul is a part of the Lord, the question may arise that the Lord also experiences pleasure and pain like the soul, even as a cloth is soiled if
its threads are soiled. This Sutra refutes it and says that the Lord does not experience pleasure and pain like the soul, which on account of ignorance identifies itself with the body and mind, and thereby partakes of their pleasure and pain. Just as the light of the sun, which is all-pervading, becomes straight or bent by coming in contact with particular objects, or as the ether enclosed in a jar seems to move when the jar is moved, or as the sun appears to tremble when the water in which it is reflected trembles, but in reality none of them undergoes those changes, so also is the Lord not affected by pleasure and pain, which are experienced by that imagined part of it, the individual soul, which is a product of ignorance and is limited by the Buddhi etc.

स्मरन्ति च || ४७ ||

स्मरन्ति The Smritis state च and.

47. The Smritis also state (that).

"Of the two; the Supreme Self is said to be eternal and devoid of qualities. It is not touched by the fruits of actions any more than a lotus leaf is by water. . . ." Smriti texts like this declare that the Supreme Lord does not experience pleasure and pain. The Srutis too do the same.

अनुज्ञापरिहारी देहस्यन्म्बान्योक्तिराविविवत् || ४८ ||

अनुज्ञापरिहारी Injunctions and prohibitions देहस्यन्म्बान्योक्ति
on account of the connection with the body ज्वोतिरदिक्तु like light etc.

48. Injunctions and prohibitions (are possible) on account of the connection (of the Self) with the body; as in the case of light etc.

Even though the Self is one and indescribable, and with reference to it there can be no injunctions and prohibitions, yet as connected with a body, such injunctions and prohibitions are possible. Fire is one; but the fire of the funeral pyre is rejected, and that of a sacrifice is accepted. Similar is the case with the Atman.

असन्ततेशाचाव्यतिकरः || ४९ ||

असन्ततेः Non-extension (beyond its own body) च and अव्यतिकरः there is no confusion (of results of actions).

49. And on account of the non-extension (of the soul beyond its own body) there is no confusion (of results of actions).

An objection is raised that on account of the unity of the Self there would result a confusion of the results of actions; that is, everyone would get the results of the actions of everyone else. This Sutra refutes such a possibility; for an individualized soul means the connection of the Atman with a particular body, mind, etc., and since these are not overlapping, the individual souls are
different from each other. Hence there is no such possibility of confusion.

आभास एव च ™ || ५० ||
आभास: A reflection एव only च and.

50. And (the individual soul is) only a reflection (of the Supreme Lord).

According to Vedânta the individual soul is but a reflection, an image, of the Supreme Lord in Its Upâdhi (adjunct), the Antahkarana (inner organ). So the reflections of the Lord in different Antahkaranas are different, even as the reflections of the sun in different sheets of water are different. Therefore just as the trembling of a particular reflection of the sun does not cause the other reflections to tremble so also the experiencing of happiness and misery by a particular Jiva or individualized soul is not shared by other souls. Hence there can be no confusion of the results of action.

अद्वैततत्त्वमात् ™ || ५१ ||
अद्वैत-अनिवासः There being no fixity about the unseen principle.

51. There being no fixity about the unseen principle (there would result that confusion for those who believe in many souls, each all-pervading).

The Sâṅkhya, the Vaiseshikas and the Nâyâyikas accept a plurality of souls, each of

n.s.—18
which is all-pervading. Under such circumstances there cannot but result a confusion of the fruits of action, for each soul is present everywhere, in close proximity to whatever causes those results in the shape of happiness or misery. Nor can this confusion be avoided by introducing the Adrishta or unseen principle, which is religious merit and demerit acquired by the souls. According to the Sāṅkhyaś it inheres not in the soul, but in the Pradhāṇa, which is common to all souls, and as such there is nothing to fix that a particular Adrishta operates in a particular soul. According to the other two schools the unseen principle is created by the conjunction of the soul with the mind; and since every soul is all-pervading and therefore equally connected with all minds, here also there is nothing to fix that a particular Adrishta belongs to a particular soul. Hence that confusion of results is inevitable.

अभिसन्ध्यादिष्वपि चौबृष ॥ ५२ ॥
अभिसन्ध्यादििु In resolve etc. अथि even च and एवम् like this.

52. And even as regards resolve etc. (it would be) like this.

If it be maintained that the resolve etc. one makes to achieve something or to avoid something will allocate the Adrishta to particular souls, even then there will be this confusion. For resolve etc. are also formed by the conjunction of the soul and
the mind. Hence the same argument applies here also.

Sutras 51-53 refute the doctrine of the Sāṅkhya and other schools about the plurality of souls each of which is all-pervading. It leads to absurdities.

प्रेशादिति चेतः, न, अन्तमावलि || ५३ ||
प्रेशात् From (difference of) place इति चेतः if it be said न not so अन्तमावलि on account of the self being in all bodies.

53. If it be said (that the distinction of pleasure and pain etc. results) from (the difference of) place, (we say) not so, on account of the self being in all bodies.

The Naiyāyikas and others try to get over the difficulty shown in the previous Sutra thus: Though each soul is all-pervading, yet if we take its connection with the mind to take place in that part of it which is limited by its body, then such a confusion is not likely. Even this cannot stand; since every soul is all-pervading and therefore permeates all bodies, and there is nothing to fix that a particular body belongs to a particular soul. Again there cannot be more than one all-pervading entity; if there were, they would limit each other and consequently cease to be all-pervading or infinite. Hence there is only one Self and not many. The plurality of selves in Vedānta is only a product of ignorance and not a reality.
CHAPTER II

SECTION IV

In the third section it has been shown that ether and the other elements are produced from Brahman, by reconciling the apparently contradictory texts of the Srutis with respect to their origination. In this section the Sutras take up for discussion texts that deal with the origination of the senses etc.

Topic 1: The organs are produced from Brahman.

तथा प्राणं: ॥ ॥

तथा Likewise प्राणं: the organs.

1. Likewise the organs (are produced from Brahman).

In the scriptures, in those sections which treat of the origin of things, we do not find the origination of the organs etc. mentioned. On the other hand, there are texts like, "This was indeed non-existence in the beginning. They say: What was non-existence in the beginning? Those Rishis . . . . Who are those Rishis? The Prânas (organs) are indeed the Rishis" (Sat. Br. 6. 1. 1. 1), which show that the organs are eternal and not created.
This Sutra refutes that view and says that the organs etc. are produced just like ether etc. from Brahman. The word 'likewise' refers not to the immediately preceding topic of the last section, which is the plurality of souls, but to the creation of ether etc. spoken of in the last section. Sruti texts directly declare their origination. "From that (Self) are produced the vital force, mind, and all the organs" (Mu. 2. 1. 3). Therefore the senses are created.

\[ \text{गौण्यसम्भवत्} \] ॥ २ ॥

Secondary sense असम्भवत् being impossible.

2. On account of the impossibility (of explaining the origination in a) secondary sense.

Since there are texts like the one quoted from the Sat. Br. which speak of the existence of the organs before creation, why not explain the texts which describe their creation in a secondary sense? This Sutra refutes it, for a secondary sense would lead to the abandonment of the general assertion, "By the knowledge of one, everything else is known." Therefore they are produced from Brahman. The reference to the existence of the Prānas (organs) before creation in Sat. Br. is concerning Hiranyagarbha, which is not resolved in the partial dissolution of the world, though all other effects are resolved. Even Hiranyagarbha is resolved, however, in complete dissolution (Mahāpralaya).
तत्प्राकृतिकार्यातः ॥ २ ॥

tathā That prākūrtikārṇaḥ being mentioned च and.

3. And because that (the verb denoting origin) is mentioned first (in connection with the Prānas).

The text referred to is: "From that (Self) are produced the vital force, mind and all the organs, ether, air, water, fire, and earth" (Mu. 2. 1. 3). Here the word 'produced' occurs at the very beginning of the things enumerated, and if it is interpreted in its primary sense with respect to ether etc., it is all the more to be so interpreted with respect to the vital force, mind, and organs mentioned earlier. Thus a further reason is given in this Sutra to show that the organs etc. have originated from Brahman.

तत्पूर्वकार्याकर्मानां: ॥ ४ ॥

bāca: Of the organ of speech (etc.) tattvārthakāryaḥ being preceded by them (the elements).

4. On account of the pre-existence of that (viz. the elements) (before) the organ of speech (etc.).

"For truly, my boy, mind consists of earth, the vital force of water, the vocal organ of fire" (Chh. 6. 5. 4). This text clearly shows that the organs etc. are products of the elements, which in their turn spring from Brahman. Hence they
too are products of Brahman. Being products of the elements, they are not separately mentioned in texts dealing with the origin of things.

**Topic 2: The number of the organs.**

सत्, गतेर्विभेड़पित्त्वाबः || ५ ||

सत् Seven गते: being so known (from the scriptures) विभेदपित्त्वाबः on account of the specification ख and.

5. (The organs are) seven (in number), because it is so known (from the scriptures) and on account of the specification (of those seven).

The number of the organs is ascertained in this and the next Sutra. This Sutra, which gives the view of the opponent, declares that there are seven organs. "The seven Prānas (organs) spring from It" (Mu. 2. 1. 8). These are again specified in another text, "Seven indeed are the Prānas (organs) in the head" (Taitt. Sam. 5. 1. 7. 1). No doubt in some texts eight or even more organs are enumerated, but these are to be explained as modifications of the inner organ, and so there is no contradiction in the Sruti texts if we take the number as seven.

इस्लाद्यस्य, सिष्येजो नैवम् || ६ ||

इस्लाद्यः Hands etc. तु but सिष्येत् being a fact अतः therefore न not प्रत्यम् like this.
6. But hands etc. (are also referred to as sense-organs in scriptural texts). Since this is a fact, therefore (it is) not like this (i.e. they are not merely seven in number).

'But' refutes the view of the previous Sutra. "The hands are the Graha (organs)" etc. (Brih. 3. 2. 8). Such texts show that the hands etc. are additional sense-organs. Therefore to the seven already enumerated, viz. eyes, nose, ears, tongue, touch, speech, and inner organ, four others, viz. hands, feet, anus, and the organ of generation, have to be added. In all, therefore, there are eleven organs. The different modifications of the inner organ, viz. mind, intellect, ego, and Chitta (memory), are not separate organs, and therefore cannot raise the number beyond eleven, which is therefore the number fixed. These are: the five organs of knowledge, the five organs of action, and the inner organ.

**Topic 3: The organs are minute in size.**

अणवशः || ३ ||

अणवः Minute न and.

7. And (they are) minute.

The organs are minute. 'Minute' does not mean atomic, but fine and limited in size. It is because they are subtle that they are not seen. If they were all-pervading, then texts which speak of their passing out of the body and going and
coming along with the soul at death and birth would be contradicted. Moreover, we do not perceive through the senses what is happening throughout the universe, which would be the case if they were all-pervading. Hence they are all subtle and limited in size.

**Topic 4:** The chief Prāna (vital force) also is created from Brahman.

**विषयः** II. 8 II

विषयः The chief Prāna (vital force) व and.

8. And the chief Prāna (vital force) (is also produced).

"From this (Self) is produced the vital force" (Mu. 2. 1. 3); again we have, "By Its own law It alone was moving without wind (the vital force)" (Rig-Veda 10. 129. 2). Here the words "was moving" seem to refer to the function of the vital force, and so it must have existed before creation and was therefore not created. Hence there appears to be a contradiction with respect to its origination. This Sutra says that even the vital force is produced from Brahman. The words "was moving" are qualified by "without wind" and so does not intimate that the vital force existed before creation. It only intimates the Brahman, the Cause, existed before creation, as is known from texts like "Existence alone was there before this" (Chh. 6. 2. 1). It is called the
‘chief’, because it functions before all other Prânas and senses, i.e. from the very moment the child is conceived, and also on account of its superior qualities; “We shall not be able to live without you” (Brih. 6. 1. 13).

Topic 5: The chief vital force is different from air and sense functions.

न बायुक्रिये, प्रथमपदेशात् || ९ ||

न बायुक्रिये Not air nor function प्रथम् separately उपदेशात् on account of its being mentioned.

9. (The chief Prâna) is neither air nor any function (of the organs) on account of its being mentioned separately.

In this Sutra the nature of the chief Prâna is discussed. The opponent holds that there is no separate principle called Prâna, but that it is only air and nothing else, which exists in the mouth as well as outside. The Sruti also says, “That vital force is air.” Or it may be the combined effect of the functions of all the eleven organs. Just as a number of birds in a cage, when they move, also move the cage, so also the eleven organs functioning, together constitute life in the body. So the resultant of these functions is Prâna. This is the view of the Sânkhyas. Hence there is no separate principle called Prâna (vital force).

The Sutra refutes these views and says that
Prâna is a separate principle, for it is mentioned separately from air and the sense functions. "The Prâna (vital force) indeed is the fourth foot of Brahman. That foot shines and warms as the light called air" (Chh. 3. 18. 4), where it is distinguished from air. Again, "From that (Self) are produced the vital force, mind, and all the organs" (Mu. 2. 1. 3), which shows that it is not a function of any organ, for in that case it would not have been separated from the organs. The text, "The vital force is air," is also correct, inasmuch as the effect is but the cause in another form and the vital force is air functioning within the body (Adhyâtma). The analogy of the birds in a cage is not to the point, for they all have the same kind of activity, viz. movement, which is favourable to the motion of the cage. But the functions of the organs are not of one kind, but different from one another; and they are also of a distinct nature from that of the vital force. Hence they cannot constitute life. Therefore Prâna (vital force) is a separate entity.

चं्द्रुरादित्वतु, तत्सहस्रित्यादितिः || १० ||

चं्द्रुदित्वम् Like eyes etc. तु but तद्भस्ति-यादितिः on account of (its) being taught with them and other reasons.

10. But (Prâna is subordinate to the soul) like eyes etc. on account of (its) being taught with them and for other reasons.
If the vital force is a separate entity from the organs, which are subordinate to it, then it, like the soul, must also be independent in the body. The Sutra refutes this and says that the vital force is subordinate to the soul. Why? Because in the conversation of the Prānas which we find in the Upanishads it is mentioned along with the sense-organs. Now in such grouping only those of a class are grouped together. So the vital force, like the organs, is subordinate to the soul. The other reasons referred to in the Sutra are its being composed of parts, its being insentient, and so on.

अकरणत्राच्च न दौष्ट: | तथाहि दर्श्यति || ११ ||

अकरणत्रात् On account of (its) not being an instrument न and न not दौष्ट: objection तथा हि because thus दर्श्यति (Sruti) teaches.

11. And on account of (its) not being an instrument (there is) no objection, because thus (the scripture) teaches.

If the vital force, like the organs, is also subordinate to the soul, then it must stand in the relation of an instrument to the soul like the organs. But as there are only eleven functions and as many organs already, there is no room for a twelfth organ in the absence of a twelfth sense-object. This Sutra refutes the above objection and says that the vital force is not an instrument or organ like the eyes etc., for the acceptance of
which a twelfth sense-object would be necessary; yet it has a function in the body which no sense-organ is capable of, and that is the upkeep of the body. In the text, "Preserves the unclean nest (of a body) with the help of the vital force" (Brih. 4. 3. 12), the vital force is said to guard the body. Again, "From whatever limb the Prāna goes, right there it withers" (Brih. 1. 3. 19); "Whatever food one eats through the Prāna satisfies these (the organs)" (Brih. 1. 3. 18). All these texts show that the function of the vital force (Prāna) is the upkeep of the body, unlike those of the organs.

Nor is this the only function of the vital force. There are others, too, as the next Sutra declares.

पञ्चवृह्तिमोनोयद्वध्यपदिष्ठते || १२ ||
पञ्चस्तिती: Having five-fold function मनोक्त like the mind व्यवदिष्ठते it is taught.

12. It is taught as having a fivefold function like the mind.

"I alone dividing myself fivefold support this body and keep it" (Pr. 2. 3). Fivefold, i.e. as Prāna, Apāna, Vyāna, Udāna, and Šamāna each of which has a special function, viz. breathing in, exhaling, functioning throughout the body and aiding feats of strength, helping the soul to pass out of the body, and digesting the-
food eaten and carrying it to all parts of the body. In this respect it resembles the inner organ, which though one has a fourfold aspect as mind, intellect, ego, and Chitta (memory).

**Topic 6:** The minuteness of the vital force.

अणुा | १२ |
---|---
अणु: Minute घ and.

13. And it is minute.

The vital force (Prāṇa) is also minute, subtle, and limited like the senses. It may be objected that it is all-pervading according to the text: “Because he is equal to a gnat, equal to a mosquito, equal to an elephant, equal to these three worlds, equal to this universe” (Brih. 1. 3. 22). But the all-pervadingness spoken of here is with respect to Hiranyakārthaka, the cosmic Prāṇa. In its universal aspect it is all-pervading; but in relation to beings in the world, in its individual aspect with which we are concerned here, it is limited. Hence the vital force is also limited.

**Topic 7:** The presiding deities of the organs.

व्योतिराधियित्राणं तु तद्रामणनात् | १४ |
---|---
व्योतिराधिदि-अतिविज्ञानं Presiding over by Fire and others तु but तद्र-आभमनात् on account of the scriptures teaching that.

14. But there is the presiding over by
Fire and others (over the organs), on account of the scriptural teaching about that.

The dependence or independence of the Prāna and the organs is taken up for discussion; the scriptures say that these are presided over by the gods like Fire etc., which direct them. For example, "(Fire) having become speech entered the mouth" (Ait. Ar. 2. 4. 2. 4). The organs etc., being inert, cannot move of themselves. Hence they are dependent on the presiding deities.

श्राणवतः, शब्दानु || १५ ||

श्राणवता With the one possessing the Prānas (organs) शब्दानु from the scriptures.

15. (The gods are not the enjoyers, but the soul, because the organs are connected) with the one (i.e. the soul) possessing them, (as is known) from the scriptures.

This Sutra makes it clear why the soul, and not the gods, is the enjoyer in the body. The relation between the soul and the organs is that of master and servant, so the scriptures declare; hence the enjoyment through the organs is of the soul, and not of the gods. "'He who knows, 'Let me smell this,' is the self, the nose is the instrument of smelling" (Chh. 8. 12. 4). Moreover, there are many gods in the body, each presiding over a particular organ, but there is only one enjoyer. Otherwise remembrance would be impossible. Hence the senses are for the enjoyment
of the soul and not the gods though they are directed by them.

तत्त्वः क नित्यत्वाद् || १६ ||

tatva Its क and nityatvad on account of permanence.

16. And on account of its (soul's) permanence (in the body it is the enjoyer, and not the gods).

The soul abides permanently in the body as the experiencer since it can be affected by good and evil and can experience pleasure and pain. It is not reasonable to think that in a body which is the result of the soul's past actions, others, e.g. the gods, enjoy. The gods have glorious positions and would disdain such lowly enjoyments as can be had through the human body. It is the soul that is the enjoyer. Moreover, the connection between the organs and the soul is permanent. Vide Sruti text, "When it departs, the vital force follows; when the vital force departs, all other organs follow" (Brih. 4. 4. 2). The soul is the master, and is therefore the enjoyer, in spite of the fact that there are presiding deities over the senses.

**Topic 8: The organs are independent principles and not modes of the chief Prâna.**

ते हिन्द्रियाणि, तद्यपदेशाद्वैन्यत्र श्रेष्ठात् || १७ ||

te They hindriya organa tadpadeshat being so designated Shreshna atmanya except the chief:
17. They (the other prânas) except the chief (prâna) are organs (and so different from the chief prâna), on account of (their) being so designated (by the scriptures).

The question is raised whether the eyes etc. are but modes of the vital force or independent entities. The opponent holds the former view since the scripture says, "This is the greatest amongst us (the organs). . . . Well, let us all be of his form." They all assumed its form. Therefore they are called by this name of 'Prâna'" (Brih. 1. 5. 21). The Sutra refutes this and says that the eleven organs belong to a separate category, and are not modes of the vital force, because they are shown to be different in texts like: "From Him are born, the vital force, mind, and all organs" (Mu. 2. 1. 3), where the vital force and the organs are separately mentioned. The text of the Brihadâranyaka is to be taken in a secondary sense.

मेद्धयूते: || १८ ||

18. On account of differentiating scriptural texts.

In Brih. 1. 3. the organs are treated first in one section, and after concluding it the vital force is treated in a fresh section, which shows that they do not belong to the same category. Hence also the organs are independent principles, and not modes of the vital force.
19. And on account of characteristic differences.

Various differences in their nature are described in the scripture. For example, the organs do not function in deep sleep, whereas the vital force does. The organs get tired, but not the vital force. The loss of individual organs does not affect life; but the passing out of the vital force ends in the death of the body. The Sruti which speaks of the organs being called Prána for their having assumed its form is to be taken in a secondary sense, meaning that the organs follow the vital force even as the servants do their master. The vital force is the leader of the organs. Therefore the organs are independent principles.

Topic 9: The evolution of names and forms is the work of the Lord and not of the individual soul.

20. But the creation of names and
forms is by Him who does the tripartite (creation), for so the scriptures teach.

A question is raised whether the individual soul or the Supreme Lord fashions gross objects of name and form after the three elements have been created by the Lord. In the Chhândogya 6. 2, we have the creation of the elements by the Lord. The next section says: "That Deity thought, 'Well, let me now enter those three deities (fire, earth, and water) as (lit. through) this living self (Jiva) and reveal names and forms'" (Chh. 6. 3. 2). On the basis of this text the opponent holds that the fashioning of names and forms, that is, the creation of the gross world after the elements have been created, belongs to the individual soul and not to the Lord. This Sutra refutes it and says that the word 'Jiva' in the text is syntactically related with: 'entrance', and not with the revealing of names and forms. The individual soul has not the power to create the gross world. Moreover, the next sentence of that passage, "Then that Deity having said, 'Let me make each of these three (elements) tripartite'" etc. (Chh. 6: 3. 3), clearly shows that the Supreme Lord alone reveals names and forms, and creates the gross elements and this world. How then is the production of pots etc. by a potter to be explained? There also the Lord is the inner director. It is the Lord who resides in everything and directs the whole creation.
21. Flesh etc. result from earth, according to the scriptures. So also as regards the other two (viz. fire and water).

Tripartite earth, when assimilated by man, forms flesh etc. “The earth (food) when eaten becomes threefold, . . . its middle portion becomes flesh, and its finest portion mind” (Chh. 6. 5. 1). So also we have to understand the effects of the other two elements according to the scriptures. Water produces blood, Prâna, etc., and fire produces bone, marrow and the organ of speech.

22. But on account of the preponderance (of a particular element in them the gross elements) are so named (after it).

An objection is raised, if all the gross elements contain the three fine elements, then why such distinctions as “This is water,” “This is earth,” “This is fire”? The Sutra refutes this objection saying that as the fine
elements are not found in equal proportion in each of the gross elements, they are named after that fine element which preponderates in their constitution. The repetition of "that special name" is to show that the chapter ends here.
CHAPTER III

SECTION I

In the second chapter all objections based on the Sruti and reasoning against the Vedântic view have been refuted. It has been shown that all other views are incorrect, and that the so-called scriptural contradictions do not exist with respect to the Vedântic view. Further, it has been shown that all entities different from the soul (like Prâna etc.) spring from Brahman and for the enjoyment of the soul. In this chapter the soul’s travels to the different regions accompanied by those adjuncts are discussed to produce a spirit of dispassion.

Topic I: The soul, when passing out of the body at death is enveloped with fine particles of the gross elements.


tadnâtpratîpitatâ râdhita sâmyapîyaśca, prabhânirh-
pânâbhyâma || 1 ||
tadnâtpratîpitatâ With a view to obtaining a fresh body râdhita goes sâmyapîyaśca: enveloped (with subtle parts of the elements) prabhânisânâbhyâma (so it is known) from the question and answer.

1. (The soul) goes (out of the body)
enveloped (with subtle parts of the elements) with a view to obtaining a fresh body; (so it is known) from the question and answer (in the scripture).

The Sutra discusses whether in transmigration the soul takes with it subtle parts of the gross elements as the seed, as it were, for the future body. The opponent holds that it does not take them, for it is useless, because the elements are easily available everywhere. Moreover, in the absence of a definite opinion to the contrary in the scriptures, we have to understand that the soul does not take subtle parts of the elements with it. This Sutra refutes that view and says that the soul does take with it subtle parts of the elements; that this is a fact is known from the question and answer that occurs in the scriptures. "Do you know why in the fifth oblation water is called man?" (Chh. 5. 3. 3). This is the question, and the answer is given in the whole passage which, after explaining how the five oblations in the form, of Sraddhā (liquid oblations in subtle form), Soma, rain, food, and seed are offered in the five 'fires' (i.e. objects imagined to be fires for the sake of Upāsanā)—the heavens, Parjanya (rain-god), earth, man, and woman—ends, "For this reason is water in the fifth oblation called man." From this we understand that the soul goes enveloped with water (same as Sraddhā). Moreover, though the elements are available everywhere, yet the
seeds for a future body are not so easily available. Again the adjuncts of the individual soul, viz. the organs etc. which go with it (Vide Brih. 4. 4. 2) cannot accompany it unless there is a material basis.

\[ व्यात्मकत्वातुः मूवस्वत्वातुः ॥ २ ॥ \]

\[ व्यात्मकत्वात् On account of (water) consisting of three elements त्रि but मूवस्वत्वात् on account of the preponderance (of water). \]

2. On account of (water) consisting of three elements (the soul goes enveloped by all these elements and not merely water); but (water alone is mentioned in the text) on account of its preponderance (in the human body).

An objection is raised that the text mentions only water, and not the other elements as accompanying the soul. The Sutra says that in water are found the other two elements also according to the tripartite creation of the gross elements. Hence all the three elements accompany the soul. The mention of water is indicative and includes all the elements. With mere water no body can be formed. But as the watery portion in the body is preponderant, water only is mentioned in the text.

\[ भाणगतेऽश्च ॥ ३ ॥ \]

\[ भाणगतेः Because of the going of the sense-organs च and. \]
3. And because of the going of the organs (with the soul, the elements also accompany the soul).

"When it departs, the vital force follows. When the vital force departs, all the organs follow" (Brih. 4. 4. 2). Since the organs go with the soul, they must have a material base; hence also it is inferred that water and other elements follow the soul, thus forming a basis for the organs.

अग्न्यादिगब्धुलेकिति चेत्, न, भाक्तवात् ॥ ४ ॥

अग्न्यादिगति: Entering into fire etc. शुले: from the scriptures शति चेत if it be said न not so भाक्तवात् on account of its being so said in a secondary sense.

4. If it be said (that the organs do not follow the soul), for the scriptures declare their entering into fire etc., (we say) not so, on account of its being so said in a secondary sense.

"When the vocal organ of a man who dies is merged in the fire, the nose in the air," etc. (Brih. 3. 2. 13). This text shows that at the time of death the organs are resolved into their presiding deities, and hence it cannot be said that they accompany the soul. This Sutra refutes that view and says that such interpretations would go against many texts which declare that they do accompany the soul, as, for example: "When it departs, the
vital force follows; when the vital force departs, all the organs follow” (Brih. 4. 4. 2). Hence the text cited must be interpreted in a secondary sense like the words, “The hair on the body in the herbs” (Brih. 3. 2. 13).

प्रथमेऽऽब्धानादिति चेतु, न, ता एव हि, उपपत्ते: ||५ ||

प्रथमे In the first of the oblations अश्रवणात not being mentioned तित चेतु म if it be said न not so ता एव that only (i.e. water) हि because उपपत्ते: on account of the appropriateness.

5. If it be objected on account of (water) not being mentioned in the first of the oblations, (we say) not so; because that (viz. water) only (is meant by the word ‘Sraddhā’) on account of the appropriateness (of such an interpretation).

An objection is raised that as there is no mention of water in the first oblation: “On that altar the gods offer Sraddhā as oblation” (Chh. 5. 4. 2), but only Sraddhā (faith) is mentioned, to substitute water for Sraddhā will be arbitrary. So how can it be ascertained “that in the fifth oblation water is called man”? The Sutra says that by ‘Sraddhā’ water is meant, for in that case alone syntactical unity of the whole passage remains undisturbed. Otherwise the question and answer would not agree. Moreover, faith (Sraddhā), which is a mental attribute, cannot be offered as
an oblation. Water is also called Sraddhā in the Sruti texts: “Sraddhā indeed is water” (Taitt. Sam. 1. 6. 8. 1).

अश्रुतत्वादिति चेत्, न, इत्यदिक्षारिणां प्रतीतः: \[\Box 6\] \[\Box 6\]

अश्रुतत्वात् On account of not being mentioned in the Sruti इति चेत् if it be said न not so इत्यदिक्षारिणां the performers of sacrifices etc. प्रतीतः: being understood.

6. If it be said that on account of (the soul) not being mentioned in the text (the soul does not depart ‘enveloped’ with water etc.), (we say) not so, for it is understood (from the scriptures) that the Jīvas who perform sacrifices etc. (alone go to heaven).

An objection is raised that in the Chhāndogya text cited (5. 3. 3), there is mention of water only but no reference to the soul; and it is explained how this water becomes man. So how can it be taken that the soul departs enveloped with water and then is born again as man? This Sutra refutes it and says that if we examine all the scriptural texts like, “But they who being in the village practise sacrifices and works of public utility and give alms, go to the (deity of) smoke . . . to the moon” (Chh. 5. 10. 3-4), which describe the journey to the moon, we find that only the Jīvas who perform such good acts go to heaven, and that in so doing they go enveloped with water, which is supplied by the materials like curds etc. that
are offered as oblations in sacrifices; these assume a subtle form called Apurva and attach themselves to the sacrificer.

भास: वानात्मविच्छवात्, तथा हि दृश्यति ॥ ७ ॥

भास: In a secondary sense वा but अनात्मविच्छवात् on account of their (souls) not knowing the Self तथा so हि because दृश्यति (Sruti) declares.

7. But (the souls' being the food of the gods in heaven is used) in a secondary sense, on account of their not knowing the Self; because (the Sruti) declares like that.

In the scriptures it is stated that those who go to heaven become the food of the gods; so how could they be enjoying the fruits of their good actions in heaven? "That is Soma, the king. He is the food of the gods. They eat him" (Chh. 5. 10. 4). This Sutra says that the word 'food' is used not in a primary sense, but metaphorically, meaning an object of enjoyment. Otherwise, if this is the fate of souls who go to heaven, texts like, "Those who want to go to heaven shall perform sacrifices" are meaningless. Therefore what the text means is that they are objects of enjoyment to the gods even as wives, children, and cattle are to men. Thus the Jivas, while giving enjoyment to the gods, are happy, and rejoice with them in their turn. That they are objects of enjoyment to the gods is known from texts like:
"While he who worships another deity ... He is like a beast to the gods. And as many beasts serve a man, so does every man serve the gods." (Brih. 1. 4. 10).

Therefore it is decided that the soul goes enveloped with subtle parts of the elements when it goes to other spheres for enjoying the fruits of its good Karma.

**Topic 2:** The souls descending from heaven have a residual Karma, which determines their birth.

कृताल्ये नुशायवान्, ह्रद्यस्तुतिभ्याम्, यथेतत्तमेवं च ॥ ८॥

ह्रद्याल्ये On the exhaustion of (good) work अनुशायवान possessed of residual Karma ह्रद्यस्तुतिभ्याम् as is known from the Sruti and Smriti यथाहृत्तं as (it) went अनेवम् differently च and.

8. On the exhaustion of (good) work (the soul) with the residual Karma (descends to this earth, as is known from the Sruti and Smriti, along the path (it) went by (from here) and differently too.

A fresh topic is taken up for discussion—the descent of the soul from heaven. The question is raised whether it descends with any residual Karma or not. The opponent holds that there is no residual Karma, for Sruti says: "Having dwelt there till their work is consumed, they return again the way they went by" etc. (Chh. 5. 10. 5), which means that all their Karma is
exhausted and there is nothing left. Moreover, it is reasonable to think that Karma done in one life (as man) is worked out in the next as god.

The Sutra, refuting this view, says that what is exhausted in heaven is only that Karma which gave the soul a birth as god in heaven, but on the exhaustion of this Karma the remaining Karma, good and bad, brings it back to earth. Otherwise it is difficult to explain the happiness or misery of a new-born child. Neither is it possible that in one life the entire Karma of the previous life is worked out. For a man might have done both good work like sacrifices, as a result of which he is born as a god, and bad work, which can be worked out in an animal body; and the working out of both kinds of Karma simultaneously in one birth is impossible. So though by the enjoyment of heaven the result of good work like sacrifices etc. is exhausted, there are other Karmas in store according to which a man is born again in good or bad environments. The Sruti says, "Those whose conduct has been good will quickly attain some good birth" etc. (Chh. 5. 10. 7). The Smriti also says, "With the remainder of their Karma they are born in a noteworthy place, caste, and family, with becoming appearance, longevity, knowledge, wealth, happiness, and intellect." So the soul is born with residual Karma. By what way does it descend? Following the same way that it went by, but with some difference. That they
follow the same way as they went by, is understood from the mention of smoke and ether in the path, (Vide Chh. 5. 10. 5), and that there is some difference too is known from the fact that the text omits night etc. (Vide Chh. 5. 10. 3), but mist etc. are mentioned (Vide Chh. 5. 10. 6).

चरणादिति चेराः न, उपल्खणार्थिति कार्यादि-
जिनि: || 9 ||

चरणात् On account of conduct इति चेराः if it be said इन not so उपल्खणार्थि to denote indirectly इति thus कार्यादि-जिनि: (the sage) Karshnājini (thinks).

9. If it be said that on account of conduct (the assumption of residual Karma is not necessary for a re-birth on earth), (we say) not so, (for the word 'conduct' is used) to denote indirectly (the remaining Karma). So (thinks) Kârshnâjini.

In the text cited (Chh. 5. 10. 7) the Sruti says those of 'good conduct' get a good birth. Now conduct is one thing, and residual Karma quite another thing, even according to the Sruti (Vide Brih. 4. 4. 5). Since the Sruti does not mention residual Karma, the soul is not born with any Karma, conduct alone being the cause of good birth. This is the main objection. This the Sutra refutes and says that 'conduct' here is used to denote good Karma. It is a case of Ajahat Lâkshana, conduct standing for karma which is
dependent on good conduct. This is the view of the sage Kārshnājīni.

आन्तर्क्यमिति चेत्, न, तद्येक्त्वात्॥ १० ॥

आन्तर्क्यम् Irrelevancy इति चेत् if it be said न not so तद्येक्त्वात् on account of dependence on that.

10. If it be said (by such interpretation of the word ‘conduct’ good conduct would become) purposeless, (we say) not so, on account of (Karma) being dependent on that (good conduct).

An objection is raised that if the word ‘conduct’ be interpreted indirectly to mean ‘residual Karma’, leaving its direct meaning, then good conduct would be purposeless in man’s life, as it has no result of its own, not being a cause of the quality of the new birth. The Sutra denies this on the ground that only those who are of good conduct are expected to perform Vedic sacrifices. “Him who is devoid of good conduct the Vedas do not purify.” Thus good conduct is an aid to Karma and therefore has a purpose. So it is the view of Kārshnājīni that it is Karma and not conduct that is the cause of the new birth.

मुख्तदुःख्ते एवेति तु बादरि: ॥ ११ ॥

मुख्तदुःख्ते Good and evil work एव merely इति thus तु but बादरि: Bādari.

11. But (conduct) is merely good and evil work: thus (the sage) Bādari (thinks).
This Sutra says that as a matter of fact there is no difference between conduct and Karma in common parlance, for people say of a person who performs sacrifices etc. “That man practises righteousness,” showing thereby that ‘conduct’ is used in the general sense of action. Thus ‘men of good conduct’ means those whose actions (Karma) are praiseworthy.

Therefore it is settled that those who go to heaven performing sacrifices have residual Karma as the cause of a new birth on earth.

*Topic 3: The fate after death of those souls whose actions do not entitle them to go to the lunar world.*

अनिद्धारिणामपि च श्रुतम् ॥ १२ ॥

अनिद्धारिणाम् Of those who do not perform sacrifices etc. अपि even च also श्रुतम् is declared by the Sruti.

12. The Sruti declares (the going to the lunar world etc.) also of even those who do not perform sacrifices etc.

Now the question of those who do not perform sacrifices etc. is taken up for discussion. The opponent holds that even they go to heaven, though they may not enjoy there like the performers of sacrifices etc., because they too require the fifth oblation for a new birth, and also because the scriptures directly say that all go to heaven: “All
who depart from this world go to the moon” (Kau. 1.2).

संयमने ज्ञानमूयेतरपामारोहावरोही, तद्वरति
दर्शनानां || १३ ||

संयमने In the abode of Yama त्र but अजुमूय having
experienced इतरायम् of others (than the performers of
sacrifices etc.) आरोहावरोही the ascent and descent
tदवरति दर्शनात् such a passage being declared by the
Sruti.

13. But of others (i.e. those who have
not performed sacrifices etc.) the ascent is
to the abode of Yama, and after having
experienced (the result of their evil works)
the descent (to the earth again takes place).
On account of such a passage (for the evil-
doer) being declared by the Sruti.

This Sutra refutes the view of the last Sutra
and says that evil-doers go not to heaven, but to
the world of Yama, where they suffer and then
descend again to earth. “The hereafter never
rises before an ignorant person . . . thus he falls
again and again under my sway” (Kath. 1. 2. 6).
The ascent to the moon is only for the enjoyment
of the fruits of good works and not for any other
purpose; so the evil-doers do not go there.

स्थरन्ति च || १४ ||

स्थरन्ति The Smritis declare च also.
14. The Smritis also declare (thus). Manu and others say that the evil-doers go to hell and suffer there.

अपि च सत॥ १५॥
अपि च Moreover सत seven.

15. Moreover there are seven (hells). There are seven hells mentioned in the Purânas, to which the evil-doers are cast to expiate their sins through suffering.

तत्रापि च तद्व्यायापाराद्विरोधः॥ १६॥
तत्र There अपि even च and तद्व्यायापाराद् अविरोधः there is no contradiction.

16. And on account of his (Yama's) control even there (in those hells), there is no contradiction.

An objection is raised that since according to the Sûruti the evil-doers suffer at the hands of Yama how is this possible in the hell called Raurava, where Chitragupta is the presiding deity? The Sûtra says that there is no contradiction, as Chitragupta is directed by Yama.

विद्याक्षमणोरिति तु प्रकृतित्वात् ॥ १७॥
विद्याक्षमणो: Of knowledge and work इति thus तु but प्रकृत्वात् on account of their being the subject under discussion.

17. But (the reference is to the two roads) of knowledge and work; thus (we
have to understand) on account of their being the subject under discussion.

"Now those who go along neither of these ways become those tiny, continually rotating creatures of which it may be said, 'Be born and die.' This is the third place. That is why that world (heaven) never becomes full" (Chh. 5. 10. 8) The two ways mentioned in this text we have to take as referring to those of knowledge and work, on account of these being the subject under discussion. Knowledge and work are the means to go along the Devayāna, and Pitriyāna routes. For those who are not entitled to go through knowledge along the Devayāna, the route leading to the gods, or through sacrifices etc. to the Pitriyāna, the route leading to the fathers, the Sruti declares a third place, distinct from the Brahma-loka and the Chandraloka. That the evil-doers, who form a separate group, go to this third place, and not to heaven, is made all the more explicit by the words, "That is why that world (heaven) never becomes full" (Chh. 5. 10. 8). The word 'but' refutes a possible doubt arising from a text belonging to another Sākhā; vide Kau. 1.2. So the Kaushitaki text which says that all go to the sphere of the moon, means all those who have performed good Karma of whatever kind, and does not include evil-doers.

न तृतीये, तथोपरलोके: || १८ ||

न Not तृतीये in the third तथा so उपरलोके: it being seen.
18. (The specification about five oblations does) not (apply) to the third (place), for so it is seen (from the scriptures).

It has been said in Chh. 5. 3. 3, which is quoted in the first Sutra of this section, that the Jiva attains a new birth after five oblations. So at least for getting a new body the evil-doer will have to go to the moon, to complete the five oblations that cause the new birth. This Sutra says that the rule about the five oblations does not apply in the case of evil-doers, for they are born irrespective of the oblations, because the Sruti says, "'Be born and die.' This is the third place." That rule applies only to the performers of sacrifices etc.

स्मर्येतेडपि च छोके || १९ ||

स्मर्येति Arc recorded अर्थ also च and छोके in the world.

19. And moreover (cases of birth without the completion of the five oblations) are recorded in the world.

A further argument is given to show that the five oblations are not absolutely necessary for a future birth, and hence the evil-doers need not go to heaven just for conforming to this rule. For in cases like that of Drona, who had no mother, and of Dhrishtadyumna, who had neither father nor mother, the last two oblations respectively were
absent. Hence the rule about the five oblations is not universal, but applies only to those who perform sacrifices.

** ster || 20 ||

On account of observation also.

20. Also on account of observation.

That this rule about the five oblations is not universal is also seen from the fact that of the four kinds of life, viviparous, oviparous, life springing from moisture, and plant life, the last two are born without any mating and consequently there is not the fifth oblation in their case.

** तृतीयशद्वावरोधः संशोकजस्य || 21 ||

Inclusion in the third term of that which springs from moisture.

21. The third term (i.e. plant life) includes that which springs from moisture.

There are four kinds of organic beings as described in the last Sutra. But the Chhândogya Upanishad 6. 3. 1 mentions only three kinds. This Sutra says that it makes no difference for that which springs from moisture is included in plant life (Udbhid), since they both germinate, one from the earth and the other from water etc.

Hence it is a settled fact that the evil-doers do not go to heaven but only those who perform sacrifices.
Topic 4: The soul in its descent from the moon does not become identified with ether etc. but attains similarity of nature.

तत्सामान्यायापतिः उपपत्ते: || २२ ||
तत्सामान्यायापातिः: Attainment of a similarity of nature with them उपपत्ते: being reasonable.

22. (The soul when descending from Chandraloka) attains similarity of nature with them (i.e. with ether, air, etc.), (that alone) being reasonable.

It has been said that the righteous who descend from the moon descend by the same path as they ascended by, but with some differences. "They return again that way as they came by, to the ether, from the ether to the air; the sacrificer having become air, becomes smoke," etc. (Chh. 5. 10. 5). Now the question is whether the souls of such persons actually attain identity with ether, smoke, etc., or only attain a similar nature. The Sutra says that the souls do not attain identity with them, for it is impossible. A thing cannot become another of a different nature. What the text means, therefore, is that it attains similarity of nature—becomes like ether, air, etc. The soul assumes a subtle form like ether, comes under the influence of air and is connected with smoke, etc. Therefore similarity of nature and not identity is meant.
Topic 5: The entire descent of the soul takes only a short time.

नातिचिरेन, विशेषात् ॥ २२ ॥

न Not अतिचिरेन in very long time विशेषात् on account of the special declaration.

23. (The soul’s descent from the moon through the various stages up to the earth takes) not very long time, on account of a special declaration (of the Srutis with respect to the stages after that as taking time).

The question is raised whether the descending soul, when it attains similarity of nature with ether, air, etc., remains in those stages pretty long, or attains the next stages quickly one after another. This Sutra says that it passes through them quickly. “Then he is born as rice and corn, herbs and trees, sesame and beans. From thence the escape is beset with many more difficulties” (Chh. 5. 10. 6). Thus the stages after coming down on earth through rain the Sruti particularly characterizes as hard to escape from, thereby hinting that the escape from the earlier stages is easy and attained quickly.

Topic 6: When the souls enter into plants etc. they only get connected with them and do not participate in their life.

अन्यायिष्ठ्येपते पूर्वविष्ठ, अभिलोपात् ॥ २४ ॥

अन्य-अविष्ठ्येपते Into what is ruled by another द्वेक्षत
as in the previous cases अभिलयपत् for so the Sruti states.

24. (The descending soul enters) into what is ruled by another (Jiva or soul) as in the previous cases (viz. becoming ether etc.); for so the Sruti states.

A view is put forward that the soul’s passage through the stages of corn etc. is not a mere connection with them, as in the earlier stages with ether etc., but that it is actually born in the form of corn etc. For the Sruti says, “Then he is born as rice” etc. (Chh. 5. 10. 6). It also seems reasonable that those who fall from heaven after having exhausted their good deeds should be born as herbs, plants, etc., owing to their bad Karma such as the killing of animals that remains. So the word ‘born’ is to be taken literally. The Sutra refutes this view and says that the word ‘born’ implies mere connection with corn, herbs, etc., which are animated by other souls actually born as such. For in these stages there is no reference to their Karma, even as in the earlier stages of ether etc. They enter these plants etc. independently of their Karma, and while there, they do not experience the fruits at all. Where birth in the primary sense takes place and experience of the fruits of action begins, it is made clear by a reference to Karma, as in, “Those whose conduct has been good will quickly
attain a good birth” (Chh. 5. 10. 7). Therefore
the descending souls only dwell, as it were, in
plants etc. animated by other souls till they get
the opportunity for a new birth.

अशुद्धमिति चेत्, न, शद्यात्॥ २५ ॥

अशुद्धम् Unholy इति चेत् if it be said न not so शद्यात्
on account of scriptural authority.

25. If it be said (that sacrifices, which
entail the killing of animals etc.) are unholy,
(wesay) not so, on account of scriptural
authority.

This Sutra refutes the point raised by the
opponent in the previous Sutra that the descending
soul is enveloped by its bad Karma such as
the killing of animals in sacrifices and so is born
as herbs etc. The killing of animals etc. in
sacrifices does not entail any bad Karma for the
person, for it is sanctioned by the scriptures.

रेत: सिम्योगोऽथ ॥ २६ ॥

रेत: सिम्योगो Connection with one who performs
the act of generation अथ then.

26. Then (the soul gets) connected
with him who performs the act of genera-
tion.

“For whoever eats food and performs the act
of generation, (the soul) becomes one with him”
(Chh. 5. 10. 6). Here the soul’s becoming-
literally identical with the person is impossible, and we have to understand that it gets connected with him. This further proves that the soul’s becoming plants etc. in the immediately preceding stages is also mere connection with them and not actual birth as such.

योने: शरीरम् || २७ ||

योने: From the womb शरीरम् body.

27. From the womb a (new) body (results).

Finally the actual birth of the soul is referred to in this Sutra. Till now it was only a connection with the successive stages, but now through its connection with a person performing the act of generation the soul enters the woman and there gets a new body fit for experiencing the results of its past residual Karma.
CHAPTER III

SECTION II

In the last section the passage of the soul to different spheres and its return have been explained. There are people who get disgusted with Karma or sacrifices leading to such a fate of the soul and become dispassionate. In order to make them grasp the true import of the Mahāvākyas or the great Vedic dicta, this section sets itself to elucidate the true nature of 'That' and 'thou' contained in the Mahāvākyam, "That thou art." In the last section the waking state of the soul (the 'thou') has been fully described. Now its dream state is taken up for discussion, to show that the soul is self-luminous. In this way the three states of the soul, viz. waking, dream, and deep sleep, will be shown to be merely illusory, and thus the consequent identity of the Jīva and Brahma will be established.

Topic I: The soul in the dream state.

संब्धे चुट्टिराहि हि ॥ १ ॥

संब्धे In the intermediate stage (between waking and deep sleep, i.e. in the dream state.) चुट्टि: (there is real) creation जाह (Sruti) says so हि because.
1. In the intermediate stage (between waking and deep sleep, there is a real) creation, because (the Sruti) says so.

The question is raised whether the creation which one experiences in the dream state is as real as this world of ours, or merely Mâyâ, false, as compared with this waking world. This Sutra, which gives the view of the opponent, holds that it is just as real, for the Sruti declares, "There are no chariots, nor horses to be yoked to them, nor roads there, but he himself creates the chariots, horses, and roads. For he is the agent" (Brih. 4. 3. 10). Moreover, we do not find any difference between the experience of the waking state and that of the dream state. A meal taken in dream has the effect of giving satisfaction even as in the waking state. Therefore the creation of the dream state is real and springs from the Lord Himself, even as He creates ether etc.

निर्मातारं चैके, पुन्याद्यत्र ॥ २ ॥

निर्मातारं Creator च and एके some (the followers of particular Sâkhâs of the Vedas) पुन्याद्यः sons etc. च and.

2. And some (Sâkhâs or recensions) (state the Self or the Supreme Lord to be) the creator (of objects of desires while we are asleep) and (objects of desires there stand for) sons etc.
A further argument is given by the opponent that the creation even in dreams is by the Lord Himself. "He who is awake in us shaping objects of desire while we are asleep... that is Brahmā." (Kath. 2. 5. 8). Sons etc. are the objects of desire that He creates. So, as in the case of the waking state, even in dreams the Lord Himself creates, and hence the world of dreams is also real. Therefore the dream world is not false but real like thisVyāvahārika (phenomenal) world of ours.

माधामान्तु, कार्तन्यनानमिन्यकस्तवासुपत्वः || 3 ||

माधामान् मेरे illusion तु but कार्तन्यन् in toto अनमिन्यकस्तवासुपत्वः on account of its nature not being manifest.

3. But (the dream world is) mere illusion, on account of its nature not being manifest with the totality (of attributes of the waking state).

'But' discards the view expressed by the two previous Sutras. The nature of the dream world does not agree in toto with that of the waking world with respect to time, place, cause, and non-contradiction, and as such that world is not real like the waking world. There can be no appropriate time, place or cause in the dream state. Inside the body, there is not enough space for objects like chariots, horses, etc., and in a dream
the soul does not leave the body; for if it did, then one who dreams of having gone to America would find himself there on waking while he went to sleep in India. Nor is the midnight proper time for an eclipse of the sun seen in a dream, nor can we conceive a child’s getting children in a dream to be real. Moreover, even in dreams we see objects seen being transformed, as for example, when we see a tree turn into a mountain. “He himself creates the chariots etc.” (Brih. 4. 3. 10), only means that objects which have no reality appear to exist in dreams just as silver does in a mother-of-pearl. The argument that the dream world is real because it is also a creation of the Supreme Lord, like this waking world, is not true, for the dream world is not the creation of the Lord but of the individual soul. “When he dreams . . . himself puts the body aside and himself creates (a dream body in its place)” (Brih. 4. 3. 9). This text clearly proves that it is the Jiva that creates in dreams and not the Lord.

सूचकम् हि शुचे: आचकश्वते च तद्विए: || ॥ ॥
सूचक: Omen च but हि for शुचे: from the Sruti आचकश्वते say च also तद्विए: experts in dream-reading.

4. But (though the dream-world is an illusion) yet it serves as an omen, for (so we find) in the Sruti, (and) expert dream-readers also say (thus).

Lest it be thought that because the dream-
world is an illusion, even the results indicated by dreams are to be so regarded, this Sutra says that these dreams are yet capable of forecasting events or good and bad fortune. The thing indicated by these dreams is real, though the dreams themselves are unreal, even as the appearance of silver in a mother-of-pearl, though false, produces joy in us, which is real. The Sruti also says so: “If in this dream he sees a woman, let him know this to be a sign that his sacrifice has succeeded” (Chh. 5. 2. 8).

परामिथ्याणातु तिरोहितम्, ततो हस्य
बन्धविपर्ययौ || ५ ||

परामिथ्याणत् By meditation on the Supreme Lord तु तत्र तिरोहितम् that which is covered (by ignorance) ततः from Him (the Lord) हि for सह्य of the soul बन्ध-विपर्ययौ bondage and its opposite, i.e. freedom.

5. But by meditation on the Supreme Lord, that which is covered (by ignorance, viz., the similarity of the Lord and soul, becomes manifest); for from Him (the Lord) are its (the soul’s) bondage and freedom.

It has been shown that the dream-world is false. But an objection is raised against it. The individual soul is but a part of the Supreme Soul and therefore shares Its power of knowledge and rulership even as a spark and fire have alike the
power of burning. As such it must also be able to create at will like the Lord. This Sutra refutes it and says that that rulership is covered by ignorance in the Jiva state and gets manifested only when in the state of meditation on the Lord this ignorance is destroyed by the knowledge 'I am Brahman.' "When that god is known all fetters fall off.... From meditating on him there arises, on the dissolution of the body, the third state, that of universal Lordship" (Svet. 1. 11). Till then the Jiva cannot create at will anything real. Moreover, this does not come to man spontaneously, since the bondage and freedom of the individual soul come from the Lord. That is to say, ignorance of His true nature causes bondage, and the knowledge of it results in freedom.

देहयोगादासोदयपी ॥ ६ ॥
देहयोगात् From its connection with the body श औं and स: that (the covering of its rulership) अष्टि also.

6. And that (the covering of the soul's rulership) also (results) from its connection with the body.

A cause for this covering up of the soul's rulership is given; and that is its connection with the body etc. Because of these limiting adjuncts, the result of nescience, its knowledge and rulership remain hidden, and this lasts so long as it erroneously thinks itself as the body etc. Hence
though the soul is not different from the Lord, its powers remain hidden.

**Topic 2: The soul in dreamless sleep.**

Now the state of deep sleep or Sushupti is taken up for discussion.

तद्भावो नाडोषु, तच्छ्रूः, आत्मनि च ॥ ७ ॥

tad-abhavi: Absence of that (dreaming), in other words Sushupti nadoṣu in the nerves ātmani ch and in the Self tachātuḥ: as it is known from the Sruti.

7. The absence of that (dreaming, i.e. dreamless sleep takes place) in the nerves and in the Self, as it is known from the Sruti.

In different texts Sushupti (deep sleep) is said to take place under different conditions. “And when a man is asleep . . . so that he sees no dreams, then he has entered into those nerves (Nādis)” (Chh. 8. 6. 3); “Through them he moves forth and rests in the pericardium, i.e. in the region of the heart” (Brih. 2. 1. 19); “When this being full of consciousness is asleep . . . lies in the ether i.e. the real Self which is in the heart” (Brih. 2. 1. 17). Now the question arises whether Sushupti takes place in any one of these places, i.e. whether these are to be taken as alternatives, or whether they are to be taken as standing in mutual relation so as to refer to one place only. The opponent holds that as all the words
standing for the places enumerated are in the same case, viz. the locative case, in the texts, they are co-ordinate and therefore alternatives. If mutual relation was meant, then different case-endings would be used by the Sruti. This Sutra says that they are to be taken as standing in mutual relation denoting the same place.

There is no alternative here, for by allowing option between two Vedic statements we lessen the authority of the Veda, since the adoption of either alternative sublates for the time being the authority of the other alternative. Moreover, the same case is used where things serve different purposes and have to be combined, as, for example, when we say, “He sleeps in the palace, he sleeps on a couch,” where we have to combine the two locatives into one as “He sleeps on a couch in the palace.” Similarly here the different texts have to be combined, meaning that the soul goes through the nerves to the region of the heart and there rests in Brahman.

It may be questioned why, then, in deep sleep we do not experience the relation of supporter and that which is supported with respect to Brahman and the Jiva. It is because the individual soul covered with ignorance is lost in Brahman even as a pot of water in a lake and so has no separate existence. “He becomes united with the True, he is gone to his own (Self)” (Chh. 6. 8. 1). Moreover, in the following text
the three places are mentioned together, "In these the person is when sleeping he sees no dreams. Then he becomes one with the Prāna (Brahman) alone" (Kau. 4. 20). Hence Brahman is the soul's place of rest in deep sleep.

अतः प्रवेषोस्मात् || ८ ||
अतः Hence प्रवेष: awakening अस्मात् from this.

8. Hence the awakening from this (i.e. Brahman).

"In the same manner, my son, all these creatures, when they have come back from the True, know not that they have come back from the True" (Chh. 6. 10. 2). In this text the Sruti states that when the Jiva returns after deep sleep to the waking state, it returns from the True or Brahman, thereby showing that in Sushupti Jiva is merged in Brahman and not in the nerves Hitā etc. But as it is covered by ignorance it does not realize its identity with Brahman in Sushupti.

Topic 3: The selfsame soul returns from Sushupti.

स एव तु कर्मनुस्मृति-शन्दविभिष्म्: || ८ ||
स एव The selfsame soul तु but कर्म-नुस्मृतिस्त-शन्द- विभिन्न on account of Karma, memory, scriptural authority, and precept.

9. But the selfsame soul (returns from
Brahman after Sushupti) on account of work, memory, scriptural authority, and precept.

A question is raised here that just as when a drop of water has merged in the ocean it is difficult to pick it out again, so also when the Jiva has merged in Brahman it is difficult to say that the selfsame Jiva arises from It after Sushupti. So we have to take that some soul arises after Sushupti from Brahman. There can be no rule that the same soul arises from It. The Sutra refutes this and says that the selfsame soul comes back after Sushupti for the following reasons: (1) What has been partly done by a person before going to sleep, we find him finishing after he wakes up. If it were not the same soul, then the latter would have no interest in finishing what has been partly done by another. (2) From our experience of identity of personality before and after sleep. (3) From our memory of past events. (4) From scriptural authority as in texts like, "Whatever these creatures are here, whether a tiger, or a lion, or a wolf, or a boar... that they become again (Chh. 6. 9. 3), we find that the selfsame soul returns from Brahman after Sushupti. (5) If the person who goes to sleep and he who arises after it be different, then scriptural precepts either as regards work or knowledge would be meaningless. For if a person can attain identity for ever with Brahman by merely going
to sleep, then scriptural instruction would be useless to attain Liberation.

Therefore it is the selfsame soul that rises from Brahman after Sushupti. The case of the drop of water is not quite analogous, for a drop of water merges in the ocean without any adjuncts and so is lost for ever; but the Jiva merges in Brahman with its adjuncts. So the identical Jiva rises again from Brahman owing to its Karma and ignorance, which do not allow it to be lost in Brahman irrevocably.

Topic 4: The nature of a swoon.

अर्ज्जुने सचांपलि: परिश्रेष्ठा || १० ||

अर्ज्जुने In a swoon अर्ज्जुने अर्ज्जुने partial attainment of the state of deep sleep परिश्रेष्ठा as the only alternative left.

10. In a swoon (there is the) partial attainment of the state of deep sleep, as that is the only alternative left.

The question of swoon is taken up for discussion. There are only three states of a soul while living in the body—waking, dream, and deep sleep. Its fourth state is death. The condition of swoon cannot come in as a fifth state, as no such state is known. So what is it? Is it a separate state of the soul, or is it but one of these states? It cannot be waking or dream, for there is no con-
sciousness or experience of anything. It is not deep sleep, for that gives happiness, which swoon does not. Nor is it death, for the soul returns to life. So the only alternative left is that in a swoon the soul partially attains the state of deep-sleep, inasmuch as there is no consciousness in that state and it returns to life, and partially that of death, as is seen from the soul’s experience of misery and pain in that state resulting in distorted face and limbs. It is a separate state, though it happens occasionally, and the reason why it is not considered a fifth state is because it is a mixture of the other two states.

*Topic 5: The nature of the Supreme Brahman.*

The preceding four topics deal with the nature of ‘thou’ or the apparent self. By proving that the creation in dreams is false, it has been shown that though the Jiva appears apparently to enjoy happiness and misery, yet in reality it is unattached. By its mergence in Brahman in deep sleep that detachment has been firmly established. By saying that the selfsame Jiva returns from sleep the doubt as to its non-permanency has been refuted. By a reference to swoon it has been explained that though all expressions of life are extinct in that state still the Jiva is there, and hence one can be sure that even after death the soul continues to exist. Thus it has been shown that the soul is self-luminous, of the-
nature of consciousness, having pleasure in itself only, and beyond the various states. Having described the nature of ‘thou’, the nature of ‘That’ is taken up for discussion in the succeeding Sutras.

न स्थानतोधिप परस्योभयविश्वम्, सर्वत्र हि ॥ ११ ॥

न Not स्थानः from (difference of) place अपि even परस्य of Brahman उभयविश्व twofold characteristic हि because सक्ते throughout (the scriptures teach otherwise).

11. Even from (difference of) place a twofold characteristic cannot (be predicated) of Brahman, because throughout (the scriptures teach It to be otherwise, i.e. without any qualities).

In the scriptures we find two kinds of description about Brahman. Some texts describe It as qualified and some as unqualified. “From whom all activities, all desires, all odours, and all tastes proceed” (Chh. 3. 14. 2) speak of attributes; again “It is neither gross nor minute, neither short nor long, neither redness nor moisture” etc. (Brih. 3. 8. 8). Are we to take that both are true of Brahman according as It is or is not connected with adjuncts, or have we to take only one of them as true and the other as false, and if so, which, and on what grounds? The Sutra says that both cannot be predicated of one and the
same Brahma, for it is against experience. One and the same thing cannot have two contradictory natures at the same time. Nor does the mere connection of a thing with another change its nature, even as the redness of a flower reflected in a crystal does not change the nature of the crystal, which is colourless. The imputation of redness is due to ignorance and not real. Neither can a thing change its real nature: it means destruction. Even so in the case of Brahma, Its connection with adjuncts like earth etc. is a product of nescience. Hence between the two aspects of Brahma we have to accept that which is attributeless as Its true nature, for throughout the scriptures we find Brahma so described to the exclusion of Its qualified aspects. "It is without sound, without touch, form, and decay" etc. (Kath. 1. 3. 15). The other description of Brahma is only for the sake of Upāsanā and is not Its real nature.

न भेदाद्वितिः चेत्, न प्रत्येकमतदद्विचनात्। १२।।

न Not so भेदाद् on account of difference (being taught in the scriptures) इति चेत् if it be said न not so प्रत्येकम् with respect to each अत्दचनात् because of the declaration of the opposite of that.

12. If it be said (that it is) not so on account of difference (being taught in the scriptures), (we reply) not so, because
with respect to each (such form) the Sruti declares the opposite of that.

We find that the scripture declares Brahman as having different forms in different Vidyās or meditations. In some It is described as having four feet, in some as of sixteen digits (Kalās) or again as having for Its body the three worlds and being called Vaisvānara; and so on. So we have to understand on scriptural authority that Brahman is also qualified. This Sutra refutes it and says that every such form due to Upādhi is denied of Brahman in texts like, “The shining, immortal being who is in this earth, and the shining, immortal, corporeal being in the body are but the Self” (Brih. 2. 5. 1). Such texts show that in all Upādhis like earth etc. the same Self is present, and hence there is only non-difference, oneness. It is not true that the Vedas inculcate the connection of Brahman with various forms. With regard to what we take as different, the Sruti explains at every instance that the form is not true, and that in reality there is only one formless principle.

अपिचैतवमेके || २३ ||
अधि च Moreover एवम् thus एके some.
13. Moreover some (teach) thus.
Some Sākhās (recensions) of the Vedas directly teach that the manifoldness is not true, by
passing strictures on those who see difference. “He goes from death to death, who sees difference, as it were, in It” (Kath. 1. 4. 11); also Brih. 4. 4. 19.

अरूपस्वदेव हि, तत्प्राधानत्वात् ॥ १४ ॥
अरूपवत् Formless एव only हि verily तत्-प्राधानत्वात् on account of that being the main purport.

14. Verily Brahman is only formless on account of that being the main purport (of all texts about Brahman).

Brahman is only formless for all the texts that aim at teaching Brahman describe It as formless. If Brahman be understood to have a form, then texts which describe It as formless would become purportless, and such a contingency with respect to the scriptures is unimaginable, for the scriptures throughout have a purport. On the other hand, texts dealing with qualified Brahman seek not to establish It, but rather to enjoin meditations on Brahman. Therefore Barhman is formless.

प्रकाशवत्वादृवत्यवत्तृत्तू ॥ १५ ॥
प्रकाशवत् Like light न and अवेशवत्तृत्तू not being purportless.

15. And like light (taking form in connection with bodies having form, Brahman takes form in connection with.
Upâdhis), because (texts ascribing form to Brahman) are not purportless.

If Brahman is formless, what about the texts which describe It as having form? Are they superfluous? If Brahman is without form then all Upâsanâs of the Brahman with form would be futile, for how can the worship of such a false Brahman lead to Brahmaloka and other spheres? This Sutra explains that they are not without a purpose. Just as light, which has no form, appears to be great or small according to the aperture through which it enters a room and yet has the virtue of removing the darkness in the room, even so the formless Brahman appears to have a form, as being limited by adjuncts like earth etc.; and the worship of such an illusory Brahman can help one to attain Brahmaloka etc., which are also illusory from the absolute standpoint. Hence these texts are not altogether purportless. This, however, does not contradict the position already established, viz. that Brahman, though connected with limiting adjuncts, is not dual in character, because the effects of these cannot constitute attributes of a substance, and moreover these limiting adjuncts are all due to Nescience.

आह च तत्मात्रम् || १६ ||

आह Declares च and तत्मात्रम् that (i.e. intelligence) only.
16. And (the scripture) declares (that Brahman is) that (i.e. intelligence) only.

Now what is the nature of that formless Brahman? "As a lump of salt is without interior or exterior, entire, and purely salt in taste; even so is the Self without interior or exterior, entire, and Pure Intelligence alone" (Brih. 4. 5. 13). It is mere intelligence, self-effulgent, homogeneous, and without attributes.

दशैयति च, अथो अपि स्मयः || १७ ||

दशैयति (Scripture) shows च also अथौ thus अपि also स्मयः (it is) stated by the Smritis.

17. (The scripture) also shows (this, and) thus also (is it) stated by the Smritis.

That Brahman is without any attributes is also proved by the fact that the Sruti teaches about It by denying all characteristics to It. "Now therefore the description (of Brahman): 'Not this, not this.' Because there is no other and more appropriate description than this 'Not this' " (Brih. 2. 3. 6). If Brahman had form, then it would be established by such texts, and there would be no necessity to deny everything and say 'Not this, not this'. So also the Smritis teach about Brahman: "The Highest-Brahman without either beginning or end, which cannot be said either to be or not to be" (Gita 13. 12); "It is-
unmanifest, unthinkable, and without modification, thus is It spoken of’’ (Gītā 2. 25).

अतएव चोपमा सूर्याकादिवित् ॥ १८ ॥

अतएव Therefore च also उपमा comparison सूर्याकादिवित् like the images of the sun etc.

18. Therefore also (with respect to Brahman we have) comparisons like the images of the sun, etc.

That Brahman is formless is further established from the similes used with respect to It. Since this Brahman is mere intelligence, homogeneous, and formless, and everything else is denied in It, therefore we find that the scriptures explain the fact of Its having forms by saying that they are like reflections in water of the one sun, meaning thereby that these forms are unreal, being due only to limiting adjuncts.

अभ्युवदः भ्रान्त तु न तथावस्थम् ॥ १९ ॥

अभ्युवत् Like water अभ्रान्त not being experienced तु but न no तथावस्थम् similarity.

19. But (there is) no similarity (in the case of Brahman, any second thing) not being experienced like water.

An objection is raised that the comparison of the last Sūtra is not correct. In the case of the sun, which has a form, water, which is different and at a distance from it, catches its image; but
Brahman is formless and all-pervading, and there can be nothing else different and at a distance from It, to serve as an Upādhi, that can catch Its reflections. So the comparison is defective.

बृद्धिहस्माक्ष्यमन्तभवावात्, उभयसामस्या-<br>देवम् || २० ||

Participating in the increase and decrease, on account of its being inside उभय-सामस्या, on account of the similarity in the two cases thus.

20. On account of Brahman being inside (Its adjuncts) (It appears) to participate in their increase and decrease. On account of this similarity in the two cases (mentioned in Sutra 18) it is thus (i.e. the comparison is not defective).

The comparison with the reflection of the sun is to be taken not on all fours but only with respect to a particular feature. Just as the reflected sun is distorted, trembles, or varies in size as the water shakes, expands, or contracts, while the real sun remains unchanged; so also Brahman participates, as it were, in the attributes of the Upâdhis; it grows with them, decreases with them, suffers with them, and so on, but not in reality. Hence on account of this similarity in the two cases the comparison is not defective.
21. And on account of scriptural instruction.

The Scripture also teaches that Brahma enters into the body and other limiting adjuncts. "He made bodies with two feet and bodies with four feet. That Supreme Being first entered the bodies as a bird. He on account of his dwelling in all bodies is called the Purusha" (Brih. 2. 5. 18). Thus also the comparison in Sutra 18 is not defective.

Therefore it is established that Brahma is formless, of the nature of intelligence, and homogeneous—without any difference.

*Topic 6: 'Not this, not this' in Brih. 2. 3. 6. denies the gross and subtle forms of Brahma given in Brih. 2. 3.1. and not Brahma Itself.*

22. What has been mentioned up to this is denied (by the words 'Not this, not this'), and (the Sruti) says something more than that (afterwards).
“Brahman has but two forms—gross and subtle, mortal and immortal, limited and unlimited, Sat (defined) and Tyat (undefined)” (Brih. 2. 3. 1). Thus describing the two forms of Brahman, the gross, consisting of earth, water, and fire, and the subtle, consisting of air and ether, the Sruti says finally, “Now therefore the description (of Brahman): ‘Not this, not this.’” etc. (Brih. 2. 3. 6). Now the question is whether the double denial in ‘Not this, not this’ negates both the world and Brahman, or only one of them. The opponent holds that both are denied, and consequently Brahman, which is false, cannot be the substratum for a world, which is also false. In other words, it leads us to Sunyavāda, the theory of Void. If one only is denied it is proper that Brahman is denied, for It is not seen and therefore Its existence is doubtful, and not the world, since we experience it. The Sutra refutes this view and says that what has been described till now, viz. the two forms of Brahman, gross and subtle, is denied by the words ‘Not this, not this,’ the double mention of these words of denial applying to the two forms of Brahman. The word ‘Iti’ refers to what has been mentioned immediately before, i.e. the two forms of Brahman, the subject-matter of the discussion, and therefore cannot refer to Brahman Itself, which is not the main topic of the preceding texts. Moreover, after denying the world the Sruti says something
more than that about Brahman, viz. 'The Truth of truth' meaning thereby that Brahman alone is the one reality that exists and is the substratum of the world, which is illusory. Nor is it reasonable to suppose that the Sruti, professing to teach about Brahman will deny it. It is the Truth of truth, i.e. the reality behind 'Sat', or earth, water, and fire, and 'Tyat' or air and ether, the definite and indefinite forms in nature. There is no contradiction to perception in this denial of the world, for it denies only the transcendental reality of the world and not its Vyavahārika or phenomenal reality, which remains intact. The objection, viz. that Brahman is not experienced, and therefore it is Brahman that is denied, is baseless; for the object of the Sruti is to teach about something which is not ordinarily experienced by us; otherwise its teaching would be redundant.

तद्व्यक्तम्, आह हि ॥ २३ ॥

तत्त That (Brahman) अव्यक्तम् is not manifest आह (so the scripture) says हि for.

23. That (Brahman) is not manifest, for (so the scripture) says.

If Brahman exists, then why is It not perceived? The Sruti says that Brahman is unmanifest on account of our being covered with ignorance. Therefore It is not perceived by us;
"He is not apprehended by the eye, nor by the other senses, nor by penance" etc. (Mu. 3. 1. 8).

अपि च संराधने, प्रत्यक्षातुमानामभ्याम् ॥ २४ ॥

अपि च And moreover संराधने in perfect meditation (It is experienced) प्रत्यक्ष-अनुमानामभ्याम् from the Sruti and Smriti.

24. And moreover (Brahman is experienced) in perfect meditation, (as we know) from the Sruti and Smriti.

If Brahman is not manifest to us, then we can never know It, and therefore there will be no Freedom. This Sutra says that Brahman is not known only to those whose heart is not purified, but those who are purified realize It in the state of Samādhi when ignorance is destroyed. That this is so is known from the Sruti: "Some wise man, however, with his eyes turned inside and wishing for immortality saw the Self within" (Kath. 2. 4. 1); also Mu. 3. 1. 8. The Smriti also says the same thing: "He who is seen as Light by the Yogins meditating on Him sleeplessly, with suspended breath, contented minds, and subdued senses" etc.

प्रकाशादिवशाचेष्ठय प्रकाशस्य कर्मणि,
अम्बासात् ॥ २५ ॥

प्रकाशादित्वः Like light etc. च and अवेष्ठयः (there is) no difference प्रकाशः Brahman च also कर्मणि in work
अन्याखान् on account of repeated mention (in the Sruti).

25. And as in the case of light, etc., there is no difference, (so) also between Brahman (and its manifestation) in activity; on account of the repeated instruction (of the Sruti to that effect).

The nature of the Jiva and Brahman has been described. Now their identity is being explained.

If according to the last Sutra Brahman is the object of meditation and the Jiva is the meditator, it means that there is duality, and not the unity of Brahman. This Sutra explains it. Even as between the sun and its reflection in water etc. there is in reality no difference, the image being unreal, so also the one Brahman manifests as many in the limiting adjuncts of activity like meditation etc. Through ignorance the meditating self thinks it is different from Brahman; but in reality it is identical with Brahman. That it is so is known from repeated instruction of the Sruti in texts like, “That thou art,” “I am Brahman,” which deny difference.

अतो अनन्तेन, तथा हि विज्ञम् ॥ २६ ॥

अतः Therefore अनन्तेन with the Infinite तथा thus हि for विज्ञम् (the scripture) indicates.

26. Therefore (the individual soul
becomes one) with the Infinite; for thus (the scripture) indicates.

The Jiva attains identity with Brahman on the dawning of Knowledge, when ignorance with all its limiting adjuncts disappears. “He who knows that Supreme Brahman becomes Brahman Itself” (Mu. 3. 2. 9). If the difference were real, then one could not become Brahman Itself. Knowledge may destroy ignorance, but not what is real. Now, since the Jiva becomes Brahman, its individuality was not real, and hence it was destroyed by Knowledge, leaving only Brahman. So the difference is unreal, the identity real.

उमयव्यपदेशात्वत्तिहिम्कुण्डलवत् ॥ २७ ॥

उमयव्यपदेशात् On account of both being taught तु but अहिम्कुण्डलवत् like that between a serpent and its coils.

27. But on account of both (i.e. difference and non-difference) being taught (by the Sruti) (the relation of the Jiva and Brahman is to be taken) like that between a serpent and its coils.

Having established the identity of the Jiva and Brahman, the author proceeds to elucidate it further by examining the theory of difference. In the scriptures we find also texts like, “Two birds of beautiful plumage” etc. (Mu. 3. 1. 1), which speak of difference between the Jiva and
Brahman. So we have to understand that the difference between them prior to Liberation is real, though when it is destroyed by Knowledge they attain identity. Hence we have to take that their relation is one of difference and non-difference, as between a serpent and its coils. As a snake it is one but if we look at the coils, hood, etc. there is difference. Similarly between the Jiva and Brahman there is difference as well as non-difference.

न्यक्षाश्लाष्यवहथ | तेजस्त्वावम् || २८ ||

न्यक्ष-श्लाष्यवत् Like light and its substratum वा or तेजस्त्वावम् on account of both being luminous.

28. Or like (the relation of) light and its substratum, on account of both being luminous.

Another example is given to establish the theory of difference and non-difference. The relation between the Jiva and Brahman may be taken to be like that between light and its orb. Both being luminous are non-different; yet on account of their varying extensity they are spoken of as different. So is the relation between the Jiva and Brahman one of difference and non-difference, the one being limited and the other all-pervading.

पूर्ववहथ || २९ ||

पूर्ववत् As before वा or.
29. Or (the relation between the two, i.e., Jiva and Brahman) is as given before.

Having given in the two previous Sutras the view of Bhedâbhedavâdins, the upholders of difference and non-difference, this Sutra refutes it and establishes as the final truth what has been stated in Sutra 25, viz. that the difference is merely illusory and non-difference is the reality. For if the difference is also real, it can never cease to be, and all the instruction of the Sruti with respect to Liberation will be useless for bondage is nothing but this idea of separateness, and if this is real, there can be no Liberation at all. But if the difference is due to ignorance, then Knowledge can destroy it and the reality, the non-difference may be realized. So the views given in Sutras 27 and 28, which later on were developed by Kumarila and Bhâskara, are not correct, and the view given in Sutra 25 alone is correct.

प्रतिपधान || २० ||

प्रतिपधान. On account of the denial च and.

30. And on account of the denial.

From the Sruti texts like, “There is no other witness but He” (Brih. 3. 7 23), which deny that there exists any other intelligent being apart from Brahman, and from the denial of the world by, “Not this, not this,” it follows that there is no other entity but Brahman. Therefore there is
only one Brahman without any difference whatsoever.

**Topic 7:** Brahman is one without a second, and expressions which apparently imply something else as existing are only metaphorical.

परमतः सतून्मानसंबन्धभेद्भ्यपदेशेऽभ्यः ॥ ३१ ॥

परम् Greater अतः than this (Brahman) सतू-उन्मान-सम्बन्ध-भेद-पदेशोऽभ्यः on account of terms denoting a bank, measure, connection, and difference.

31. (There is something) superior to this (Brahman), on account of terms denoting a bank, measure, connection, and difference (used with respect to It).

To say that there is nothing except Brahman is objectionable, for we find that there is something besides Brahman on account of Its being designated as a bank separating things other than Itself in texts like, "That self is a bank, a boundary" etc. (Chh. 3. 4. 1); as having size and therefore limited in texts like, "That Brahman has four feet" (Chh. 3. 18. 2)—it is well known that whatever is limited is limited by some other object; as being connected with other objects: "The embodied self when embraced by the Supreme Self" (Brh. 4. 3. 21), which shows that there is something else than Brahman; and as being different: "The Atman is to be seen,"
thereby hinting a seer and seen. All these show that Brahman is not one without a second.

सामान्याच् ॥ ३२ ॥

तु बुद्धपथः पादस्यत् ॥ ३२ ॥

बुद्धपथः For the sake of easy comprehension पादस्यत् just like (four) feet.

33. (Brahman is depicted as having size) for the sake of easy comprehension (i.e. Upāsanā); just like four feet.

The statements as to the size of Brahman, ‘Brahman has four feet’, ‘It has sixteen digits’, etc. are meant for the sake of Upāsanā; for it is
difficult to comprehend the Infinite, all-pervading Brahman. Just as mind conceived as the personal manifestation of Brahman is imagined to have the organ of speech, nose, eyes, and ears as its four feet, so also Brahman is imagined as having size etc. for the sake of Upāsanā, but not in reality.

स्थानविशेषात्, प्रकाशादिवित् ॥ ३४ ॥

स्थानविशेषात् On account of special places प्रकाशादिवित् like light etc.

34. (The statements about connection and difference with respect to Brahman) are on account of special places; as in the case of light, etc.

The statements regarding difference are made with reference to limiting adjuncts only and not to any difference in Brahman's nature. We speak of light inside a chamber and light outside it, though in reality light is one, the distinction being due to limiting adjuncts. So also all statements about connection are made with reference to the removal of the adjuncts, when connection with the Supreme Self is said to take place metaphorically, even as on the destruction of the chamber the light inside it may be said to be united with light in general.

उपपत्तेः ॥ ३५ ॥

उपपत्तेः: From reasoning च and.
35. And it is reasonable.

This Sutra explains further that connection and difference are not to be taken as real, but only metaphorically. The connection of the Jiva with Brahman in deep sleep cannot be real. “It merges in its Self” (Chh. 6. 8. 1), shows that the connection of the soul with Brahman is a natural, inherent identity, and not as between two things. Similarly the difference referred to is not real, but due to ignorance, as can be gathered from hundreds of texts.

तथान्यृप्रतिपेधात् \( \| 36 \| \)

तथा Similarly अन्य-प्रतिपेधात् on account of the express denial of all other things.

36. Similarly on account of the express denial of all other things (there is nothing but Brahman).

A further reason is given to show that there is nothing but Brahman. “The Self is all this” (Chh. 7. 25. 2); “All this is Brahman alone” (Mu. 2. 2. 11) etc. deny the existence of anything else besides Brahman. Therefore Brahman is one without a second.

अनेन सर्वगत्तमायामशस्वदारिभ्यः \( \| 37 \| \)

अनेन By this सर्वगत्तम्य all-pervadingness आयाम-शश्वदारिभ्य as is known from scriptural statements etc. regarding (Brahman’s) extent.
37. By this (is established) the all-pervadingness (of Brahman), as is known from scriptural statements, etc., regarding (Brahman’s) extent.

This Sutra explains the all-pervadingness of Brahman, which follows from the fact that It is one without a second. By saying that texts describing Brahman as a bank etc. are not to be taken literally, and by denying all other things, it is proved that Brahman is all-prevading. If they were taken literally, then Brahman would be limited and not all-pervading and consequently not eternal. That Brahman is all-pervading is known from such Sruti texts as, “He is omnipresent like ether, and eternal” (Sat. Br. 10. 6. 3. 2). See also Gitâ 2. 24.

*Topic 8: Isvara the giver of the fruits of actions.*

रूपवर्तमान: उपपत्ति: || २८ ||

फलम् Fruits of actions अत: from Him उपपत्ति: for that is reasonable.

38. From Him (the Lord) are the fruits of actions; for that is reasonable.

Having described the nature of Brahman, the author proceeds now to discuss the view of the Mimâmsâkâs, who say that Karma (work) and not Iswara, gives the fruits of one’s actions. According to them it is useless to set up an Iswara for this purpose, since Karma itself can give that result at a future time.
This Sutra refutes it and says that from Iswara alone come the fruits of one’s work. Karma is insentient and short-lived, and cannot therefore be expected to bestow the fruits of actions at a future time according to one’s deserts. We do not see any insentient thing bestow fruits on those who worship it. Therefore it is only from the Lord, who is worshipped through actions, that their results proceed.

श्रुत्वागम् II २९ II
श्रुत्वां बecause the scripture so teaches च and.

39. And because the scripture so teaches.

The scripture declares that the fruits of actions come from the Lord. "That great, birthless Self is the eater of food and the giver of wealth (the fruit of one’s work)" (Brih. 4. 4. 24).

धर्मं जैमिनि: अतएव II ४० II
धर्म Religious merits जैमिनि: (sage) Jaimini अतएव for the same reasons.

40. Jaimini (thinks) for the same reasons (viz., scriptural authority and reasoning) that religious merit (is what brings about the fruits of actions).

The view of the previous Sutra is being criticized.

The scripture enjoins, "He who is desirous
of the heavenly world is to sacrifice’ (Tândya). Since every scriptural injunction has an object, it is reasonable to think that the sacrifice itself produces the fruit. But it may be objected that since the deed is destroyed, it cannot produce a result at a future time. This is met by the positing of an Apurva or extra-ordinary principle, which is produced by the Karma before it is destroyed, and through the intervention of which the result is produced in the distant future. Again, if the deed itself did not produce the result, it would be useless to perform it; and moreover it is not reasonable to imagine one cause (the Lord) for a great variety of effects.

पूर्व तु बादरायणः, हेतुव्यपदेशात् ॥ ४२ ॥

पूर्वम् The former (i.e. the Lord) तु but बादरायणः Badarâyana हेतु-व्यपदेशात् on account of His being declared to be the cause (of the actions even).

41. But Badarâyana (thinks) the former (the Lord, as the bestower of the fruits of actions) on account of His being declared to be the cause (of the actions even).

‘But’ refutes the view of Sutra 40. Both Karma and Apurva are insentient, and as such incapable of producing results without the intervention of an intelligent principle. For such a phenomenon is not experienced in the world. No
one gets anything by worshipping stocks and stones. So the fruits of actions come only from the Lord, and this is all the more established, as the Lord Himself causes people to act one way or the other; and since the Jiva acts as directed by Him, He Himself is the bestower of the fruits of his actions according to his deserts. "He makes him whom He wishes to lead up from these worlds do a good deed" etc. (Kau. 3. 8); "Whichever divine form a devotee wishes to worship... and obtains from it the results he desires, as ordained by Me" (Gitâ 7. 21-22). Since the Lord has regard for the merit and demerit of the souls, the objection that a uniform cause is incapable of producing various effects does not stand.

In the last four topics the entity ‘That’ has been explained. Firstly, Brahman has been shown to be formless, self-effulgent, and without difference; secondly, by the denial of manifoldness in It it has been established that It is one without a second; and lastly, It has been proved to be the giver of the fruits of people’s actions in the relative world. Thus the two entities ‘thou’ and ‘That’ have been explained in these two sections.
CHAPTER III

SECTION III

In the last section the two entities ‘thou’ and ‘That’ of the Vedic dictum (Mahâvâkya) ‘That thou art’ have been explained and shown to be identical. Now the scriptures prescribe various meditations that help to attain this knowledge of identity. It is not possible for the ordinary man to grasp the Infinite. Therefore the scriptures present various symbols of Brahman such as Prânâ, Akâsa, and mind, for the beginner to meditate upon. Sometimes they prescribe the cosmic form of Brahman (Vaisvânara) for meditation. These different methods of approaching the infinite Brahman are known as Vidyâs or Upâsanâs.

This section discusses these various Vidyâs, by means of which the individual soul attains Brahman. In this connection the question naturally arises, whether similar Vidyâs described differently in different recensions of the Vedas are one or different, and consequently to be combined into a single meditation or separately gone through. Here it is decided which Vidyâs are the same and have to be combined into one, and which Vidyâs are different in spite of certain similarities. The
principle that is followed throughout in the interpretation of these Vidyās is this: Since Brahman, which is the only reality, is the resulting cognition of all Vidyās, it may be helpful to combine the particulars of the same Vidyā mentioned in different Sākhās, since they have been found efficacious by the followers of those Sākhās.

**Topic 1: The Vidyās with identical or similar form met with in the scriptures or in different recensions of the scriptures are one Vidyā.**

सर्ववेदांतप्रत्ययम्, चोदनाधविवेशाया || १ ||

सर्व-वेदांत-प्रत्ययम् Described in the various Vedânta texts चोदनादि-विवेशायात on account of non-difference as regards injunction etc. (i.e. connection, form, and name.)

1. (The Upāsanās) described in the various Vedânta texts (are not different), on account of the non-difference as regards injunction, etc. (i.e. connection, form, and name).

There are Upāsanās described variably in different Vedânta texts. For example, the Upāsanā of Prāṇa is described in one way in the Brihadâranyaka Upanishad and in a different way in the Chhândogya. Are such Upāsanās, described differently in different Sākhās of the Vedas, different or same? The opponent holds
that they are different, on account of the difference in form. This Sutra refutes it and says that such meditations are one and the same, on account of the non-difference as regards injunction, connection, name, and form of these in different Sākhās. Just as on account of the injunction in all Sākhās, “One should perform the Agnihotra” etc. (Mai. 6. 36) the daily Agnihotra sacrifice is one only, and as Jyotishtoma and Vājapeya sacrifices described in different Sākhās are one only, so also on account of non-difference as regards injunction such as, “He who knows the oldest and greatest” (Brih. 6. 1. 1.) in both the Brihadāranyaka and the Chhāndogya Upanishads, the Prāna Vidyā in all the Sākhās is one and the same. Similarly as regards the fruit or result of the Upāsanā there is non-difference. “He who knows it to be such becomes the oldest and greatest” (Brih. 6. 1. 1). Prāna, which is the object of the meditation, is described in both as the oldest and greatest, and both the meditations are named Prāna Vidyā. Therefore there being non-difference in all respects, the two Vidyās are not different, but one. The same is true of Dahara Vidyā, Vaisvānara Upāsanā, Sāndilya Vidyā, etc. described in various Sākhās.

मेदान्नेति चेतृ, न एकस्यामपि ॥ २ ॥

मेदात् उन्हें account of difference न not इति चेतृ if it be said न not so एकस्यामपि even in the same (Vidyā).
2. If it be said (that the Vidyâs are) not (one) on account of difference (in minor points), (we reply) not so, since even in the same Vidyâ (there might be such minor differences).

A further objection is raised that since certain differences are seen to exist with respect to the Vidyâs described in different Sâkhâs, they cannot be one. For example, in the Brihadâranyaka in the Panchâgni Vidyâ a sixth fire is mentioned as an object of worship: "The fire becomes his fire" (Brih. 6. 2. 14); whereas in the Chhândogya we have, "But he who knows these five fires" (Chhh. 5. 10. 10). Therefore on account of difference in form the two Vidyâs cannot be one. This Sutra refutes it and says that they are one, since even in the same Vidyâ there may be differences of form. The five fires like heaven etc. mentioned in the Chhândogya are identified in the Brihadâranyaka. Therefore there can be no difference in Vidyâ. Nor can the presence or absence of a sixth fire create a difference as regards form, for in the same Atirâtra sacrifice the Shodasi vessel may or may not be taken. On the other hand, on account of the majority of fires being recognized in both, it is reasonable that we should add the sixth fire to the Vidyâ in the Chhândogya. The name 'five fires' is also no objection against this increase of number, for the number five is not an essential part of the injunction.
Moreover, even in the same Sākhā and in the same Vidyā differences like this are seen in different chapters; yet the Vidyā described in these different chapters is taken on all hands as one. Therefore in spite of these differences in different Sākhās it is reasonable that Vidyās of the same class are one and not different.

स्वाभायस्य तयादेव हि समाचारेद्विसिद्धिकाराणि
स्वयम् तन्निनयमः || २ ||

स्वाभायस्य Of the study of the Vedas तयादेव हि because समाचारें in the Samāchāra (a book of that name) अधिकारत् on account of the qualification च and स्वयम् like that of the (seven) oblations (viz. Saurya etc.) च and तन्निनयमः that rule.

3. (The rite of carrying fire on the head is connected) with the study of the Vedas, because in the Samāchāra (it is described) as being such. And (this also follows) from its being a qualification (for the students of the Atharva Veda), as is the case with the (seven) oblations (viz. Saurya etc.).

A further objection is raised. In the Mundaka Upanishad, which deals with the knowledge of Brahman, the carrying of fire on the head by the student is mentioned. The opponent holds
that on account of this particular ceremony, which obtains among the followers of the Atharva Veda, the Vidyā of the Atharvanikas is different from all other Vidyās. The Sutra refutes this saying that the rite of carrying fire on the head is not an attribute of the Vidyā, but of the study of the Vedas of the Atharvanikas. So it is described in the book Samâchâra, which deals with Vedic observances. From the following text, "A man who has not performed the rite (viz. carrying fire) does not read this" (Mu. 3. 2. 11) also we find it is connected with the reading or study of the Upanishad and not with the Vidyā. The rite of carrying the fire is connected only with the study of that particular Veda and not others, like the seven oblations, which are not connected with the fires taught in the other Vedas, but only with those of the Atharva Veda. So the unity of Vidyās stands in all cases.

दर्शन्यतिः च ॥ ४ ॥

दर्शन्यति Instructs च also.

4. (The scripture) also instructs thus.

"That which all the Vedas declare" (Kath. 1. 2. 15) shows that the Nirguna Brahman is the one purport of all the Vedânta texts. Therefore all Vidyās relating to It must also be one. Thus the meditation on the Saguna Brahman as Vaisvânara, who is represented as extending from
heaven to the earth in the Brihadâranyaka, is referred to in the Chhândogya as something well known: “But he who worships that Vaisvânara self as extending from heaven to the earth” (Chh. 5. 18. 1), thereby showing that all Vaisvânara Vidyâs are one. Thus since the Nirguna or the Saguna Brahman is one and not many, therefore particular Vidyâs which relate to either of them are also one and not many. This also follows from the same hymns and the like enjoined in one place being employed in other places for the sake of Upâsanâ. The same rule applies to other Vidyâs also besides the Vaisvânara, and in consequence they are not many, though differently described in different Sâkhâs.

The unity of Vidyâs, having been established, their results are taken up for discussion.

**Topic 2: Particulars of identical Vidyâs mentioned in different places or Sâkhâs are to be combined into one meditation.**

उपसंहारोऽथाभिमिदाद्विविषेषवस्माने च II 5 II

उपसंहार: Combination अथाभिमिदात्, since there is no difference in the object of meditation विषेषवस्मात् like the subsidiary rites of a main sacrifice समाने च and in the Upâsanâs of the same class.

5. And in the Upâsanâs of the same class (mentioned in different Sâkhâs) a combination (of all the particulars
mentioned in all Sākhās is to be made), since there is no difference in the object of meditation, just as (a combination of) all subsidiary rites of a main sacrifice (mentioned in different Sākhās is made).

From what has been discussed in the previous Sutras it is clear that the Vidyās described in different Sākhās will have to be combined in the Upāsanā, since their object after all is one. The particulars mentioned in other Sākhās than one's own are also efficacious, and as such one has to combine all these, even as one does with respect to subsidiary rites like Agnihotra, connected with a main sacrifice, mentioned in several Sākhās.

**Topic 3: Vidyās having really different subject-matter are separate, though in other respects there are similarities.**

अन्यथात्वं शब्दादिति चेत्, न, अविशेषात् ॥ ६ ॥

अन्यथात्वं There is difference शब्दात् on account of (difference in) texts इति चेत् if it be said न not so अविशेषात् on account of non-difference (as regards essentials).

6. If it be said (that the Udgītha Vidyā of the Brihadāranyaka and that of the Chhândogya) are different on account of (difference in) texts; (we say) not so, on account of the non-difference (as regards essentials).
This Sutra represents the view of the opponent, who tries to establish that the two Vidyās are one. "Then they said to this vital force in the mouth, 'Chant the Udgitha for us.' 'All right,' said the vital force and chanted for them" (Brīh. 1. 3. 7); "Then this vital force that is in the mouth—they meditated on the Udgitha 'Om' as that vital force" (Chh. 1. 2. 7). It may be objected that they cannot be one, because of the difference in texts. But this is unacceptable, because there is unity as regards a great many points. (For the similarity see texts in both.) So on the grounds given in Sutra 3. 3. 1, there is unity of Vidyās.

न वा, प्रकरणभेदात् परोक्षरीयस्वादिविन्न || ७ ||

न वा Rather not प्रकरण-भेदात् on account of difference in subject-matter परोक्षरीयस्वादिविन्न even as (the meditation on the Udgitha) as the highest and greatest (Brahman) (is different).

7... Rather (there is) no (unity of Vidyās), on account of the difference in subject-matter, even as (the meditation on the Udgitha) as the highest and greatest (i.e., Brahman) (is different from the meditation on the Udgitha as abiding in the eye, etc.).

This Sutra refutes the former view and establishes that the two Vidyās, in spite of similarity
in many points, are different on account of difference in subject-matter. In the Chhândogya only a part of the Udgîtha (hymn), the syllable ‘Om’ is meditated upon as Prâna: “Let one meditate on the syllable ‘Om’ (of) the Udgîtha” (Chh. 1. 1. 1). But in the Brihadâranyaka the whole Udgîtha hymn is meditated upon as Prâna. Vide Brih. 1. 3. 2. On account of this difference in the object of meditation the two Viûyâs cannot be one. The case is similar to the Upâsanâ on Udgîtha enjoined in, “This is indeed the highest and greatest Udgîtha” (Chh. 1. 9. 2), which is different from the one enjoined in the Chhândogya 1. 6, where the Udgîtha is meditated upon as abiding in the eye and the sun.

शस्त्रात्क्रोता, तदुक्षम, अस्ति तु तदपि ॥ ८ ॥

शस्त्र: On account of the name (being same) बेद, if तत्र it उक्षम has already been answered अस्ति exists तु but तद् that अवि even.

8. If on account of the name (of both Viûyâs being the same, it be said that they are one), it has already been answered. But even that (identity of name in Viûyâs admitted to be different) exists.

Identity of name is no reason for claiming unity of Viûyâs, since the subject-matter differs. This has already been established in the last Sutra. Moreover, it is borne out by the scriptures.
For example, the different sacrifices like Agni-hotra, Darsapurnamāsa, etc., which all occur in Kāthaka, are known as Kāthakas; or even the Udgitha Upāsanās of Chh. 1. 6 and Chh. 1. 9. 2. are different Vidyās.

**Topic 4:** Specializing the ‘Om’ of the Udgitha Vidyā is apt, as ‘Om’ is common to all the Vedas.

**व्याख्या ऊष्म समझसमू II ९ II**

**व्याख्या:** Because (Om) extends (over the whole of the Vedas) च and समझसमू is appropriate.

9. And because (Om) extends (over the whole of the Vedas), (to specialize it by the term ‘Udgitha’) is appropriate.

Since ‘Om’ is common to all the Vedas we have to understand which particular ‘Om’ is to be meditated upon. By specifying that the ‘Om’ which is a part of the Udgitha is to be meditated upon, we learn that it is the ‘Om’ of the Sāma-Veda. “Let one meditate on the syllable ‘Om’ (of) the Udgitha” (Chh. 1. 1. 1).

**Topic 5:** Unity of the Prāna Vidyā.

**सर्वभिदात्वद्यासमू II १० II**

**सर्वभिदात्व:** On account of non-difference everywhere अन्यत्र in the other places इमें these qualities (are to be inserted).
10. On account of the non-difference (of the Vidyā) everywhere (i.e. in all the texts of the different Sākhās where the Prāṇa Vidyā occurs) these qualities (mentioned in two of them are to be inserted) in the other places (e.g., the Kaushitaki Upanishad).

In the Chhāndogya and Brihadāranyaka Upanishads in the Prāṇa Vidyā we find the qualities of speech etc. as being richest and so on, are ultimately attributed to Prāṇa but not so in the Kaushitaki Upanishad, for instance. The question is whether they are to be inserted in the Kaushitaki also, where they are not mentioned. The Sutra says that they have to be inserted, since the Vidyā is the same in all the three Upanishads. Attributes of one and the same Vidyā have to be combined wherever that Vidyā occurs, although they may not be expressly mentioned.

Topic 6: In all the meditations on Brahman qualities like 'Bliss' etc., which describe Its nature, are to be combined into one meditation and not others.

आनन्दाद्वय: प्रधानस्य \( \| \) ११ \( \| \)

आनन्दाद्वय: Bliss and other attributes प्रधानस्य of the subject (i.e. Brahman).

11. Bliss and other attributes (which depict the true nature) of the subject (i.e.
Brahman) (have to be combined from all places in the meditation on Brahman).

Brahman is described as Bliss, Knowledge, all-pervading, the self of all, true, etc. in different texts of different Sākhās. All the attributes are not mentioned in all places. Now the question is whether they have to be combined in the meditation on Brahman or not. This Sutra says that they have to be combined, since the object of meditation (Brahman) is one and the same in all Sākhās, and therefore the Vidyā is one.

श्रीयशीरस्वायमान्याति; उपचयापचयो त्रिभ मेदे॥ १२॥

प्रशिरस्वादि (Qualities like) joy being Its head etc. अतिरिक्ती are not to be taken everywhere उपचयापचयो increase and decrease हि because मेदे (are possible) in difference.

12. (Qualities like) joy being Its head etc. are not to be taken everywhere, (being subject to increase and decrease and) increase and decrease (are possible only) if there is difference (and not in Brahman in which there is non-difference).

Attributes like joy being Its head etc. mentioned in the Taittiriya Upanishad are not to be taken and combined in other places, where the Upāsanā of Brahman is enjoined, because the terms 'joy,' 'satisfaction,' 'great satisfaction,' 'bliss,' etc. indicate qualities which have increase
and decrease relatively to each other and to other experiencers (Jivas), and therefore can exist only where there is difference. But Brahman being absolutely without any difference, these attributes cannot constitute Its nature, and as such they are to be confined to the texts prescribing them and not taken in other places.

इतरे त्वर्षसमान्यात् || 13 ||

इतरे Other attributes दु but अर्धसमान्यात् on account of identity of purport.

13. But other attributes (like Bliss etc. are to be combined) on account of identity of purport.

Attributes like Bliss, Knowledge, all-pervading, etc., which describe the nature of Brahman are to be combined, for their purport is the one and indivisible, unconditioned Brahman. These attributes are mentioned with a view to the knowledge of Brahman and not for Upāsanā.

Topic 7: Kath. 1. 3. 10-11 simply aims at teaching that the Self is higher than everything else.

आध्यात्माय प्रयोजनाभावात् || 14 ||

आध्यात्माय For the sake of meditation प्रयोजन-भावात् as there is no use.

14. (Kāthaka 1. 3. 10-11 tells about the Self only as the highest) for the sake-
-of meditation, (and not about the relative position of the objects, etc.) as there is no use of it.

"Higher than the senses are the objects, higher than the objects there is the mind......higher than the Self there is nothing, this is the limit, the Supreme Goal" (Kath. 1. 3. 10-11). The opponent holds that these sentences are separate and not one, as referring to the Atman alone; therefore it is the aim of the Sruti to teach that the objects are superior to the senses, and so on. This Sutra refutes it and says that it is one sentence and means that the Atman is superior to all these. This information is given for the sake of meditation on the Atman, which results in the knowledge of It. The Atman alone is to be known, for the knowledge of It gives Freedom. But the knowledge of the fact that objects are superior to the senses and so on, serves no useful purpose, and as such it is not the aim of the Sruti to teach this.

आत्मशब्दाः पूर्वां || १५ ||
आत्मशब्दाः On account of the word 'Self' उ and.
15. And on account of the word 'Self'.

The view established in the last Sutra is confirmed by the fact that the subject of the discussion is called the Self. "That Self is hidden in all beings and does not shine forth" (Kath. 1. 3. 12),
thereby hinting that the other things are non-Self. But the enumeration of the series is not altogether useless, inasmuch as it helps to turn the mind, which is outgoing, gradually towards the Atman, which is hard to realize without deep meditation.

*Topic 8:* The self referred to in Ait. 1. 1 is the Supreme Self and consequently the attributes of the Self given in other places are to be included in this Aitareyaka meditation.

रामशङ्करभगवान्, उत्सर्ग ॥ १६ ॥

रामशङ्कर The Supreme Self is meant उत्सर्ग as in other texts (dealing with creation) उत्सर्ग on account of the subsequent qualification.

16. (In the Aitareya Upanishad 1. 1) the Supreme Self is meant, as in other texts (dealing with creation), on account of the subsequent qualification.

"Verily in the beginning all this was the Self, one only; there was nothing else whatsoever" etc. (Ait. 1. 1.). Does the word ‘Self’ here refer to the Supreme Self or to Hiranyagarbha? It refers to the Supreme Self, even as the word ‘Self’ in other texts dealing with creation refers to It and not to Hiranyagarbha: “From the Self sprang forth ether” (Taitt. 2. 1). Why? Because in the subsequent text of the Aitareya we have, “It thought, ‘Shall I send forth worlds?’ It sent forth these worlds” (Ait. 1. 1-2). This qualification, *viz.* that
'It thought' before creation, is applied to Brahman in the primary sense in other Sruti texts. So from this we learn that the Self refers to the Supreme Self and not to Hiranyagarbha.

अन्ययादिति चेत्, स्यात् अवधारणात् ॥ १७ ॥

अन्ययात् Because of the context इति चेत् if it be said स्यात् it might be so अवधारणात् on account of the definite statement.

17. If it be said that because of the context (the Supreme Self is not meant, but Hiranyagarbha), (we reply that) it is so (i.e. the Supreme Self is meant) on account of the definite statement (that the Atman alone existed at the beginning).

In the Aitareya Upanishad 1.1 the Self is said to have created the four worlds. But in the Taittiriya and other texts the Self creates ether, water, etc.—the five elements. Now it is well known that creation of the worlds is by Hiranyagarbha with the help of the elements created by the Supreme Self. So the Self in the Aitareya cannot mean the Supreme Self but Hiranyagarbha. The Sutra refutes it and says that on account of the statement, "Verily in the beginning all this was the Self, one only" (Ait. 1. 1), which declares that there was one only without a second, it can only refer to the Supreme Self and not to Hiranyagarbha. Therefore we have to take that the-
Supreme Self after creating elements as described in other Sākhās created the four worlds.

The object of Sutras 16 and 17 in establishing that the Supreme Self is meant is that the attributes of the Supreme Self given in other places are to be combined in the Aitareyaka meditation.

*Topic 9:* Rinsing the mouth is not enjoined in the Prāṇa Vidyā, but only thinking the water as the dress of Prāṇa.

कार्यस्यानादपूर्वम् || १८ ||

कार्यस्यानात् On account of being a restatement of an act (already enjoined by the Smriti) अपूर्बम् what has not been so enjoined elsewhere.

18. On account of (the rinsing of the mouth with water referred to in the Prāṇa Vidyā) being a restatement of an act (already enjoined by the Smriti), what has not been so enjoined elsewhere (is here enjoined by the Sruti).

In the Chhāndogya 5. 2. 2. and the Brihadāranyaka 6. 1. 14 we find a reference to the rinsing of the mouth with water before and after a meal, thinking that thereby Prāṇa is dressed. The question is whether the Sruti enjoins both or only the latter. The Sutra states that since the former, the act of rinsing, is already enjoined on every one by the Smriti, the latter act of thinking the water as the dress of Prāṇa is alone enjoined by the Sruti.
Topic 10: Vidyās in the same Sākhā which are identical or similar have to be combined, for they are one.

In the same Sākhā also (it is) like this (i.e.,) there is unity of Vidyā, on account of the non-difference (of the object of meditation).

In the Agnirahasya in the Vājasaneyi Sākhā there is a Vidyā called Sāndilya Vidyā, in which occurs the passage, “Let him meditate on the Self which consists of mind” etc. (Sat. Br. Madhy. 10. 6. 3. 2). Again in the Brihadāranyaka, which belongs to the same Sākhā we have, “This Being identified with the mind” etc. (Brih. 5. 6. 1).

Do these two passages form one Vidyā, in which the particulars mentioned in either text are to be combined, or are they different Vidyās? The Sutra says that they are one Vidyā, since the object of meditation in both cases is the Self consisting of mind. The rule as regards the combining of particulars of a similar Vidyā in the same Sākhā is the same as in the case of such Vidyās occurring in different Sākhās. Therefore the Sāndilya Vidyā is one.
Topic 11: The names ‘Ahar’ and ‘Aham’ of the Supreme Brahma as abiding in the sun and in the right eye respectively, given in Brih. 5.5.1-2, cannot be combined, as these are two separate Vidyās.

संबन्धाद्वैमन्यखापि || २० ||

संबन्धाद् On account of the connection एवम् like this अन्यख्यात in other cases कथि also.

20. In other cases also (e.g. in the Vidyā of the Satya Brahman) on account of the connection (i.e. the object of the meditation being the Satya Brahman) (we have to combine particulars) like this (i.e. as in the Sāndilya Vidyā).

This Sutra sets forth the view of the opponent. “Satya is Brahman. . . . That which is Satya is that sun—the being who is in that orb. and the being who is in the right eye”. (Brih. 5.5.1-2). This gives the abode of the Satya Brahman with respect to the gods and the body, and two secret names of the Satya Brahman are also taught in connection with these abodes; the former is ‘Ahar’ and the latter ‘Aham.’ Now on the analogy of the Sāndilya Vidyā, since the object of meditation is one, viz. the Satya Brahman, we must combine the particulars. Therefore both the names ‘Ahar’ and ‘Aham’ have to be combined with respect to Satya Brahman.
न वा, विशेषात् ॥ २१ ॥

न वा Rather not विशेषात् on account of difference.

21. Rather not (so) on account of the difference (of abode).

This Sutra refutes the view of the previous Sutra. Though the Vidyā is one, still owing to difference in abodes the object of meditation becomes different; hence the different names. Therefore these cannot be exchanged or combined.

दर्शयति च ॥ २२ ॥

दर्शयति (The scripture) declares च also.

22. (The scripture) also declares (that).

The scripture distinctly states that the attributes are not to be combined, but kept apart; for it compares the two persons, the person in the sun and in the right eye. If it wanted the particulars to be combined, it would not institute such a comparison.

Topic 12: Attributes of Brahman mentioned in Rāṇāyaniya-khila are not to be taken into consideration in other Brahma Vidyaś e.g. the Sāndilya Vidyā, as the former is an independent Vidyā, on account of the difference of Brahman’s abode.

सम्बृतिः ह्याप्त्यपि चातः ॥ २३ ॥

सम्बृतिः Supporting (the universe) यु ब्याप्तिः pervading: 
the sky अवि also च and अत्त for the same reason (as in the previous Sutra).

23. For the same reason (as in the previous Sutra) the supporting (of the universe) and pervading of the sky (attributed to Brahman in the Rāṇāyaniyaka-khila) also (are not to be included in other Upāsanās of Brahman).

In a supplementary text of the Rāṇāyaniyas there occurs the passage, “The powers, which were collected together, were preceded by Brahman; the pre-existent Brahman in the beginning pervaded the whole sky.” Now these two qualities of Brahman are not to be included in other places treating of Brahma Vidyā for the same reason as is given in the last Sutra, viz. difference of abode. Moreover, these qualities and those mentioned in other Vidyās like the Śāndilya Vidyā are of such a nature as to exclude each other, and are not suggestive of each other. The mere fact of certain Vidyās being connected with Brahman does not constitute their unity. Brahman, though one, is, on account of its plurality of powers, meditated upon in manifold ways. The conclusion therefore is that the Upāsanā referred to in this Sutra is an independent Vidyā standing by itself.
Topic 13: The Purusha Vidyā in the Chhāndogya and the Taittiriya are not one.

पुरुषविद्यायाम्र पेरे मम नामाणानात् ॥ २४ ॥
पुरुषविद्यायंत्र As in the Purusha Vidyā (of the Chhāndogya) त्र and इतरायम् of the others अनाणानात् not being mentioned (in the Taittiriya).

24. And (since the qualities) as (mentioned) in the Purusha Vidyā (of the Chhāndogya) are not mentioned (in that) of the others (i.e., in the Taittiriya) (the two Purusha Vidyās are not one).

In the last Sutra the Vidyās were held to be different as there was no recognition of the fundamental attribute of the one Vidyā in the other. This Sutra cites an example where such a fundamental attribute occurs in both. On this ground the opponent argues that the two Vidyās are one. In the Chhāndogya there is a Vidyā about man in which he is identified with the sacrifice: “Man is the sacrifice.” In the Taittiriya Aranyaka (10. 64) also occurs a similar Vidyā where man is so identified: “For him who knows thus, the self of the sacrifice is the sacrificer” etc. The fundamental attribute referred to is that man is identified with sacrifice in both. This Sutra says that in spite of this, the two Vidyās are not one, for the details differ. Moreover, the result of the Vidyā in the Taittiriya is the attainment of the greatness
of Brahman, while that of the Chhândogya is long life. Therefore the two Vidyás are separate, and there can be no combination of particulars in the two places.

**Topic 14:** Detached Mantras like "Pierce the whole (body of the enemy)" etc. and sacrifices mentioned at the beginning of certain Upanishads do not form part of the Brahma Vidya included in the Upanishads.

बेधाधायथभेदात् || २५ || ।

बेधाधि Piercing etc. अर्थभेदात् because they have a different meaning.

25. (Certain Mantras relating to) piercing etc. (are not part of the Vidyás though mentioned near by) because they have a different meaning.

At the beginning of the Upanishad of the Atharvanikas we have, "Pierce the whole (body of the enemy), pierce his heart" etc. Similarly at the beginning of other Upanishads of other Sâkhás we have Mantras. The question is, whether these Mantras and the sacrifices referred to in the Brâhma manas in close proximity to the Upanishads are to be combined with the Vidyás prescribed by these Upanishads. The Sutra says that they are not to be combined, for their meaning is different, inasmuch as they indicate acts of a sacrifice and therefore have no connection with the Vidyás. The
piercing, for example, is connected with some ceremony to destroy one's enemy.

**Topic 15**: The statement made in one of the texts that the good and evil deeds of a person who has attained Knowledge go to his friends and enemies respectively, is valid for all texts where discarding of good and evil Karma by such a person is mentioned.

हानौ तु, उपायनशब्दशेषप्लवत्, कुशाच्छन्दः:-
स्तुत्युपगानवत्, तद्व्यकम्।। २६।।

हानौ Where (only) the discarding (of good and evil) is mentioned तु but उपायन-शब्दशेषप्लवत् on account of the word 'receiving' being supplementary (to the word 'discarding') कुशा-च्छन्द-स्तुति-उपगानवत् as in the case of Kusas (sticks for keeping count of hymns), metres, praise, and recitation तव that उकम् has been stated (by Jaimini).

26. But where (only) the discarding (of good and evil) is mentioned, (the receiving of this good and evil by others has to be included), on account of this word 'receiving' being supplementary (to the word 'discarding'), as in the case of Kusas, metres, praise, and recitation. That (viz. that it should be so done) has been stated (by Jaimini in Purva Mimâmsâ).

Having dealt with the combination of
particulars with respect to similar Vidyās, the author now proceeds to deal with the combination of the effects with respect to the Upāsaka.

Jaimini has said that statements with respect to Kusas, metres, praise, and hymns have to be completed from other texts. In some places Kusas are simply mentioned, but another text specifies that they are to be made of fig wood. The first Sruti will have to be completed in the light of the other. Similarly with respect to metres, praise, and recitation. This principle is here applied to the effects of the Upāsaka’s actions in connection with the Vidyās mentioned in the Upanishads. We find certain texts mention the discarding of good and evil by a person attaining Knowledge. Vide Chh. 8. 13. Another text not only mentions this, but also adds that the good and evil are obtained by his friends and enemies respectively. Vide Kau. 1. 4. This Sutra says that the obtaining of the good and evil by his friends and enemies has to be inserted in the Chhāndogya text, according to Jaimini’s principle explained above.

This Sutra may also be explained in another way if the discussion on ‘discarding’ is different. It may be argued that the verb ‘Dhu’ in the text of the Chhāndogya and Kaushitaki may be interpreted as trembling and not as getting rid of, in which case it would mean that good and evil still cling to a person who attains Knowledge, though their effects are retarded owing to the Knowledge.
This Sutra says that such a meaning is not correct, for the subsequent portion of the text in the Kau-shitaki shows that others get this good and evil, and this is not possible unless the person who attains Knowledge discards them.

**Topic 16**: The discarding of good and evil by the knower of Brahman takes place at the time of death and not on his way to Brahmaloka.

साम्पराये, तर्त्त्वाभावात्, तथा हन्ये || २७ ||

साम्पराये At the time of death तर्त्त्व-अभावात् there being nothing to be attained तथा so also हि for अन्ये others.

27. (He who attains Knowledge gets rid of his good and evil works) at the time of death, there being nothing to be obtained (by him on the way to Brahmaloka through works); for other texts also say so.

The question is raised as to when the individual soul gets rid of the effects of its good and evil works. "He comes to the river Virajā and crosses it by the mind alone, and there he shakes off good and evil" (Kau. 1. 4). On the basis of this text the opponent holds that the effects are get rid of on the way to Brahmaloka and not at the time of death. This Sutra refutes it and says that the man of realization gets rid of them at the time of death. The Sanchita and Agāmi Karma (work) is destroyed with Knowledge and the Prārabdha is
destroyed at death. So at the time of death he is rid of all effects of his good and evil deeds. The reasons for this conclusion are: On the way to Brahmalaoka, the destination of the knower of Brahman, it is not possible to discard good and evil effects for then the soul has no gross body, and so cannot practise any Sādhanā that will destroy them. Nor does the soul experience anything on the way, for which one would have to admit the persistence of good and evil till then. Rather they are destroyed by the Vidyā practised by the aspirant before he leaves the body. The scripture also says, 'Having shaken off his evil as a horse shakes off his hairs' etc. (Chh. 8. 13. 1). Moreover, it is not possible to cross the river Virajā unless one is free from all good and evil. Therefore we have to take it that all the good and evil are discarded at the time of death and the Kaushitaki text has to be explained accordingly.

28. (The interpretation that the individual soul, practising Sādhanā) according to his liking (gets rid of good and evil while living, is reasonable) on account of there being harmony (in that case) between the two (viz. cause and effect as well as between the Čhândogya and another Sruti).
Since the individual soul attains Brahman after death as a result of the Vidyā, why not understand that the getting rid of good and evil, the result of the Vidyā, is also attained after death? Not so, for it is possible to practise Sādhanā to one's liking only during one's life time, and from Sādhanā alone results the destruction of good and evil. And it is not reasonable to say that the cause being there, the effect is delayed till some time after death. Therefore there is harmony between the texts quoted above. The attainment of Brahmaloka is not possible so long as there is a body, but there is no such difficulty about the shaking off of good and evil.

**Topic 17:** The knower of the Saguna Brahman alone goes by the path of the gods after death and not the knower of the Nirguna Brahman.

गतेर्वर्त्तचतुमभयथा, अन्यथा हि विरोधः || २९ ||

गते: Of the soul’s journey (after death) along the path of the gods अर्थवत्तव्य utility उभयथा in two ways अन्यथा otherwise हि for विरोध: a contradiction.

29. (The soul’s) journey along the path of the gods is applicable in two ways (i.e. differently), for otherwise (there would result) a contradiction.

A question is raised that just as the getting rid of good and evil is understood as being followed by their acceptance by others, so also the journey
after death along the Devayâna, the path of the gods, which is sometimes mentioned as following the discarding of good and evil, is common to all Upâsakas, those of the Nirguna as well as the Saguna Brahman. This Sutra says that it is true only of the worshipper of the Saguna Brahman, for Brahmaloka being located elsewhere in space, the journey has a meaning in his case only. But the knowledge which results from absorption in the Nirguna Brahman is merely the destruction of ignorance. So what meaning has journey for such a person? If the journey applies to him also, then it would contradict Sruti texts like, “Shaking off good and evil, free from passions, he reaches the Highest Unity” (Mu. 3. 1. 3). How can one who has become Brahman, the pure, the one without movement, go to another place by Devayâna? Since he has already attained his goal, viz. unity, the journey along the Devayâna is meaningless for him. Therefore the worshipper of the Saguna Brahman alone goes by the Devayâna.

उपपन्नः, तत्त्वक्षणार्थं परलं, लोकवत् ॥ ३० ॥

उपपन्नः: Is reasonable तत्त्वक्षणार्थं उपलब्धे: for the characteristics which render such journey possible are seen लोकवत् as in the world.

30. (The differentiation mentioned above) is reasonable, for the characteristics which render such a journey possible are
seen (in the case of Saguna Upāsanā but not in that of Nirguna Upāsanā); as (is seen) in the world.

The differentiation between the paths of the worshippers of the Saguna and Nirguna Brahman is reasonable, because the characteristics or reasons for such a journey of the worshipper of the Saguna Brahman, are seen in the Vidyā described in the Kaushitaki Upanishad. For the texts mention certain results which can be attained by the worshipper only by going to different places, such as mounting the couch and holding conversation with Brahman. But with perfect Knowledge or destruction of ignorance, which results from Nirguna Upāsanā, no purpose is served by such a journey. The distinction is analogous to what is seen in the world. To reach a village we have to go by the path which leads to it. But no such journey is required to get rid of our illness.

**Topic 18:** All the worshippers of the Saguna Brahman go after death by the path of the gods to Brahmaloka, and not merely those who know the Panchāgni Vidyā etc., wherein such a path is specifically mentioned.

अनियमः सर्वासाम्, जविरोधः शब्दानुमाना-भ्याम् || ३१ ||

अनियमः (There is) no restriction सर्वासाम् (Devayāna applies equally) to all (Vidyās of the Saguna
Brahman) अविरोधः there is non-contradiction शत्रु-अनु-
मानाम्याम् as is seen from the Sruti and Smriti.

31. (The passage of the soul by the path of the gods) is not restricted (only to certain Vidyās of the Saguna Brahman); (it applies equally) to all (Vidyās of the Saguna Brahman). There is no contradiction, as is seen from the Sruti and Smriti.

In the Panchâgni Vidyā of the Chhândogya the result of such a meditation is said to be the passage after death to Brahmaloka by the path of the gods (Devayâna). But such a result is not explicitly stated in the case of the Vaisvânara Vidyā. The question is whether through this Vidyā also one goes after death along the Devayâna or not. This Sutra says that all worshippers of the Saguna Brahman, whatever their Vidyās, go after death by this path. For so it is seen from the Sruti and Smriti. “Those who meditate thus (through Panchâgni Vidyā) and also those who meditate in the forest endowed with Sraddhā and Tapas go by the path of the gods” (Chh. 5. 10. 1). This text clearly shows that those who meditate upon these five fires, and those dwellers in the forest who, endowed with faith and austerity, worship the Saguna Brahman through any other Vidyā, both go by the path of the gods. For the support of this view by the Smriti see Gitâ 8. 26.
Topic 19: Perfected souls may be reborn for the fulfilment of some divine mission.

यावद्धिकारमवस्थितिराधिकारिकाणाम् ॥ ३२ ॥

याबत्-अधिकारम् So long as the mission is not fulfilled अवस्थिति: (there is corporeal) existence आधिकारिकाणाम् of those who have a mission to fulfil.

32. Of those who have a mission to fulfil (there is corporeal) existence, so long as the mission is not fulfilled.

Rishi Apântaratama was born again as Vyāsa. Sanatkumāra was born as Skanda. So also other Rishis like Vasishtha and Nárada were born again. Now these Rishis had attained the knowledge of Brahman, and yet they had to be reborn. If that is so, what is the utility of such knowledge of Brahman?—says the opponent. This Sutra refutes it and says that ordinarily a person after attaining Knowledge is not reborn. But the case of those who have a divine mission to fulfil is different. Those perfected sages have one or more births until their mission is fulfilled, after which they are not born again. But then they never come under the sway of ignorance although they may be reborn. Their case is analogous to that of a Jivanmukta, who even after attaining Knowledge continues his corporeal existence as long as the Prârabdha Karma lasts. The divine mission of these people is comparable to the Prârabdha Karma.
Topic 20: The negative attributes of Brahman mentioned in various texts are to be combined in all meditations on Brahman.

अक्षरविधियां त्वरोधः सामान्यतः ज्ञावाम्यामौपसद्वत्
तदुक्मृ || ३३ ||

अक्षरविधियां Of the conceptions of the (negative) attributes of the Immutable (Brahman) हु बल्क अवरोधः combination सामान्यतः ज्ञावाम्यामौपसद्वत् on account of the similarity (of defining Brahman through denials) and the object (viz. Immutable Brahman) being the same उपसद्वत् as in the case of the Upasad (offerings) तत् it उक्मृ has been said (by Jaimini).

33. But the conceptions of the (negative) attributes of the Immutable (Brahman) are to be combined (from different texts where the Immutable Brahman is treated, in all meditations on the Immutable Brahman, as they form one Vidyā), on account of the similarity (of defining the Immutable Brahman through denials) and the object (the Immutable Brahman) being the same, as in the case of the Upasad (offerings). It has been said (by Jaimini in Purva Mimāmsā).

“O Gārgi, the knowers of Brahman say this Immutable (Brahman) is that. It is neither gross nor minute, neither short nor long,” etc.
(Brih. 3. 8. 8). Again we have, "The supreme knowledge is that by which the Immutable (Brahman) is attained. That which is imperceivable, ungraspable" etc. (Mu. 1. 1. 5-6). The question is whether the negative attributes in these two texts are to be combined so as to form one Vidyā, or they are to be treated as two separate Vidyās. The opponent holds that these attributes do not directly specify the nature of Brahman like the positive attributes, bliss, truth, etc., and so the principle established in Sutra 3. 3. 11. does not apply here, for no purpose is served by such a combination. So each denial is valid only for the text in which it occurs and not for other places. This the Sutra refutes and says that such denials are to be combined, for the method of teaching Brahman through denial is the same, and the object of instruction is also the same, viz. the Immutable Brahman. The rule of Sutra 3. 3. 11 applies here also, though there we were concerned with positive attributes and here with negative attributes which teach Brahman by an indirect method. The case is analogous to the Upasad offerings. The Mantras for giving these offerings are found only in the Sāma-Veda. But the priests of the Yajur-Veda use this Mantra given in the other Veda. This principle is decided by Jaimini in Purva Mimāmsā. Similarly here also in the meditation on the Immutable (Brahman) the negative attributes have to be combined.
Topic 21: Mundaka 3.1.1 and Katha 1.3.1 form one Vidyā.

On account of describing as this much.

34. Because (the same thing) is described as such and such.

"Two birds of beautiful plumage . . . one of them eats the sweet and bitter fruits thereof, the other witnesses without eating" (Mu. 3. 1. 1). Again we have, "There are the two . . . enjoying the results of their good deeds" etc. (Kath. 1. 3. 1). In these two texts do we have two different Vidyās, or one only? The opponent holds that these are two Vidyās, for unlike the meditation on the Immutable, where the object of meditation was one, as shown in the previous Sutra, here there are different objects of meditation. That it is so is clear, for of the texts cited above, the Mundaka text says only one eats the fruit, while the other does not; in Katha, however, both of them enjoy the results of their good actions. So the object of meditation is not identical. The Sutra refutes it and says that they form one Vidyā, for both describe the same Lord as existing thus and thus, i.e. in the form of the Jiva. In other words, the object of the two texts is to teach about the Supreme Brahman and show the identity of
the Jiva and Brahman. It has been explained in I. 2. 11 that the Supreme Lord does not actually enjoy the fruits of actions, but is said to do so because of His being mentioned along with the Jiva, which does, as when we say, 'The men with the umbrella', where only one of them has the umbrella. Therefore the object of the meditation being one, the Vidyās are also one.

Topic 22: Brihadāranyaka 3.4.1 and 3.5.1 constitute one Vidyā.

अन्तरा भूतप्रामाण्यम् स्वतःतः: || ३५ ||

अन्तरा As being the innermost of all भूतप्रामाण्यम् as in the case of the elements स्वतःतः: (teaching) of the same Self.

35. The same Self (is taught) as being the innermost of all, as in the case of the elements.

In the Brihadāranyaka we find Ushasta questioning Yājnavalkya thus: "Explain to me the Brahman that is immediate and direct—the self that is within all"; and Yājnavalkya replies: "That which breathes through Prāna is your self, that is within all" (Brih. 3. 4. 1): In the same Upanishad 3. 5. 1. to the same question put by Kahola, Yājnavalkya replies: "That which transcends hunger and thirst, grief and delusion, decay and death. Knowing this very Self" etc. The opponent holds that these two are separate-
Vidyâs, because the answers given being different, the objects referred to must be different. The Sutra refutes this and says that the object is one, the Supreme Self, for it is impossible to conceive two Selves being simultaneously the innermost of all in the same body, even as none of the five elements constituting the body can be the innermost of all in the true sense of the term, though relatively one element can be inside another. Similarly one Self alone can be the innermost of all. Therefore the same Self is taught in both the answers.

अन्यथा भेदानुपपत्तिरिति चेत, न, उपदेशान्तरववत् ॥ ३६ ॥

अन्यथा Otherwise भेद-अनुपपति: the repetition cannot be accounted for इति चेत if it be said न not so उपदेशान्तरववत् like another instruction (in the Chhândogya).

36. If it be said (that the two Vidyâs are separate, for) otherwise the repetition cannot be accounted for, (we say) not so; (it is) like (the repetition) in another instruction (in the Chhândogya).

An objection is raised that unless the two texts refer to two different Selves, the repetition of the same subject would be meaningless. This Sutra says that it is not like that. The repetition has a significance. It is intended to make the student understand the subject more convincingly
from different angles, and so the repetition does not justify us to take that two different Selves are taught here, even as the repetition of the teaching 'Thou art That' nine times does not entitle us to take the whole teaching in the Chhândogya as more than one Vidyā. The difference in answer is due to the fact that the second answer tells something special about the Self. In the first it is taught that the Self is different from the body; in the second, that It is beyond relative attributes.

Topic 23: The Sruti enjoins reciprocal meditation in 2.2.4.6 and not merely one way.

तत्तद्विः, विशिष्ट्येन्द्र इतरथत् ॥ ३७ ॥

तत्तद्विः: Reciprocity (of meditations) विशिष्ट्येन्द्र (the scriptures) prescribe (this) हि for इतरथत् as in other cases.

37. (There is) reciprocity (of meditation), for the scriptures prescribe this, as in other cases.

In the Aitareya Aranyaka we have, "What I am, that He is; what He is, that am I" (2.2.4.6). The question here is whether the meditation is to be of a reciprocal nature, i.e. identifying the worshipper with the being in the sun, and then, inversely, identifying the being in the sun with the worshipper; or only in the first named way. The opponent holds that the meditation is to be one way only and not in the reverse way also.
For the first meditation has a meaning, inasmuch as it raises the Jiva to the level of Brahman, but lowering Brahman to the Jiva state is meaningless. The present Sutra refutes this view and says that the meditation is to be both ways, for otherwise such a statement would be useless. Sruti expressly prescribes the reverse meditation, even as it prescribes elsewhere that the Lord is to be meditated upon as having true determination (Satya Sankalpa) and so on. This is not lowering Brahman, since He who has no body can be worshipped even as possessing a form.

Topic 24: Brihadaranyaka 5. 4. 1. and 5. 5. 2 treat of one Vidyā about Satya Brahman.

सैव हि सत्याद्य: ][ 38 ][

शा एव The same (Satya-Vidyā) हि because सत्याद्य: (attributes like) Satya etc.

38. The same (Satya-Vidyā is taught in both places), because (attributes like) Satya etc. (are seen in both places).

In the Brihadaranyaka 5. 4. 1 we have, “He who knows this great, adorable, first born (being) as the Satya Brahman, conquers these worlds.” Again in 5. 5. 2 we have, “That which is Satya is that sun—the being who is in that orb and the being who is in the right eye... he destroys evils.” Are these two Satya-Vidyās one or different? The Sutra says that they are one, inasmuch as the
second text refers to the Satya of the earlier text by saying, "That which is Satya" etc. But it may be said that the result of these two meditations is different, as is seen from the texts: In the first it is said that such a person conquers these worlds, and in the second, that he destroys evils. In reality, however, there is only one result in both cases, and the mention of result in the latter case is merely by way of praise of the further instruction given about Satya.

*Topic 25: Attributes mentioned in Chh. 8. 1. 1 and Brih. 4. 4. 22 are to be combined on account of a number of common features in both the texts.*

कामादीतरत्र तत्र च, आयतनादिभ्यः । ॥ ३९ ॥

कामादि (True) desire etc. इतरत्र in the other तत्र (those mentioned) in the other च and आयतनादिभ्य: on account of the abode etc.

39. (Qualities like true) desire etc. (mentioned in the Chhândogya are to be inserted) in the other (i.e. in the Brihad-ारanyaka) and (those mentioned) in the other (i.e. in the Brihadāranyaka are also to be inserted in the Chhândogya), on account of the abode etc. (being the same in both).

In the Chhândogya 8. 1. 1 we have, "There is the city of Brahman and in it the palace-like lotus and in that the small ether . . . That is the
Self” etc. Again in the Brihadāranyaka 4. 4. 22 we have, “That great birthless Self which is identified with the intellect . . . lies in the ether that is within the heart.” The question is whether the two constitute one Vidyā and hence the particulars are to be combined, or not. The Sutra says that they form one Vidyā, and the qualities mentioned in each are to be combined in the other, for many points are common to both. There is the same abode, the same Lord is the object of meditation, and so on. There is, however, one difference between the two texts. The Chhāndogya treats of the Saguna Brahman while the Brihadāranyaka treats of the Nirguna Brahman. But then as the Saguna Brahman is in reality one with the Nirguna, this Sutra prescribes combination of qualities for glorifying Brahman, and not for the purpose of Upāsanā.

Topic 26: Prānāgnihotra need not be observed on days of fast.

आद्रालोपः || ४० ||

आद्राव्य। On account of the respect shown अलोपः there can be no omission.

40. On account of the respect shown (to the Prānāgnihotra by the Sruti) there can be no omission (of this act).

This Sutra gives the view of the opponent.
In the Vaisvānara Vidyā of the Chhāndogya
the Upāsakā, before he takes his meals is asked first to offer food to each of the Prānas, saying, "To Prāna I offer this." The Sruti attaches such importance to this Prāṇāgniḥotra that it enjoins food to be offered to the Prānas even before entertaining guests, whom all Hindus are supposed to attend before they take any food. The question is whether this Prāṇāgniḥotra is to be observed even on days of fasting. This Sutra says that there should be no omission of it, and so it must be observed even on fast days by sipping at least a few drops of water, since the Sruti attaches such importance to it.

उपस्थितीतः तद्वचनात् ॥ ४१ ॥

उपस्थिते When food is served अतः from that तद्- 
वचनात् for so (the Sruti) declares.

41. When food is served, from that (the Prāṇāgniḥotra is to be performed), for so (the Sruti) declares.

This refutes the view expressed in the last Sutra and says that the Prāṇāgniḥotra need not be performed on fasting days, for the Sruti says, "Therefore the first food which comes is meant for Homa. And he who offers that first oblation should offer it to Prāna, saying Svāhā" (Chh. 5. 19. 1). The importance given by the Sruti is only to the effect that the first portion of the food, on those days when it is taken, should be offered to the
Prānas, and not that it should be observed even on fasting days.

Topic 27: Upāsanās mentioned in connection with certain sacrifices are not parts of them and hence are not inseparably connected with them.

तनिधारणानियमः तद्दृष्टे, पूर्बरूप्यप्रतिवन्धः ।
फलम् ॥ ४२ ॥

तद्निधारण-अनियम: No rule about the inviolability of that तद्दृष्टे: that being seen (from the Sruti) पूर्बकः separate हि for प्रतिवन्धः non-obstruction फलम् result.

42. There is no rule about the inviolability of that. (i.e. Upāsanās connected with certain sacrifices); that is seen (from the Sruti itself); for a separate effect (belongs to the Upāsanās), viz. non-obstruction (of the results of the sacrifice).

The question whether certain Upāsanās mentioned with some sacrifices are part of those sacrifices and therefore inseparably connected with them, is taken up for discussion. This Sutra says that such Upāsanās do not form a part of the sacrifice, for there is no rule as to their inseparability. On the other hand the scripture clearly says that the sacrifice can be performed with or without them. "Therefore both he who knows this, and he who does not, perform the sacrifice" (Chh. 1. 1. 10). See also Chh. 1. 10. 9. The Sruti, moreover, mentions a separate effect of the Upāsanās apart from that of the sacrifice, viz. the non-obstruction (i.e.
enhancement) of the results of the sacrifice. "The sacrifice which a man performs with knowledge etc. is more powerful" (Chh. 1. 1. 10). It means that the original sacrifice would have got its own results, but the Upāsanā enhances those results. So the results of the sacrifice with or without the Upāsanā are different. Therefore the Upāsanā does not form part of the sacrifice, and hence may or may not be performed according to the pleasure of the sacrificer. Non-obstruction may be explained thus: The sacrifice without the Upāsanā would have had the prescribed results, but the Upāsanā prevents any obstruction to those results. This, however, does not make it a part of the sacrifice. Sometimes the results of the sacrifice are delayed owing to the intervention of any bad Karma of the sacrificer, but the Upāsanā destroys the effect of that, and the results are attained earlier. Here, however, the sacrifice does not depend upon the Upāsanā for its results, though they might have been delayed. Hence the Upāsanā is not a part of the sacrifice, and is therefore optional.

Topic 28: Meditations on Vāyu and Prāna are to be kept separate in spite of the essential oneness of these two.

प्रबङ्धमदयं, तदुक्तम् || ४३ ||
प्रबङ्धमञ्ज. As in the case of the offerings एव exactly तत तद उक्तम् has been stated.
43. (The meditations on Vāyu and Prāṇa are different owing to their different functions, though the two are essentially one); (it is) exactly as in the case of the offerings (of cakes to Indra the ruler, the monarch, and the sovereign separately). This has been stated (by Jaimini in Purva Mimāṃsā-Sutras).

In the Samvarga Vidya of the Chhândogya, meditation on Prāṇa with reference to the body and on Vāyu with reference to the gods is prescribed. Now many texts declare that Prāṇa and Vāyu are one in essence. So the opponent holds that the two meditations can be combined. The Sutra refutes the view and says that they are to be kept apart, in spite of the non-difference in nature of Vāyu and Prāṇa; for their functions due to their different abodes are different. Just as oblations are separately given to Indra the ruler, the monarch, and the sovereign according to his different capacities, though he is one god; so the meditations on Vāyu and Prāṇa have to be kept apart. This principle is established by Jaimini in Purva Mimāṃsā.

Topic 29: The fires in Agniprasāda of the Brihadāraṇyaka are not part of the sacrificial act, but constitute a separate Vidya.

विज्ञभूयस्वत, तद्भव वल्लिकः, तदपि || २४ ||
विज्ञ-भूयस्वत, On account of the abundance of
indicatory marks तद् it (an indicatory mark) हि for अलेक्य: is stronger तद् that अधि also.

44. On account of the abundance of indicatory marks (the fires of the mind, speech, etc. in the Agnirahasya of the Vâjasaneyins do not form part of the sacrifice), for it (an indicatory mark) is stronger (than the context). That also (has been stated by Jaimini).

In Agnirahasya of the Satapatha Brâhmana certain fires, named after mind, speech, eyes, etc. are mentioned. The question is whether these form part of the sacrifice mentioned therein, or form an independent Vidyâ. The Sutra says that in spite of the prima facie view which arises from the context, these constitute an independent Vidyâ. For there are many indicatory marks to show that these fires form a Vidyâ; and indicatory marks are more forceful than the context, according to Purva Mimâmsâ.

पूर्वविकल्पः प्रकरणात्याख्यिक्या, मानसवत् || ४५ ||

पूर्व-विकल्प: Alternative forms of the one mentioned first प्रकरणात on account of the context व्याप्ति ought to be किया part of the sacrifice मानसवत् like the imaginary drink.

45. (The fires spoken of in the previous Sutra are) alternative forms of the one mentioned first (i.e. the actual sacrif-
ficial fire) on account of the context; (they) ought to be part of the sacrifice like the imaginary drink.

The opponent raises a fresh objection. In a certain sacrifice a Soma drink is offered to Prajāpati, wherein the earth is regarded as the cup and the sea as the Soma. This is a mental act only, and yet it forms a part of the sacrifice. So these fires also, though mental, i.e. imaginary, are yet part of the sacrifice, and not an independent Vidyā, because of the context. They are rather an alternative form of the first-mentioned actual fire.

अतिदीशाश् II ४६ II

अतिदीशात् On account of the extension (of the attributes of the first to these fires) च and.

46. And on account of the extension (of the attributes of the actual fire to these imaginary fires).

The opponent gives a further reason in support of his view. The Sruti in that passage attributes all the qualities of the actual fire to these imaginary fires. Hence they are part of the sacrifice.

विद्याय च निर्धारणात् II ४७ II

विद्या Vidyā पुर इत्यदेव च but निर्धारणात् because (the Sruti) asserts it.

47. But (the fires) rather form a Vidyā, because (the Sruti) asserts it.
But refutes the opponent. The Sutra says that the fires constitute a Vidya, for the text asserts that “They are made of knowledge only,” and that “By knowledge and meditation they are made for him.”

दृश्नानाश || ४८ ||
दृश्नात् Because (of the indicatory marks) seen च and.

48. And because (of the indicatory marks) seen.

The indicatory marks are those referred to in Sutra 44:

श्रुत्यादिवल्लीयस्वाच्छ न वाचः || ४९ ||
श्रुत्यादि-वल्लीयस्वाच्छ Because of the greater force of the Sruti etc. (i.e. indicatory mark and syntactical connection) च and न वाचः cannot be refuted.

49. And because of the greater force of the Sruti etc. (i.e. indicatory mark and syntactical connection), (the view that the fires constitute a Vidya) cannot be refuted.

The Sruti directly says, “All these fires are kindled with knowledge alone.” The indicatory mark is this: “All beings kindle these fires for him, even when he is asleep.” This continuity of the fires indicates that they are mental ones. An actual sacrifice is not continued during sleep. The syntactical connection is: “Through meditation
alone are these fires of the worshipper kindled." These three are more forcible than mere context.

अनुवन्दितम्: प्रज्ञान्तरामथकल्पवत्, हस्यदच्छ,
तदुच्चम् || ५० ||

अनुवन्दितम्: From the connection and so on (extension etc.) प्रज्ञान्तर-मथकल्पवत्, even as other Vidyâs are separate हस्य (it is) seen च and तदः-उच्चम् this has been said (by Jaimini).

50: From the connection and so on (extension etc.) (the fires constitute a separate Vidyâ), even as other Vidyâs (like the Sândilya Vidyâ) are separate. And (it is) seen (that in spite of the context a sacrifice is treated as independent). This has been said (by Jaimini in Purva Mimâmsâ-Sutras).

This Sutra gives additional reasons in support of the view set forth in Sutra 47. The text connects for purposes of Sampad Upâsanâ (meditations based on resemblance) parts of a sacrifice with mental activities, e.g. "These fires are started mentally, the altars are set up mentally ... everything connected with this sacrifice is done mentally." This is possible only if there is a sharp difference between things resembling each other.

The fires form a separate Vidyâ, even as the Sândilya Vidyâ, Daharâ Vidyâ, etc. form separate
Vidyās, although mentioned along with sacrificial acts. Moreover, it is seen in the sacrificial portion of the Vedas the sacrifice Aveshti, though mentioned along with the Rājasuya sacrifice, is yet regarded as an independent sacrifice by Jaimini in his Purva Mimāmsā-Sutras.

न सामान्यादृष्टः उपर्यये; मृत्युवत्, नहि लोकापति: || ५१ ||

Not in spite of the resemblance for it is seen as in the case of death for the world does not become (fire because of certain resemblances).

51. In spite of the resemblance (of the fires to the imaginary drink, they do) not (form part of the sacrificial act), for it is seen (from the reasons adduced that they constitute an independent Vidyā); (the mental affair here is) as in the case of death, for the world does not become (fire because of certain resemblances).

This Sutra refutes the argument of the opponent given in Sutra 45. The resemblance cited by the opponent there cannot stand, for on account of the reasons already adduced, viz. the Sruti, indicatory mark, etc., the fires in question subserve the purpose of man only, and not any sacrifice. Mere resemblance cannot justify the opposite view. Any-
thing can resemble anything in certain respects; still the things are different. The resemblance cited is like the common epithet 'death' applied to fire and the being in the sun. "The being in that orb is death indeed" (Sat. Br. 10. 5. 2. 3). "Fire is death" (Brih. 3. 2. 10). This resemblance cannot make fire and the being in the sun one. Again we have: "This world is a fire indeed, O Gotama, the sun its fuel" etc. (Chh. 5. 4. 1). Here from the similarity of fuel and so on the earth does not actually become fire.

परेण च नभद्वस्य तालित्थम्, भूयस्त्वाचच्चतनु-
बन्ध: ||५२ ||

परेण From the subsequent (Brāhmaṇa) च and नभद्वस्य of the text तालित्थम् the fact of being such भूयस्त्वाच on account of the abundance च but बन्ध: connection.

52. And from the subsequent (Brāhmaṇa) the fact of the text (under discussion) being such (i.e. enjoining a separate vidyā) (is known). But the connection (of the imaginary fires with the actual fire is) on account of the abundance (of the attributes of the latter that are imagined in these fires).

In a subsequent Brāhmaṇa we have, "By knowledge they ascend there where all wishes are
attained. Those skilled in works do not go there," etc. Here Vidya is praised and work depreciated. From this we find that what has been shown, viz. that the fires form a Vidya, is the injunction of the Sruti. The connection of the fires with the actual fire is not because they form part of the sacrifice, but because many of the attributes of the real fire are imagined in the fires of the Vidya.

**Topic 30: The Self is a separate entity from the body.**

Till now the Upasanas have been discussed. But the utility of these Upasanas depends on the existence of an individual apart from the body who can reap the results of the Upasanas. In the absence of such an individual the Upasanas and even Vedanta teaching become useless. So in this topic the existence of an Atman apart from the body is taken up for discussion.

एक आत्मनः शरीरे माहातः ॥ ५३ ॥
एके Some (deny) आत्मनः (the existence) of an Atman (besides the body) शरीरे (सति) माहात् (for It) exists (only) when there is a body.

53. Some (deny) (the existence) of an Atman (separate from the body), (for It) exists (only) when there is a body.

This Sutra gives the view of the Chārvākas or
materialists, who deny the existence of an Atman other than the body. They say that man is only a body, having consciousness for its quality, and that consciousness is like the intoxicating property that is produced when certain materials are put together, none of which singly is intoxicating. They arrive at this conclusion in this way. Consciousness is seen to exist only when there is a body. Independent of the body it is nowhere experienced. Hence it is only a quality of the body. Therefore, there is no separate Self in this body.

54. But not (so); (a Self) separate (from the body does exist), for (consciousness) does not exist even when there is the body न not (so) तु but ऊपलविधिवत as in the case of cognition.

This Sutra refutes the view expressed in the previous one. Consciousness cannot be a quality of the body, for we do not find consciousness in a body after a person dies. So this consciousness is a quality of something different from and residing in the body. Again the Chārvākas also accept that
the cognizer is different from the thing cognized. If so, since we experience our body, we who cognize it must be different from our body; and this thing which cognizes this body of ours is the Self, and consciousness is a quality of this Self, rather its nature.

Topic 31: Upāsanās connected with sacrificial acts, e.g. the Udgīthā Upāsanā, are valid for all Sākhās.

अश्वनमांसन्यानु न शाखासु हि प्रतिवेदम् ॥ ५५ ॥

अश्वनमांसन्योः (Upāsanās) connected with parts (of sacrificial acts) न but न not शाखासु to (particular) Sākhās हि because प्रतिवेदम् in each Veda.

55. But (the Upāsanās) connected with parts (of sacrificial acts are) not (restricted) to (particular) Sākhās only of each Veda (but to all its Sākhās), because (the same Upāsanā is described in all).

There are certain Upāsanās mentioned in connection with sacrificial acts, as, for example, the meditation on ‘Om’ which is connected with the Udgīthā as Prāna, or the meditation on the Udgīthā as the earth and so on. The question is whether these meditations are enjoined with reference to the Udgīthā and so on as belonging to a certain Sākhā of a Veda or as belonging to all its Sākhās. The doubt arises because the Udgīthā
and so on are chanted differently in different Sākhās, and as such they may be considered different. This Sutra refutes the view that they are so restricted, because the text speaks of these Upāsanās in general, and so they are one in all the branches.

मन्त्रादिविद्यादिविरोधः || ५६ ||
सन्त्रासित्तृ, Like Mantras etc. वा or else अविरोधः: there is no contradiction.

56. Or else like Mantras etc. there is no contradiction (here).

Just as Mantras etc. mentioned in only one Sākhā are used in another Sākhā with respect to that particular rite, so also the Upāsanās connected with particular rites in one Sākhā of the Veda can be applied to the other Sākhās.

Topic 32: Vaisvānara Upāsanā is one entire Upāsanā.

भूमि: कतुवज्ञायस्त्वं, तथा हि दर्शयति || ५७ ||
भूमि: On the entire form कतुवज्ञायस्त्वं, as in the case of sacrifice ज्ञायस्त्वं importance तथा so हि for दर्शयति (the Sruti) shows.

57. Importance (is given to the meditation) on the entire form (of Vaisvānara) as in the case of sacrifice; for so (the Sruti) shows.
In the Chhândogya Upanishad 5. 11-18 we have the Vaisvânara Vidyā, the meditation on the cosmic form of the Lord, where we are asked to imagine that His head is the heavens, His eye the sun, and so on. In those sections we find different results mentioned for each part of the Upâsanā. For example, the result of meditating on His head as the heavens is: “He eats food, sees his dear ones, and has Vedic glory in his house” (Chh. 5. 12. 2). Now the question is whether the Sruti here speaks only of one Upâsanā on the whole cosmic form, or also piecemeal Upâsanās. This Sutra says that it is the former. The separate results mentioned for detached Upâsanās are to be combined into one aggregate with the principal meditation. That the Sruti intends only the entire Upâsanā is moreover known from the fact that it discourages part Upâsanā in such expressions as “Your head would have fallen if you had not come to me” (Chh. 5. 12. 2). The case is similar to certain sacrifices which include several minor sacrifices, the combined result of which completes that of the main sacrifices. That only one entire Upâsanā is intended is also inferred from the fact that the section begins thus: “Which is our Self, which is the Brahman” (Chh. 5. 11. 1) —which shows that the entire Brahman is sought as the object of meditation. It ends also thus: “Of that Vaisvânara Self Sutejas is the head” etc. (Chh. 5. 18. 2).
Topic 33: Various Vidyās like the Sāndilya Vidyā, Dahara Vidyā, and so on are to be kept separate and not combined into one entire Upāsanā.

नाना, शब्दाविभेदात् || ५८ ||

नाना Different शब्दाविभेदात owing to difference of words etc.

58. (Various Vidyās like the Sāndilya, Dahara, etc. are) different owing to difference of words etc.

In the last Sutra it was shown that though the Sruti mentions meditations on parts of the cosmic form, yet the meditation on the entire form is what is intended by the Sruti. Following this argument the opponent says that as the object of meditation is the one Lord, we are to combine all the different Vidyās like the Sāndilya Vidyā, Dahara Vidyā, Satyā Vidyā, and so on into one composite meditation on the Lord. This Sutra refutes that view and says that these different Vidyās are separate, because the Sruti prescribes them using different words, 'He knows', 'Let him meditate', 'Let him form the idea', etc. and this difference of terms is acknowledged to be a test of the difference of acts by Purva Mimāmsā. 'Etc.' refers to other reasons like the difference in qualities. Though the object of meditation is the one Lord, yet owing to the difference in qualities that are imagined in different Upāsanās He is different.
Moreover, it is an impossibility to combine all the various Vidyās into one. So the different Vidyās are to be kept separate, and not combined into one general meditation.

**Topic 34:** Among Vidyās relating to Brahman any one alone should be selected according to one’s choice.

विकल्पः, अविशिष्ट-फल्वान्॥ ५९ ॥

विकल्पः: Option अविशिष्ट-फल्वान् on account of (all Vidyās) having the same result.

59. There is option (with respect to the several Vidyās), because the result (of all the Vidyās) is the same.

As the result of all the Vidyās is the realization of Brahman, it is enough if one takes up any one of them according to his liking and sticks to it till he reaches the goal. And once Brahman is realized through one of these Vidyās, resorting to another is useless. Besides, to practise more than one meditation at a time would only distract one’s mind and thereby retard one’s progress. Therefore one must restrict oneself to one particular Vidyā.

**Topic 35:** Meditations yielding special desires may or may not be combined according to liking.

काम्यास्तु यथाकामं समुच्चियेरन्त्व या, पूर्वहैत्य-भावात्॥ ६० ॥

काम्यः: Vidyās for particular desires हु बहुत यथाकामम्;
according to one’s desire one may combine or not on account of the absence of the preceding reason.

60. But Vidyās for particular desires may be combined or not according to one’s desire on account of the absence of the reason (mentioned in the) previous (Sutra).

In the last Sutra it was said that any one of the Vidyās about Brahman should be taken up, and that more than one at a time should not be taken up, because each Vidyā was quite sufficient and more than one would distract the mind. Now there are various Vidyās which are practised not for the realization of Brahman, but to yield some particular desire. As, for example, in the Čhandogya 3. 15. 2; 7. 1. 5. The question is whether one is to restrict oneself to only one of these Vidyās, or can practise more than one at a time. This Sutra says that as the results are different, unlike that of the Brahma Vidyās, one can take up more than one Vidyā or not according to one’s pleasure.

Topic 36: Meditations connected with members of sacrificial acts may or may not be combined according to liking.

अध्येष्ठु यथाध्ययमावः || ६२ ||

अध्येष्ठु With regard to (meditations) connected with members (of sacrificial acts) यथा-ध्ययय-मावः it is as with (the members) with which they are connected.
61. With regard (to meditations) connected with members (of sacrificial acts) it is as with (the members) with which they are connected.

Sutras 61-64 give the view of the opponent. Different instructions connected with a sacrifice are mentioned in the different Vedas. Now the scriptures themselves say that all these members mentioned in the different Vedas are to be combined for the due performance of the main one. The question now is, what is the rule to be followed with respect to the Upāsanās connected with these members? This Sutra says that the same rule which applies to the members applies also to the Upāsanās connected with them. In other words, all these Upāsanās are also to be combined.

शिष्टे श्च॥ ६२॥

शिष्टे: From the injunction of the Sruti च and.

62. And from the injunction of the Sruti:

Even as the members are scattered in the different Vedas, so are also the meditations connected with them. There is no difference as regards the injunction of the Sruti with respect to these meditations.

समाहारात्॥ ६३॥

63. On account of the rectification.
A further reason is given by the opponent.
"Now verily that which is Udgitha is ‘Om’, and that which is ‘Om’ is Udgitha. (If one knows this) then from the seat (i.e. through proper functioning) of the Hotri (he) rectifies all defective singing (of the Udgâtri)” (Chh. 1. 5. 5). Here it is said that the mistakes committed by the Udgâtri (chanting priest of the Sâma-Veda) are rectified by the recitation of the Hotri (invoking priest of the Rig-Veda), which shows that the meditations, though they are given in the different Vedas, are yet interlinked. So all of them have to be observed.

गुणसाधारण्यशुतेः || ६४ ||

गुण-साधारण्य-शुतेः: From the Sruti declaring the feature ‘Om’ as being common to all the Vedas च and.

64. And from the Sruti declaring the syllable ‘Om’ which is a common feature (of the Udgitha Vidyâ), to be common to all the Vedas.

“Through this does the Vedic Vidyâ proceed” (Chh. 1. 1. 9). This is said with reference to the syllable ‘Om’, which is common to all the Vedas and all the Upâsanâs in them. This shows that as the abode of all Vidyâs is common, so are the Vidyâs that abide in it, and therefore all of them are to be observed.

न वा, तत्सहभावाशुतेः || ६५ ||

न वा Rather not तत्सहभाव-अशुतेः: their correlation not being mentioned by the Sruti.
65. (The meditations connected with members of sacrificial acts are) rather not (to be combined), as the Sruti does not say that they are so correlated.

This and the following Sutra give the conclusion. The rule for combining the instructions regarding sacrifices that are scattered in all the Vedas cannot be applied with respect to the Upāsanās connected with them. In the former case, if the instructions are not combined, the sacrifice itself will fail. But not so if the Upāsanās are not practised, for Upāsanās only enhance the results of the sacrifice. (Vide 3. 3. 42). They are not inseparable from the sacrifice. So they may or may not be practised.

दर्शनात् || ६६ ||
दर्शनात् Because the Sruti says so न and.

66. And because the Sruti says so.

"The Brahman (superintending priest) who knows this protects the sacrifice, the sacrificer, and all the other priests" (Chh. 4. 17. 10). This shows that the scriptures do not intend that all the meditations should go together. If it were so, then all the priests would know all of them and there is no sense in the Sruti distinguishing the qualified superintending priest from the rest.

The meditations, therefore, may or may not be combined according to one's taste.
CHAPTER III

SECTION IV

In the last section were discussed the Vidyas, the means to the knowledge of Brahman. This section discusses whether this knowledge of Brahman is connected with ritualistic work through the agent, or whether it independently serves the purpose of man (Purushârtha). Man tries to attain the fulfilment of his desires, discharge of duties, acquisition of wealth, and Liberation. The question is whether knowledge of Brahman serves any of these purposes, or is merely connected with sacrificial acts in so far as it imparts to the agent a certain qualification.

Topic I: Knowledge of Brahman is not subordinate to sacrificial acts.

पुरुषार्थोंदते, शब्दार्थिति बादरायणः || १ ||

पुरुषार्थः Purpose of man शब्दः from this शब्दार्थः from the scriptures इति thus (says) बादरायणः Bādarāyana.

1. From this (results) the purpose of man, because of the scriptures; thus (says) Bādarāyana.

Bādarāyana basing his arguments on the Sruti texts says that the knowledge of Brahman effects
man's highest purpose and is not a part of sacrificial acts. It leads to Liberation. The scriptural authority referred to is texts like: "The knower of the Self goes beyond grief" (Chh. 7. 1. 3); "He who knows that Supreme Brahma becomes indeed Brahma" (Mu. 3. 2. 9); "The knower of Brahma attains the Highest" (Taitt. 2. 1).

शेषत्वात्पुरुषार्थवादो यथास्मेविविषिः जैमिनि: || २ ||

शेषत्वात् On account of being supplementary (to sacrificial acts) पुरुष-अर्थवादः are mere praise of the agent यथा even as अनुमेय in other cases इति thus (says) जैमिनि: Jaimini.

2. Because (the Self) is supplementary (to sacrificial acts), (the fruits of the knowledge of the Self) are mere praise of the agent, even as in other cases; thus says Jaimini.

According to Jaimini the Vedas merely prescribe acts to attain certain purposes including Liberation, and nothing more. He argues that the knowledge of the Self does not yield any independent results, as Vedânta holds, but is connected with the acts through the agent. No one undertakes a sacrificial act unless he is conscious of the fact that he is different from the body and that after death he will go to heaven, where he will enjoy the results of his sacrifices. Texts dealing with Self-knowledge serve merely to enlighten the
agent and so are subordinate to sacrificial acts. The fruits; however, which the Vedânta texts declare with regard to Self-knowledge are merely praise, even as texts declare such results by way of praise with respect to other matters. In short, Jaimini holds that by the knowledge that his Self will outlive the body, the agent becomes qualified for sacrificial actions, even as other things become fit in sacrifices through purificatory ceremonies.

आचार-दर्शनात् II २ II

आचार-दर्शनात् Because of the conduct found (from the scriptures).

3. Because we find (from the scriptures such) conduct (of men of realization).

"Janaka, emperor of Videha performed a sacrifice in which gifts were freely distributed" (Brih. 3. 1. 1); "I am going to perform a sacrifice, sirs" (Chh. 5. 11. 5). Now both Janaka and Asvapati were knowers of the Self. If by this knowledge of the Self they had attained Liberation, there was no need for them to perform sacrifices. But the two texts quoted show that they did perform sacrifices. This proves that it is through sacrificial acts alone that one attains Liberation, and not through the knowledge of the Self, as the Vedântins hold.
तत्सूऽते: Ṣ ४ Ṣ

तत्-प्रथवे: Because the scriptures directly declare that.

4. That (viz. that knowledge of the Self stands in a subordinate relation to sacrificial acts) the scriptures directly declare.

"That alone which is performed with knowledge, faith, and meditation becomes powerful" (Chh. 1. 1. 10); This text clearly shows that knowledge is a part of the sacrificial act.

समवारस्भवणात् Ṣ ५ Ṣ

5. Because the two (knowledge and work) go together (with the departing soul to produce the results).

"It is followed by knowledge, work, and past experience" (Brih. 4. 4. 2). This text shows that knowledge and work go together with the soul and produce the effect which it is destined to enjoy. Knowledge independently is not able to produce any such effect.

तस्मतो विधानात् Ṣ ६ Ṣ

तस्मत: For such (as know the purport of the Vedas) विधानात् because (the scriptures) enjoin (work).

6. Because (the scriptures) enjoin
(work) for such (as know the purport of the Vedas).

The scriptures enjoin work only for those who have a knowledge of the Vedas, which includes the knowledge of the Self. Hence Knowledge does not independently produce any result.

नियमाव || ७ ||

नियमाव On account of prescribed rules च and

7. And on account of prescribed rules.

Performing works here let a man wish to live a hundred years” (Is. 2); “Agnihotra is a sacrifice lasting up to old age and death; for through old age one is freed from it or through death” (Sat. Br. 12. 4. 1. 1). From such prescribed rules also we find that knowledge stands in a subordinate relation to work.

अधिकोषेशाश्च वादरायणस्येवम्, तत्त्वानाम् || ८ ||

अधिक-उपदेशात् Because (the scriptures) teach (the Supreme Self to be) something over and above च but वादरायणस्य Bādarāyana’s (view) is such i. e. correct तत्त्व-रञ्जनात् for that is seen (from the scriptures).

8. But because (the scriptures) teach (the Supreme Self to be) other (than the agent), Bādarāyana’s (view is) correct; for that is seen (from the scriptures).

Sutras 2-7 give the view of the Mimāmsakas, which is refuted in Sutras 8-17.
The Vedânta texts do not teach the limited self, which is the agent, but the Supreme Self, which is different from the agent. Thus the knowledge of the Self which the Vedânta texts declare is different from that knowledge of the self which an agent possesses. The knowledge of such a Self, which is free from all limiting adjuncts, not only does not help, but puts an end to all actions. That the Vedânta texts teach the Supreme Self is clear from such texts as the following: "He who perceives all and knows all" (Mu. 1. 1. 9); "Under the mighty rule of this Immutable, O Gârgi" etc. (Brih. 3. 8. 9).

9. But the declarations of the Srutis equally support both views.

This Sutra refutes the view expressed in Sutra 3. There it was shown that Janaka and others even after attaining Knowledge were engaged in work. This Sutra says that scriptural authority equally supports the view that for one who has attained Knowledge there is no work. “Knowing this very Self the Brâhmanas renounce the desire for sons, for wealth, and for the worlds, and lead a mendicant life” (Brili. 3. 5. 1). We also see from the scriptures that knowers of the Self like Yâjñavalkya gave up work. “This
much indeed is (the means of) immortality, my dear.' Saying this Yâjnavalkya left home" (Brih. 4. 5. 15). The work of Janaka and others was characterized by non-attachment, and as such it was practically no work; so the Mîmâmśâ argument is weak.

असार्वपूर्विकी ॥ १० ॥

10. (The declaration of the scripture referred to in Sutra 4) is not universally true.

The declaration of the Sruti that knowledge enhances the fruit of the sacrifice does not refer to all knowledge, as it is connected only with the Udgîtha, which is the topic of the section.

विभागः शतवत् ॥ ११ ॥

विभागः: (There is) division of knowledge and work शतवत् as in the case of a hundred (divided between two persons).

11. (There is) division of knowledge and work, as in the case of a hundred (divided between two persons):

This Sutra refutes Sutra 5. "It is followed by knowledge, work, and past experiences". (Brih. 4. 4. 2). Here we have to take knowledge and work in a distributive sense, meaning that knowledge follows one and work another. Just as when we say a hundred be given to these two persons,
we divide it into two halves and give each man fifty. There is no combination of the two. Even without this explanation Sutra 5 can be refuted. For the text quoted refers only to knowledge and work, which concern the transmigrating soul, and not an emancipated soul. For the passage, "Thus does the man who desires (transmigrate)" (Brih. 4. 4. 6) shows that the previous text refers to the transmigrating self. And of the emancipated soul Sruti says, "But the man who never desires (never transmigrates)" etc. (Brih. 4. 4. 6).

अध्ययनमात्रण्यः ॥१२॥

12. (The scriptures enjoin work) only on those who have read the Vedas.

This Sutra refutes Sutra 6.

Those who have read the Vedas and known about the sacrifices are entitled to perform work. No work is prescribed for those who have knowledge of the Self from the Upanishads. Such a knowledge is incompatible with work.

न, अविभेषायः ॥ १३॥

न Not अविभेषाय owing to the absence of any specification.

13. Because there is no special mention (of the Jñâni, it does) not (apply to him).
This Sutra refutes Sutra 7. The text quoted there from the Isa Upanishad is a general statement, and there is no special mention in it that it is applicable to a Jñāni also. In the absence of such a specification it is not binding on him.

स्तुत्येन्नुमतिवरा || १४ ||
स्तुत्ये For the praising (of Knowledge) नुमति: permission व और rather.

14. Or rather the permission (to do work) is for praising (Knowledge).

The injunction to do work for the knowers of the Self is for the glorification of this Knowledge. The praise involved in it is this: A knower of the Self may work all his life, but on account of this Knowledge he will not be bound by its effects.

कामकारेण चैः || १५ ||
कामकारेण According to their choice च and एः some.

15. And some according to their choice (have refrained from all work).

In Sutra 3 it was said that Janaka and others were engaged in work even after Knowledge. This Sutra says that some have of their own accord given up all work. The point is that after Knowledge some may choose to work to set an example to others, while others may give up all work. There is no binding on the knowers of the Self as regards work.
16. And (the scriptures say that the) destruction (of all qualifications for work results from Knowledge).

Knowledge destroys all ignorance and its products like agent, act, and result. "But when to the knower of Brahman everything has become the Self, then what should one see and through what" etc. (Brih. 4. 5. 15). The knowledge of the Self is antagonistic to all work and so cannot possibly be subsidiary to work.

17. And (Knowledge belongs) to those who observe continence (i.e. to Sannyásins); because (this fourth Asrama is mentioned) in the scriptures.

The scriptures declare that Knowledge is gained in that stage of life in which continence is prescribed, i.e. the fourth stage or Sannyása Asrama. To a Sannyása in there is no work prescribed except discrimination. So how can Knowledge be subservient to work? That there is a stage of life called Sannyása we find from the
scriptures themselves in texts like: “There are three branches of duty; sacrifice, study and charity are the first!... All these attain to the worlds of the virtuous; but only one who is firmly established in Brahman attains immortality” (Chh. 2. 23. 1-2); “Desiring this world (the Self) alone monks renounce their homes” (Brih. 4. 4. 22). See also Mu. 1. 2. 11 and Chh. 5. 10. 1. Everyone can take to this life without being a householder etc., which shows the independence of Knowledge.

**Topic 2:** Sannyâsa is prescribed by the scriptures.

परामर्शं जैमिनिरचोदना च, अपवद्धिः हि ॥ १८ ॥

परामर्शं Mere reference Jaimini अचोदना there is no injunction च and अपवद्धिः हि because (the scripture) condemns (it).

18. Jaimini (thinks that in the texts referred to in the last Sutra there is) a mere reference (to Sannyâsa), and not injunction, because (other texts) condemn (Sannyâsa).

In the text quoted in the last Sutra (Chh. 2. 23: 1) Jaimini says that as there is no word showing that Sannyâsa is enjoined on man, it is a mere reference and not an injunction. The Brihadâranyaka text quoted in the last Sutra says that some persons do like that. Sruti here makes a mere statement of fact. It does not enjoin
Saunyāsa. Moreover, the text here praises steadfastness in Brahmā. "But only one who is firmly established in Brahmā attains immortality." Sacrifice, study, charity, austerity, studentship, and lifelong celibacy result in the attainment of the virtuous world. But immortality is gained only by him who is firmly established in Brahmā. That is what the text says. Further, there are other texts which condemn Saunyāsa. "Having brought to your teacher the wealth that he likes, do not cut off the line of progeny" (Taitt. 1. 11); "To him who is without a son (this) world does not belong" (Taitt. Br. 7. 13. 12) and so on.

अतुष्टेयं बादरायण:, साम्यशुते: || १९ ||

अतुष्टेयम् Ought to be gone through बादरायणः Bādarāyana साम्यशुतेः for the scriptural text refers equally to all the four Asramas.

19. Bādarāyana (thinks that Saunyāsa or monastic life) also must be gone-through, for the scriptural text (cited) refers equally to all the four Asramas (stages of life).

In the text cited, sacrifice etc. refer to the householder's life, penance to Vānaprastha, studentship to Brahmacharya and 'one who is firmly established in Brahmā' to Saunyāsa. So the text equally refers to all the four stages of life. The text relating to the first three stages-
refers to what is enjoined elsewhere. So also does the text relating to Sannyāsa. Hence Sannyāsa also is enjoined and must be gone through by all.

विद्विंश धारणवत् ॥ २० ॥
विधि: Injunction वा or rather धारणवत्, as in the case of the carrying (of the sacrificial fuel).

20. Or rather (there is an) injunction (in this text), as in the case of the carrying (of the sacrificial fuel).

This Sutra now tries to establish that there is an injunction about Sannyāsa in the Chhândogya passage cited. There is a Sruti text referring to Agnihotra performed for the manes, which runs as follows: “Let him approach, carrying the sacrificial fuel below; for above he carries it for the gods.” The last clause Jaimini interprets as an injunction, though there is no word in it to that effect, because such an injunction is nowhere else to be found in the scriptures. On account of its newness (Apurvavatā) it is an injunction. Following this argument this Sutra says that in Chh. 2. 23. 1 there is an injunction with respect to Sannyāsa, and not a mere reference, as it is not enjoined anywhere else. Moreover, there are Sruti texts which directly enjoin Sannyāsa: “Or else he may wander forth from the students’ life, or from the house, or from the forest” (Jāb. 4).

Again Jaimini himself says that even glorification, to be relevant, must be in a complimentary-
relation to an injunction. In the text cited steadfast devotion to Brahman is being praised, and so it has an injunctive value. Now is it possible for one engaged in sacrificial rites etc. to be wholly devoted to Brahman? Devotion to Brahman means constant meditation on It without any disturbing thought. Such a thing is impossible for a householder engaged in ritualistic work. It is possible only for a Saṃyāsin who has renounced all work, and not for others.

Neither is it true that Saṃyāsa is prescribed only for those who are lame, blind, etc., and therefore unfit for ritualistic work. The text cited above (Jāb. 4) makes no such difference. Moreover, Saṃyāsa is meant as a means to the realization of Brahman, and it is to be acquired in a regular prescribed way. "The wandering mendicant with coloured dress, shaven-headed, accepting no gifts, qualifies himself for the realization of Brahman." Therefore Saṃyāsa is prescribed by the scriptures and Knowledge, because it is enjoined on Saṃyāsins, is independent of work. Topic 3: Scriptural statements as in Chh. 1. 1. 3 which refer to Vidyās are not merely glorificatory but enjoins the meditations.

स्तुतिमात्रमुपादानादिविति चेत्, न, अपूर्व्यत्वात् ॥ २१ ॥
स्तुतिमात्रम् Mere praise उपदानात्, because of their reference (to parts of sacrificial acts) इति चेत्, if it be said न not so अपूर्व्यत्वात् on account of its newness.
21. If it be said (that references as in Chh. 1.1.3) are mere praise because of their reference (to parts of sacrificial acts), we say) not so, because here it is mentioned for the first time.

"That Udgitha (Om) is the best essence of the essences, the supreme, deserving the highest place, the eighth" (Chh. 1. 1. 3), "This earth is Rich, and fire Sāman" (Chh. 1. 6. 1). The opponent holds that these are mere praise, and no injunction to meditate on 'Om' and so on. These passages are akin to, "The ladle is the earth", "The tortoise is the sun", which simply glorify the ladle and so on. This view of the opponent is refuted in the latter half of the Sutra. The analogy is not correct. Glorification to have a purpose, must be in complimentary relation to an injunction. The passages quoted for analogy stand in proximity to injunctive passages, and so they can be taken as praise. But the passage of the Chhāndogya where Udgitha 'Om' is described as the essence of essences, is mentioned in the Upanishad, and so cannot be taken along with the injunctions about Udgitha in the Karmakānda. As such, on account of the newness it is an injunction and not mere glorification.

भावशब्दवाच || २२ ||

भाव-शब्दांत. There being words expressive of injunction च and.
22. And there being words expressive of injunction.

"Let one meditate on 'Om' (of) the Udgitha" (Chh. 1. 1. 1). In this passage we have a clear injunction to meditate on 'Om'. On the face of this we cannot interpret the text cited in the last Sutra as mere glorificatory of 'Om'.

Topic 4: The stories recorded in the Upanishads do not serve the purpose of Pâriplavas and so do not form part of the ritualistic acts. They are meant to glorify the Vidyâ taught in them.

पारिप्रवारा इति चेत्, न, विशेषितत्वात् || २३ ||

पारिप्रवारा: For the purpose of Pâriplavas इति चेत if it be said न not so विशेषितत्वात on account of (certain stories alone) being specified.

23. If it be said (that the stories that occur in the Upanishads are) for the purpose of Pâriplavas, (we say) not so, because (certain stories alone) are specified (by the Sruti for this purpose).

In the Asvamedha sacrifice, which lasts for one year, the sacrificer and his family are expected to hear at intervals the recital of certain stories. These are known as Pâriplavas, and form part of the ritualistic acts. The question is whether Upanishadic stories also serve this purpose, in which case they become part of the rites, and this means that the whole of Jñânakânda becomes
subservient to Karmakanda. The stories referred to are those relating to Yajnavalkya and Maitreya, Pratardana and so on, which we find in the Brihadaranyaka, Kaushitaki and other Upanishads.

This Sutra denies that they serve the purpose of Pariplavas, for the scripture specifies the stories that are meant for this purpose. Any and every story cannot serve this purpose. Upanishadic stories are not mentioned in this category.

तथा चैक्याशायस्योपनन्धात् \| २४ \| ।
तथा So च and एक्याशायस्य-उपनन्धात् being connected as one whole.

24. And so (they are meant to illustrate the nearest Vidyas), being connected as one whole.

The stories not serving the purpose of Pariplavas they are intended to introduce the Vidyas. The story form is meant to catch the imagination of the student, who will thereby be more attentive to the Vidyas described.

Topic 5: Sannyasins need not observe ritualistic acts, as Knowledge serves their purpose.

अत एव चाण्याशायस्योपनन्धात् \| २५ \|
अतेन्य Therefore च and अमित्याशायस्य-उपनन्धात् no necessity of lighting fires etc.
25. And, therefore, there is no necessity of lighting fires, and so on.

In Sutra 3.4.1, it was said that the knowledge of the Self results in the attainment of the highest Purushārtha or goal of life. Therefore the lighting of fires for sacrifices and other similar acts enjoined on the householders etc. need not be observed by Sannyāsins, as Knowledge alone fulfils their object.

Topic 6: Nevertheless works prescribed by the scriptures are useful as they are an indirect means to Knowledge.

सबोपिक्षा च यज्जादिश्रुते, अद्वयत् ॥ २६ ॥

सबोपिक्षा There is the necessity of all works च and यज्जादिश्रुते: for the scriptures prescribe sacrifices etc. (as means to Knowledge) अद्वयत even as the horse.

26. And there is the necessity of all works, for the scriptures prescribe sacrifices etc. (as means to the attainment of Knowledge, though they are unnecessary for the attainment of its results, viz., Liberation), even as the horse (is used to draw a chariot and not for ploughing).

From the previous Sutra we may conclude that works are altogether useless. This Sutra says that all these works are useful, and that even the scriptures prescribe them, since they serve as a means to Knowledge. But they have no part in
producing the result of this Knowledge, viz. Liberation. It comes only from Knowledge and not from work. Work purifies the mind, and the knowledge of the Self is manifested in such a pure mind. So works have a place as a means to Knowledge, though an indirect one.

शामदारुं पैर: स्वातेष्ठापिन तु, तद्विधेःस्तव्यत्वा
तेषामवद्यासुदेश्वरवात् || २१ ||

शा-मदारुं-उपेत: स्वात् One must possess calmness, self-control, and the like तथा अभि even if it be so तु but तद्विधे: since they are enjoined तव्यत्वा as helps to Knowledge तेषाम-अवस्य-अनुभूतेऽव्यत्वा and therefore they have necessarily to be observed.

27. But even if it be so (i.e. even though there is no injunction to do work to attain Knowledge in the text [Brih. 4. 4. 22]) one must possess calmness, self-control, and the like, since these are enjoined as helps to Knowledge, and therefore have necessarily to be observed.

"The Brāhmanas seek to know It through the study of the Vedas, sacrifices, charity" etc. (Brih. 4. 4. 22). In this text there is no word to show that sacrifice is enjoined on one who wants to know Brahman. So the opponent says that there is no need at all of work for an aspirant of Knowledge. This Sutra says that even if it be so, yet control of the senses etc. are enjoined by
the Sruti: "Therefore he who knows it as such becomes self-controlled, calm...sees the Self in his self" etc. (Brih. 4. 4. 23). This passage is injunctive in character, for 'therefore' expresses praise of the subject-matter and hence is connected with an injunction, because in the absence of an injunction the praise would be purposeless. Since these qualities are enjoined, they have necessarily to be practised. Self-control etc. directly help the attainment of Knowledge, while work helps it indirectly.

Topic 7: Restrictions as regards food may be waived only when life is at stake.

सर्वानातनुमतिक्ष्य प्राणाये, तद्यश्चानात् || २८ ||

सर्व-अन-अनुमति: Permission to take all sorts of food प्राणाये when life is jeopardized तद्यश्चानात; because the Sruti declares that.

28. (Only) when life is jeopardized (there is) permission to take food indiscriminately, because the Sruti declares that.

"For one who knows this, there is nothing that is not food" (Chh. 5. 2. 1). The opponent holds that on account of the newness of the statement it is enjoined on one who meditates on Prāṇa. Such a statement being found nowhere else, it has an injunctive value. This Sutra refutes it and says that it is not an injunction, but only a statement of fact, and where the idea
of an injunction does not arise, we are not justified in assuming one. Prohibited food may be eaten only when life is in danger, as was done by the sage Chākrāyana when he was dying for want of food. This fact we get from the Sruti.

अवाधान ॥ २९ ॥

अवाधान. Because of a non-contradiction (thus) अ

29. And because (thus) (the scriptural statements with respect to food) are not contradicted.

“"When the food is pure the mind becomes pure” (Chh. 7, 26. 2). This statement will not be contradicted only if the explanation given is taken, and not otherwise.

अपि च स्मर्यते ॥ ३० ॥

अपि च Moreover स्मर्यते the Smritis say so.

30. Moreover the Smritis (also) say so.

The Smritis also say that both those who have Knowledge and those who have not can take any food when life is in danger; then it is not sinful. But they prohibit various kinds of food as objectionable.

शान्तब्राह्मातास्कामकारः ॥ ३१ ॥

शान्त: The scriptural text च and शान्त: hence शान्त ताकामकारे prohibiting license.
31. And hence the scripture text prohibiting license.

There are scriptural passages prohibiting one from doing everything just as one pleases. License, freedom from all discipline, cannot help us to attain Knowledge. "Therefore a Brāhmaṇa must not drink liquor" (Kāthaka Sam.). Such Sruti texts are meant for this discipline.

Therefore it is established that the Sruti does not enjoin on one who meditates on Prāṇa to take all kinds of food indiscriminately.

Topic 8: The duties of the Āśrama are to be performed by even one who is not desirous of Knowledge.

विहितत्वाशास्त्रंकर्मांकर्मिः || ३२ ||

विहितकर्मः Because they are enjoined व and आश्म-कर्म duties of the Āśrama (order of life) अधि also.

32. And the duties of the Āśrama (are to be performed) also (by him who does not desire Liberation), because they are enjoined (on him by the scriptures).

In Sutra 25 it was said that works are a means to Knowledge. The question is raised, since it is so why should one who does not desire Knowledge do these works? This Sutra says that since these duties are enjoined on all who are in these Asramas or stages of life, viz. student life, householder's life, and hermit life, one should observe them.
33. And (the duties are to be performed also) as a means to Knowledge.

Here we have to understand that the duties are helpful in producing Knowledge, but not its fruit, viz. Liberation, which is not attainable except through Knowledge.

34. In all cases the same duties (have to be performed), because of the twofold indicatory mark.

The question is raised whether the work done as enjoined on the Asramas and those done as aids to Knowledge are of two different kinds. This Sutra says that in either case, whether as duties of the Asramas or as aids to Knowledge, the same duties are to be done, as is seen from the Sruti and the Smriti texts.

"The Brâhmanas seek to know It through the study of the Vedas, sacrifices" etc. (Brih, 4. 4. 22). This text shows that sacrifices etc. enjoined in Karmakânda for different purposes are to be performed as means to Knowledge also.
The Smriti also says the same thing. "He who performs obligatory work without desire for fruits" etc. (Gitā 6. 1). Those very obligatory duties subserve Knowledge also.

अनभिमवं च दर्श्यति || ३५ ||
अनभिमवं Not being overpowered च and दर्श्यति the scripture shows.

35. And the scripture shows (that one-endowed with Brahmacharya) is not overpowered (by anger etc.).

"For that self does not perish which one attains by Brahmacharya" (Chh. 8. 5. 3). This text also shows that like work Brahmacharya etc. are also means to Knowledge. One endowed with it is not overcome by anger, jealousy, etc., and his mind not being disturbed he is able to practise Knowledge.

Therefore works are obligatory on the Asramas and are also means to Knowledge.

**Topic 9**: Those who stand midway between two Asramas are also entitled to Knowledge.

अन्तर चापि तु, तद्दृढ़ते: || ३६ ||
अन्तर (Persons standing) in between (two Asramas) च and अचितु also तद्दृढ़ते: such cases being seen.

36. And (persons standing) in between (two Asramas) are also (entitled to Knowledge), because such cases are seen.
The question is raised whether persons of dubious position—who have not the means etc. to do the duties of an Asrama, or who stand midway between two Asramas, as for example a widower—are entitled to Knowledge or not. The opponent holds that they are not, since they cannot do the works of any Asrama which are means to Knowledge. This Sutra says that they are entitled, for such cases are seen from the scriptures, as for example Raikva and Gārgi, who had the knowledge of Brahman. Vide Chh. 4. 1 and Brih. 3. 6 and 8.

अपि च समर्थेत् ॥ ३७ ॥

अपि च Further समर्थेत् the Smriti records such cases.

37. The Smriti also records such cases.

Samvarta and other Rishis, without doing the works enjoined on the Asramas, became great Yogis.

विशेषारूपंहि ॥ ३८ ॥

विशेष-अरूपं: Favour due to special works च and.

38. And special works favour (Knowledge).

A widower, who cannot be said to be a householder in the proper sense of the word or a poor man who has not the means to perform the duties of the Asrama, can attain Knowledge through special works like prayer, fasting, Japa etc.,
which are not opposed to the condition of those who do not belong to any Asrama.

अतस्तवतरस्म्यायो विधानः || ३९ ||
अतः: Than this तु but इतरः the other ज्ञान: better विधान: because of the indicatory marks च and.

39. But better than this is the other (state of being in some Asrama or other), (being maintained by the Sruti and the Smriti) and because of the indicatory marks (in the Sruti and the Smriti).

Though it is possible for one who stands between two Asramas to attain Knowledge, yet both the Sruti and Smriti say directly and indirectly that it is a better means to Knowledge to belong to some Asrama. “The Brähmanas seek to know It through...sacrifices” etc. (Brih. 4. 4. 22)— this is a direct statement of the Sruti; “Any other knower of Brähman who has done good deeds” etc. (Brih. 4. 4. 9), and “Let not a Brähmana stay even for a day outside the Asrama”—these are indirect statements of the Sruti and Smriti respectively.

**Topic 10:** One who has taken the vow of lifelong celibacy (Sannyäsa) cannot revert back to his former stages of life.

तद्भूतस्य तु नात्रायः, जैमिनेर्पि, नियमात्रापि—
भावेन्यः || ४० ||

तद्भूतस्य For one who has attained that (the highest
Asrama) but no अत्त्रस्त: ceasing from that जीमनेः of Jaimini (is this opinion) अपि also नियम-अत्त्रस्त-अभावेः: on account of restrictions prohibiting such reversion.

40. But for one who has risen to the highest Asrama (i.e. Sannyāsa) there is no reverting (to the preceding ones), on account of restrictions prohibiting such reversion. Jaimini also (is of this opinion).

The question whether one who has embraced Sannyāsa can go back to the previous Asrama is taken up for discussion. This Sutra says that he cannot, because the Sruti expressly forbids it. “He is to go to the forest, he is not to return from there.” But there are no rules allowing a reversion, like those which sanction the ascent to higher Asramas. It is also against approved custom. So one cannot revert from Sannyāsa.

Topic II: Expiation for one who transgresses the vow of lifelong celibacy.

न च आधिकारिकमपि, पतनाजुमानात्,
तद्योगात् || ४२ ||

न Not च and आधिकारिकम् (expiation) mentioned in the chapter dealing with the qualification अपि even पतन-अजुमानात् because a fall (in this case) inferred from the Smriti तद्योगात and because of its inefficacy (in his case).
41. And (the expiation), although mentioned in the chapter dealing with qualifications (in Purva Mimâmsâ), is not (with reference to one who has taken the vow of lifelong celibacy), because a fall (in his case) is inferred from the Smriti, and because of its (of the expiatory ceremony) inefficacy (in his case).

The case of those who have taken the vow of lifelong celibacy and yet have transgressed this vow through a mistake in judgment, is taken up for discussion. The opponent, whose view is given in this Sutra, holds that for such transgressions there is no expiation. For no such ceremony is mentioned with respect to them, the one mentioned in Purva Mimâmsâ 6. 8. 22 referring to ordinary Brahmachârins, who are students, and not to Naishthika Brahmachârins. It can also be inferred that the Smriti declares such lapses as not expiable. A beheaded man cannot be cured. “For him who lapses after having embraced the vow of a Naishthika Brahmachâri I see no expiatory ceremony by which such a suicide can be purified.” The Smriti here does not refer to the ordinary Brahmachârin, and so the expiatory ceremony applies only to them and not to the Naishthika. Moreover, the ceremony referred to in Purva Mimâmsâ is not efficacious in his case, for, to perform the ceremony he will have to light the sacrificial fire and
therefore have to marry, which means that he will cease to be a Naishthika thereafter.

उपपूर्वमपि तु एके भावम्, अशानवत्, तदुक्कम् ॥ ४२ ॥

उपपूर्वम् Prefixed with ‘Upa’, i.e. an Upapâtaka or a minor sin अपि तु but एके some भावम् the existence अशानवत् as in the case of eating तत् this उक्कम् is explained in Purva Mimâmsâ.

42. But some (consider this transgression on the part of the Naishthika) a minor sin (and therefore claim) the existence (of expiation for it), as in the case of eating (prohibited food by ordinary Brahmachârins). This is explained in Purva Mimâmsâ.

Some, however, think that such lapses on the part of a Naishthika, other than disloyalty to teacher’s wife etc., are minor sins and not major ones, and so can be expiated by proper ceremonies, even as ordinary Brahmachârins who take prohibited food are again purified by expiatory ceremonies. The reference to the text denying any such ceremony in his case is meant only to bring home to the Naishthika Brahmachâri the grave responsibility on his part so that he may struggle with all his soul. Similarly in the case of the recluse and the Sannyâsin. As a matter of fact, the Smriti does prescribe the purificatory ceremony for both the recluse and the Sannyâsin.

"The recluse when he has broken his vows
undergoes the Krichchhra penance for twelve nights and then develops a place which is full of trees and grass." The Sannyâsin also undergoes the purificatory ceremony, with certain modifications.

**Topic 12:** The lifelong celibate who lapses in his vows to be shunned by society.

बहिस्तूभययापि स्मृतेराचाराचार || ४३ ॥

बहि: Outside तु but उभयाः-अपि in either case स्मृते: from the Smriti आचारां from custom न and.

43. But in either case (they are to be kept) outside the society, on account of the Smriti and custom.

Whether the lapses be regarded as major sins or minor sins, in either case good people are to avoid such transgressors; because the Smriti and approved custom both condemn them.

**Topic 13:** The meditations connected with the subordinate members of sacrificial acts are to be gone through by the priest and not by the sacrificer.

स्वामिन्तः फलश्चुतेरित्यात्रेय: || ४४ ॥

स्वामिन: To the sacrificer फल-शृते: from the declaration of results in the Sruti इति thus आत्रेय: Atreyā.

44. To the sacrificer (belongs the agentship in meditations), because the Sruti declares a fruit (for it); thus Atreyā (thinks).
The question is raised as to who is to observe the meditations connected with subordinate members of sacrificial acts, whether it is the sacrificer or the priest. The opponent, represented by the sage Atreyu, holds that it is to be observed by the sacrificer, as the Sruti declares a special fruit for these meditations.

आर्थिक्यमित्याछुदुःकोऽः, तस्मै द्विपरिक्रीयते || ४५ ||

आर्थिक्यमः The duty of the Ritvik (priest) इति thus आछुदुःकोऽः Andulomi तस्मै for that द्वियते because परिक्रीयते he is paid.

45. (They are) the duty of the Ritvik (priest), thus thinks Audolomi, because he is paid for that (i.e. the performance of the whole sacrifice).

Since the priest is paid for all his acts, and thereby the fruit of all his acts is, as it were, purchased by the sacrificer, the meditations also come under this category and have to be observed by the priest and not the sacrificer. This is the view of the sage Audulomi.

श्रुतेऽम् || ४६ ||

श्रुते: From the Sruti च and.

46. And because the Sruti so declares. “Whatever blessing the priests pray for at the sacrifice, they pray for the good of the sacrificer” (Sat. Br. 1. 3. 1. 26). Such texts declare
that the fruit of meditations in which the priest is the agent, goes to the sacrificer. Therefore Audulomi's view is correct, being supported by the Sruti texts.

**Topic 14:** In Brih. 3.5.1. meditationalness is enjoined besides scholarship and the childlike state.

सहकार्यान्तरबिधि: पक्षेण तृतीयं तद्भवः; विध्यादिविनतः ॥ ४७ ॥

सहकार्यान्तरबिधि: Injunction of another auxiliary (to Knowledge) पक्षेण as an alternative तद्भवः for one who possesses it (i.e. Knowledge) तृतीयम् a third one विध्यादिविनतः as in the case of injunctions and the like.

47. (The meditative state is) the injunction of another auxiliary (to Knowledge), which is a third one (besides the two expressly enjoined), as an alternative (where the knowledge of diversity is persistent) for one who possesses Knowledge; as in the case of injunctions and the like.

“Therefore a knower of Brahman, having done with scholarship should remain like a child (free from anger, passions, etc.); and after having finished with this state and with learning he becomes meditative (Muni)” (Brih. 3. 5. 1). The question is whether the meditative state is enjoined or not. The opponent holds that it is not enjoined, as there is no word indicating an
injunction. The text merely says that he becomes a Muni or meditative, whereas with respect to scholarship and the state of a child free from all passions, it expressly enjoins, ‘one should remain’ etc. Moreover, scholarship refers to Knowledge and therefore includes Munihood which also more or less refers to Knowledge. Therefore there is no newness with respect to Munihood in the text, it being included in scholarship already, and not being an Apurva it has no injunctive value.

This Sutra refutes this view and says that Munihood or meditativeness is enjoined in the text as a third requisite besides scholarship and the state of a child. For Munihood is not merely Knowledge but meditativeness, continuous devotion to Knowledge and as such it is different from scholarship. Hence, not having been referred to before, it is a new thing (Apurva), and therefore the text has injunctive value. Such meditativeness has a value for a Sannyāsin who is not yet established in the knowledge of unity, and persistently experiences diversity owing to past impressions.

कृत्रभावाच्छु गृहिणोपसंहार: || ५८ ||

कृत्रभावात् On account of the householder’s life including all थु verily उपसंहार: (the chapter) ends गृहिणा with the householder.

48. Verily, on account of the householder’s life including (duties from) all
(the other stages of life), the chapter ends with the (enumeration of the duties of the) householder.

In the Chhândogya Upanishad we find that after enumerating the duties of the Brahmachârin it enumerates those of the householder, and there it ends without any mention of Sannyâsa: If this also is one of the Asramas, why is nothing said about it in that place? The Sutra says that in order to lay stress on the householder’s life, to show its importance, the Sruti ends there without referring to Sannyâsa, and not because it is not one of the prescribed Asramas. The householder’s life is important because for him are prescribed, besides his own duties, those of other Asramas like study, control of the senses, etc. It includes more or less duties of all Asramas.

मौनवदितरेषाममधूपदेशात् ॥ ४९ ॥

मौनत् Even as the state of a Muni (Sannyâsa)
इतरेषाम् of the others अथैं even उपदेशात् on account of
scriptural instruction.

49. Because the scripture enjoins the other (stages of life, viz. Brahmacharya and Vânaprastha) even as it enjoins the state of a Muni (Sannyâsa).

Just as the Sruti enjoins Sannyâsa and householder’s life, so also it enjoins the life of a recluse
and that of a student. Hence the scriptures enjoin all the four Asramas or stages of life to be gone through, in sequence or alternatively. The plural number 'others' instead of the dual is to denote the different classes of these two stages of life.

Topic 15: Childlike state means the state of innocence, being free from anger, passion, etc.

अनाविष्कृतम्, अन्वयात् ॥ ५० ॥
अनाविष्कृतम् without manifesting himself अन्वयात् on account of the context.

50. (The childlike state means) without manifesting himself, on account of the context.

In the passage of the Brihadāranyaka quoted in Sutra 47, the childlike state is enjoined on an aspirant after Knowledge. The question is what is exactly meant by this? Does it mean to be like a child without any idea of purity and impurity and doing whatever one likes, or does it mean to be guileless and without the sense of egoism as a child? The Sutra says it is the latter and not the former, because that is detrimental to Knowledge. It means one has not to manifest or give vent to any of the passions and has to be guileless and without the sense of egoism. It refers to the innate innocence of a child. Such a meaning alone is appropriate to the context,
purity and innocence being helpful to Knowledge.

*Topic 16: The time of the origination of Knowledge when the Vidyā is practised.*

तद्वर्त्तमानं विद्याः, तद्वर्त्तमानं ॥ ५२ ॥

In this life अत्र even अप्रस्तुत-प्रतिष्ठन् if there is no obstruction to it (the means adopted) तद्-दर्शनात् because it is so seen from the scriptures.

51. (The fruition of Knowledge may take place) even in this life if there be no obstruction to it (the means adopted), because it is so seen from the scriptures.

From Sutra 26 the various means to Knowledge have been discussed. The question now is whether Knowledge resulting from these means comes in this life or in the life to come. This Sutra says that it may come in this life only if there is no obstruction to its manifestation from extraneous causes. For it often happens that when the fruition of Knowledge is about to take place it is retarded by the fruit of some other stronger work, which is also about to fructify. In such cases Knowledge comes in the next life. That is why the scriptures declare that it is difficult to realize the Self. ‘‘Even to hear of It is not available to many; many even having heard of It cannot comprehend’’ etc. (Kath. 1. 2. 7). The Gītā also says: ‘‘There he is united with the
intelligence acquired in his former body’ etc. (Gitā 6. 43); “The Yogi, striving assiduously, purified of taint, gradually gaining perfection through many births, then reaches the highest goal” (Ibid 6. 45). Moreover, that Knowledge sometimes fructifies in the next life is known from the life of Vāmadeva who possessed Knowledge even while he was in the womb. This shows that it must have been the result of his past actions, for he could not have practised any Vidyās in the womb. Knowledge did not manifest in his previous life owing to obstruction, and this being removed when he was in the womb, Knowledge fructified as a result of his past Sādhanā.

Topic 17: There is no difference in Liberation, i.e. in the cognition of Brahmā—it is of one kind in all cases.

एवं मुक्तिज्ञानयमः तद्वस्थायवधृतेतदवस्थायवधृतेष्वेष: ॥ ५२ ॥

एवं Like this मुक्तिज्ञ-अविनयम: there is no rule with respect to Liberation, the fruit (of Knowledge) तत्कः अवस्थ-अविनयेत्: because the Sruti asserts that state (to be immutable).

52. With respect to Liberation, the fruit (of Knowledge) there is no rule like this, because the Sruti asserts that state (to be immutable).
In the last Sutra it was seen that Knowledge may result in this life or the next according to the absence or presence of obstructions and the intensity of the means adopted. Similarly a doubt may arise that there may be some such rule with respect to Liberation also, which is the fruit of Knowledge. In other words, the question is whether Liberation can be delayed after Knowledge, and whether there are degrees of Knowledge according to the qualifications of the aspirant. This Sutra says that no such rule exists with respect to Liberation. Because the Sruti texts assert that the nature of final release is uniform, without any variations of degree in it. The state of final release is nothing but Brahman. "The knower of Brahman becomes Brahman," and there can be no variety in it, as Brahman is without qualities. Difference is possible only where there are qualities, as in the case of the Saguna Brahman, about which according to difference in Vidyās there may be difference in the cognitions. But with respect to the cognition of Brahman, it can be only one and not many. Neither can there be any delay in the attainment of Liberation after Knowledge has dawned for knowledge of Brahman itself is Liberation.

The repetition of the clause ‘Because the Sruti asserts that state’ is to show that the chapter ends here.
CHAPTER IV.

SECTION I

In the third chapter the means to Knowledge were discussed. In this chapter the result of Knowledge and some other topics are taken up for discussion. In the beginning, however, a special discussion connected with the means to Knowledge is dealt with.

**Topic 1:** The meditation on the Atman enjoined by the scriptures is to be repeated till Knowledge is attained.

आच्छंति: असक्तुपदेशात् ॥ १ ॥

आच्छंति: Repetition (is necessary) असक्तु repeatedly उपदेशात् on account of instruction by the scriptures.

1. The repetition (of hearing, reflection, and meditation on the teaching of the Self is necessary), on account of the repeated instruction by the scriptures.

"The Self, my dear Maitreyi, should be realized—should be heard of, reflected on, and meditated upon" (Brih. 2. 4. 5). "The intelligent aspirant after Brahman, knowing about this alone, should attain intuitive knowledge" (Brih. 4. 4. 21). The question arises whether what is enjoined in this is to be done once only or repeatedly. The opponent holds that it is to be
observed once only, even as sacrifices like Prayája are to be performed once only to yield the desired result. This Sutra refutes the view and says that the hearing etc. must be repeated till there is intuition of Brahman. Of course, if the knowledge of Brahman is attained by a single act, it is well and good; otherwise there is the necessity of repetition till the Knowledge dawns. It is the repetition of these acts that finally leads to intuition. The case of the Prayája is not to the point. For there the result is Adrishta, which yields fruit at some particular future time. Here the result is directly perceived, and so, if the result is not there, the process must be repeated till the result is seen. Moreover, scriptural texts like the first one cited above give repeated instruction, thereby signifying the repetition of the means. Again ‘meditation’ and ‘reflection’ imply a repetition of the mental act, for when we say, ‘he meditates on it’, we imply the continuity of the act of remembrance of the object. Similarly with respect to ‘reflection’. It follows, therefore, that there must be repetition of the instruction. This holds good even in those cases where the texts do not give instruction repeatedly, as for example, in the second text cited above.

तिक्कास ॥ २ ॥

विन्यास. On account of the indicatory mark व and.
2. And on account of the indicatory mark.
“Reflect upon the rays, and you will have many sons” (Chh. 1. 5. 2). This text prescribes repeated meditation by asking to meditate on the Udgitha as the rays instead of as the sun. And what holds good in this case is equally applicable to other meditations also. And it is not true that repetition is not necessary. If it were so, the Sruti would not have taught the truth of the statement ‘That thou art’ repeatedly. There may be people who are so advanced, and so little attached to the world of sense objects, that in their case a single hearing of the statement may result in Knowledge. But generally such advanced souls are very rare. Ordinary people, who are deeply rooted in the idea of the body and the senses, do not realize the truth by a single enunciation of it. This wrong notion of theirs goes only through repeated practice of the truth, and it is only then that Knowledge dawns. So repetition has the effect of removing this wrong notion gradually, till even the last trace of it is removed. When the body consciousness is completely removed, the Self manifests Itself in all purity.

Topic 2: In the meditations on the Supreme Brahman the meditator is to comprehend It as identical with himself.

आत्मेति तूपगच्छन्ति ग्राहयन्ति च ॥ ३ ॥
आत्मेति As the self तू but उपगच्छन्ति acknowledge ग्राहयन्ति teach च also.
3. But (the Sruti texts) acknowledge (Brahman) as the self (of the meditator) and also teach others (to realize It as such).

The question whether Brahman is to be comprehended by the individual soul as identical with it or separate from it, is taken up for discussion. The opponent holds that Brahman is to be comprehended as different from the individual soul on account of their essential difference. For one is subject to misery, while the other is not. This Sutra refutes the view and holds that Brahman is to be comprehended as identical with one’s self; for in reality the two are identical, the experience of misery etc. by the individual soul—in other words, the Jivahood—being due to the limiting adjunct, the internal organ. (Vide 2. 3. 29 ante.) For instance, the Jābālas acknowledge it. “I am indeed Thou, O Lord, and Thou art indeed myself.” Other scriptural texts also say the same thing: “I am Brahman” (Brih. 1. 4. 10); “This self is the Brahman” (Mā. 2). These texts are to be taken in their primary, and not secondary sense, as in, “The mind is Brahman” (Chh. 3. 18. 1), where the text presents the mind as a symbol for contemplation.

Hence we have to meditate on Brahman as being the self.
Topic 3: Where symbols of Brahman are used for contemplation, the meditator is not to comprehend them as identical with him.

न प्रतीके, न हि स: ॥ ३ ॥

Not प्रतीके in the symbol न is not हि because स: he.

4. (The meditator is) not (to see the self) in the symbol, because he is not (that).

"The mind is Brahman" (Chh. 3. 18. 1). In such meditations, where the mind is taken as a symbol of Brahman, is the meditator to identify himself with the mind, as in the case of the meditation "I am Brahman"? The opponent holds that he should, for the mind is a product of Brahman according to Vedânta, and as such it is one with It. So is the individual soul, the meditator, one with Brahman. Hence it follows that the meditator also is one with the mind, and therefore he should see his self in the mind in this meditation also. This Sutra refutes it. In the first place, if the symbol, mind, is cognized as identical with Brahman, then it ceases to be a symbol, even as when we realize an ornament as gold, we forget its individual character of being an ornament. Again, if the meditator is conscious of his identity with Brahman, then he ceases to be the individual soul, the meditator. The act of meditation can take place only where these distinctions exist, and unity has not been realized; and where there is knowledge of
diversity, the meditator is quite distinct from the symbol. As such he is not to see his self in the symbol.

Topic 4: In meditations on symbols the latter are to be viewed as Brahman and not in the reverse way.

व्याख्या: उत्कर्षितं ॥ ५ ॥

व्याख्या: Viewing as Brahman उत्कर्षित on account of the elevation.

5. (The symbol is) to be viewed as Brahman (and not in the reverse way), on account of the elevation (of the symbol thereby).

In meditations on symbols as in, "The mind is Brahman", "The sun is Brahman" the question is whether the symbol is to be regarded as Brahman, or Brahman as the symbol. The Sutra says that the symbols, the mind and the sun, are to be regarded as Brahman and not vice versa. Because it is only by looking upon an inferior thing as a superior thing that we can progress, and not in the reverse way. Inasmuch as our aim is to get rid of the idea of differentiation and see Brahman in everything, we have to meditate upon these symbols as That.
Topic 5: In meditations on the members of sacrificial acts the idea of the divinity is to be superimposed on the members and not vice versa.

आदित्यादिमतयथान्धाः, उपपत्ते: || 6 ||
आदित्यादि-मतय: The ideas of the sun etc. च and आः in a subordinate member (of sacrificial acts)
उपपत्ते: because of consistency.

6. And the ideas of the sun etc. (are to be superimposed) on the subordinate members (of sacrificial acts), because (in that way alone would the statement of the scriptures) be consistent.

"One ought to meditate upon that which shines yonder as the Udgitha" (Chh. 1. 3. 1);
"One ought to meditate upon the Sāman as five-fold" etc. (Chh. 2. 2. 1). In meditations connected with sacrificial acts as given in the texts quoted, how is the meditation to be observed? For example, in the first cited text, is the sun to be viewed as the Udgitha, or the Udgitha as the sun? Between the Udgitha and the sun there is nothing to show which is superior, as in the previous Sutra, where Brahman being pre-eminent, the symbol was viewed as Brahman. This Sutra says that the members of sacrificial acts, as here the Udgitha, are to be viewed as the sun and so on. Because by so doing the fruit of the sacrificial act is enhanced, as the scriptures say. If we view the-
Udgitha as the sun, it undergoes a certain ceremonial purification and thereby contributes to the Apurva, the invisible fruit of the whole sacrifice. But by the reverse way, the Sun being viewed as the Udgitha, the purification of the sun by this meditation will not contribute to the Apurva, inasmuch as the sun is not a member of the sacrificial act. So if the statement of the scriptures that the meditations enhance the result of the sacrifice, is to come true, the members of the sacrificial acts are to be viewed as the sun etc.

*Topic 6: One is to meditate sitting.*

आसीनः सम्भवत् ॥ ७ ॥

आसीनः Sitting सम्भवत् because of the possibility.

7. (One has to practise Upāsanā) sitting, because (in that way alone) it is possible.

As Upāsanā or contemplation is a mental affair, the posture of the body is immaterial—says the opponent. This Sutra says that one has to meditate sitting, for it is not possible to meditate while standing or lying down. In Upāsanā one has to concentrate one’s mind on a single object, and this is impossible if one is standing or lying down.

ध्यानाश् ॥ ८ ॥

ध्यानात On account of meditation (implying that) व and.
8. And on account of meditation (implying that).

The word 'Upāsanā' also means exactly what meditation means, viz. concentrating on a single object, with fixed look, and without any movement of the limbs. This is possible only in a sitting posture.

अचलस्य चापेक्ष्य || ९ ||
अचलस्य Immobility च and अपेक्ष्य referring to.

9. And referring to (its) immobility (the scriptures attribute meditativeness to the earth).

"The earth meditates as it were"—in such statements meditativeness is ascribed to the earth on account of its immobility or steadiness. So we learn that steadiness is a concomittance of meditation, and that is possible only while sitting and not while standing or walking.

स्मरन्ति च || १० ||

स्मरन्ति The Smriti texts say च also.

10. The Smriti texts also say (the same thing).

"Having made a firm seat for one's self on a pure spot" etc. (Gitā 6. 11)—in this text the sitting posture is prescribed for meditation.
**Topic 7:** With respect to meditation there is no restriction of place.

यत्रैकौमत्ता तत्र, अविशेषार्थ || २१ ||

यत्र Wherever एकामत्ता concentration of mind तत्र there अविशेषार्थ for want of any specification.

11. Wherever concentration of mind (is attained), there (it is to be practised), there being no specification (as to place).

The object of meditation is to attain concentration, and so any place is good if concentration is attained in that place. That is why the scriptures say, "Select any place suitable and convenient"; "Where the mind is buoyant there one should concentrate", and so on. But places that are clean, free from pebbles, fire, sand, and so on, are desirable, as such places are helpful to meditation. But all the same there are no fixed rules as to place.

**Topic 8:** Meditations are to be observed till death.

आ प्रायणात्, तत्रापि हि द्रष्टम् || १२ ||

आ प्रायणात Till death तत्र then अपि even हि because द्रष्टम् is seen (from the scriptures).

12. Till death (meditations have to be observed), because (their observance) even at that moment is seen (from the scriptures).

In the first topic of this section it was said
that meditations on Brahman are to be repeated till Knowledge dawns. The question is now taken up about other meditations which are practised for attaining certain results. The opponent holds that such meditations can be stopped after a certain time; they would still yield results, like sacrifices performed only once. This Sutra says that they are to be continued till death, for the Sruti and Smriti say so. "With whatever thought he passes away from this world" (Sat. Br. 10. 6. 3. 1). "Remembering whatever form of being he leaves this body" etc. (Gitâ 8. 6). Such a thought at the time of death as fixes the course of life hereafter cannot be had at that moment without lifelong practice. Hence meditations must be practised till death.

**Topic 9: Knowledge of Brahman frees one from the effects of all past and future evil deeds.**

तद्धिगम उत्तरपूवाग्योरस्तेषविनाशी, तद्भव-देशात् ॥ १३ ॥

तत् अधिगमे When that is realized उत्तर-पूर्व-अथमोः of the subsequent and previous sins अख्य-विनाशी non-clinging and destruction तद्भवदेशात् because it is declared (by the scriptures).

13. When that (Brahman) is realized (there result) the non-clinging and
destruction of the subsequent and previous sins respectively, because it is (so) declared (by the scriptures).

The state of Jivanmukti is described here. The opponent holds that Liberation is attained, in spite of Knowledge, only after one has experienced the results of one’s sins committed before illumination. For the Smritis say, “Karma is not destroyed before it has given its results.” The law of Karma is inexorable. This Sutra says that when a person attains Knowledge, all his past sins are destroyed and future sins do not cling to him. For by realizing Brahman he experiences that he never was, nor is, nor will be an agent, and such a person cannot be affected by the result of sins. The scriptures also declare that, “Just as cotton growing on reeds is burnt when thrown into fire, even so are burnt the sins of one who knowing this offers Agnihotra” (Chh. 5. 24. 3); “The fetters of the heart are broken, all doubts are solved, and all works are destroyed when He who is high and low is seen” (Mu. 2. 2. 8); “As water does not wet the lotus leaf, even so no sins cling to him who knows it” (Chh. 4. 14. 3). What the Smritis say about the inexorability of the law of Karma is true only of ordinary people, and does not hold good in the case of the knowers of Brahman. And in this way alone can Liberation result—by snapping the chain of work. Otherwise Liberation can never take place.
Topic 10: Good deeds likewise cease to affect the knower of Brahman.

इतरस्वाप्येवमसंस्क्रेपः पाते तु || १४ ॥

�तरस्य Of the other अपि also एवम् thus असंस्क्रेपः non-clinging पाते at death तु but.

14. Thus there is non-clinging of the other (i.e. virtue) also; but at death (Liberation i.e. Videhamukti is certain).

As a knower of Brahman has no idea of agency he is not affected by good deeds also. He goes beyond vice and virtue. “He overcomes both” (Brih. 4. 4. 22). And as he is not touched by vice or virtue after illumination, and as his past sins are destroyed by Knowledge, his Liberation at death is certain.

Topic 11: Works which have not begun to yield results are alone destroyed by Knowledge and not those which have already begun to yield results.

अनार्थवकायं एव तु पूर्वं, तदवधे: || १५ ॥

अनार्थ-कायं Works which have not begun to yield results एव only तु but पूर्वं former works तदवधे: that (death) being the limit.

15. But (of his) former works only those which have not begun to yield results (are destroyed by Knowledge); (for) death
is the limit (set by the scriptures for Liberation to take place).

In the last two topics it has been said that all the past works of a knower of Brahman are destroyed. Now past works are of two kinds: Sanchita (accumulated) i.e. those which have not yet begun to bear fruit, and Prārabdha (commenced) i.e. those which have begun to yield results, and have produced the body through which a person has attained Knowledge. The opponent holds that both these are destroyed, because the Mundaka text cited says that all his works are destroyed. Moreover, the idea of non-agency of the knower is the same with respect to Sanchita or Prārabdha work; therefore it is reasonable that both are destroyed when Knowledge dawns.

The Sutra refutes this view and says that only the Sanchita works are destroyed by Knowledge, but not the Prārabdha, which are destroyed only by being worked out. So long as the momentum of these works lasts, the knower of Brahman has to be in the body. When they are exhausted, the body falls off, and he attains perfection. His Knowledge cannot check these works, even as an archer has no control over the arrows already discharged, which come to rest only when their momentum is exhausted. The Sruti declares this in texts like, “And for him the delay is only so long as he is not liberated (from this body); and then he is one (with Brahman)” (Chh.
6. 14. 2). If it were not so, then there would be no teachers of Knowledge. Therefore the Prārabdha works are not destroyed by Knowledge.

**Topic 12:** Obligatory works are however excepted from the rule mentioned in topic 10.

अन्तङ्गाहोत्तथा तु तत्कार्थार्थवेच्छ, तद्धर्मनान्तः ॥ १६ ॥

अन्तङ्गाहोत्तथा (Daily) Agnihotra etc. तु but तत्कार्थार्थ contribute to the same result as that (Knowledge) पुनः only तद्धर्मनान्तः that being seen (from the scriptures).

16. But (the results of daily) Agnihotra etc. (are not destroyed by Knowledge; these) contribute to the very same result as Knowledge (i.e. Liberation), because that is seen from the scriptures.

Among works some are enjoined for attaining certain results such as heaven, and there are others like the daily Agnihotra which yield no such results and yet are enjoined as a sort of discipline. The opponent holds that even these regular works (Nitya Karma) performed before the dawning of Knowledge are destroyed, even as works done with desires (Kāmya Karma), for from the standpoint of the knower of Brāhma his non-agency with respect to both is the same. This Sutra refutes that view and says that the regular works performed in the past are not
destroyed. Works are of two kinds: those which yield specific results, and those which help to produce Knowledge. Obligatory regular works performed before Knowledge are of this latter kind. And since Knowledge leads to Liberation, the regular works also may be said to contribute indirectly to that. Hence their results persist till death.

अतोन्यापि हो केपामुभयो: || १७ ||

अत: From this अन्या different अधि also हि indeed एक्षाम् of some (Sākhās) उमयोः of both.

17. (There are) indeed (good works) also different from this (daily Agnihotra and the like), (with reference to which is the statement) of some (Sākhās); (this is the view) of both (Jaimini and Bādarāyana).

Besides the Nitya Karma or regular works like the daily Agnihotra and the like there are other good works which are performed with a view to certain results. It is with reference to these that the following statement of some Sākhās is made: “His sons get his inheritance—friends his good works and enemies his evil actions.” Both Jaimini and Bādarāyana are of opinion that works done with a desire do not help the origination of Knowledge.
Topic 13: Sacrificial works not combined with knowledge or meditations also help in the origination of Knowledge.

Whatever with knowledge thus because.

18. Because (the statement), "Whatever (he does) with knowledge," indicates this.

Regular works (Nitya Karma) which help the origination of Knowledge are of two kinds, those combined with meditations, those unaccompanied by them. Since work combined with meditations is superior to work done without meditations, the opponent holds that the former alone helps the origination of Knowledge. This Sutra refutes it and says that in the statement, "That alone which is performed with knowledge... becomes more powerful" (Chh. 1. 1. 10), the comparative degree shows that works done without knowledge, that is, not combined with meditations, are not altogether useless, though the other class is more powerful.

Topic 14: On the exhaustion of Prarabdha work through enjoyment the knower of Brahman attains oneness with It.

By enjoyment but the other two
works  क्षणिकाः having exhausted संप्यते becomes one (with Brahman).

19. But having exhausted by enjoyment the other two works (viz. good and evil works that have begun to bear fruit), (he) becomes one (with Brahman).

The opponent argues that even as a knower of Brahman sees diversity while living, so also even after death he will continue to see diversity; in other words, he denies that the knower of Brahman attains oneness with Brahman at death. This Sutra refutes it and says that the Prārabdha works are destroyed through fruition, and though till then the knower of Brahman has to be in the relative world as a Jivanmukta, yet when these are exhausted by being worked out, he attains oneness with Brahman at death. He no longer sees any diversity, owing to the absence of any cause like the Prārabdha, and since all works including the Prārabdha are destroyed at death, he attains oneness with Brahman.
CHAPTER IV

SECTION II

In the previous section it was shown that by the destruction of actions which have not as yet begun to yield results a knower of Brahman attains Jivanmukti, and that on the exhaustion of the Prarabdha work he attains Videhamukti at death and becomes one with Brahman. Thus in a general way the result of Knowledge has been set forth. The remaining three sections deal at length with the nature of Liberation, which is attained on the exhaustion of the Prarabdha Karma. In this particular section the path of the gods, by which the knower of the Saguna Brahman travels after death, is described. With this end in view it begins with the exposition of the successive steps by which the soul passes out of the body at death.

Topic I: At the time of death the functions of the organs are merged in mind.

वांछनसि, दर्शनाच्छ्याद्भाष || २ ||

वाक् Speech मनसि in mind दर्शनात् because it is so seen अभ्यासत् from scriptural statements च and.

1. Speech (is merged) in mind,
because it is so seen, and there are scriptural statements (to that effect).

"When, my dear, the man departs from here, his speech merges in mind, mind in Prāna, Prāna in Fire, and Fire in the Highest Deity" (Chh. 6. 8. 6). This text describes what happens at the time of death. It says that speech gets merged in mind, mind in Prāna, and so on. Now the question is whether the organ of speech as such gets merged in mind, or only its function. The opponent holds that as there is no mention in the text about the function of speech getting merged, we have to understand that the organ itself gets merged in mind.

The Sutra refutes this view and says that only the function of the organ of speech gets merged in mind. Mind is not the material cause of the organs, and as such they cannot get merged in it. It is only in the material cause that the effects get merged, and as mind is not the material cause of the organs, we have to understand here by speech not the organs, but its function. A function of the organ, unlike the organ itself, can get merged in mind, even though it is not the cause of that function, just as the burning property of fire, which has its start in wood, becomes extinct in water. The scriptural statement therefore refers to the function of speech, the function and the thing to which it belongs being viewed as one. We also notice that a
dying man first loses his function of speech, though his mind is still functioning. So we have to understand from experience also that the function of speech, and not the organ itself, is merged in mind.

अत एव च सर्वाण्यनु ॥ २ ॥
अत: एव For the same reason च and सर्वाणि all (organs) अनु after.

2. And for the same reason all (organs) follow (mind, i.e. get their functions merged in it).

For the same reasons as stated in Sutra 1 the functions of the remaining organs follow, i.e. get merged in mind. “The fire is verily the Udāna, for they in whom the fire has been extinguished, go for rebirth with their organs absorbed in mind” (Pr. 3. 9). This text shows that the functions of all the organs get merged in mind.

Topic 2: The function of mind gets merged in Prāna.

तत्त्वम: प्राणे, उत्तरात् ॥ २ ॥
तत् That मन: mind प्राणे in Prāna उत्तरात् from the subsequent clause (of the Sruti).

3. That mind (is merged)* in Prāna, (as is seen) from the subsequent clause (of the Sruti cited).
That mind, in which the functions of the different organs get merged, in its turn gets merged in Prāna, for the Sruti cited in Sutra 1 says, "Mind in Prāna." The opponent holds that here, unlike the case of the organs, it is mind itself, and not its function, that gets merged in Prāna, inasmuch as Prāna can be said to be the material cause of mind. In support of his contention he cites the following texts: "Mind consists of food, Prāna of water" (Chh. 6. 6. 5) and "Water sent forth earth" (Chh. 6. 2. 4). When mind is merged in Prāna, it is the same thing as earth being merged in water, for mind is food or earth, and Prāna is water. Hence the Sruti here speaks not of the function of mind, but of mind itself getting merged in Prāna. The Sutra refutes this view and says that this relation of causality by an indirect process does not justify our understanding that mind itself is merged in Prāna. So here also it is the function alone that gets merged, and this is justified on the same grounds as given in Sutra 1, viz. scriptural statement and experience. We find that mind ceases to function in a dying man, even while his vital force is functioning.

**Topic 3:** The function of the vital force gets merged in the individual soul.

चोड़व्यक्षे, तदुपगमादिभ्यः || ॥ ॥

कः That (Prāṇa) अच्यक्षे in the ruler (Jiva)
तत्क-उपगमादिन्यः on account of (statements expressing) approach to that etc.

4. That (Prâna) is merged in the ruler (Jiva) on account of (statements expressing) approach to that etc.

In the text cited in Sutra 1 we have, "Prâna (is merged) in fire." How then can it be said that the function of Prâna is merged in the individual soul, asks the opponent. The Sutra justifies its view on the ground that statements about Prânas coming to the Jiva etc. are found in scriptural texts. "All the Prânas approach the departing man at the time of death" (Brih. 4. 3. 38). Also, "When it departs, the vital force follows" (Brih. 4. 4. 2). The text cited in Sutra 1 does not, however, contradict this view, as the following Sutra shows.

भूतेषु तत्क्षतःते: || ५ ॥

भूतेषु In the elements तत्क्षतः from the Sruti texts to that effect.

5. In the elements (is merged) (the Jiva with the Prânas), as it is seen from the Sruti.

If we understand, "Prâna (is merged) in fire" as meaning that the Jiva with Prâna is merged in fire, there is no contradiction between this Sruti text and what is said in the last Sutra. So Prâna is first merged in the individual soul
and then the soul with Prâna takes its abode in the fine essence of the gross elements, fire etc., the seed of the future body.

नैकसिमिन्, द्वेश्यतो हि || ६ ||

न Not एकसिमिन् in one द्वेष्यत: (both) declare so हि for.

6. (The soul with Prâna is merged) not in one (element only), for both (the Sruti and Smriti) declare so.

At the time of death, when the soul leaves one body and goes in for another, it together with the subtle body, abides in the fine essence of all the gross elements and not in fire only, for all the elements are required for a future body. Vide 3. 1. 2.

Topic 4: The mode of departure from the body up to the way is common to both a knower of the Saguna Brahman and an ordinary man.

समाना चासुत्युपक्रमात्, अमृतत्वं चालुपोष्य || ७ ||

समान Common च and आ रूढ़ि-उपक्रमात् up to the beginning of their ways अमृतत्वं immortality च and अनुपोष्य not having burnt (ignorance).

7. And common (is the mode of departure at the time of death for both the knower of the Saguna Brahman and the ignorant) up to the beginning of their ways;
and the immortality (of the knower of the Saguna Brahman is only relative), not having burnt (ignorance).

For the knower of the Nirguna Brahman there is no departure at all. Leaving his case, the opponent says that the mode of departure from the body for the knower of the Saguna Brahman and the ignorant ought to be different, as they attain different abodes after death, the former reaching Brahmaloka and the latter being reborn in this world. This Sutra says that the knower of the Saguna Brahman enters at death the nerve Sushumnā, and then goes out of the body, and takes to the path of the gods, while the ignorant enter some other nerve and go by another way to have rebirth. But till they enter on their respective ways, the method of departure at death is common to both, for it is something pertaining to this life, and like happiness and misery it is the same for both.

**Topic 5: The merging of fire etc. at death in the Supreme Deity is not absolute merging.**

**तदायपीत: संसारव्यपदेशात् ॥ ८ ॥**

That आ अपीते: up to the attainment of Brahman (through Knowledge) संसार-व्यपदेशात् because (scriptures) declare the state of relative existence.

8. That (fine body lasts) up to the attainment of Brahman (through Knowledge),
because (the scriptures) declare the state of relative existence (till then).

In the text cited in Sutra 1 we have, "And fire (is merged) in the Supreme Deity". The opponent argues that as fire and the other elements are merged in the Supreme Deity, which is the cause of these elements, this is only the final dissolution, and so everyone at death attains Liberation. This Sutra says that this merging is not absolute merging, but the one we experience in deep sleep. Only the functions of these elements are merged, and not the elements themselves. The final dissolution does not take place till Knowledge is attained; for the scriptures declare that till then the individual soul is subject to relative existence: "Some souls enter the womb to have a body" etc. (Kath. 2. 5. 7). If the merging at death were absolute, then there could be no rebirth.

सूर्में प्रमाणतः, तथोपलवः: || ९, ||
सूर्मे Subtle प्रमाणतः as regards size च and तथा so उपलवः because it is experienced.

9. (This fine body) is subtle (by nature) and size, because it is so experienced.

The body formed from the essence of the gross elements in which the soul abides at the time of death is subtle by nature and size. This
is understood from scriptural statements which declare that it goes out along the Nādis (nerves). So it is necessarily subtle or small in size. Its transparency explains why it is not obstructed by gross bodies, or is not seen when it passes out at death.

नोपमद्वनात्: ॥ १० ॥

Not उपमद्वन by the destruction अत: therefore.

10. Therefore (this subtle body is) not (destroyed) by the destruction (of the gross body).

अस्यैव च-उपपत्ते:-एष ऊष्मा ॥ ११ ॥

अस्य एव To this (fine body) alone च and उपपत्ते: because of possibility एष: this ऊष्मा (bodily) heat.

11. And to this (fine body) alone does this (bodily) heat belong, because this (only) is possible.

The bodily heat observed in living animals belongs to this subtle body and not to the gross body, for the heat is felt so long as there is life and not after that.

Topic 6: The Prānas of a knower of the Nirguna Brahman do not depart from the body at death.

प्रतिषेधावति चेत्, न, शारीरात् ॥ १२ ॥

Pratishethavat, On account of denial इति चेत if it be said न not so शारीरात from the individual soul.
12. If it be said (that the Prânas of a knower of Brahman do not depart), on account of the Sruti denying it; (we say) not so, (because the scripture denies the departure of the Prânas) from the individual soul (and not from the body).

This Sutra gives the view of the opponent.

"His Prânas do not depart" (Brîh. 4. 4. 6). This text refers to a knower of the Nirguna Brahman. It says that his Prânas do not depart at death. The opponent holds that the denial of the departure of the Prânas is from the soul and not from the body. It says that the Prânas do not depart from the soul—not that they do not depart from the body, for in the latter case there will be no death at all. This is made all the more clear from the Mādhyandina recension, which says, "From him" etc. Therefore the soul of one who knows Brahman passes out of the body with the Prânas.

स्पष्टो इत्येकपार्थ || १३ ||
स्पष्टः Clear हि for एकपार्थः of some (schools).

13. For (the denial of the departure) is clear (in the texts) of some (schools).

This Sutra refutes the view of the previous one by connecting the denial to the body and not to the soul.

That the Prânas do not depart from the body
is made clear from Sruti texts like, "'Yājnavalkya', said he, 'When this (liberated) man dies, do his Prānas go up from him, or do they not?' 'No' replied Yājnavalkya, 'they merge in him only'" etc. (Brih. 3. 2. 11). Therefore we have to take even the Mādhyandina reading 'from him' to refer to the body. It is not true that if the Prānas do not depart there will be no death, for they do not remain in the body, but get merged, which makes life impossible, and we say in common parlance that the person is dead. Moreover, if the Prānas did depart with the soul from the body, then a rebirth of such a soul would be inevitable, and consequently there would be no Liberation. So the Prānas do not depart from the body in the case of the knower of Brahman.

समर्थते च ॥ १४ ॥
समर्थते The Smriti says (so)  ch and.

14. And the Smriti (also) says (so).

"The gods themselves are perplexed, looking for the path of him who has no path" (Mbh. 12. 270. 22) which thus denies departure for the knower of Brahman.

Topic 7: The organs of the knower of the Nirguna Brahman get merged in It at death.

तानि परे, तथाभाह ॥ १५ ॥
तानि Those परे in the Supreme Brahman तथा so हि for आह (the scripture) says.

b.s.—31
15. Those (Prānas) (are merged) in the Supreme Brahman, for so (the scripture) says.

This Sutra describes what happens to the Prānas (organs) and the fine essence of the gross elements in which they abide, in the case of a knower of Brahman who dies. These organs and the elements get merged in the Supreme Brahman. “The sixteen digits of this witness, the Purusha, having their goal in Him are dissolved on reaching Him” (Pr. 6. 5). The text, “All the fifteen parts of their body enter into their causes” etc. (Mu. 3. 2. 7) gives the end from a relative standpoint, according to which the body disintegrates and goes back to its cause, the elements. The former text speaks from a transcendental standpoint, according to which the whole aggregate is merged in Brahman, even as the illusory snake is merged in the rope when knowledge dawns.

Topic 8: The digits (Kalās) of the knower of the Nirguna Brahman attain absolute non-distinction with Brahman at death.

अविभागः चचनात् ॥ १६॥

अविभागः Non-distinction चचनात् on account of the statement (of the scriptures).

16. (Absolute) non-distinction (with
Brahman of the parts merged takes place) according to the statement (of the scriptures).

"Their names and forms are destroyed, and people speak of the Purusha only. Then he becomes devoid of digits and immortal" (Pr. 6. 5). The digits get absolutely merged in the Supreme Brahman. The merging in the case of the knower of Brahman is absolute, whereas in the case of an ordinary person it is not so; they exist in a fine potential state, the cause of future rebirth. But in the case of the knower of Brahman, Knowledge having destroyed ignorance, all these digits which are but its effects, get merged absolutely, without any chance of cropping up again.

**Topic 9:** The soul of the knower of the Saguna Brahman comes to the heart at the time of death and thence goes out through the Sushumna.

तद्रोकोऽभृत्य तद्रकाशितद्वारः, विद्यासामध्यान्तः
तच्छेपगत्यतनुस्त्रतियोगाष्ट्र, हार्दितुगृहीता: शताथि-
कया ॥ १७ ॥

तत्-ओकः-अभृत्यमयः The illumining of the top of its (soul's) abode (the heart) तद्र-श्राकाशित-द्वारः with the passage illumined by this light विद्या-सामध्यातव: owing to the efficacy of knowledge तद्र-श्रेष्ठ-गुण-अतुस्त्रतियोगातः.
because of the appropriateness of constant meditation of the way which is a part of that knowledge and being favoured by Him who resides in the heart by the one that is beyond the hundred.

17. (When the soul of a knower of the Saguna Brahman is about to depart from the body, there is) the illuminining of the top of its abode (the heart); with the passage (for the exit of the soul) illumined by this light (the soul departs), being favoured by Him who resides in the heart, along that nerve which is beyond the hundred (i.e. the hundred and first nerve or the Sushumna) owing to the efficacy of the knowledge and the appropriateness of his constant meditation on the way which is a part of that knowledge.

This Sutra describes the exit from the body of a knower of the Saguna Brahman. It has already been stated in Sutra 7 that till the soul's entering on the path, the mode of departure of a knower of the Saguna Brahman and an ignorant man is the same. The Brihadâranyaka text describing the death of a person says, "When this self becomes weak and senseless, as it were, the organs come to it...it comes to the heart" (Brih. 4. 4. 1); again, "The top of the heart brightens. Through that brightened top the self departs,
either through the eye, or through the head, or through any other part of the body" (Brih. 4. 4. 2). These texts show that at the time of death the soul together with the organs comes to the heart. At that moment the departing soul, on account of its past works, has a peculiar consciousness picturing to it its next life, and goes to the body which is revealed by that consciousness. This is what is referred to as the illumining of the top of the heart. With this particular consciousness the soul goes out, along one of the nerves that issue from the heart, to the eyes, or ears, or the skull, or other parts of the body, which it finally leaves through that particular exit. The question now is whether this departure is the same for a knower of the Saguna Brahman and an ordinary man. This Sutra says that though the illumining of the top of the heart is common to both, yet the knower of the Saguna Brahman, through the grace of the Lord who abides in the heart, departs through the skull only, while others depart through other parts. This is consistent with his knowledge and constant meditation on the way out through the hundred and first nerve, the Sushumnā. The following text elucidates it: "There are a hundred and one nerves of the heart; one of them penetrates the head; going up along that, one attains Immortality; the others serving for departure in various directions" (Chh. 8. 6. 6.).
Topic 10: The soul of a knower of the Saguna Brahman follows the rays of the sun after death and goes to Brahmaloka.

रस्म्यनुसारी || १८ ||
रद्विन-अनुसारी Following the rays.

18. (The soul of a knower of the Saguna Brahman when he dies) follows the rays (of the sun).

In the Chhândogya Upanishad we have, "...so do these rays of the sun go to both the worlds, this as well as the other. They proceed from the sun and enter into these nerves" (8. 6. 2); again, "When he thus departs from this body, then along these very rays he proceeds upwards" etc. (8. 6. 5). In these texts we learn that the soul of the knower of the Saguna Brahman, after departing from the body along the Sushumnā, follows the rays of the sun. A doubt arises whether the soul of one who passes away in the night also follows the rays. The Sutra says that the soul, whether it departs in the night or during the day, follows the rays.

पिन्यि न इति चेतु, न, संवन्धस्य यावहे भावित्वात्,
व्याध्यघि च || १९ ||

पिन्यि In the night न not इति चेतु if it be said न not संवन्धस्य यावहे भावित्वात् because the connection continues as long as the body lasts दर्श्यि (the Sruti) declares च also.
19. If it be said (that the soul does) not (follow the rays) in the night, (we say) not so, because the connection (of the nerves and the rays) continues as long as the body lasts; (the Sruti) also declares (this).

The text quoted in the last Sutra; Chh. 8. 6 2, shows that the connection between the rays and the nerves lasts as long as the body lasts. So it is immaterial whether the soul passes out by day or by night. Moreover, the sun’s rays continue even during the night, though we do not feel their presence owing to the fact that at night their number is limited. The Sruti also says, “Even by night the sun sheds his rays.” The result of knowledge cannot be made to depend on the accident of death by day or night.

Topic 11: The soul of the knower of the Saguna Brahma goes to Brahmaloka even if he should die during the southern course of the sun.

अतःथायनेनेनि दक्षिणे || २० ||

अतः: For the same reason व and अबने during the sun’s course अपि even दक्षिणे southern.

20. And for the same reason (the soul follows the rays) even during the sun’s southern course.

An objection is raised by the opponent that the soul of the knower of Brahma who passes
away during the southern course of the sun does not follow the rays to Brahma-loka, as both the Sruti and Smriti say that only one who dies during the northern course of the sun goes there. Moreover, it is also written that Bhishma waited for the northern course of the sun to leave the body. This Sutra says that for the same reason as mentioned in the last Sutra, i.e. the unreasonableness of making the result of knowledge depend on the accident of death happening at a particular time, the knower of the Saguna Brahman goes to Brahma-loka even if he should die during the southern course of the sun. In the text, "Those who know thus...go to light, from light to day, from day to the bright half of the month, and from that to the six months of the northern course of the sun" (Chh. 5. 10. 1), the points in the northern course of the sun do not refer to any division of time but to deities as will be shown under 4. 3. 4. Bhishma's waiting, however, was for upholding approved custom and for showing that on account of his father's boon he could die at will.

योगिनः प्रति च स्मर्यते, स्मार्तं चैवते ॥ २१ ॥

योगिनः प्रति With respect to the Yogis च and स्मर्यते the Smriti declares स्मार्तं belonging to the class of Smritis च and चैव these two.

21. And (these times) the Smriti declares with respect to the Yogis; and
these two (Yoga and Sāṅkhya according to which they practise Sādhanā) are classed as Smritis (and not Srutis).

In the Gitā we have passages which declare that persons who die during the day etc. do not return any more to this mortal world. Vide Gitā 8. 23, 24. On the strength of these texts, the opponent says that the decision of the previous Sutra cannot be correct. This Sutra refutes that objection saying that these details as to time mentioned in the Gitā apply only to Yogis who practise Sādhanā according to Yoga and Sāṅkhya systems; and these two are Smritis, not Srutis. Hence the limitations as to time mentioned in them do not apply to those who meditate on the Saguna Brahman according to the Sruti texts.
CHAPTER IV

SECTION III

In the last section the departure of the soul of a knower of the Saguna Brahman by the path of the gods has been described. This section deals with the path itself.

Topic 1: The path connected with deities beginning with that of the flame is the only path to Brahmaloka.

अचिरादिना, तत्प्रथिते: || 1 ||

अचि-आदिना (On the path connected with deities) beginning with that of the flame तत्प्रथिते: that being well known (from the Sruti).

1. (On the path connected with deities) beginning with that of the flame (the soul of the knower of the Saguna Brahman travels to Brahmaloka after death), that being well known (from the Sruti).

In the last section it was stated that the knower of the Saguna Brahman travels by Devayâna or the path of the gods to Brahmaloka. About this path itself different texts make different declarations. The Chhândogya and the Brihadâranyaka say that the departed soul of such a person reaches first the deity identified'
with the flame. Vide Chh. 5. 10. 1 and Brih. 6. 2. 15. Thé Brihadāranyaka in connection with another Vidyā says that it reaches the air. Vide Brih. 5. 10. 1. The Kaushitaki Upanishad says that it reaches the world of fire. Vide Kau. 1. 3. The Mundaka says that it travels by the path of the sun. Vide Mu. 1. 2. 11. The question is whether these texts refer to different paths or are different descriptions of the same path, the path of the gods. The opponent holds that these texts refer to different paths to Brahmaloka. The Sutra refutes this view and says that all the texts refer to and give only different particulars of the same path, the path connected with deities beginning with that identified with the flame. Why? On account of its being well known from the Sruti texts that this is the path for all knowers of Brahman. "Those who know this (Panchāgni Vidyā) and those who in the forest meditate with faith and penance, reach the deity identified with flame" etc. (Chh. 5. 10. 1) shows that this path connected with deities beginning with that of the flame belongs to all knowers of Brahman whatever be the Vidyā through which they have attained that knowledge. Moreover, the goal attained, viz. Brahmaloka, being the same in all cases, and there being no justification for regarding the path as different on account of their being treated in different chapters, since some part of:
the path is recognized in all texts, we have to conclude that all the texts refer to the same path, but give different particulars, which have all to be combined for a full description of the path.

**Topic 2: The departing soul reaches the deity of the year and then the deity of the air.**

\[ वायुमंदात्, अविशेषविशेषाभ्याम् II २ II \]

वायुम् The deity of the air अवि:\dot{\text{शेष}} from the deity of the year अवि:\dot{\text{शेष}}-विशेषाभ्याम् on account of the absence and presence of specification.

2. (The departed soul of a knower of the Saguna Brahman goes) from the deity of the year to the deity of the air, on account of the absence and presence of specification.

In the last Sutra it was stated that the different texts give different particulars or stages of the same path. This Sutra fixes the order of the stages. The Kaushitaki describes the path as follows: "The Upāsaka, having reached the path of the gods, reaches the world of Agni (fire), of Vāyu (air), of Varuna, of Indra, of Prajāpati, and then of Brahman" (Kau. 1. 3). Again the Chhāndogya Upanishad describes the path as follows: "They reach the deity identified with the flame, from him to the deity of the day, from him to the deity of the bright half of the month, from him to the deities identified with the six
months of the northern path of the sun, from them to the deity of the year, from him to the deity of the sun, from him to the deity of the moon, from him to the deity of lightning” (Chh. 5. 10. 1).

In these two texts the first deity they reach is said to be the deity of the flame or fire. So the starting point is clearly pointed out by both texts, for they say that having reached the path of the gods the departed souls reach this deity. Combining these two texts we have to place the deity of air in between the deity of the year and the deity of the sun. Why? Because of the absence and presence of specification. “When a man departs from this world, he reaches the (deity identified with) air, which makes an opening for him...He goes upwards through that and reaches the (deity of the) sun” (Brih. 5. 10. 1). This text fixes that air comes immediately before the sun because we perceive a regular order of succession. But as regards air coming after the deity of the flame there is no specification, but simply a statement: “He comes from the world of fire to that of air.” In between these two stages we have several other stages which the Chhândogya text mentions. Again in the text, “From the deities identified with the six months in which the sun travels northward he reaches the deity identified with the world of the gods”
(Brh. 6, 2, 15). To keep the immediate sequence of the deity identified with air and that identified with the sun, we must understand that the soul passes from the deity of the world of the gods to the deity of the air. Again in the texts of the Chhândogya and the Brihadárańyaka, the deity of the world of the gods is not mentioned in the former and the deity of the year in the latter. Both have to be included in the full description of the path, and since the year is connected with the months, the deity of the year precedes the deity of the world of the gods.

**Topic 3: After reaching the deity identified with lightning the soul reaches the world of Varuna.**

विद्विषाक्षिविश्वरुणः, संबन्धात् ॥ ३ ॥

विद्विषाक्षिविश्वरुणः After the deity of lightning वहः (comes) Varuna (rain-god) संबन्धात् on account of the connection.

3. After (reaching) the deity of lightning (the soul reaches) Varuna, on account of the connection (between the two).

The Chhândogya text reads, "From the sun to the moon, from moon to lightning." The Kauśitaki text reads, "From Vāyu to Varuna." Combining these two texts we have to place Varuna after lightning, on account of the connection between the two. Varuna is the god of rain, and lightning precedes rain. So after
lightning comes Varuna. And after Varuna come Indra and Prajāpati, for there is no other place for them, and the Kaushitaki text also puts them there.

So the complete enumeration of the stages of the path of the gods is as follows: First the deity of the flame or fire, then the deity of the day, the deity of the bright half of the month, the deities of the six months when the sun travels to the north, the deity of the year, the deity of the world of gods, the deity of the air, the sun, the moon, the deity of lightning, the world of Varuna, the world of Indra, the world of Prajāpati, and finally Brahmaloka.

**Topic 4: Flame etc. referred to in the text describing the path of the gods mean deities identified with the flame etc., which conduct the soul stage after stage till Brahmaloka is reached.**

आतिवाहिका: तत्त्वज्ञान ॥ ४ ॥

आतिवाहिका: (These are) deities conducting the soul on account of indicatory marks of that.

4. (These are) deities conducting the soul (on the path of the gods), on account of indicatory marks to that effect.

In the texts cited in the previous Sutras, flame, bright half of the month, year, etc., are the deities identified with these, which receive the
departed soul and conduct it on its way to Brahmaloka. That deities are meant here, and not marks or places of enjoyment, is indicated by the text of the Chhândogya, which ends thus: “From the moon to the lightning. Then a being who is not a man leads them to Brahman” (Chh. 4. 15. 5; 5. 10. 1). This text shows that unlike the previous guides who were more or less human, this particular guide is not human in nature.

उभयभावाःतःसिद्धः: || ५ ||
उभयभावाःतः From the benumbed state of both तत्तिद्दः: that is established.

5. (That deities are meant in those texts) is established, because both (i.e. the traveller and the path) are benumbed (i.e. unconscious).

The departed souls, because their organs etc. are withdrawn into the mind, are incapable of guiding themselves. And the flame etc. being without intelligence cannot guide the souls. Hence it is proved that intelligent deities identified with the flame etc. guide the souls to Brahmaloka. Moreover, as the organs of the departed souls are withdrawn into the mind, they cannot enjoy, and so flame and the rest cannot be worlds where they enjoy.

१० तथातं तत्त:; तच्छः: ते: || ६ ||
१० तथातं By (the superhuman) guide connected
with lightning एव alone ततः from thence तद-धृते: that being known from the Sruti.

6. From thence (the souls are guided) by the very same (superhuman) person who comes to lightning, that being known from the Sruti.

After they have reached the deity identified with lightning, they are led by that very superhuman person who takes charge of them from the deity of lightning to Brahma-loka through the worlds of Varuna, Indra, and Prajapati. This is known from Chh. 4. 15. 5. 5. 10. 1 and Brih. 6. 2. 15. Varuna and others do not actually guide the soul like the earlier guides, since the superhuman person guides them all through after lightning up to Brahma-loka. They only favour the souls either by not obstructing or helping them in some way.

Therefore it is established that by flame etc. deities are meant.

Topic 5: The Brahman to which the departed souls go by the path of the gods is the Saguna Brahman.

कार्य बाद्रि:, अस्य गत्युपस्तो: || ७ ||

कार्यम् The relative (Brahman) बाद्रि: Badari अस्य its गति-उपस्तो: on account of the possibility of being the goal.

n.s.—32
7. The relative (Brahman) (is attained by the soul going by the path of the gods), (so says) Bâdari, on account of the possibility of its being the goal (of a journey).

In the previous Sutra the way was discussed. Now from this Sutra onwards the discussion is about the goal reached. The Chhândogya text quoted in connection with the way, says, "Then a being who is not a man leads them to Brahma" (Chh. 5. 10. 1). The question is whether this Brahman is the Saguna Brahman or the Supreme Brahman. Bâdari says it is the Saguna Brahman, for such a journey is possible only with respect to the Saguna Brahman, which is finite and therefore occupies a particular place to which the souls may go. But it is not possible with respect to the Nirguna Brahman, which is all-pervading.

विशेषितत्वाच ॥ 8 ॥
विशेषितत्वाच On account of the qualification व and.

8. And on account of the qualification (with respect to this Brahman in another text).

"And conducts them to the worlds of Brahman" (Brih. 6. 2. 15). The plural number is not possible with respect to the Supreme Brahman, while it is possible in the case of the
Saguna Brahman, which may abide in different conditions.

सामीप्यात् तु तद्व्यपदेशः ॥ ९ ॥
सामीप्यात् On account of the nearness तु but तद्-व्यपदेशः (its) designation as that.

9. But on account of the nearness (of the Saguna Brahman to the Supreme Brahman, it is) designated as that Supreme Brahman.

‘But’ sets aside any doubt that may arise on account of the word ‘Brahman’ being used for the Saguna Brahman in the Chhândogya text. This designation, the Sutra says, is because of the nearness of the Saguna Brahman to the Supreme Brahman.

कार्यात्येन तद्व्यक्षेण सहायतः परम्, अभिधानात् ॥ १० ॥
कार्यात्येन On the dissolution of the Brahma-loka तद्-अथवे सह along with the ruler of that world (i.e. Saguna Brahman) अथ: परम् higher than that (i.e. the Supreme Brahman) अभिधानात् on account of the declaration of the Sruti.

10. On the dissolution of the Brahma-loka (the souls attain), along with the ruler of that world, what is higher than that (i.e. the Supreme Brahman), on account of the declaration of the Sruti.

If the souls going by the path of the gods
reach the Saguna Brahman, then how can a statement like "They no more return to this world" (Brih. 6. 2. 15) be made with respect to them, as there can be no permanency anywhere apart from the Supreme Brahman? This Sutra explains it saying that at the dissolution of the Brahmaloka the souls, which by that time have attained Knowledge, along with the Saguna Brahman attain what is higher than the Saguna Brahman, i.e. the Supreme Brahman. So the Sruti texts declare.

सूतेधः ॥ ११ ॥

सूतेः On account of the Smriti च and.

11. And on account of the Smriti (texts supporting this view).

परं जैमिनि: सुब्लक्ष्य्यात् ॥ १२ ॥

परम् The Supreme (Brahman) जैमिनि: (so says) Jaimini सुब्लक्ष्य्यात on account of that being the primary meaning (of the word 'Brahman').

12. The Supreme (Brahman) (is attained by the souls going by the path of the gods), (so says) Jaimini, on account of that being the primary meaning (of the word 'Brahman').

Sutras 12-14 give a prima facie view of the matter.

Jaimini thinks that the word 'Brahman' in
the Chhāudogya text refers to the Supreme Brahman, as that is the primary meaning of the word.

दर्शनाय || १२ ||

darśanāy. On account of the Sruti texts च and.

13. And because the Sruti declares that.

"Going upwards by that he reaches immortality" (Chh. 8. 6. 6; Kath. 2. 6. 16). This text says that the soul which passes out of the body by the nerve Sushumna reaches immortality, and this can be attained only in the Supreme Brahman.

न च कार्यं प्रतिपत्तयभिमसन्धि: || १४ ||

न Not च and कार्यं in the Saguna Brahman प्रतिपत्ति-भिमसान्धिः the desire to attain Brahman.

14. And the desire to attain Brahman (which an Upâsaka has at the time of death can) not (be with respect to) the Saguna Brahman.

"I come to the assembly-house of Prajâpati" (Chh. 8. 14. 1). This desire to attain 'the house' cannot be with respect to the Saguna Brahman, but is appropriate only with respect to the Supreme Brahman. For the text quoted says earlier, "And that within which these (names and forms)
are contained is Brahman," where the Supreme Brahman is referred to.

Sutras 12-14 give the opponent's view against what has been said in Sutras 7-11. The arguments of Sutras 12-14 are refuted thus: The Brahman attained by those who go by the path of the gods cannot be the Supreme Brahman. They attain only the Saguna Brahman. The Supreme Brahman is all-pervading, the Inner Self of all. Such a Brahman cannot be attained, for It is the Self of everyone. Journey or attainment is possible only where there is difference, where the attainer is different from the thing attained. What is called realization of the Supreme Brahman is nothing but the removal of ignorance about It. In such a realization there is no going or attaining. When the ignorance is removed Brahman manifests Itself. But the attainment of Brahman spoken of in the texts connected with the path of the gods is not merely the removal of ignorance but actual. Such an attainment is not possible with respect to the Supreme Brahman. Again the passage, "I enter the assembly-house of Prajâpati," etc., can be separated from what precedes and be connected with the Saguna Brahman. The fact that Chh. 8. 14. 1 says, "I am the glory of the Brâhmanas, of the kings" cannot make it refer to the Nirguna Brahman, for the Saguna Brahman can also be said to be the Self of all, as we
find in texts like, "He to whom all works, all desires belong" etc. (Chh. 3. 14. 2). The reference to the journey to Brahman, which belongs to the sphere of relative knowledge, in a chapter which deals with Supreme Knowledge is only by way of glorification of the latter. Therefore the view expressed in Sutras 7-11 by Bādari is the correct one.

Topic 6: Only those who have worshipped the Saguna Brahman without a symbol attain Brahma-loka.

अप्रतिकालम्बनान्नयतीति बादरायणः, उभयथा-
उद्दौष्टः, तत्कतुष्टः || १५ ||

अप्रतिक-आलम्बनान Those who do not use a symbol (of Brahman) in their meditations नयति (the super-
human being) leads इति बादरायणः so says Bādarāyana उभयथा if this distinction is made अयति there being no contradiction तद-कतुः as is the meditation on that (so does one become) च and.

15. Bādarāyana says that (the super-
human being) leads (to Brahma-loka only) those who do not use a symbol (of Brahman) in their meditations, there being no contra-
diction if this distinction is made, and (it being construed by the principle) as is the meditation on that (so does one become).

The question is raised whether all worshippers
of the Saguna Brahman go to Brahmaloka, being led by the superhuman being mentioned in Chh. 4. 15. 5. The opponent holds that they do, according to 3. 3. 31 ante, where it is expressly stated that all, whatever be their Vidya, go to Brahmaloka. This Sutra says that only those worshippers of the Saguna Brahman who do not use any symbol of Brahman in their meditation go there. This, however, does not contradict what is said in 3. 3. 31 if we understand that by ‘all’ are meant all those worshippers who do not take the help of any symbol. Moreover, this view is justified by the Sruti and Smriti declarations which say, “In whatever form they meditate on Him, that they become.” In the worship of the symbols the meditations are not fixed on Brahman, the symbols being the chief thing in them, and so the worshipper does not attain Brahmaloka. But the case of one who worships the five fires is different, as there is a direct scriptural statement saying that he goes to Brahmaloka. Where there is no such direct scriptural statement, we have to hold that only those whose object of meditation is Brahman, go to Brahmaloka, not others.

विशेषं च दृशयति ॥ १६ ॥
विशेषं Difference च and दृशयति the scripture declares.
16. And the scripture declares a
difference (with respect to meditations on symbols).

"One who meditates upon name as Brahman becomes independent so far as name reaches" (Chh. 7. 1. 5); "One who meditates upon speech as Brahman becomes independent so far as speech reaches" (Chh. 7. 2. 2). In these texts the Sruti tells of different results according to the difference in the symbols. This is possible because the meditations depend on symbols, while there could be no such difference in results if they depended on the one non-different Brahman. Hence it is clear that those who use symbols for their meditations cannot go to Brahmaloka like those who meditate on the Saguna Brahman.
CHAPTER IV

SECTION IV

In the last section the attainment of Brahmaloka by the worshippers of the Saguna Brahman has been dealt with. This section deals with the realization of the Supreme Brahman by Its worshippers.

Topic 1: The released soul does not acquire anything new but only manifests its true nature.

संपवाचिन्मिये भेनशब्दात् "[6] II 1 II

संपव्य Having attained अपभावं there is manifestation (of its real nature) भेनशब्दात् from the word 'own'.

1. (When the Jiva) has attained (the highest light) there is manifestation (of its real nature), as we know from the word 'own'.

"Now this serene and happy being, after having risen from this body, and having attained the highest light, reaches its own true form" (Chh. 8. 3. 4). The opponent explains this text as follows: The individual soul which has got rid of its identification with the three bodies, viz. gross, subtle, and causal, after attaining Brahman
exists in the state of Liberation. This Liberation was not a pre-existent thing, but something that is newly acquired like heaven, as the word 'reaches' in the text clearly shows. Therefore Liberation is something new that is acquired by the Jiva. The Sutra refutes this view and says that the word 'own' shows that Liberation was a pre-existent thing. The Jiva manifests its own nature, i.e. its real nature, which was so long covered with ignorance. This is its attainment of Liberation. It is nothing that is newly acquired.

मुक्तः, प्रतिभानात् || २ ||

मुक्तः: Released प्रतिभानात् from the premise.

2. (The Self which manifests Its true nature attains) Liberation, (as is known) from the premise (made in the scriptures).

If Liberation is nothing new that is acquired by the Jiva, then what is its difference from bondage? The Jiva in the state of bondage was subject to the three states of wakefulness, dream, and deep sleep, and was experiencing happiness and misery, imagining itself to be finite. On being freed from all these misconceptions it realizes its true nature, which is Absolute Bliss. This removal of all misconceptions is what is known as Liberation. Between these two states there is a world of difference. How is it known that in this state the Jiva is liberated? From the premise made in the scriptures—says the Sutra.
"I will explain it to you further" (Chh. 8. 9. 3; 8. 10. 4; 8. 11. 3)—here the Sruti proposes to expound that Self which is free from all imperfections, and it begins thus: "The being without the body is not touched by pleasure and pain" (Chh. 8. 12. 1) and concludes, "Thus does this serene being rising above its body and having reached the highest light, appear in its own true nature" (Chh. 8. 12. 3).

अत्मा, प्रकरणात् ॥ २ ॥

अत्मा The Supreme Self प्रकरणात् on account of the context.

3. (The ‘light’ attained by the Jiva is) the Supreme Self; on account of the context.

The ‘Light’ attained by the Jiva which is referred to in the Chh. 8. 3. 4 is the Supreme Self, and not any physical light, for the Self is the subject-matter which is introduced thus: "The Self which is free from evil, undecaying, etc. (Chh. 8. 7. 1). The word ‘light’ is also used to denote the Self in texts like, "Upon that immortal Light of all lights the gods meditate as longevity" (Brih. 4. 4. 16).

Topic 2: The relation of the released soul with Brahman is one of non-separation.

अविभागेन, द्वित्वात् ॥ ४ ॥

अविभागेन As inseparable द्वित्वात् for it is so seen from the scriptures.
4. (The Jiva in the state of Liberation exists) as inseparable (from Brahman), for it is so seen from the scriptures.

The question is raised whether the Jiva in the state of Liberation exists as different from Brahman or as one with, and inseparable from, It. The Sutra says that it exists as inseparable from Brahman, for the scriptures say so. "That thou art" (Chh. 6. 8. 7); "I am Brahman" (Brih. 1. 4. 10); "Being but Brahman, he is merged in Brahman" (Brih. 4. 4. 6)—all these texts declare that the released soul is identical with Brahman. Passages which speak of difference have to be explained in a secondary sense as expressing unity.

**Topic 3: Characteristics of the soul that has attained the Nirguna Brahman.**

ब्राह्मण जैमिनि: उपन्यासादिभ्यः \( \| 5 \| \)

ब्राह्मण As possessed of the attributes of Brahman
जैमिनि: (so says) Jaimini उपन्यासादिभ्यः on account of the reference etc.

5. (The liberated soul exists) as possessed of the attributes of Brahman; (so says) Jaimini, on account of the reference etc.

It has been said that the liberated soul attains Brahman. But Brahman has two aspects; one the
unconditioned aspect as Pure Intelligence and Knowledge; the other as described in the Chhândogya 8. 7. 1, "The Self which is free from evil, undecaying, undying, free from sorrow, hunger and thirst, with true desires and volition" etc. The question is, which aspect does the liberated soul attain? Jaimini says that it is the conditioned aspect. Why? On account of the reference to the nature of the Self as being such in the text cited. 'Etc.' includes Vidhi and Vyapadesa. The Vidhi or injunction referred to is, "That is to be sought after," which the same Chhândogya text enjoins later on, and Vyapadesa or assertion is the mention of the qualities of omniscience and omnipotence in the same text—"Obtains all worlds and all desires." On these grounds Jaimini thinks that the liberated soul attains the conditioned aspect of Brahman.

वित्तित्नमात्रेण, तद्धात्मकात्मानं दित्योऽहुऽहुऽमि: ॥ ६ ॥

वित्तित्नमात्रेण Solely as Pure Intelligence तद्भावमात्रात् that being its true nature इति thus बौद्धोऽमि: Audulomi (thinks).

6. (The liberated soul exists) solely as Pure Intelligence, that being its true nature; thus Audulomi (thinks).

This Sutra gives another view about the liberated state, which is that of the sage Audulomi. The soul being solely of the nature of Pure
Intelligence, it exists as such in the liberated state. Qualities like being free from sin and omniscience are fanciful, and mean only the absence of sin etc.

एवम् पुर्वेकालाँ विनाजनामद्विमिहस्त। बादरायण: ॥ ७ ॥

एवम् Thus अर्थे even उपन्यासां on account of reference पुर्वेकालां the former qualities existing अविरोधं there is no contradiction बादरायण: (so says) Bādarāyana.

7. Even if it be so (i.e. if the liberated soul exists as Pure Intelligence), on account of former qualities existing owing to reference (we can accept them from the relative standpoint, for) there is no contradiction (between the two); (so thinks) Bādarāyana.

Even though from the absolute standpoint the nature of the liberated soul is Pure Intelligence, yet from the relative standpoint qualities referred to by Jaimini can be accepted, as this does not contradict Audulomi’s view. The released soul never thinks of itself as omniscient, omnipotent, etc., but exists as Pure Intelligence. But from our relative standpoint we can say of such a released soul as being omniscient etc., because Pure Intelligence is beyond our conception. The two views describe the liberated soul from two different standpoints, and so there is no
contradiction between the two. So says Bādarāyana.

**Topic 4:** The soul which has attained the Saguna Brahman effects its desires by mere will.

संक्ल्यादेव तु, तत्थृऽः ते: || 8 ||

संक्ल्यादः Through will एव only तु but तद-स्वरूपः: on account of the scriptures saying that.

8. But through mere will (the released souls attain their purpose), for the scriptures say so.

The question of those who attain Brahmaloka through the worship of the Saguna Brahman by means of Vidyās like the Dahara Vidyā is taken up for discussion in this Sutra. In this Vidyā it is said, “If he be desirous of the world of the fathers, by his mere will they come to him” (Chh. S. 2. 1). The question is whether will alone suffices to get the result, or a further operative cause is necessary. This Sutra says that by mere will the result comes, for the Sruti so declares. The will of the released is different from our will, and has the power of producing results without any operative cause.

अत एव च चाचन्याभिपति: || 9 ||

अत एव For the very reason च and अन्याभिपति: he is without a lord.
9. And for this very reason the released soul is without a lord.

A liberated soul is master of himself. "For them there is freedom in all worlds" (Chh. 8. 1. 6).

Topic 5: A released soul which has attained Brahma-loka can exist with or without a body according to its liking.

अभावं बादरि: आह हेतुम् || १० ः

अभावं Absence (of body and organs) बादरि: Bādari (considers) आह (the Sruti) says हि because एवम् thus.

10. There is absence (of body and organs, in the case of the released souls) (considers) Bādari, because (the scripture) says thus.

In the previous Sutra it was told that if one attains Brahma-loka, by his mere wish things come to pass. This shows that that soul possesses a mind. The question naturally arises whether it possesses a body and the organs. Bādari says that it does not, for the scripture says so. "And it is by means of this divine eye of the mind that he sees the desires and rejoices" (Chh. 8. 12. 5), which shows that it possesses only the mind and not the organs etc.

भावं जैमिनि: विकल्प्यामन्नलानात् || ११ ः

भावं Existence जैमिनि: Jaimini विकल्प-आमन्नलानात् because

b.s.—33
the scripture declares (the capacity to assume) diverse forms.

11. (The released soul) possesses (a body and the organs), considers Jaimini, because the scriptures declare (the capacity on the part of such a soul to assume) diverse forms.

"He being one becomes three, five, seven, nine" (Chh. 7. 26. 2). This text says that a released soul can assume more than one form, which shows that it possesses besides the mind, a body and the organs. This is the view of Jaimini.

Like the twelve days' sacrifice (is) of both kinds Bādarāyana: Bādarāyana अन्तः from this.

12. From this Bādarāyana (surmises) (that the released soul is) of both kinds, like the twelve days' sacrifice.

From the twofold declaration of the scriptures Bādarāyana thinks that a released soul which has attained Brahma-loka can exist both ways—with or without a body according to its liking. It is like the twelve days' sacrifice, which is called a Sattrā as well as an Ahina sacrifice.

In the absence of a body संध्वत् as in
dreams (which stand midway between waking and deep sleep) उपपत्ते: this being reasonable.

13. In the absence of a body (the fulfilment of desires is possible) as in dreams, since this is reasonable.

भावेः जागृतत् ॥ १४ ॥

भावे When the body exists जागृततः as in the waking state,

14. When the body exists (the fulfilment of desires is) as in the waking state.

Topic 6: The released soul which has attained the Saguna Brahman can animate several bodies at the same time.

प्रकीर्णवद्विश्वः, तथा हि दर्श्यति ॥ १५ ॥

प्रकीर्णवत् Like a flame अविश्वः animating तथा so हि because दर्श्यति the scripture shows:

15. (The released soul’s) animating (different bodies) is like that of a flame, because so the scripture shows.

In Sutra 11 it was stated that a liberated soul can assume many bodies at the same time for enjoyment. The opponent holds that this is useless, as enjoyment is possible only in that body in which the soul and mind exist, while other bodies are lifeless puppets, since the soul and mind,
which cannot be divided, cannot exist in more than one body. The Sutra refutes this view and says that the other bodies are not lifeless puppets, for a released soul can, on account of its power, animate all these bodies, just as the flame of a lamp can enter into different wicks lighted from it. The soul through its powers creates bodies with internal organs corresponding to the original internal organ, and being limited by these, divides itself as many. Hence all the created bodies have a soul, which makes enjoyment through all of these possible. This we get from the scriptures.

स्वाभ्यसंपत्योर्न्यतरापेश्वम्, आविष्कृतं हि ॥ १६ ॥

स्वाभ्य-संपत्यो: Of deep sleep and absolute union (with Brahman) अन्यतर-अपेश्वम् having in view either of these two आविष्कृतम् this is made clear (by the स्रुति) हि for.

16. (The declaration of absence of all cognition is made) having in view either of the two states, viz. deep sleep and absolute union (with Brahman), for this is made clear (by the scriptures).

"What should one know and through what" (Brih. 2. 4. 14); "But there is not that second thing separate from it which it can know" (Ibid. 4. 3. 30); "It becomes like water, one, the witness, and without a second" (Ibid. 4. 3. 32). These
texts deny cognition to a released soul; so how is it possible for a released soul to assume several bodies and enjoy—says the opponent. This Sutra says that these texts refer either to the state of deep sleep or to that of Liberation, in which the soul attains absolute union with the Nirguna Brahman, as is made clear by the scriptures from the context in each case. But what we have been discussing in the previous Sutras is the case of one who has attained not absolute union with Brahman, but only Brahmaloka. This state is quite different from the other two states, and as such, cognition is possible in it, there being diversity, as also enjoyment, even as in heaven, the difference being that from Brahmaloka one does not return to this earth, whereas from heaven one returns to this mortal world after the exhaustion of the virtue which raised him to the status of a god.

Topic 7: The released soul which has attained Brahmaloka has all the lordly powers except the power of creation etc.

Topic 7: The released soul which has attained Brahmaloka has all the lordly powers except the power of creation etc.
lordly powers) except the power of creation etc., on account of (Iswara being) the subject-matter (of all texts where creation etc. are described), and (the released souls) not being mentioned (in that connection).

The question is raised whether those who by worshipping the qualified Brahman attain Brahmaloka and lordly powers, have limited or unlimited powers. The opponent holds that it should be unlimited, because of the scriptural texts, “They can roam at will in all the worlds” (Chh. 7. 25. 2, 8. 1. 6); “To him all the gods offer worship” (Taitt. 1. 5). This Sutra says that the released souls attain lordly powers without the power of creating, preserving, and destroying the universe. Barring this, power they get all other powers. Why? Because Iswara is the subject-matter of all the texts dealing with creation etc., while the liberated souls are not mentioned at all in this connection. Moreover, this would lead to many Iswaras, which may give rise to a conflict of wills with respect to creation etc. Therefore the powers of the liberated souls are not absolute but limited, and are dependent on the will of Iswara.

On account of direct teaching इति वेदि, if it be said न not आधिकारिकमण्डलस्थि-उच्छे: because the scripture declares (that the soul attains Him) who
entrusts the sun etc. (with their offices) and resides in those spheres.

18. If it be said (that the released soul attains absolute powers) on account of direct teaching (of the scriptures), (we say) no, for the scriptures declare (that the released soul attains Him) who entrusts the sun etc. (with their offices) and resides in those spheres.

"He becomes the lord of himself" (Taitt. 1. 6). From the direct teaching of the Sruti the opponent holds that the released soul attains absolute powers. The Sutra says that his powers depend on the Lord, for the text cited further on says, "He attains the Lord of the mind", the Lord who abides in spheres like the sun etc. and entrusts the sun etc. with offices. Therefore from this latter part of the text it is clear that the released soul gets its powers from the Lord and depends on Him. Hence its powers are not unlimited.

बिकारावर्ति च तथा हि स्थितिमाह् ॥ १९ ॥

बिकार-अभवति Which is beyond all effected things च and तथा सो हि because स्थितिम् existence आह the scripture declares.

19. And (there is a form of the Supreme Lord) which is beyond all created
things, because so the scripture declares (His) existence (in a twofold form).

"Such is the greatness of it; greater than it is the Purusha. One foot of His is all beings. His (other) three feet are what is immortal in heaven" (Chh. 3. 12. 6). This text declares that the Supreme Lord abides in two forms, the transcendental and the relative. Now he who worships the Lord in His relative aspect does not attain the transcendental aspect, for the Sruti says, "As one meditates upon That, so one becomes." Similarly, since the worshipper is not able to comprehend the relative aspect of the Lord in full, as possessed of infinite attributes and powers, but is able to comprehend Him only partially, he attains only limited powers, and not unlimited powers like the Lord Himself.


dṛśyatvam eva pratyakṣānumāne || २० ||
dṛśyat: (The two) show च and एवम् thus pratyakṣ-अनुमाने perception and inference.

20. And thus perception and inference show.

This Sutra says that the transcendental aspect of the Lord is established by both the Sruti and Smriti. That form which the previous Sutra cited merely as an example, this Sutra establishes on the authority of the Sruti and Smriti. "There the sun shines not, nor the moon, nor stars" etc.
(Mu. 2. 2. 10); “That the sun illumines not, nor the moon, nor the fire” etc. (Gità 15. 6).

**भोगमात्रसाम्यविद्वान् ॥ २१ ॥**

Because of indications of equality with respect to enjoyment only and:

21. And because of the indications (in the scriptures) of equality (of the released soul with the Lord) only with respect to enjoyment.

That the powers of the released soul are not unlimited is also known from the indications in the Sruti that the equality of these souls with the Lord is only with respect to enjoyment, and not with respect to creation etc. “As all beings take care of this Deity, so do they take care of him” (Brih. 1. 5. 20); “Through it he attains identity with this Deity, or lives in the same world with it” (Brih. 1. 5. 23). All these texts describe equality only with respect to enjoyment, and mention nothing as regards creation etc.

**अनास्बृति: शब्दात्, अनास्बृति: शब्दात् ॥ २२ ॥**

Non-return on account of scriptural declaration.

22. (There is) no return (for these released souls); on account of scriptural declaration (to that effect).

If the powers of the released souls are
limited, then like all limited things they too will come to an end, and consequently the released souls will have to come back from Brahma-loka to this mortal world—says the opponent. The Sutra refutes such a contingency on scriptural authority. Those who go to Brahma-loka by the path of the gods do not return from there. "Going up by that way, one reaches immortality" (Chh. 8. 6. 6.); "They no more return to this world" (Brih. 6. 2. 15).

The repetition of the words "No return" etc. is to show that the book is finished.
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<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Sec. S</td>
<td>Ch. Sec. S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अध्वर्जक</td>
<td>3 4 10</td>
<td>अध्वर्जक</td>
<td>3 4 45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अतित्र हु</td>
<td>2 3 2</td>
<td>अतित्र हु</td>
<td>4 1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अर्हमनन्द च</td>
<td>1 1 19</td>
<td>अर्हमनन्द च</td>
<td>4 1 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अस्वेष भोपपल</td>
<td>4 2 11</td>
<td>अस्वेष भोपपल</td>
<td>3 2 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आकाशाकलितिकाट</td>
<td>1 1 22</td>
<td>आकाशाकलितिकाट</td>
<td>1 3 18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आकारो चाँदीशो</td>
<td>2 2 24</td>
<td>आकारो चाँदीशो</td>
<td>2 1 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आकारो चाँदीशो</td>
<td>1 3 41</td>
<td>आकारो चाँदीशो</td>
<td>4 1 14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आचार्यदर्शनान्तर</td>
<td>3 4 3 4</td>
<td>आचार्यदर्शनान्तर</td>
<td>2 2 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>3 3 3 16</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>3 3 13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>2 1 28</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>2 1 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>3 3 15</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>3 3 34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>4 4 3</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>1 3 13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>4 4 3</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>1 1 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>3 3 40</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>1 4 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>4 1 6</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>2 3 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>3 3 14</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>1 3 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>1 1 12</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>2 2 20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>3 3 11</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>2 2 42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>3 1 10</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>2 2 27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>1 4 1</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>1 1 27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>2 3 11</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>3 2 35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>4 1 12</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>2 1 36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>2 3 50</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>3 3 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>1 2 32</td>
<td>आतिसाहित्य महात्म</td>
<td>3 4 42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.</td>
<td>Sec.</td>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Brahmasutras</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>कर्ता शास्त्रार्थवः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>कर्मकर्तृत्वमपरासा</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>कप्योपदेशाशि</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>कामवेदः चैवके</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>कामावच नातुमा</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>कामादामीरुर्वः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>काम्यास्तु वेषभा</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>कारणवेदन वाकः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>काय बाह्यिष्ठस्</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>कार्यावसानानार्थवः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>कार्यात्यथेत्यद्विच</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>कर्ममयन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>कर्ममस्तुष्ण्यन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>कर्ममस्तुष्ण्यन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>कर्ममस्तुष्ण्यन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>कर्ममस्तुष्ण्यन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>कर्ममस्तुष्ण्यन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>कर्ममस्तुष्ण्यन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>कर्ममस्तुष्ण्यन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>कर्ममस्तुष्ण्यन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>कर्ममस्तुष्ण्यन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>कर्ममस्तुष्ण्यन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>कर्ममस्तुष्ण्यन्यापश्चतः</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Sec. S.</td>
<td>समन्वयार् ैव</td>
<td>तत्सत्तवकलवादः</td>
<td>तद्भाक्षुधुःखः</td>
<td>तत्त्रभार च तद्भादः</td>
<td>तद्भाच दर्शयति</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 4 10</td>
<td>2 4 4</td>
<td>2 4 3</td>
<td>3 1 16</td>
<td>2 3 27</td>
<td>3 4 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 3 28</td>
<td>4 4 17</td>
<td>1 1 2</td>
<td>1 3 37</td>
<td>3 2 7</td>
<td>2 3 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.</td>
<td>Sec.</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>त्वरितस्य महिःशोषायां</td>
<td>च</td>
<td>Ch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.</td>
<td>Sec.</td>
<td>S.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ch.</th>
<th>Sec.</th>
<th>S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.</td>
<td>Sec.</td>
<td>S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.</td>
<td>Sec.</td>
<td>S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.</td>
<td>Sec.</td>
<td>S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ch.</th>
<th>Sec.</th>
<th>S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>च.</td>
<td>संक्ष.</td>
<td>सू.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GENERAL INDEX

Advaïta Vedânta, does not uphold Pantheism, 90. See also Vedânta.

Adhyâsa (Superimposition), 3-21. objections against, answered, 6-11. is due to ignorance, 9. defined by Sâkara, 11-14. according to others, 14-17. the basis of our experience, 17-18. Adrishta (the Unseen Principle) of the Vaiseshikas, 217 ff. in what does it inhero, 210. cannot be the cause of the first motion of the atoms, 210-211. yields fruit of actions at some future time, 456.

Agnihotra, 304, 421.

Agnirahasya, the fire in, constitute a separate Vidya, 399-406.

Air, springs from ether, 244. the cause of fire, 245-246. See also Vâyu.

Ajhat Lakshanâ, 305.

Aja, is not the Pradhâna but causal matter, 142-145.

Ajañatâsatu, 151.

Akaśa (Ether), Brahman is to be understood by the word, 67-68, 105. the small, in the heart, is Brahman, 108-115. external and internal, 109, 112.

Akaśa, the small, the Jiva retires to, in deep sleep, 110. which reveals names and forms is Brahman, 131-132. cannot be a nonentity, 223. not eternal, 239-243. the cause of air, 244. Akshara (Imperishable), is Brahman, 105-107. Alayavijnâna, 228-229. Anandamaya, see, “Self consisting of bliss.” Antahkarana (the internal organ). the necessity of accepting an, 264.

Apurva, 302, 352-353, 462.

Asmarâtya, his views, 94, 154-157.

Asramas, all the four, enjoined by the scriptures, 426, 450-451. the duties of, compulsory, 433-441. persons not belonging to any of the, are also entitled to Knowledge, 440-442. Atharvanikas, their rite of carrying fire on the head, 368-369.

Ativâdins, who is an, 103-104. Atman, as limited by the Upadhis is atomic etc., 261, 263-269. is changeless, 264. knowledge of, gives Freedom, 368. See also Self and soul.
Atoms, as the First Cause, 176, 232-233.
refutation of the atomic theory of the Vaiseshikas, 162, 177, 209-214.
Atreya, 446.
Avidyā (Ignorance), the cause of all duality, 3-4.
defined, 17-18.
the means of right knowledge and the scriptural texts belong to the sphere of, 18.
See also Māyā, Nescience.
Avyakta (the Undeveloped), in Katha 1. 3. 10-11 means causal substance and not the Pradhāna, 135 ff., 142.
is dependent on the Supreme Lord, 139.
in Katha 1. 3. 15 means the Supreme Self, 140-141.
Audulomi, his views in Vedānta, 156-158, 447-448, 512-513.

Bādarāyana, vii seq.
and the Pāncharātras, xxxiii seq.
Bādari, his views, 94-95, 306, 499-500.
Baudhāya, Idealists, 215; their views refuted, 225-229.
Realists, 214; their views refuted, 214-216.
the twofold aggregate of, 214-216.
Baudhāya, their doctrine of universal momentariness refuted, 215 ff.
the twofold aggregate of the, 220-223.
Bhāgavata school, the, its doctrines refuted, 235-238.

Bhāskara, 345.
Bhedābhedavāda, 154-155, 344-345.
Bhumā, is Brahman, 102-104.
Birth, and death are spoken of the soul metaphorically, 251-252.
may take place without the five oblations, 311-312.
Body, birth and death are primarily spoken of, 251-252.
the subtle, 479-481.
Brahmacharya, etc., as a means to Knowledge, 440.
Brahmaloka, attainment of, is a step in gradual emancipation, 108.
'small Akāśa' is called, 110.
creatures daily go to, 110.
attainment of, is not possible as long as there is a body, 382.
the knower of the Saguna Brahman goes after death to, 488-491.
only the worshippers of the Saguna Brahman without a symbol go to, 505-506.
there is no return for such knowers from, 519, 523-524.
Brahman, causality of, explained, xxiii seq.
the only Reality, 3, 180-181.
Jiva is identical with, 3, 35, 342-343, 345.
and Māyā, 4.
is not an object of the senses, 6-7, 31, 87-89, 176, 180.
knowledge of, results in liberation and immortality, 5, 26, 36, 154, 454.
the substratum of Adhyāsa, 6-9.
scriptures have no value for the knower of, 21.
the inquiry into, 22-24.
requisites for the aspirant to the knowledge of, 25.
is the source of origin etc. of the world, 26 ff.
definitions of, 26-27.
is cognizable through the scriptures alone and not through reasoning etc., 30, 31, 180, 194.
is the First Cause, 27 ff., 44-46, 163.
reveals Itself on the destruction of ignorance, 29, 35.
described negatively, 29.
is the main purport of all the Vedánta texts, 32-39, 102, 256.
knower of, becomes one with It, 35, 510-511.
knowledge of, does not depend on human endeavour, 36 ff.
meditated upon as mind and sun, 36.
not the object of the act of knowing or of devout worship, 36.
is our Inner Self, 37.
injunctions have no place with regard to, 37-38.
can be all-knowing and creative through Mâyā, 40, 205.
Saguna and Nirguna, xix seq., xlii seq., lvi seq., 45-46.
the tail or support of everything, 47-54.
as the person in the sun and the eye, 54-56, 80-84.
limitations are imagined in, for Upāsanā, 56, 81-82, 347-348.
as Akāśa (Ether), 57-58.
as Prāna, 59, 64-69.
as Light, 59-64.
as the metre Gāyatri, 61-63.
as the Being consisting of mind, 70-76.
smallness of, 74.
as abiding in the heart, 75.
does not experience pleasure or pain, 75-76, 272-276.
and the individual soul, 75-76, 186-187, 255, 270-273.
as the Eater, 76-78.
as distinguished by Bliss, 83.
is the Ruler within, 84-87.
is Vaiśvānara, 88-90.
as the resting place of heaven, earth, etc., 97-102.
al so is, 98.
is not manifold, 99.
is the Witness, 101.
is Bhumān, 102-104.
is Truth, 104.
is Akāśa (Imperishable), 105-107.
the Highest Person in Pr. 5. 5 is, 107-108.
as the “small Akāśa”, 108-115.
body is the city of, 109.
the light of all lights, 115-116, 130.
as the person of the size of the thumb, 116-117.
the Prāna in Kath. 2. 6. 2 is, 130.
as the revealer of names and forms, 131-132.
the Nature of the Supreme, 131-132, 329-350.
as the Self consisting of knowledge, 132-134.
everything originates from, 237.
is not created, 244-245.
elements become creative through the agency of, 247-248.
at Pralaya elements are absorbed in, in the reverse order, 248-251.
organs are produced from, 278-281.
the chief Prāna is created from, 283.
the soul in dreamless sleep rests in, 325-326.
nature of Supreme, 329-350.
takes form in connection with Upādhis, 333-334, 336, 337.
is Pure Intelligence, 335-336.
the two forms of, are denied by 'not this, not this' and not the Brahman Itself, 338.
is not perceived due to ignorance, 340.
is without a second, 346-349.
is called a bank etc. metaphorically, 346-347.
knowers of the Saguna, go by "the path of the gods", 382-385.
the departure of the knower of the Saguna, 473-479, 485-487.
knowers of the Saguna, go to Brahmaloka, 488-491.
atainment of, means destruction of ignorance, 383-384, 503-505.
Prānas of the knower of, do not depart at death

wished to be many, 149.
the Self of all, 150.
Kau. 4. 10 refers to, 150-153.
is the Self to be seen through hearing etc., 153-158.
is both the material and efficient cause of the world, 158-161, 188-190, 198-199, 232-235.
is the cause of the world though of a different nature from it, 167-176.
is existence itself, 170-171, 245.
objections to, being the cause of the world refuted, 167-176, 177-199, 209.
has only apparently changed into the world, 173, 191, 198-199.
the individual soul an image of, in the mind, 179.
is realized in Samādhi, 180, 341.
world is non-different from, 180-181, 185.
the world exists in, potentially, during pralaya, 184.
the Cause through Māyā, 192.
the power of Māyā of, established, 193.
creative through sportive impulse, 194-195.
partiality or cruelty cannot be attributed to, 195-198.
is endowed with all the attributes necessary for creation, 198-199.
but get merged in It, 481-485.
realization of, is the result of the Vidyās, 412.
knowledge of, effects man’s highest purpose (Puru-
shārtha), 417-418.
is not a part of sacrificial acts, 417-427.
the meditator on, is to comprehend It as identical
with himself, 457-458; is not to identify himself with the
symbol of Brahman, 469-460.
in meditations symbols are to be viewed as, 460.
knowledge of, destroys all past and future sins,
465-466.
knower of, is not affected by good deeds, 467; attains
oneness with It on the exhaustion of Prārabdha Kar-
mā, 471-472.
is attained by souls who go by the path of the gods
by the dissolution of Brahmaloka, 501-502.
Brahma-Sūtras, vi. author and date of the, vii seq.
commentators on, xii seq.
and Gitā, x-xii, lxiv seq.
the necessity for the study of the, 5, 6.
Buddhi (Intellect), the subtle
Upādhi (adjunct) of the Self, 260-262, 266-269.
Buddhism, the three principal
schools of, 214-215.
See also Baudhā and the Buddhists.
Buddhists, the, say that there
is no self apart from Vijnāna, 15.
See also Baudhā.
Cause, effect exists in, before its origination as well as
after it, 171, 184.
is not polluted by the effect
when the latter gets dis-
solved in it, 173.
effect is of the nature of,
and not vice versa, 173.
the, alone is real, 181.
every, is not necessarily
the effect of an antecedent
thing, 245.
Cause and effect, are non-
different, 167-169, 181, 184,
242.
are not similar in every
respect, 170.
relation of, according to
the Vaiseshikas, 208-209.
the Baudhā chain of,
216-219.
relation of, contradicts the
doctrine of momentar-
iness, 218-219.
Celibacy, expiation for trans-
gressing the vow of,
443-446; such transgressor
to be shunned, 446.
See also Sannyās.
Ceremonies, purificatory, denied to Sudras, 128.
Chārvākās, ii, 406-407; refut-
ed, 407-408.
Childlike state, 451-452.
Consciousness, a quality of
the Self, 408.
Creation, scriptures on,
148-150.
is without a beginning,
196-197.
Dahara Vidyā, 356, 403, 411-412.
Death, the mode of departure of the soul at, 473-478.
Deities, the presiding, of the organs, 168-169, 238-239, which conduct the soul to Brahmaloka, 497-499.
See also gods.
Devayāna, see "the path of gods" under God.
Digits, see Kalās.
Dream, state, is unreal, 226-227, 320-321.
the Jīva in, 265, 318-323.
is the intermediate place, 318-319.
world is the creation of the Jīva, 321.

Earth, is created from water, 246-247.
is meant by Anna, 246-247.
Effect, see Cause and Effect.
Elements, atoms and their respective, 213.
become causes through the agency of Brahmā, 247-248.
reabsorption in Brahmā at Pralaya, 249-250.
organs are the modifications of the, 250.
are created by the Lord, 293.
Emancipation, see Liberation.
Ether, see Akāśa.

Fire, Brahmā conceived as gastric, 92-93.
is created from āir, 245-246.
water is created from, 246.
worshippers of the five fires go to Brahmaloka, 506.

Food, prohibited, when can be taken, 436-438.
See also Anna.
Freedom, see Liberation.

Gāyatri, is everything whatever exists, 61-62.
Brahman is denoted by the metre, 63-64.
God, see Lord.
Gods, are entitled to the study of the Vedas etc., 118, 124-126.
their corporeality, 119-120.
are capable of assuming several forms simultaneously, 119.
are qualified for Vidyās, 124-126.
souls become the food of, 302-303.
the path of the, who go by it after death, 382-385.
the path of the, the only way to Brahmaloka, 492-493.
stages in the path of the, by which the departing soul goes, 492-497.
the Saguna Brahmān is attained by the soul who goes by the path of the, 499-500.
souls which go by the path of the, attain Supreme Brahmān on the dissolution of Brahmāloka, 500-505.
See also Deities.
Great, see Mahat.
Gunas, the three, 40, 205-206.

Heaven, performers of sacrifices alone go to, 301.
Hell, 308-309.
Hiranyakasipu, 107, 279, 288, 
369, 370.
Householder, the importance of his life, 449-450.

Immortality, is gained only by the knowledge of the 
Supreme Self, 154.
Iswara, is recognized by the 
Yoga system, 160-167.
 See also Lord.

Jābāla Satyakāma, 128.
Jābālas, 95-96.
Jaimini, 93, 95, 387-388, 390, 
400, 403-404.
on the qualification of gods 
for Upāsanā etc., 124, 125, 
162.
thinks that religious merit brings about the fruits of 
actions, 351.
the Vedas throughout prescribe acts according to, 
418-421; this view refuted, 421-427.
on Śannāyaṇa, 427-428.
says that the soul which 
goes by the path of the 
gods attains Brahman, 502.
on the characteristics of the liberated soul, 511-512, 
515-516.
Jainas, refuted, 229-232.
Janaka, 419, 422-423, 425.
Jānasruti, 126-127.
Jiva, see Soul.
Jīvanmukti, 466.

Kanāda, 176-177.
Kapila, 165, 175.
Karma, the soul descends from 
heaven with the residual, 
303-307.

and good conduct, 305-307.
the Lord is the giver of the 
fruits of, 350-351.
Jaimini's views on, 351.
Bādarāyana's view on the 
fruition of, 352-353.
itself is incapable of pro-
ducing results, 352-353.
the good and evil, of a 
knower of Brahman go to 
his friends and enemies re-
spectively, 378-380.
he who has attained Knowl-
dedge gets rid of his good 
and evil, at death, 380-382.
Sanchita and Āgāmi, alone 
are destroyed through 
Knowledge, 380-381, 467-
469.
Prārabdha, is destroyed at 
death, 380-381.
the law of, does not hold good 
in the case of a knower of 
Brahman, 466.
Karmakānda, 20, 25, 34.
Kārshṇājīna, 305-306.
Kāśakritana, 157-158.
Knowledge, the means of 
right, belong to the 
sphere of Avidyā, 18 ff.
is not an activity of the 
mind, 37.
depends on the thing itself, 
37.
on the dawning of, the 
individual soul realizes its 
identity with Brahman, 
187, 343.
perfect, attained in Samā-
dhi, 268.
is attained through the 
grace of the Lord, 269.
perfect, results from Nir-
guna Upāsanā, 384.
sacrifices performed with,
are more powerful, 397-398.
of Brahman leads to Liberation, 418.
no work for one who has attained, 422-423.
destroys all ignorance, 426.
is gained in Sannyasa Ashrama, 426-427.
works are an indirect means to, 434-436.
can be attained by special works, 441.
when may it come? 452-453.
destroys all past and future sins, 465-466.
cannot destroy Prarabdha works, 468.
Kumarila, 345.

Liberation, is not attained by the knowledge of the empirical self, 23.
true knowledge of Self leads to, 24, 368.
is attained by knowledge of Brahman, 26, 42, 131, 418.
comes from the comprehension of the Vedanta texts, 34.
knowledge of the Saguna Brahman leads to gradual, 46.
according to the Sankhyas, 140-141.
is attained by worshipping etc. Vasudeva, 235-236.
comes from Knowledge only, 434-435.
not delayed after Knowledge, 453-454.
is knowledge of Brahman, 454.
is nothing newly acquired, 509.

Light, in Chh. 3. 13. 7 is Brahman, 519-64.
Brahman is the, of lights, 115-116.
the Highest, is Brahman, 131.
the, attained by Jiva is the Supreme Self, 510.
Lord, the whole creation is reabsorbed in the Supreme, 77.
cosmic form of the, 91.
is to be meditated upon in the space between the head and the chin, 95-96.
the Supreme, is free from the three states of waking, dream, and deep sleep, 113.
is not affected by ignorance, 139.
the Inner Ruler, 196.
the Supreme, the soul is dependent on, for its agency, 269-270.
Knowledge attained through His grace, 269, 323.
the soul is a part of the, 270-272, 275.
the Supreme, does not create the dream world, 319-321.
the Supreme, does not enjoy the fruits of actions, 390.
meditation on the cosmic form of the, 409-410.
the Supreme, abides in two forms, 522-523.
See also Brahman.

Madhu Vidya, 124 ff., 144.
Mahat (Great), in Katha 1. 3. 11 does not refer to
the Sānkhyān category, 135 ff.
means the cosmic intellect, 137, 141.
refers to Self in Vedic texts, 141-142.
Māheswaras, their, philosophical doctrines, 232-235.
Maitreyi, 153-154.
Manu, 121, 128, 165, 214.
Māyā, explained, 3 ff.
is not real, 4, 13, 14.
is Anirvachaniya, 4, 14, 139.
is the result of Avidyā, 3, 14.
Brahman becomes creative through, 40, 139, 192, 205.
is a power of Brahman, 166.
the Lord is able to create the world of diversity through His power of, 190.
Brahman’s power of, established, 193.
Brahman is apparently modified through, 198-199.
Meditation, in, on Brahman all the qualities of Brahman, negative and otherwise, are to be combined into one, 365-367, 387-388.
reciprocally, is enjoined in Ait. Ar. 2. 2. 4. 6, 392-393.
on Ātman to be repeated till Knowledge dawns, 455-457.
one has to practise, sitting, 462-463.
Meditations connected with the members of sacrificial acts, 413-416, 440-448.
in on the members of sacrificial acts the idea of divinity is to be superimposed on them, 461-462.
are to be observed till death, 464-465.
Meditative ness, is enjoined in Brh. 3. 5. 1, 448-449.
Mimāṃsakas (Purva), object to the definition of superimposition, 12, 13.
uphold the intrinsic validity of all knowledge, 12.
Prabhākara school of, and superimposition, 13.
the purport of the Vedas according to, 32-33.
say that the words of the Vedas are eternal, 120.
say that difference of terms indicate difference in acts, 411.
Mind, the functions of the organs are merged in, at death, 473-475.
is not the material cause of the organs, 474.
the function of, gets merged in Prāna at death, 475-476.
Momentariness, the Buddhist doctrine of, 216, 217 ff., 223-224.
Moon, the world of, 301, 307-308, 313-314.
Nachiketa, Yama and, 141.
Naiyāyikas, and superimposition, 15 ff.
mention atoms as First Cause, 176.
declare the Lord to be only the efficient cause, 232.
the Jiva an agent according to the, 263.
their doctrine of many souls refuted, 275-277.
Name and form, the universe
and its objects have, as the condition of their manifestation, 121.
all mental states are conditioned by, 121,
evolved by Brahman, 131, 292-293.
Nârada, 102 ff., 386.
Nescience, see Avidyâ, Mâyâ.
Nihilism, illogical, 229.
Nihilists (Buddha), 162-163, 215.
Nimbârka, xiii-xvi.
causality of Brahman according to, xxxii.-xxxiii.
the Jîva according to, xl.
Brahman's nature according to, xlv soc., lvi seq.
Non-existence, 148-149, 162, 183, 224-226.
Object, subject and, are opposed and cannot be identified, 6.
subject and, are mixed up due to ignorance, 7-8.
the nature of, is twofold, 13.
Oblations, the five, 297, 311-312.
Om, the symbol, in the Udgîtha Vidyâ, 362, 364, 415.
Organs, are the effects of elements, 250, 280.
are produced from Brahman, 278-280.
their number, 281-282.
are minute in size, 282-283.
the presiding deities of the, 288-290.
the relation between the soul and the, 289, 290.
are independent principles and not modes of the Chief Prâna, 200-291.
follow the soul at death, 290.
the functions of the, are merged in the mind at death, 473-475.
the, of the knower of the Nirguna Brahman get merged in it at death, 483-484.
Panchâgui Vidyâ, those who know the, go by the path of the gods, 384-385.
Pâñcharâtra school, see Bhâgavata school.
Parinâmavâda, 6.
Perception, direct, is the basis of all the other means of knowledge, 10-11.
Person (Purusha), the highest, in Pr. 5. 6 is Brahman, 107-108.
of the size of the thumb is Brahman, 116-117.
Philosophy, the six systems of, i-iv.
Pitriyâna, 310.
Prbhâkâras, on superimposition, 13, 14, 15.
Pradhâna, is made up of the three Gunas, 33, 205-206.
the Sankhyâ First Cause, 38-39.
is insentient and not based on the scriptures, 39-40, 135 seq.
is not the ruler within, 86, cannot be the resting place of heaven, earth, etc., 98-100.
Purushártha, the highest, attained through Knowledge, 417-418, 434.
Purusha Vidyā, 376-377.
Purva Mimāmsā, see Mīmāṃsakas
Ramakrishna, Sri, 20.
Rāmānuja, xiv-xvii, xxxix, 6, 161.
causality of Brahman according to, xxx.
the soul according to, xxxviii-xxxix.
Brahman's nature according to, xliii seq., lvi seq.
Reasoning, cannot arrive at truth, 28.
and the scriptures, 28, 34, 175, 176.
has been employed by the scriptures, 34.
Ritvik (Priest), 447.
Ruler within, is Brahman, 84-87.
Sacrifices, lead to heaven, 301.
those who do not perform, go to the abode of Yama, 303.
killing animals in, does not entail sin, 316.
Sādhanā, (spiritual practices), texts dealing with creation in Vedānta refer to, 33.
is possible only during one's life time, 382.
the destruction of good and evil results from, 382.
Samāchāra, 359.
Samādhi, see Meditation.
Samavāya (inseparable inheritance), 211.
Sampat Upāsanā 95, 403.
Samsāra (relative existence),
the cause of, 4.
is got rid of through the
knowledge of Brahman,
is without a beginning, 270.
Samaskāras (Impressions), are
impossible without the
perception of external
objects, 228.
require a permanent abode,
228.
Samvarga Vidyā, 399.
Sanat Kumāra, 102 ff., 398.
Śāndilya Vidyā, 356, 372,
373, 403, 411-412.
Śāṅkhya, their First Cause,
38-39.
refutation of their doctrine
of the Pradhāna, 39-40,
the categories of the, not
mentioned in the Vedas,
166.
Śāṅkhya Smṛti, its authority
refuted, 164-165.
Sannyāsa, Knowledge is gained
in Sannyāsa Asrama,
426-427.
is prescribed by the scriptures,
427-430, 450.
there is no reverting back
to former life from, 442-
443.
expiatory ceremony for
breaking the vow of,
445-446.
Sannyāsins, need not perform
rites etc., 433-434.
Sat, is Brahman, 40.
refers to an intelligent
principle, 41-44.
Satyabhādavāda, see Audu-
lomi.

Scriptures, the, are impersonal
and infallible, 10,
23.
deny only the absolute
validity of perception, 11,
191.
belong to the sphere of
Avidyā, 18-19.
are the only proof about Brahma,
28, 30, 46.
declare that one ignorant
of them cannot know Brahman,
31.
employ reasoning, 34.
their aim is to describe Brahma
and not the Jīva,
101-102, 339.
Self, as subject and object, 8-9.
is proved by intuitive know-
ledge, 9.
is realised through Sādhanā,
17-18.
is Brahman, 23.
the empirical, and the real
Self, 24, 153, 156-157.
knowledge of the, liberates,
24, 104, 154.
consisting of bliss, 47-51, 53.
consisting of knowledge is
Brahman, 182-184.
to be seen through hearing
etc. is Brahman, 153-158.
injunctions etc. when possible
with reference to, 274.
there is no confusion of the
fruit of actions due to unity
of the, 274-275.
is separate from the body,
406-408.
is not an agent, 421-422.
no work is prescribed for a
knower of the, 424-425.
knowledge of the, is antago-
nistic to work, 426.
GENERAL INDEX

See also Brahman. 
Sense organs, are created, 279. 
are directed by the soul, 234. 
Skandhas, the five, of the 
Baudhāyas, 215-216. 
the five, and atoms cannot 
aggregate by themselves, 
215-216.
Sleep, deep or dreamless 
(Sushupti), the Jīva in, 
263, 324-328. 
the seat of, 324-326.
Smṛitis and Sṛuti, 91, 164-166. 
prohibit the studying of the 
Vedas etc. by Sudras, 129.
Soul (the individual), is in 
reality identical with 
Brahman, xxxvi-xxxviii, xli, 
3, 54, 261, 510-511. 
identifies itself with body, 
4.
is an agent, 76, 88-89, 102, 154, 
253-261, 265-269.
experiences pleasure and 
pain, 76, 102, 289-290. 
difference between, and 
Brahman, 75-76. 
difference between, and the 
Supreme Lord is due to 
Nescience, 87, 152, 187, 254, 
272-273, 323.
experiences the fruits of good 
and evil actions, 101. 
daily goes into the small 
Ākāśa in deep sleep, 110. 
is free from evil etc. only as 
non-different from Brahman, 
114.
and Brahman acc. to vari-
ous schools of Vedānta, 
154-158.
had always had a previous ex-
istence, 197. 
Jainas 'on, 230-231.
directs the sense organs, 
234, 289.
the, is not created but eternal, 
235-236, 252-253.
birth and death are meta-
phorically spoken of the, 
251-252.
acc. to Vaisēshikas, 254. 
is not the subject-matter of 
the scriptures, 250.
connection of the, and the 
intellect exists in its relative 
state, 261-263.
in deep sleep, 263, 325-328.
in dream state, 265, 318-323.
a part or reflection of the 
connection between the, and 
the organs is permanent, 
290. 
cannot create, 293. 
its departure at death, 296- 
303, 478, 489-491, 494-495. 
its descent from heaven, 
303-317.
in a swoon, 328-329.
the released, only manifests 
its real nature, 508-510. 
its characteristics, 511-514. 
in Brahma-loka, 514-524.
Souls, are different from one 
another, 274-275. 
refutation of the doctrine of 
many all-pervading, 275-277. 
perfected, are reborn for 
some Divine Mission, 386. 
which have attained Brahma-
loka, on its dissolution attain 
Brahman, 601-605. 
there is no return for released, 
from Brahma-loka, 523.
Sraddhā, water is called, 
297, 300-301.
Srūtis, see Scriptures.
Subject, see Object.
Sūtras, not entitled to the study of the Vedas, 128-129.
Superimposition, see Adhyāsa.
Sushumnā (nerve), 479.
the knower of the Saguna Brahman goes out through the, 485-487.
Sushupti, see sleep, deep.
Sūtras, iv-vi.

Udgītha, meditations on, 431, 432.
to be viewed as the sun, 461-462.
Udgītha Vidyā, 361-363, 408-409.
and the symbol Om, 362, 364, 415.
Upānishads, and Māyāvāda, lii seq.
speak of two types of Brahman, 45-46.
the subject-matter of the, is Brahman, 101.
Upāsanās, are not parts of sacrifices, 397-398.
connected with sacrificial acts are valid for all Sākhās, 408-409.
enhance the result of sacrifices, 416.

Vaisvānara, is Brahman, 89-96.
Upāsanā, 356, 409-410.
Vidyās, 363-365, 385.
Vājasaneyins, 92-93, 152, 372, 400.
Vāmadeva, 66-67, 453.

Vāsudeva, 235-236.
Vāyu, see Air.
Vedas, have no value for the knower of Brahman, 21.
the study of, is a prerequisite for Vedānta and Purva Mimāmsā, 25.
prescribe acts, 32-33.
who are entitled to the study of the, 117-118, 126-129.
the world created from the, are eternal, 120-122.

Vedānta, holds the identity of the soul and Brahman, 22.
room for reasoning in, 30.
being based on the Srūtis is more authoritative than the Sāṅkhya Smṛti, 174-175.
Vedānta texts, give the knowledge of the real nature of the Self, 19, 24, 28.
the main purpose of the, is Brahman, 32, 33, 34, 38, 355.
are the only proof of Brahman, 38.
refer to an intelligent principle as the First Cause, 44-45.
there is no conflict in the, with respect to Brahman as the First Cause, 147-150.
teach the Supreme Self, 421-422.

Vidēhamukti, knower of Brahman attains, 467.
Vidyā, Mu. 3. 1. 1 and Kath. 1. 3. 1 form one, 389-390.
Brhi. 3. 4. 1 and 3. 5. 1 form one, 390-392.
Brhi. 5. 4. 1 and 5. 5. 2 form one, 393-394.
Vidyās (Upāsanās), what are the, 354.
with identical or similar forms are one Vidyā, 355-360.

particulars of identical, mentioned in different places are to be combined into one meditation, 360-361.

having different subject-matter are different, 361-364.

identical, in the same Sākhā have to be combined, 372.

various, like the Sāndilya etc. are to be kept separate, 411-412.

one is to be selected from among the, relating to Brahman, 412.

yielding particular desires may or may not be combined, 412-413.

scriptural statements referring to, enjoin meditation, 430-432.

Virajā, 381.
Visishtādvaitavāda, 6.

Vital force, see Prāna.
Vyāsa, 386.

Waking state, is real in comparison with dreams, 226-227.

Water, created from fire, 246.
earth created from, 246-247.
called Sraddhā, 297, 300-301.
as the dress of Prāna, 371.

Word, the relation between, and its objects is eternal, 120.

the world originates from, 120-121.

Work, on whom the scriptures enjoin, 424-426.

the knower of the Self is not bound by the effects of, 425.

an indirect means to Knowledge, 434-436.

has no part in producing Liberation, 435.

the results of obligatory is not destroyed by Knowledge, 468-470.

regular, contributes to Knowledge indirectly, 470.
done with a desire does not help the origination of Knowledge, 470.

sacrificial, not combined with meditations also helps in the origination of Knowledge, 471.

all, including Prārabdha of the Knower of Brahman are destroyed at death, 472.

See also Karma.

World, the, originates from the words of the Vedas, 120-121.

does not become absolutely non-existent at Pralaya, 123, 173-174, 184.

Brahman is the material and efficient cause of the, 168-161, 293.

and Brahman, 167-171, 180-181, 185.
exists in Brahman even before creation, 171.
is an illusion, 173.
is without a beginning, 190-197.
exists in former cycles, 198.
the external, is not altogether non-existent, 225-226.

Yama, 308-309.
Yoga Smriti, refutation of, 166-167.
Yoga-Sutras, 25.
Yogins, 232.

the limitations as to time for the mode of departure at death apply to the, 490-491.
Vedānta
Sanskrit Lit. — Brahma-sūtras
Brahma-sūtras